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1. Introduction: Intentional communication, ostensive intentional communication and
nonhuman animals
By interacting with each other communicatively we humans constantly engage in so-called
intentional communication.
Intentional

communication

means

to

engage

in

meaningful

communication,

i.e.

communicating meaningful messages to others by communicating goals, information etc. with
the help of signals that carry meaning themselves.
We humans engage in such intentional communication openly, that is we do not just use
language to transmit a message but we also address each other directly by employing eyecontact and other so-called ostensive signals to emphasise our motivation to communicate
something to a specific audience.
On a more technical level, intentional communication is about at least two individuals, a
signaller and a recipient interacting with each other based on the signaller’s goal to transmit a
particular message. The signaller aims to deliver this particular message by using one or more
signal(s), including the ostensive signals mentioned above, which carry a meaning congruent
with the message or at least related to the message’s content. Signals then help via their
meaning to successfully make the recipient grasp the message.
The recipient’s work is to use these signals produced in a particular situation as premises or
evidence for grasping the message the signaller intended to deliver.
Both signaller and recipient aim to understand more or less directly, depending on what
approach one prefers, the other’s mental states. The signaller wants the recipient to know
about the intended message and the recipient wants to understand the intended message.
We know that humans are quite capable in understanding intentions and delivering intended
messages. But that is not all. We are also quite talented at attending overtly to the
communicative partner. As the description above has shown, to participate in intentional
communication at least for the human case does not just mean to produce a signal
intentionally in order to achieve a goal but to do so as openly as possible with the help of
gestures, facial expressions and so on.
Some researchers therefore may say that communication in humans is a strictly cooperative
endeavour (e.g. Tomasello 2008). Others may not want to go that far but rather emphasize the
overt nature of human communication, by labelling human communication more precisely
“ostensive intentional communication” (e.g. Scott-Phillips 2015).
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But human communicators are not just naturally good at transmitting and grasping transmitted
information by conspecifics through having insights into the conspecific’s mind, they are also
very efficient in doing so. One reason for this efficiency is our conventionalized
communication system: human language. Words have meaning and particular uses we are all
aware of. Using a word with a fixed meaning in a sentence to deliver a certain message then is
easing the workload of signallers and recipients grasping each other’s intentions directly or
indirectly, and makes communication indeed more efficient. The human language system may
also help with another talent human intentional communicators display: flexibility in signal
use. Humans are capable of framing messages in many different nuances, including the use of
irony and metaphors. Furthermore, they are flexible in how to react based on the signal
produced. Recipients can react in many nuanced ways, communicatively and noncommunicatively based on the signaller’s behaviour. All of this – communicating
intentionally and ostensively, using signals flexibly and being able to react flexibly based on
the signaller’s behaviour – seems at least at first glance so uniquely human.
But is it uniquely human indeed? What about the communicative interactions of other
nonhuman animals? They clearly do not have a conventional language system. But can they
influence the other’s mental state in a communicative situation and do they intend to do so? If
yes, by what means?
Recent research has tried to show that animals communicate intentionally, but always took the
stance of providing the very minimal criteria for intentional communication (e.g. Townsend et
al. 2017). These very minimal criteria, at least for the currently existing elaborations on
intentional communication in animals, amount to focusing on signallers’ producing signals
intentionally in the presence of an audience. This then, seems to not be very closely related to
human intentional communication, as laid out above, because these criteria do not focus on
either overtness or on interaction between signallers and recipients.
In this dissertation, I aim to provide a framework, that is a set of criteria derived from
theoretical and empirical research on human and nonhuman communication, which picks out
a more sophisticated, more human related kind of intentional communication: a kind of
intentional communication that is cognitively related human communication.
The idea I defend is to provide, instead of a set of necessary criteria for simple intentional
communication that may or may not be related to human communication, a set of necessary
and perhaps even sufficient criteria for this more sophisticated intentional communication,
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which I will label from now on ostensive intentional communication following Scott-Phillips
(2015a, 2015b). The criteria will be based on the central idea of flexibility1 to be perceivable
within a communicative interaction, both in recipients and signallers.
For motivating these criteria and applying them to empirical data, I will focus on one animal
species in particular: chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). There are two reasons for this choice:
firstly, for chimpanzee communication a wealth of studies have accumulated over the years in
regards to their gestural (Hobaiter & Byrne 2014) and vocal signal (Crockford & Boesch
2005) repertoires and in regards to their mental capacities outside of (e.g. Hare et al. 2000,
Krupenye et al. 2017) and in communication (Schel et al. 2013). This accumulated knowledge
will help evaluating this animal species’ communicative and cognitive capacities.
Furthermore, given that the aim of this thesis is to identify sophisticated communicative
behaviour present in humans, strategically one may first try to identify such a behaviour in
our closest relatives, namely chimpanzees, which may share some cognitive capacities with
us. Identifying such sophisticated communication in our closest living relative may then
provide valuable implications for studies on the evolution of communication and language
with chimpanzees serving as a model species for early hominid communicative capacities.
Before arriving at the set of 13 criteria, theoretical elaborations of different approaches have
to be re-evaluated. I will shift the theoretical focus towards perceiving intentional
communication in humans and potentially in nonhumans as an endeavour of signallers
displaying informative intentions but not necessarily explicitly representing communicative
intentions (i.e. explicit intentions to overtly make the recipient understand one’s intention to
inform them); and of recipients not necessarily being interested in understanding signaller’s
intentions but rather information about the world. That is, I will weaken the central role of
communicative intentions on the signallers’ side and more generally the central role of
grasping the signaller’s intentions on the recipient’s side.
This shift will have implications for empirical research on intentional communication in
nonhuman animals. The research focus here has to shift from being an endeavour focusing on
signaller’s behaviour to focusing on signallers and recipients adjusting behaviour flexibly, i.e.
through elaboration, which is not just taking into account vocal or gestural signalling, but also
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Since the notion of flexibility is invoked on a regular basis in research on animal cognition, a
clarification of the notion in this thesis will be helpful beyond the aim of this book.
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very importantly behaviours such as gaze-alternation in combination with signalling of either
modality on both signallers’ and recipients’ sides.
In what follows, I will first introduce a definition of flexibility in chapter 2, followed by a
brief discussion about how communicators grasp the meaning of communicated messages, be
it through inferential cognitive work or formed associations. While this is an important
discussion within human and nonhuman animal communication research that requires
addressing, I will take a new stance or any side in this discussion, as I am convinced that the
answer to this is to be given strictly through empirical research. I will aim to point out though
that both mechanisms may be present in communicative interaction. The more novel the
signal use, situation and the communicator are to the recipient, the more likely inferential
processes will be displayed.
In chapter 3, I will discuss theoretical research on intentional communication in humans, by
focusing on answering three questions about signaller’s and recipient’s interests and focus.
Firstly, from the recipient’s perspective, what are recipients focusing on in a communicative
situation: is it the message delivered via the signal or the intentions involved by the signaller?
This amounts to asking how recipients understand what the signaller intended to communicate
and has implications on cognitive complexity. Secondly, I will ask what signallers are aiming
to grasp in a communicative situation. Is it mental states of the recipient, e.g. the recipient
understanding the signallers’ intentions? Is it whether the recipient received the information?
Lastly, I will ask what keeps communicators engaging with each other in a communicative
situation. What is the underlying proximate motivation to do so? The answers to questions 1-3
have implications on how we describe signallers’ and recipients’ roles and jobs in intentional
communication, and with that what we can say about cognitive complexity.
The first of the theoretical approaches I will focus on is the classic Gricean approach (1957),
describing human communication as ostensive inferential intentional communication. The
approach describes signallers as intending recipients to understand their informative and
communicative intentions through communicating non-naturally meaningful signals2 openly
and recipients inferring the meaning by inferring speaker’s intentions.
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  I.e. the meaning of the signal should somehow be determined by the signaller’s intentions, as
opposed to signals being naturally meaningful, such as spots on the skin meaning that the individual
has measles. The latter meaning does not require any intentions involved and is strongly linked to its
referent (“measles”) being factual (the individual indeed has measles). For the former, I can say “I am
hungry.” without this being indeed the case. That is the meaning of a signal used in intentional
communication should not be bound to factuality as opposed to naturally meaningful signals, which
are always providing factual information.	
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I will also discuss Millikan’s perception-based approach of communication (e.g. 1984),
arguing against Grice’s answer and rejecting the idea of the central role of speaker’s
intentions in communication. Millikan assumes communication rather results from recipients
being interested in information about the world than in the mental life of the signaller.
Furthermore, communicative signals are always produced and selected to be produced for
someone and to elicit a concrete response in this someone. Therefore, there is no necessity on
the signaller’s side to intend recipients to infer her communicative intention.
I will then discuss Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson 1995). Relevance Theory focuses on
signallers providing evidence through signalling for recipients that can be used to derive their
informative and communicative intentions, rather than direct inference by recipients to these
intentions as Grice endorsed. Furthermore, the proponents of Relevance Theory assume that
the human cognitive system is tuned towards accumulating information about the world.
Under this assumption ostensive signals are a promise of being relevant in regards to fulfilling
this aim. I will argue that these background assumptions do help us draw a picture of
ostensive intentional communication that does not require such full-blown mindreading
capacities3.
In 3.4., then I will turn to perceiving communication in humans as performing a speech act,
discussing the classic view by Austin (1962) and briefly looking at what is coined discursive
injustice, aiming to provide evidence that ostensive intentional communication in humans
amounts to far more than merely understanding the intentions of the other. Other external
factors and underlying rules of signal use also determine the meaning and the potential
success of a communicative act. I will particularly point out the influence of the signaller’s
and recipient’s identity on the outcome of a communicative interaction.
In 3.5., I will turn to question 3 by addressing the discussion of human communication being
cooperative or rather manipulative, abandoning both stances and opting for the stance of
human communication being fundamentally instrumentally rational. Human communication
can therefore be both manipulative and cooperative or even involve a number of other
intentions by communicators, such as the intention to impress etc. It is then this instrumental
rationality that motivates potential communicators to engage with each other openly within
ostensive intentional communication.
In 3.6., I will go over to discussing empirical research in nonhuman animals, which build
upon the previously discussed theoretical approaches, aiming to provide criteria for
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I will define full-blown mindreading and full-blown theory of mind as being able to grasp and metarepresent mental states of conspecifics such as beliefs, wishes etc. (e.g. Andrews 2012).
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identifying intentional communication in nonhuman animals within empirical data (e.g.
Townsend et al. 2017). I will underline that for empirical investigation, the flexibility of
signallers and recipients interacting with each other and the flexible uses of somehow nonnaturally meaningful signals are key to determining whether ostensive intentional
communication is present or not in nonhuman animals.
I will conclude chapter 3 in 3.7. with a check list derived from the discussed theoretical and
empirical approaches for ostensive intentional communication, discussing potential remaining
issues for some of the criteria and clarifying my stance in regards to cognitive complexity
required for this kind of communication.
In chapter 4, I will take on the discussion of intentional communication with a very specific
kind of informative intention by the signaller, the intention to refer. I will try to show that the
notion of flexibility will help us identifying such an intention.
To show this, I introduce the idea of pragmatic processes underlying semantic processes, and
therefore applying pragmatic notions and focusing on pragmatic processes rather than
semantic ones in the study of animal communication and animal signal meaning. This idea is
to be elaborated further in chapter 6.1.
Chapter 5 and 6 will deal with the two central criteria in my proposal, flexible interaction
between communicators based on the behaviour of the other and flexible uses of nonnaturally meaningful signals.
Starting with the first in chapter 5, I will show that potentially flexible interactions between
nonhuman communicators should not be described within the paradigmatic framework for
describing the flexible back and forth in human communication, namely conversation
analysis. While it is true that attending to the other overtly amounts to turn-taking behaviour,
and that conversation analysis is the traditional approach for explaining this behaviour in
detail, conversation analysis assumes rules in regards to turn-taking that appear to be strongly
tied to human language. Research on animal communication, I will show, should therefore
rather focus on other interactional accounts, such as the one proposed by King and Shanker
(King & Shanker 2003, King 2004) that does not rely on human language use. They
emphasise the dynamic back and forth between communicative partners based on the other’s
reaction already present in preverbal children. Furthermore, I will suggest that to identify such
a flexible back and forth between communicators in nonhuman animals, we should look for
potential situations of conflict in which communicators disagree. During human
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communication, it is especially in those scenarios that we elaborate on our goals and negotiate
each other’s goals overtly in a back and forth. I will label this research paradigm of looking at
potential communicative conflicts in nonhuman animals the negotiation paradigm.
In chapter 6, I will argue that for signals to be used flexibly, they have to be first nonnaturally meaningful and secondly somehow proto-conventional4 in their use. I will provide
an explanation on how there can be proto-conventional meaning in nonhuman animal signals
by starting with some thoughts on the semantics-pragmatics distinction in 6.1.
I will argue that pragmatic processes always underlie semantic ones, historically as well as in
regards to proximate mechanisms. I will refer here primarily to elaborations by Allen (2013).
He argues that signallers and recipients may understand different things with a signal, and that
such fluctuation in understanding is based on one’s experience. That is there is a subjective
meaning grasped in the communicators. What is objectively understood then is based on the
extension of shared grasped elements of the subjective meanings of the signal. Allen therefore
denies the ontological presence of semantic meaning, but rather views semantics as a
methodological stipulation by linguists to gain insights into the meaning of a signal, i.e. a
view of semantics in line with Carnap (1942). I will adopt Allen’s stance of assuming
subjective and objective meaning to being involved in communication. I will argue against
Allen though, and assume semantic meaning to be one premise communicators take into
account to understand a signal’s meaning. Semantics, I assume, therefore has a constraining
character on the potential meaning of a signal, in accordance with Katz’s definition of
semantics (1975, 1977). For animal communication then I will argue that, given the claim that
pragmatic processes underlie semantic processes and semantic meaning requires cognitive
complexity to an extent that it would be absurd to ascribe it to nonhuman animals, we should
look for pragmatic, i.e. subjective and objective meaning in nonhuman animals and not
semantic meaning. Subjective meaning is very likely to be present in very many nonhuman
animal species. They may associate a certain meaning to a signal depending on their own
experiences, knowledge, emotions etc. The major question concerns objective meaning.
Objective meaning appears to be necessary to grasp the transmitted message and for signallers
to achieve their goals in communication. I will argue that even though nonhuman animals
might not be aware of such objective meaning, they can grasp what is meant by a signal in a
communicative situation in 6.2.
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That is the uses of the signals are somehow arbitrary, and therefore determined by the individuals
that use the signal system, rather than through natural selection processes only.
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There I will elaborate on how a signal can have an objective meaning, and what we
researchers have to do to determine this meaning. I will introduce the idea that many animal
signals have an affective component that can be either part of the meaning of the signal or just
amount to further information not part of the signal’s meaning and not intended to be
transmitted by the signaller, but grasped by the recipient. I will refer to Bar-On’s (2013) work
on so-called expressive behaviour and Burling’s (2005) comparison of animal signals with
human shrieks and screams. I will show that this affective component does not exclude
signals to be meaningful by drawing an analogy to human language interjections such as
“yuk”, following elaborations by Wharton (2009). I will then argue that the objective meaning
of a signal in animal communication is instantiated through the overlapping extensions of
what information signallers and recipients associate with the signal. At the end of the chapter,
I will introduce a central idea of chapter 6.3., in regards to how nonhuman animal recipients
can grasp what is meant by a signal, namely that phylogenetically hardwired classifications of
signal uses and ontogenetic meaning refinement serve as scaffolding for what can be meant
by an animal signal.
In 6.3. I will explicitly target the claim that for intentional communication to be present, the
signals used have to be non-naturally meaningful. I will first explain what this concretely
implies, arguing that animal signals are non-naturally meaningful, iff communicators can use
signals flexibly, either by introducing new uses of signals, or refining existing uses of signals.
The underlying assumption is that if signallers can influence the signal’s meaning and use it
to link this signal to different facts or entities, they can theoretically use the signal to provide
any information they want. If we find such evidence of flexible signal uses then, we can
provide evidence for these signals to be non-naturally meaningful. I will then discuss
evidence for such flexibility in the empirical literature and explain how new uses of signals
could arise in an animal community. I will argue that forms of proto-conventional processes
need to be possible in the community and some forms of signal use learning have to be
present.
Turning first to conventions, I will argue that traditional approaches to explaining the rise of
new conventions are not applicable to nonhuman animal signal systems5. I will then introduce
the notion of standardization (Bach and Harnish 1979) as a fitting model for animal signal
systems, as it focuses on concrete contextual influences on existing signal meanings and
explains how regular, new uses can arise from this already existing meaning of the signal.
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Throughout this thesis i will use the term signal system to refer to the set of all communicative
signals a species or population is producing.
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In regards to required learning of the new signal use, I will argue that contrary to the
traditional claim that for new signal uses to arise imitation learning is necessary, goal
emulation learning as introduced by Whiten and colleagues (2009) is sufficient, iff some form
of passive influencing by knowers is instantiated to help learners focus on the important
features involved in the new or refined signal use. I will argue that what Clement and Dukes
(2017) labelled Affective Social Learning may have to be in play, with knowers passively
ascribing value to a certain way of using a signal in a new or refined context.
Chapter 7 and 8 will solely deal with the application of the 13 criteria to one specific context
in chimpanzee communication, namely travel initiations. I will show that by adopting the
negotiation paradigm, that is by looking at scenarios in which the initiator wants to head off
but the picked-out follower does not want to follow, we can identify chimpanzee
communication

as

ostensive

intentional

communication,

with

individuals

openly

communicating their goals to each other (chapter 7) and with social factors such as the
signaller’s and recipient’s identity influencing the communicative outcome (chapter 8).
Chapter 9 will serve as a conclusion, summing up how all 13 criteria of ostensive intentional
communication are fulfilled by chimpanzee communicative interactions.
Throughout the thesis, there is one terminological clarification required a priori, namely in
regards to the use of “situation”, “context” and “contextual cues”/ ”contextual factors”:
I will use the term “situation” to refer to an event of communicative interaction. A
communicative situation then amounts to and contains all contextual clues and characteristics
that could influence the signal’s meaning and comprehension.
Given the interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation, the term “context” requires
disambiguation: “Context” will be a term used to refer to contexts of communication as used
in the biological sciences, that is feeding context, travel context etc. As for the concept of
“context” used in pragmatics, that is referring to contextual factors, such as background
knowledge determining a signal’s meaning, I will mark these uses clearly by using
“contextual cues” or “contextual factors” when referring to the pragmatic use of the term, and
remain with “context” when referring to the biological use.
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2. Two notions involved in intentional communication that require elaboration
Before starting with the argumentative work for the main hypotheses of this dissertation, I
want to discuss two central problems. The first one arises with regard to what it means to
communicate flexibly and the second with regard to the role of inferences in communication.
Both require descriptions of what I mean when calling a communicative interaction for
instance flexible or partially based on inferences, and how I understand their role in human
and nonhuman communicative interactions. Without these a priori elaborations, neither the
term flexibility nor the formulation of partially being based on inferences would fulfil its
explanatory purpose: helping to determine in how far communicative interactions in
nonhuman animals are similarly executed by the communicators as human communication;
and helping to describe what it means to be capable of participating in ostensive intentional
communication.
These elaborations therefore are not meant to provide a full-blown discussion of the literature
addressing the issues involving the role of inference and flexibility in communication, but
rather to motivate my views on their respective roles and characteristics.
2.1. How to communicate flexibly
Flexibility is important. Research that is interested in cognitive complexity no matter whether
dealing with the topics of communication, research on culture (see for instance Whiten 2011)
or questions on classification and conceptualisation of objects (e.g. Call 2010) refers to
flexible behaviour as being the key variable for the capacity in question. However, barely
anyone elaborates on what this notion of flexibility actually entails: what does it mean to
behave flexibly? That is what have individuals to do for them to display flexible behaviour?
For a framework that relies on flexibility as a central notion for what it takes to be capable of
communicating intentionally with each other, these questions should be at least briefly
addressed.
In what follows I will first discuss three positions in empirical research on what flexibility in
communication implies, where and if we can find it, and what its absence entails. The first
will be Tomasello’s (2008) views on vocal signals in great apes; the second will be Genty’s
(Genty et al. 2014) research on great ape multimodal communication, focusing both on
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gestures and on vocalisations and the third will be research using a turn-taking paradigm such
as Rossano’s (2013) research on bonobo mother-infant interactions.
I will sum up the state of the art for the notion of flexibility by discussing these positions, and
point out two important notions of flexibility described in the animal communication
literature: one in regards to different signals used to achieve the same goal, and second, a back
and forth between communicators depending on the other’s communicative behaviour. In a
last step, I will describe how to measure the behavioural threshold from which point onwards
we can label a communicative interaction as flexible by referring to Sterelny’s work (2005)
on determining a behavioural threshold for ascribing a theory of mind.
One of the most clear-cut positions in regards to flexibility in animal communication is
endorsed by Tomasello (2008). He contrasts flexible human communicative behaviour with
inflexible nonhuman primate vocalisations. That is, to him it seems that the genetically
determined, inflexible structure of primate calls do not have anything in common with human
communication. We humans, he states, choose particular signals intentionally, i.e. “flexibly
and strategically for particular social goals” (p. 29, my highlights). What Tomasello means
exactly by “flexibly” remains unexplained. Judging though from his elaborations just
described, what he has in mind may be two-fold. First, individuals may in one situation
choose one signal and in another situation a different signal, depending on the context and the
actions and reactions of the recipient as opposed to always using one signal for one particular
context. Secondly, to not produce a signal flexibly for him means to produce a signal that is
genetically hardwired in its use.
The first point, describing flexibility in communication as referring more concretely to the
flexible use of signals will be central to my own elaborations on the notion. The second point,
contrasting flexible uses with genetically determined uses of signals is an idea I will abandon.
The dichotomy between flexibility being a result of complex intentional work by
communicators as opposed to individuals using signals in a strictly phylogenetically
hardwired way has to be rejected. It is possible, as I will lay out in this thesis, to have
genetically predisposed signal uses and still be capable of using them flexibly.6
Apart from comparative research such as Tomasello’s focusing on what it means to not
communicate flexibly, flexibility is also an emerging topic of interest in recent research on
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See chapter 6.
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multimodal uses of signals7 like Genty et al. (2014)’s work on communicative interactions in
bonobos. By focusing both on gestures and vocalisations, Genty and colleagues found that
although all gestures and vocalisations were part of the species-typical communication
repertoire, they were more often produced in different situations in combination with other
signals than when they were produced alone: “[W]e have demonstrated that primate vocal
behaviour, despite considerable acoustic inertia can be contextually flexible, socially directed,
and deployed as part of context-specific, multi-modal combinations”. (p. 10, my highlights).
And in Genty and colleagues’ 2015 paper on interactions between bonobos involving sexual
goals, they write that “gestures and multi-modal combinations were more flexibly used to
communicate a goal than vocalisations. There was no clear relation between signalling
behaviour and success of sexual initiations, suggesting that communication was primarily
used to indicate the signaller’s intention, and not to influence a recipient’s willingness to
interact sexually.”(p.1) and come to the conclusion that: “Our findings thus indicate a general
trend in evolution, showing that complex and flexible communication can evolve from basic,
fixed, and evolutionary old biological functions, a process that is characterised by increased
accessibility to higher cognitive processes.”(p.12). That is differently combined signals were
used in the same broad context of sexually oriented interactions and this flexible use can be
explained by referring to signallers intending to fulfil a sexual goal. Both Tomasello and
Genty and colleagues view flexibility here as the ability to use different signals in a particular
context (i.e. a context involving a particular goal to be more precise) in order to achieve one’s
goals. In line with Tomasello, Genty and colleagues also contrast flexibility with
phylogenetically hardwired, fixed communicative interactions. If we do not interact flexibly,
our signal use seems genetically predisposed and we have little influence over it. But, and
importantly here, Genty and colleagues diverge from Tomasello’s elaborations in claiming
that there are intermediate signal systems for instance in nonhuman great ape species. Their
cognitive capacities allow them to start using still more or less genetically hardwired signals
in more flexible ways by integrating signals of other modalities to interact with conspecifics.
Importantly therefore, they emphasise that phylogenetically determined uses of signals do not
exclude the option of flexible uses.
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Multimodal signals refers to signals of different modalities being used, the different modalities being
vocal signals, gestures and olfactory signals. The latter though is not central to research on multimodal
communication, which focuses more on vocalisations and gestures.
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Apart from defining flexibility as the ability to use different signals to achieve the same goal,
another example for the interest in flexibility in communicative interaction in recent empirical
research focuses on flexibility between communicators.
Researchers endorsing such a stance (e.g. Rossano 2013) follow the linguistic conversation
analysis paradigm describing human conversations as being characteristically divided into socalled turns:
Human partner-directed behaviour with communicative actions and reactions between
communicators seems to lead to understanding each other. For instance, A wants to carry the
couch up to the fourth floor, B is helping her, but they have to manoeuvre the couch carefully
through the staircase. A gives B some orders, B replies when understanding them and so on.
Central for interactions like these is the sequential order of behaviours directed to an
individual by taking turns with that individual.
Rossano (2013) applies the conversation analysis approach to travel initiations in motherinfant dyads in bonobos in captivity. For example, an initial gesture or vocalisation by the
mother is followed by an infant’s reaction. These appear to be simple examples for turns
between the participants. Depending on how the initial communicator behaves, recipients
respond appropriately. In that sense, they engage flexibly depending on what the other does.
Fröhlich and colleagues (2016 & 2016) came up with a similar project focusing on travel
initiations as well: They looked at mother infant travel initiations in wild chimpanzees, with
corresponding results as in the Rossano study. Their major claim then was that “chimpanzees
engage in more time-consuming communicative negotiations [than bonobos].” (Fröhlich et al.
2016, p. 10, my own highlights) Chimpanzee mothers seem to engage in a communicative
interaction with their offspring about when to start a travel. Again, what this amounts to is
that negotiating 8 implies to flexibly engage with each other by using different signals of
different modality depending on the other’s behaviour.
What is missing in all those elaborations on flexibility in nonhuman great ape communication
is a genuine description concerning from what point onwards we call the use of signals a
flexible use: from what threshold onwards can we talk about flexible as opposed to inflexible,
fixed behaviour. Furthermore, how does this flexibility actually work, i.e how does signal use
turn out to be flexible? Such a description should be focusing on behavioural characteristics
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Note that the term negotiation here is used differently (i.e. referring to negotiation on a functional
level, not to cognitively loaded negotiations between individuals) than it will be used in this thesis in
later chapters. See my diverging definition in chapter 5.
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of flexibility rather than exclusively mental ones, because this is the only way we can
determine what behaviour counts as flexible and which does not.
I will aim to provide such a description of flexibility before arguing for my own hypotheses.
This description of what flexibility implies will help determining in how far we can attribute
to an observed instance mental complexity necessary for intentional communication within
empirical findings. Even though frameworks for goal-oriented signal production like the one
proposed by Townsend and colleagues (2017)9 provide insights into the signaller’s mental
processes when participating in a communicative situation, we still tend to hesitate to label
these instances of ostensive intentional communication. One possible reason for these doubts
is that for ostensive intentional communication we somehow expect that both flexible uses of
signals and flexible interaction based on these signals have to be present: the signaller
requires the capacity to transmit her goals overtly in order to achieve and fulfil her goal or
intention, so that the recipient acts according to that goal. Furthermore, recipients on the other
hand need to recognize that signallers provide signals for them and that they can influence the
outcome of the interaction depending on the signaller’s communicative actions and their own
communicative reaction.
In the following chapters I will argue that the two notions of flexibility described respectively
by Genty and Rossano characterise human ostensive intentional communication. If we intend
to compare nonhuman and human communication, flexible display of behaviour between
communicators will be the measure. But how does the measuring work exactly?
I will aim to provide a measure for flexibility not by inventing the wheel anew but by
developing a position derived from thoughts endorsed by Sterelny (2005). Flexibility
explained within his proposal would be described the following way: an individual A is
capable of identifying very different stimuli produced by a conspecific B as all being an
indicator for B being in a state of feature x. That is, for instance the state of B considering the
food she is eating to be tasty (=feature). For example, B is munching the food or she is eating
very fast or she makes specific vocalisations that mean “the food is tasty”. Because A has this
capacity of identifying different stimuli representing one feature, A is capable of reacting
appropriately to all these stimuli, that is in the same manner, because for A they all amount to
the same meaning. Furthermore, this capacity allows A to also produce these different stimuli
to use them in exactly the same way as B, i.e. to indicate that the food is tasty.
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See detailed discussion in chapter 3.6.
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Sterelny’s article neither starts out by focusing on flexibility nor on communication though.
Rather he tackles the question whether there is a behavioural threshold for a theory of mind.
Theory of mind, i.e. reading minds, according to Sterelny, means having knowledge about
what mental states (e.g. goals, emotional states such as fear) caused the behaviours of
conspecifics. It means to not just be able to predict behaviours but to be aware of the fact that
something in the other caused this behaviour. That is, the individual represents the mental
state of the other. This sounds very much like meta-representational skills in a most complex
way. But it seems that Sterelny is avoiding the question of the necessity of displaying metarepresentational skills by holding an interesting view on what it means for an individual to
represent something. Rather than having to be able to build several reflective levels of
representations, to represent something of the environment for Sterelny means to be capable
of tracking a feature of the environment via what he calls multiple cue tracking. And to
represent a particular feature means for him to be able to generalise this feature, that is to
identify a stimulus of the feature as belonging to or standing for the feature. For multiple-cue
tracking to be present, a feature is represented in an individual if the individual is tracking
down cues from particular, concrete stimuli that are an instance of the feature. That is A in the
example above is capable of tracking the feature of her conspecific liking the food in this
way. By having this capacity of multiple cue tracking, A herself is also capable of producing
the different cues, and with that stimuli, all representing one general feature. This way,
flexibility in behaviour occurs.
Animals track down features, but very often they are not able to generalize the feature based
on perceived stimuli, merely recognising the stimulus itself and its meaning. Ants for instance
identify dead conspecifics (=feature) by tracking down a certain acid the decaying individual
leaves behind. These ants do not represent that their conspecifics are dead but rather track
down the decaying individuals. In the case of the ants, only one specific (proximate) stimulus
(=the decay caused by the dying ant) via one specific cue (the smell) is taken into account to
be tracked. The ants can only rely on this one stimulus to detect the decaying ant, there are no
other cues they can take into account (for instance how a decaying ant looks like). Following
from that the potential responses are very limited: either the cue is there or not and therefore
either the living individual will carry the ant away from the anthill or not.
To qualify for multiple cue tracking, ants would have to track other stimuli (i.e. take into
account other cues as well) apart from the smell. The tracking of a general feature is not
bound to a specific stimulus. Take for instance self-recognition of primates in mirrors.
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Primates can track down parts of their body in a generalized, non-fixed way. They can
perceive different stimuli (parts of their body, their mirror image etc.) via different cues (e.g.
how it feels, how it looks etc.) to track one feature (themselves, i.e. their physical body)10.
Being able to perceive themselves in the mirror means that they are able to generalise their
appearance, and recognise themselves in very many angles and positions, even through a
mirror.
Another example Sterelny (2005, p. 366) refers to, is the species-specific bonobo behaviour of
calming down a conspecific via sexual intercourse. If, for instance, a conspecific is for
instance angry, an individual may initiate a sexual interaction. How does a bonobo now track
down the state of being angry in the conspecific? First of all, Sterelny argues, to say that they
represent the state of anger of the other (i.e. track down the feature of conspecifics being
angry through multiple cue tracking), the bonobo would
(a) have to identify certain behaviours a, b, c, d … in the conspecific always as behaviours of
a certain type (being angry would then be a type or particular feature to be represented)
(b) these behaviours indeed only are produced due to a certain mental state, in our case anger.
Up to this point we still cannot say that the bonobo represents the state of the other, he or she
merely tracks it down. The following must be the case as well:
(c) the behaviours a, b, c and d cannot be perceived via just one cue (i.e. have no simple
common sensory stimulus).
If we assume that bonobos track down anger through facial expressions, body posture and
certain vocalisations, all of these not present at once, but all produced sometimes when an
individual is angry, then tracking down anger is not bound to one stimulus (i.e. not bound to
frowning for instance). This would be a strong indicator for bonobos tracking multiple cues
(i.e. different postures, different facial expressions, different sounds etc. by the angry
individual) and representing the mental state of the other in one way or the other.
(a) – (c) are constitutive for multiple cue tracking and representing the mental state of the
other, while the last criterion, (d) is a methodological criterion that indicates that these
conclusions become even more likely if ascribed:
(d) a, b, c, d are not simply produced when an individual is angry, but the individual that
recognises the anger of her bonobo conspecific does react more or less in the same way when
these behaviours are produced.
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Note that this does not imply that the individuals that passed the mirror test have a sense of the self.
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The bottom line here seems for Sterelny that to represent a feature, we have to have access to
it via very different information channels; we have to perceive the feature not just via one
stimulus, but multiple ways in which we identify it. We recognise the feature flexibly that is.
Now for the case of intentional communication in nonhuman primates, I will argue that to
understand what a signaller uses her produced signal for, the recipient needs to be capable of
multiple cue tracking as well. Following from this, she needs to display the described
flexibility in tracking a feature; the feature here would be the information the signaller intends
to provide. The communicative and social signals11 represent the different stimuli.
Drawing an analogy from the bonobo example presented by Sterelny, imagine a chimpanzee
producing a travel hoo, a vocal signal indicating that she intends to start travelling with the
recipient. There are multiple other ways in which a potential travel initiator could indicate her
goal to start travelling: depending on the context that would be for instance leaf-clipping
behaviour, exaggerated movements, dragging a branch, shaking a branch or producing a
different vocal signal, a pant hoot (Sievers & Gruber 2016). For all these options in order for
the signallers to achieve their goal of travelling together, recipients have to respond in the
same way, i.e. they follow. For this to be the case the recipient somehow has to recognise that
all these signals stand for “she wants to travel.” That means that within the Sterelnyframework, the travel initiation-information is the feature to be recognised via multiple-cuetracking.
Travel initiations are just one example of very many such contexts in chimpanzee
communication where signallers can provide very different signals (even at once) that may or
may not provide the same information (e.g. signals of different modality or not, signals being
less conspecific-directed, general behaviour like body orientation and so on).
Concrete examples of flexible communicative behaviour, with flexibility being measured by
the capacity to track multiple cues of a feature are for instances cases of elaboration, where
recipients can react to different signals produced by a signaller to fulfil a certain goal in the
same way and cases of multimodal sequences (or turns), used in a back and forth between
communicators, as pointed out by Genty et al. (2015). In the latter case the sequences can be
quite differently structured and recipients have to be capable of taking the sequential parts
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In this thesis, I will try to differentiate between communicative signals such as gestures and
vocalisations, utterances etc. and social signals, which are for instance turning away from the
communicative partner indicating no interest in the other. Social signals may be communicative, but it
is difficult to empirically exclude a non-communicative production of the social signal by an
individual.
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into account to understand the provided message. They have to be capable of taking into
account the signal (-sequence) and understand the message by tracking the information.
Obviously, this goes vice versa: signallers become recipients and recipients turn into
signallers. Communicative turn-taking scenarios during which both initial signaller and initial
recipient use communicative signals are ideal cases to test whether animals fulfil the
flexibility requirement.
2.2. The role of inferences in communication
For communicators to display the flexibility described above, that is attending to others
through multiple cue tracking of their reactions, and being able to choose different signals to
achieve one’s goals within communication, another skill seems necessary. This skill must lead
to being able to interconnect multiple stimuli in a given situation in order to comprehend the
meaning of the behaviour of the other.
For this, at least for human communication, it seems that the communicator at the receiving
end is required to put in relation with each other the potential cues of the stimuli, such as the
semantic meaning of the signal, background knowledge etc.
The common answer to how we do that is mostly referring to human inferential capacities.
Recipients take the cues and either focus on inferring the signal’s meaning itself or on
inferring the signaller’s intentions.
But this traditional stance of ascribing inferential mechanisms to this comprehension process
is not the only competitor. Another option, though often overlooked, are associative
mechanism being at the core of linguistic and more generally signal comprehension.
In this chapter, I will address research favouring each competitor, by describing the current
knowledge state in different branches of comparative, behavioural, philosophical and
linguistic research. Concretely, the debates on problem solving tasks, animal learning, human
linguistic comprehension and more generally mechanisms underlying animal behaviour are
circling around how to decide whether associative or inferential processes are at work. A
disagreement on what the terms of associative and inferential mechanisms actually mean and
imply fuels the debates further. I will therefore rely on work especially by Heyes (2012),
Allen (2006), Buckner (2017), Sperber and Wilson (1995), and Millikan (2004, 2017) to
clarify both notions. Furthermore, I will discuss the authors’ elaborations to evaluate the
current state of empirical research by first looking at the mechanisms most likely involved in
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complex nonhuman animal behaviour and then carrying the conclusions over to human and
nonhuman communication. The conclusion of this chapter will be that, given research
implying that associative and inferential mechanisms share certain features such as inferential
structure, for communication associative and inferential mechanisms go hand in hand.
The central role of inferences in human communication is therefore at the very least
questionable. I will still hold the stance that for nonhuman animal communication, what we
should be mainly interested in are explicit inferences for two reasons: first, empirically it is
easier to stipulate premises that are required to reach a certain behavioural outcome. This way
we can estimate the cognitive complexity at work, independently of it indeed being the result
of an inferential process. Secondly, most arguments for associative mechanisms at work in
human communication rely on the use of conventionalised communication systems. Given the
combinatorial and structural richness of human language, even with such associations at
work, flexibility in communication can be displayed. There is no comparable combinatorial
richness and conventional foundation in nonhuman animal signals. Therefore, given the focus
of this work on flexibility in communication, it seems to be mainly inferential mechanisms
that can allow for such flexibility in nonhuman animal communication system.
First though, I will briefly introduce the definitions of associative and inferential mechanisms
I aim to endorse: I will take it that an individual running through explicitly inferential
mechanisms, actively and reflectively represents the premises (i.e. the cues) that lead to a
conclusion based on either inductive or deductive rules. That is the individual is to a certain
degree aware of the premises and of her running through an inference. This does imply
reflexive thinking on the individual’s side, but it does not imply that the individual needs to
have a concept of inference or any other related concept. Very many species, I take it may be
able to draw inferences in certain domains.12
The problem with the literature on inference and inferential mechanisms is the amount of
other terms that are either used synonymously or as an umbrella term including inferential
mechanisms. Some researchers use the term reasoning (e.g. Heyes & Papineau 2006) when
referring to explicit inferential work. Using this terminology implies cognitive complexity
requiring mental states such as belief–states about something based on which we can infer a
conclusion. It may even imply quite sophisticated meta-representational skills, depending on
what the belief-states are about.
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See for instance Heyes & Papineau 2006 for a detailed argumentation on this stance.
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Other researchers such as Wassermann and Zentall (2006) refer to a straightforward
dichotomy between associative mechanisms versus what they call cognitive mechanisms. The
term cognition obviously has a wider extension than inferential thinking, including all kinds
of mechanisms such as mindreading. This dichotomy a priori turns associative mechanisms
into strictly non–reflective, non-representative mechanisms an individual has very little
control over if none at all. The proposed dichotomy though, I hold, is no true dichotomy, with
cognitive processes on the one side and non-cognitive processes on the other. I argue against
such a view, firstly based on the definition of cognition I endorse in this thesis. I follow
Shettleworth (2010) in her definition of cognition as mechanisms “by which animals acquire,
process, store and act on information from the environment.” (p. 4). This definition allows for
cognitive processes to be instances of simple information processing.
Additionally, though, following Heyes (2012), I assume that cognitive mechanisms require
some form of representations at work in the animal, be these representations reflexively
accessible by an animal or not. Such a definition allows for both associative and inferential
processes to be cognitive in this sense.
Note here that the notion of representation I endorse here is less cognitively demanding than
the notion Sterelny (2005) discusses (see previous chapter). For Sterelny, the individual is
required to have access to the representational content. I assume that this is not necessarily the
case for representations to be present. Formed representations allow an individual to
potentially have access to the representational content in a conscious way, or use the
representation for an explicit inference, but it needn’t be in fact the case. I will therefore use
the term “explicit representation” to refer to mentally representational content individuals
have access to and are aware of.
A second reason for rejecting the dichotomy I aim to discuss in detail in this chapter is rather
empirical and two-fold in its nature: it appears that associative mechanisms can include
(unconscious) inferences for one. Furthermore, when trying to explain concrete human and
nonhuman behaviour it seems that in very many cases a hybrid explanation with both
associative and inferential mechanisms at work is the most likely explanation.
I will use the term associative mechanisms then to refer to mechanisms leading the individual
to perceive two or more stimuli or a stimulus and a behaviour as interconnected. The output,
that is the association, is unconsciously formed through learning processes such as classical
conditioning (after observing stimulus A being followed by stimulus B, the individual take
stimulus A as a sign for stimulus, B). Individuals neither have any conscious access to
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selecting the stimuli that serve as input for the association nor are they aware of the particular
stimuli serving as input. Nevertheless, associative mechanisms, given my definition of
cognition above, at least partially operate on representations. At the very least the output of
associative mechanisms is in representational format, even though in very many cases
individuals have very little reflexive access to them. But, given that output representations are
formed, individuals can come to have reflexive access to the outcome of an associative
process at a later time. For instance, they can intentionally use these representations as
premises for explicit inferences.
The starting point for the discussion to follow is a widely accepted assumption about human
communication:
Human signalling is complex not just because signallers are capable of using a particular
signal in very different ways, for most cases they also produce signals of different modalities.
That is, we do not just produce an utterance consisting of vocal signals, but multiple further
signals, e.g. ostensive signals such as gestures, eye-contact, body orientation explicitly used
communicatively etc. The meaning of the message then is the conclusion of all signals in
combination. Nonhuman great ape species for instance are capable of using signals of
different modalities in combination as well (e.g. Genty et al. 2014). Though their capabilities
to combine signals to convey messages are by no means comparable to the flexibility humans
display when communicating.
Given this complexity of aspects that can determine the meaning of a message from a
signaller’s perspective, human (and perhaps nonhuman) recipients may only be able to
understand the meaning of an utterance when taking into account a number of cues and put
them in relation to each other. For humans, one may assume that a recipient takes background
information about the previous conversation with the signaller as one premise, an ostensive
signal as another premise, and the usual, i.e. conventional meaning of the signal as a further
premise, all of them used to infer the delivered message. All these behaviours, so one could
assume, are part of what makes a communicator understand the message. Therefore, in order
to understand the message, inferential capacities by communicators seem a necessary
assumption.
Such explicit inferential mechanisms then, requiring explicit premises to operate, are
described in the literature on human communication mainly as by nature non-demonstrative
inferences, that lead recipients to successfully infer a signal’s meaning by applying inferential
rules to these premises (e.g. Sperber & Wilson 1995, Heyes & Papineau 2006).
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Non-demonstrative here means that it is not scientific inferences with deductively valid
conclusions that are displayed by human communicators. Rather, the recipient runs through
lines of thought, leading to another thought as a conclusion, the latter is true if the input
premises are true (Tragesser 1992). That is non–demonstrative inferences are rationally
compelling and more general by nature than strict scientific inferences. They do not provide
all possible conclusions logically implied by the given premises, but rather generate some of
them. In that sense, such a rationally compelling inference does not lead us to all possible
conclusions that are part of the logically valid inferential process. The conclusions therefore,
as Russell (1959) put it, are only probable.
Given this, it is often assumed that it is inductive rules that are applied within nondemonstrative inferences. But as for instance Sperber and Wilson argue (1995), most of the
rules that are applied in comprehension processes by the recipient are deductive. Nondemonstrative inferences, they argue, can therefore provide some (i.e. not all) logically valid
conclusions as well. That is, deductive rules that we partially use for this form of inference
constrain the possible conclusions and help keeping our conclusions true.
That inferential mechanisms, be it based on inductive or deductive rules, are part of
communication is a wide spread and established assumption in research on human
communication. Paul Grice (1957) assumed this, Relevance Theory (Sperber and Wilson,
1995) as well, and more generally modern pragmatics (e.g. Levinson 1983) takes this stance.
What all these accounts have in common is that they assume that humans infer the conveyed
meaning of a signal.
Concretely, that means that for instance within a Relevance theoretical framework, the
following example can lead the signaller to successfully transmit her message because of the
recipient’s inferential capacities:
Imagine A and B are two friends that have been drinking a beer in their favourite pub. Then
they leave the building, standing outside not really sure what to do. Then A utters:
“Let’s go for another round!” smiling brightly.
By producing the sentence, A provides evidence recipient B uses as premise combined with
the knowledge about the previous situation (i.e. having been drinking in a pub) to infer what
meaning the signaller intended to transmit (i.e. to drink another beer). Furthermore, B may
also infer the information that A, smiling so brightly, would be deeply disappointed if B
would not agree to do so, independently of A wanting to transmit this information or not.
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One valid issue to hold against such an inferential stance is that the retrieving of premises on
the recipient’s side seems very complex cognitive work. How does she know which
information should serve as premise for the meaning of the utterance and which not? For a
Relevance Theorist, the answer is that premises are retrieved automatically in human
communicators. Due to our selection history, our cognitive system is just tuned to do so.13
That may not lessen the complexity of the process at work, but it lessens the complexity on a
representational level. Communicators do not have to be aware of what potential premises
matter and which ones not.
Now that we have the premises, we use these to reach a conclusion about the information
provided through inferential processes, which means that at least retrospectively recipients
should be able to more or less re-construct what premises they considered to infer the
message. This is where a major issue comes into play: Are there really explicit premises
involved from which we draw conclusions about information provided by a communicator,
given that no explicit representations of the premises are required to retrieve them according
to Relevance Theory? That is, why would we have to introduce a second step of meaning
comprehension that includes a deductive or inductive process with explicit representations of
these cues serving as premises, after automatically retrieving the contextual cues necessary to
understand the message? Could we not go all the way and comprehend the message in step
one?
If one is indeed sceptical towards the view laid out above, what alternative would there be? In
research on learning and problem- solving behaviour the alternative to individuals going
through inferential processes is to assume that they display associative processes. For
instance, Call (2010) discusses the issue for problem solving tasks in great apes. He
distinguishes inferential processes from associative ones by claiming that in the latter
“subjects [that] have already experienced a particular configuration or the solution simply
represents a generalization based on extending their knowledge about a particular stimulus
along a particular perceptual dimension (e.g., color hue).” (p. 76). That is the subjects formed
associations between objects or features of an object previously and can use this previously
established link for new behaviour in new events. For instance, an individual be it human or
nonhuman has perceived something edible in a blue colour before, and it tasted spoiled. Next
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See for more discussion chapter 3.3.
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time the individual perceives blue edibles, it might refrain from eating them, because of its
previously formed association.
As opposed to that, for inferences the individual uses the information given in that very
moment the information is presented, applies deductive rules and comes to a conclusion for
instance about what to do. Very often therefore, in problem solving research it is assumed that
for inferential processes no prior learning is needed to draw conclusions (Call 2010). For
associative processes, we are required to learn (this learning can be social or individual) about
connections between entities. Premack (1995) defines the difference in the same vain:
learning amounts to associating two perceivable events14 , while inference (or reasoning as he
simply labels it) involves – and here occurs a (intended?) slippage of tongue – associating a
perceivable and an imagined event.
Associative processes then are defined both by Premack and Call as processes in which
elements that have to be associated with each other are simply learned to be associated with
each other. Inferences are characterized by a somehow novel (i.e. not learned) conclusion,
based on perceivable cues, running through a thought process (i.e. what Premack called “an
imagined event”) to reach that conclusion.
This dichotomy between associative processes and inferential ones though was designed for
the very special case of problem solving tasks. One can try to employ these insights though
for comprehension behaviour in communication by drawing an analogy: Communication
might be a special case of problem solving from the perspective of the recipient. What the
meaning of the conveyed message is, presents the problem at hand. Whether the recipient
draws inferences or relies on previously formed associations then depends on whether the use
of the signal is already known to the recipient or not. Associations in communication would
be formed via a learning process and might be present in the recipient based on signals used
in a certain context in previous interactions. This sounds problematic as it seems commonly
accepted in contemporary linguistics that for human infants, a language is at least partially
learned. Most of language use, i.e. communication, then, could be associative, which stands in
stark contrast with the also generally accepted view of the comprehension task in
communication being characteristically inferential work.
Should one then indeed rethink the latter view and start interpreting communicative processes
as associations?
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Heyes (2012) likes to point out that very often what appears to be inferential work might just
be the associative processes that underlie our thoughts. Allen (2006) argues along the same
lines, stating that often what looks like a straightforward transitive inference being drawn,
might just involve simpler mechanisms: if you see A and B and C and A is larger than B, and
B is larger than C, either you realise through perception that A is larger than C, or you draw
an inference. You infer based on explicit premises, seeing A being larger than B (premise 1)
and seeing B being larger than C (premise 2) it follows that A is larger than C. Even though it
is difficult to judge what indeed takes place, the most parsimonious explanation is probably
the former.
But it is not always possible to simply perceive differences between stimuli. Talking about
social dominance such as in baboons, if A dominates B and B dominates C, A also dominates
C. This is difficult to just perceive. It seems at the very least to grasp these relations one has
to gain knowledge about them through previous experience and an involved learning process.
This way we can form associations between the individuals and their social status, one being
that A is dominant over C.
Here though, we could also draw inferences based on concrete premises; the premises being
that A dominates B and B dominates C. These premises themselves though have been come
into place through previous experience, that is through learning and forming associations
between the individuals and their social status.
As opposed to trying to make a clear- cut distinction then about the processes at work being
associative or inferential, one should perhaps consider that it might be actually both
inferential and associative processes at work that lead to a conclusion. Sometimes, that is
what Heyes and Papineau claim (2006), even for seemingly clear cases of inferential work we
may use previously formed associations to reach conclusions.
This in itself does not seem a problematic claim. But Heyes and Papineau go further than that.
In their view, we cling to the dichotomy between inferential (or “rational”) and associative
processes originating in Descartes (1642) metaphysical difference in substance between us
and (other) animals- mind & matter, because the dichotomy serves a methodological purpose:
the differentiation seems to be very useful for experimental paradigms: one sets up an
experiment that indicates inferential thinking, so one can exclude associative processes or
vice versa. But in the end influences on why an individual comes to a certain conclusion can
be much more complex: a dichotomy might not hold. An experiment on imitation skills in
quails is supposed to underline their point. In the experiment conducted by Akins and Zentall
(1998), an observer quail watched a demonstrator quail either depress a lever with its beak or
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its feet. 50 % of the observers saw the demonstrator being rewarded with food, the others saw
the demonstrator ending up empty handed.
Then the observers were given access to the lever. The ones having perceived the
demonstrator being rewarded imitated the demonstrator’s behaviour by depressing the lever
either with their beaks or feet depending on what the demonstrator had done. When the
demonstrator was not rewarded, the observer quails showed no preference for either
behaviour. How can the observer quails’ behaviour based on a sensitivity in regards to
rewards be explained? At first glance the scenario does not appear complicated. One may then
opt for an associative explanation, with associations formed by the observer quails that
explains the imitation behaviour when rewarded and the lack of imitation when no reward
was given.
But there are issues with such an explanation. First, it is not a priori clear that if the observer
quail associated for instance pecking the lever with getting a reward, it indeed reproduced the
same behaviour seen in another bird based on that association. This is what Heyes (2001)
calls the correspondence problem. It is not clear how the demonstrator’s pecking is really the
same for the observer as the observer herself pecking. How can the observer bridge this
difference? Some researchers would propose very complex cognitive mechanisms to be at
work, see for instance Tomasello’s perspective taking as being important for such imitation
behaviour (e.g. Tomasello et al. 1993).
Let’s assume though that the observer quail takes its pecking to be the same as the
demonstrator’s pecking. Then, if one wants to opt for an associative explanation, following
Heyes and Papineau (2006) here, it is still problematic to describe the observers’ preference
for imitation only when a reward was involved. Two concrete forms of association learning
are classical and instrumental conditioning: for classical conditioning, individuals take
stimulus A as a sign for stimulus B after observing stimulus A being followed by stimulus B.
Instrumental conditioning on the other hand requires an individual to have displayed
behaviour A and received reward B for it. When As always led to Bs, the individual will
perform A in expectance of B. One can imagine that these two mechanisms together can lead
an individual to behave quite flexibly. Heyes and Papineau though argue that neither of these
mechanisms explain the behaviour of the quail observers. Instrumental conditioning does not
apply to the scenario, because when the observer watched the demonstrator pecking the lever
and receiving the food, the observer herself has not been doing anything yet. Without doing
anything the observer could not have formed an association through instrumental conditioning
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though. 15 Classical conditioning on the other hand at least could explain an association
formed between demonstrators pecking and the food reward. Note though, that again the
association formed is one about observation. Whenever A (the pecking) occurs, B (the
reward) occurs as well. The association is not about the observer pecking and then receiving
the food, and therefore the correspondence problem occurs again.
What seems to be missing is a step or a link that allows the observer to cognitively move from
the association formed about what it observed to her own behaviour. An inference to having
to do the same – may this involve perspective taking or something less cognitively
sophisticated- may provide this link. What we would have here then is a hybrid of associative
and inferential processing in order to solve the task.
Before one can accept such a hybrid explanation though, clearly there is the option of
explaining the observer quail’s behaviour strictly inferential.
Observers may have inferred from what they saw that if the demonstrator pecked, it received
a reward. While the observers who did not see the demonstrator getting a reward, could not
reach such a conclusion and therefore did not show any behavioural preference.
One possible inference Heyes and Papineau (2006) propose is the following:
“The demonstrator’s pecking produced food.
So my pecking will produce food.
I want food.
_______________
So I’ll peck.” (p. 191)
With ascribing to quails domain specific inferential capacities this might even be a legit
explanation holding cognitive requirements low. Still, for this strictly inferential version, all
parts that lead to the final conclusion need to be actively represented by the quail. For the
hybrid version, in contrast, the quails do not require reflective access to all cues and links
between cues of the inference, but only partial.
In fact, with a little creativity then, these two options are not the only possible ones. There
may be a strictly associative solution, one involving secondary reinforcement (see Heyes &
Papineau 2006, Addessi & Visalberghi 2006). The observer might have seen other
conspecifics feeding in the past. Seeing then another of his conspecifics feeding in the
experiment might have turned the demonstrator into a secondary reinforcer. And therefore,
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Blind mimicry can be excluded here, because of the observer’s sensitivity towards demonstrators
receiving a reward. Observers therefore did not blindly do what demonstrators did (see Heyes and
Papineau 2006).
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seeing another conspecific feeding becomes cognitively rewarding in itself. This combined
with a tendency to mimicry, may have led the observer bird to only mimicry the behaviour of
demonstrators that earned a food reward.
Which of these three explanations then should be preferred? And based on what grounds?
Very often in such cases, Morgan’s canon (1894) is used as a guideline for making a decision.
Morgan seems to suggest that “lower” explanations of animal behaviour should be preferred
over “higher” ones:
“‘In no case may we interpret an action as the outcome
of the exercise of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be
interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of one which
stands lower in the psychological scale.” (Morgan 1894, p. 53)
Morgan himself then probably would have opted for an associative explanation for the quail
behaviour, given that he held the view of a division of mental mechanisms in regards to
mental complexity involved, namely: instinct, intelligence guided by associative learning and
reason as the most complex (Morgan 1892, see also for this interpretation Allen-Hermanson
2005 & Heyes 2012).
If one takes Morgan’s canon literally though, its validity and justification seems questionable.
This goes, Heyes (2012) argues, for Morgan’s suggestion as well as for parsimony arguments
and Ockham’s razor16 in regards to a decision of the complexity of cognitive mechanisms
involved. Associations should be treated as a fair contender to explain the behaviour in
question, but not as a default conclusion, as any of the above methodological guidelines
would suggest. To come up with a decision requires more empirical work, and not a
guideline.
Following Heyes and also Sober (1998) and Fitzpatrick (2008), three factors strongly weaken
the justification for applying Morgan’s canon.
Historically speaking, the idea of lower mechanisms to be ascribed to any behaviour that can
be explained by it, is based on the Method of Variation:
“The Method of Variation was said by Morgan to imply a distribution of faculties
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As opposed to Morgan’s canon though, parsimony and Ockham’s razor are rules of thumb
concerning the quantitative elements involved in deriving a causal explanation for for instance a
behaviour or a theory. I take it that they may lead to favouring either inferential or associative
explanations depending on each concrete case, and appear therefore less biased at first glance. Still,
what goes for Morgan’s canon, will go for these two claims as well: what indeed is the case requires
empirical insight. Rules of thumb seem to form a weak base for justifying one explanation over the
other at least in the realm of behaviour explanations.
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across species in which ‘any one of the faculties 1, 2 or 3, may in [species] b and c be either
increased or reduced relative to its development in [species] a’
[Morgan 1894, p. 57].” (Heyes 2012a, p. 2700).
For Morgan that implied that a species could have a lower faculty without a higher one, but
the reverse case was not possible. Therefore, following Morgan, for a species to rather have
the lower than the higher faculty is obviously much more likely. But, as Sober (1998) pointed
out, the Method of Variation allows for both directions: that is a lower faculty can be present
without the higher, and the higher without the lower. Either faculty can be increased or
reduced relative to the faculty’s development in another species.
A faculty is increased or reduced based on selective pressure, and here comes in the second
factor that speaks against applying Morgan’s canon: evolution. One could make a point in
favour of Morgan’s canon about how complex cognitive mechanisms only evolve under very
particular ecological conditions, making it a rare outcome of a selection process. They are rare
also because cognitive complex mechanisms, so the story, require large brains, which are
expensive for the metabolism. This makes an explanation of associative mechanisms much
more likely for very many animal species, not just our observer quails. But that this in fact
follows from the evolutionary considerations, only goes for some behaviour in particular
species (Fitzpatrick 2008), not for all. Some species may live in an ecological niche, such as
complex social structures, where complex cognitive capacities are significantly more
beneficial. Therefore, Morgan’s guideline of preferring the ascription of simple mechanisms
to a species cannot be perceived as a general guideline.
The main factor though, that appears to actually underline the validity of Morgan’s canon is
simplicity (Heyes 2012) of explanation. But what does simplicity actually amount to? As
Heyes points out, it is not even a priori easy to explain why simplicity is a virtue and what
exactly is supposed to be simple about an explanation. Per se though the idea is that Morgan’s
canon should be followed, because one ought to prefer simple explanations of behaviour over
complex ones. Simplicity here amounts to ontological parsimony, i.e. the same kind of
simplicity at work when arguing for adopting Ockham’s razor. Ontological parsimony refers
to keeping the number of involved entities that are causally operating as low as possible. For
mathematical models that are supposed to simulate the cognitive mechanisms at work for a
certain behaviour, particularly the number of free parameters should be low. That is, one
ought to keep the numbers of variables that cannot be predicted precisely and have to be
assumed to be at work for a concrete output behaviour to happen, low.
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Following from that, for the quail example it is not even straightforward that ontological
parsimony indeed picks out the associative explanation and not rather an inferential one. This
goes in line with Sober’s (2009) findings that lower explanations such as associative
processes are not necessarily the most ontologically parsimonious. Running through nonBayseian models he concluded that even when lower explanations only assumed first order
intentionality, higher explanations with higher order intentionality had fewer free parameters
to be estimated.
It seems then that at least a priori there is no reason to blindly take Morgan’s canon as a
measure here. But the question remains: what mechanisms should we ascribe to the quails?
Heyes and Papineau themselves opt for the hybrid version of the quail behaviour. For them it
seems that associative processes can involve inferences, as well as individuals being aware of
the outcome of the association (i.e. representing parts of the associations explicitly) to infer
new insights. They dismiss the dichotomy then, not just in regards to the quail example but in
general in regards to excluding inferences and the existence of premises on the basis of
associations being present. Formed associations can be used to draw different conclusions
with the help of inferential rules. Interestingly, researchers are generally agreeing on humans
using both associative and inferential abilities to causally generate new knowledge in learning
(e.g. Beckers et al. 2016). It seems from an evolutionary perspective problematic to assume
then that other species “magically” as Heyes and Papineau put it (2006, p. 194), divided the
mechanisms through selection and then only refrained to forming associations.
Moving away from nonhuman animal problem solving tasks, Heyes and Papineau are not the
only ones suspicious of the dichotomy with associative and inferential mechanisms being
mutually exclusive. Buckner (2017) endorses the view that the terms associative processes
and what he labels cognitive processes, including inferential processes involving accessible
representations, are only “superordinate natural kinds” (p. 413), under which we can organise
psychological kinds such as cognitive mapping, theory of mind and transitive inference.
Results of associative processes can be based on simple inferential processes, given the
following:
“The number of processes that appear fruitfully describable in associative terms has
dramatically expanded over the past few decades. Associative models are now live
competitors as descriptions of many different cognitive capacities, including transitive
inference […], causal learning, […] imitation […], early word learning and many others.” (p.
412).
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That is, in identifying a process as associative, we can only learn that much, because it only
tells us how explicitly we have access to potential input cues at work. For clear-cut
inferences, we would have to be aware of the input (i.e. premises) that feed into the process,
while for associations we are not aware of it. With regard to how the process itself generates
the conclusion or output, a dichotomy does not generate any insights.
And Buckner is not alone. Allen (2006) seems to endorse closely related views. He states that
the distinction between inferential processes and associative ones might not be as clear cut as
we like it to be. Concrete processes might bear a family resemblance to a more inferential
process or a more associative process. The difference therefore might be a difference in
degree, a difference between tokens of processes. Tokens of processes bear family
resemblances because when trying to define the difference between associative processes and
inferential ones, we often stick to a vocabulary that might be partially present in tokens of
associative processes and tokens of inferential processes, and partially not present in either
one. Often for instance we assume that for inferences we form explicit premises, i.e. we
consciously have access to these premises and we intentionally use them. That is, we have
representations of these premises, which we can access. Clearly it would be a mistake to
assume that we do not have explicit access to some associations we formed. So, some token
processes of both types of processes allow us to explicitly reflect on them and put them to use
intentionally.
Furthermore, Allen makes both Buckner’s and Heyes’ points more explicit, by discussing
DeLillo and colleagues’ (2001) model of a simple neural network which was capable of
displaying associative processes that also displayed processing akin to reaching inferential
conclusions. Without explicitly being able to represent premises, it still went through
transitive inferences: “[S]o it is not a stretch to imagine that associative mechanisms play a
role in many behaviours that appear to conform to norms of transitive inference. Rather than
this excluding a role for cognitive mechanisms, it is quite possible that multiple mechanisms
may coexist in a single organism.” (p. 182). Same may hold for a single context in which the
mechanism does its work. Problem-solving tasks depending on their difficulty may sometimes
require clear-cut associative processes (if an analogous problem occurred previously in the
problem-solver’s environment for instance), sometimes they may require more prominently
inferential work, if the problem is more or less novel to the individual. And the same may
hold for communication.
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Before going back to communication, I want to elaborate on the fact that the insight of
associations being potentially part of inferential processes can be applied to other research
questions apart from problem solving tasks. For instance, the following experiment on
reasoning in great apes conducted by Call (2004) may profit from the insight:
In an experiment with captive chimpanzees, gorillas, orang-utans and bonobos, he tested
whether great apes can infer the location of food in a cup from different perceptual cues. The
individuals were facing two cups, one with food the other without. The experimenter then first
showed the subjects the food and after that inserted her hand in the right and the left cup, so
that the subject would not know where the food in fact ended up. Then both cups were shown
to the individual. In a second condition both cups were in one condition shaken, the one with
the food making noise. In a control condition individuals did not receive any information, to
exclude individuals merely guessing or taking the experimenter’s behaviour as a source of
information. The focus of interest obviously lies on the second condition: here one aims to
test whether the individuals can infer the presence of food just by perceiving the sound it
causes.
Interestingly, individuals chose the cup with food, when they got either visual or acoustic
information about its content, that is either when they were shown its emptiness or when the
cup was shaken. It seems therefore that the great apes in question were able to understand that
the food is causing noise. If we look at the concrete results, first of all individuals were above
chance percentage –wise (50 % correct) in regards to picking the right cup in the auditory
condition, and most individuals were above chance in the auditory condition (that is tested
gorillas, bonobos and chimpanzees were, orang-utans were not).
As already pointed out, for Call the important difference between associative forms of task
solutions and inferential ones is the learning involved for associative ones. The experimental
paradigm therefore is designed for individuals to not learn that the particular food makes a
certain sound. In control trials, it was concluded that they “were not more attracted to noisy
cups, avoided shaken noiseless cups, or learned to use auditory information as a cue during
the study.” (p. 232). These points, being more interested in noisy cups for instance, are
supposed to exclude previously formed associations such as “noisy cups” and “food” (i.e.
“noisy cups contain food”). And because following this simple calculation, associations did
not seem present, one can conclude that it is inferences that were drawn. What would Heyes
say about this experiment and its results? Clearly, and Call mentions this as well in the article,
one could argue that it is not the first time the individuals encounter the type of food
presented to them, so in previous encounters they might have formed an association between
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food and sound, that is they learned this food makes a particular sound, or empty cups do not
make noise etc. There are a great number of associations they might have formed previously
that would help them understand the situation presented to them in the experiment:
associations that may require only secondary reinforcers to be at work again.
Call therefore conducted a second experiment. Here the subjects only received partial
information: in some cases, they were able to perceive either visual or auditory information
for both cups, in some they only were able to perceive information about either the empty or
the food-filled cup. Importantly the individuals did just as good with picking the food-filled
cup, independently of them being offered visual or auditory information about the empty or
the full cup or information about both cups. Call therefore may conclude that the individuals
for instance made the following inference:
P1: in one of the cups there is food
P2: If and only if food is present the cup makes noise
P3: Cup A does not make noise
P4: Cup B makes noise
------------------------------------C: Therefore, there is food in cup B.
Clearly to come up with an explanation that only refers to associations alone might still be
possible but seems to pose some difficulties. Somehow even if individuals have learned that
food makes noise, that empty cups do not make noises and so on, they still would have to
combine these bits of knowledge to fully understand the situation and reach a conclusion as
above. To combine the knowledge using simple inferences with explicit premises seems a
legit and perhaps the only explanation.
Though associations alone might not do the job, one cannot rule out the importance of
underlying associations that were previously formed, for instance that filled containers make
noise and empty ones do not. Premise P2 therefore could in fact be such an association being
secondarily reinforced through the presence of a noise making cup in the experiment. If that is
correct, the individual might not explicitly represent the whole of P2 as “If and only if food is
present the cup makes noise” as this causal connection between food and cups making noise
is not something the individual has to be explicitly aware of for forming the association. The
subject then would display both associative and inferential processing, i.e. a hybrid
mechanism with some premises being explicitly represented and accessible and some not.
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If we take a look at experiments focusing on communicative interactions, for instance Bräuer
et al. (2006)’s human-dog interactional experiment appears to lead to the same insight:
experimenters hid food and then provided social cues for the participating dogs such as
pointing and looking towards the food location. It was concluded that dogs are capable of
drawing inferences from social cues.
Now, it might not be the first time the dogs have seen food in this location or it might not be
the first time they are presented with the two cues “fingers point” and “food is hidden”. They
might have already formed a previous association, which presents a secondary reinforcement
in the current interaction, that is part of the thought process that leads our dog to infer the
food’s location. So, some parts might be associations, reaching a conclusion seems inferential.
The option of a hybrid mechanism at work then appears to be a general possibility for
nonhuman, and most likely for human, animal thought processing and not just one for
problem solving tasks.
Therefore, for the particular case of communicative interactions, even though it is a widely
accepted characteristic of human communication that we use inferences to understand each
other, the role of associations should not be ignored. What goes for nonhuman animal thought
mechanisms might even hold true for communication in humans: some parts we deem as
premises for inferences might be simple associations that get reinforced in a communicative
context: our pub drinker B might just associate the sentence “Let’s go for another round.”
with drinking another beer, an association formed in previous experiences.
Linguists that endorse the so-called Minimalist Hypothesis (i.e. McKoon & Radcliff 1992,
1998) come close to such a stance. While more generally, psycholinguists (see for instance
Britton & Graesser 1996) have shown that human communicators after processing forms of
linguistic input (e.g. reading a text) generate a number of inferences, the Minimalist
Hypothesis endorsers claim that the number of inferences is limited, with most of them being
based on semantic associations.
Nonetheless, even for minimalists, it seems common sense that it is inferences that drive our
understanding. This may be in part because of an underlying idea of a strong dichotomy
between associative and inferential processes, but as I already discussed by referring to
Buckner’s and Allen’s elaborations (2017), the outcome of an association process can still be
based on simple inferential processes, even though comprehenders are not aware of those.
McKoon and Radcliff (1992), who also work on comprehension mechanisms in human
language, even explicitly talk about automatically encoded inferences when reading a text as
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opposed to elaborative inferences that lead to the generation of information that is not easily
available. These automatic inferences are drawn in milliseconds after reading a sentence and
happen when readers do not have any further goal involved when reading the text, such as
reading in order to gain insights about a particular issue. Following Allen’s elaborations, it
seems not a far stretch to situate these automatic inferences more on the side of associative
mechanism.
Going away from the very particular case of reading to the more general task of signal
comprehension taking place in for instance communicative interactions, another comparable
dichotomy can be found in the literature: Swinney and Osterhout (1990) differentiate between
perceptual and cognitive inferences. Perceptual inferences are defined as “predicted to be
automatically, mandatorily and immediately derived during the online perceptual processing
of language” (p. 20). They claim that these inferences reach conclusions independently of
signaller’s and recipient’s intentions, while cognitive inferences are “‘under cognitive control
[…] constrained by world knowledge, pragmatics and estimates of probability and thus
cannot be immediately or universally, generated” (p. 21). While it seems almost impossible
by now to detangle the jungle of accumulated terminological distinctions in all the disciplines
that work on associative and inferential mechanisms, it seems that perceptual inferences here
are equivalent with the just mentioned automatic inferences. And as automatic inferences
appear to be rather associative by nature, the same goes for perceptual ones. Perceptual
inferences are supposedly at work when utterances include anaphoric references, such as A
referring to another round of beers, when uttering “Let’s go for another round”. That is A
refers back to the beer drinking previously discussed explicitly with B. Inferences of this form
are also present in exophoric references referring to entities outside of language, such as me
saying “He is super weird.”, when a colleague of us passes by our office. For this to be
comprehensible, as McKoon and Radcliff (1992, see above) have pointed out, learned
associations have to be in place and reinforced by the same linguistic signal for us to make the
connection between the linguistic signal and its meaning. Perhaps additionally then, these
associations need to be connected to further associations or memories of another kind via
simple inferences. But these inferences are of an associative nature, with non-accessible
representations of premises for the comprehender in the situation of the interaction. That is
why, as Swinney and Osterhout point out, these inferences can be generated immediately:
they may only require reinforcement, i.e. the same stimulus input as in past experiences.
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These accounts that more or less indirectly acknowledge the presence of associative processes
next to inferential ones in human communication, still focus on the importance of inferences
in communication. One can wonder then, if there is a way to construct an account of
communicative interaction in humans that does not rely on inferences at all.
Obviously, there are accounts along these lines.
First, there is the much-discussed but by now almost outdated use of code models for
explaining comprehension in communication. The most prominent versions of the code model
are derived from Shannon & Weaver’s (1949) model of message transmission within
telecommunication, mostly in a simplified interpretation. For everyday communication, this
view implies that communication is a coding and decoding business for signallers and
recipients. Signallers produce a signal, which has a message encoded that gets transmitted via
a communication channel 17 to the recipient who then decodes the message. For human
language, this model implies that communication is all about conventionalized signals with
semantic meaning. It also means that we do not take context into account when
communicating, because all there is to communication is a strictly coding and decoding of the
semantically meaningful signals, context-independently. At least for human communicative
interactions, in the current research literature there is a consensus that communication strictly
viewed that way is an oversimplification. It is not just signals we take into account when
communicating in everyday situations, for whatever that concretely means. Perhaps just one
example to rebut any hasty objections: In our example above, even if we would accept that B
does not infer the reference of “Let’s go for another round.”, B will not just receive the
semantic meaning in the signal encoded message, which is exactly just “Let’s go for another
round”, but will also – in whatever way - complete the anaphoric message for herself into
“Let’s go for another round of drinks.”. That is B will not merely decode the transmitted
coded signal (i.e. the uttered sentence itself), as an uninspired analogon to Shannon and
Weaver’s information theory would suggest.
I am not going to discuss this model in detail here and argue against a strawman for there
exist a long list of objections against such a view of communication for everyday
communication (for further reading see Sperber & Wilson 1995, Scott-Phillips & Kirby
2013). The bottom line is: communication is not merely about coding and decoding of
information that gets transmitted via a signal. The moment we allow context to play a role
next to coding and decoding of signals, be it within Shannon and Weaver’s approach or any
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Auditorilly for vocal signals and visually for gestures for instance.
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other, we again have to ask us the question of how recipients connect the signal’s meaning
with the context and other signals: is it by drawing inferences or via associative processes?
One strictly associative approach to communication is Ruth Millikan’s domain-tracking
account (1984, 2004, 2005). Her view is very interesting indeed, because, as opposed to
several claims (see for instance Proust 2016), it is not a view endorsing a code model of
understanding meaningful signals.
Millikan rejects very many traditional approaches to meaning in language and
communication. Her alternative proposal to how we recognize what is meant by a message
delivered by a signaller then goes the following:
The main assumption is that the meaning of or information retrieved through a linguistic
signal18 is determined by its proliferation history.
One may wonder how linguistic signals such as words can have proliferation histories. The
answer is by fulfilling a certain function. To have a function leads signals to be kept in use,
because they serve a purpose.
A signal’s most general function in communication is to coordinate recipients and signallers’
behaviour. The term function therefore refers to the effect achieved by signallers and
recipients cooperatively using a linguistic signal in a particular way: signallers produce a
signal to trigger a certain behaviour (e.g. a response) in the recipient and recipients respond in
a certain way to that particular signal. Reacting and producing the signal in a certain context
serves both recipients’ and signallers’ purposes. They can coordinate their behaviour and
cooperate with the help of these signals. This is what makes the particular use of a signal
stable, i.e. it is a signal’s stabilizing function. The way signals are used and understood by
signallers and recipients that remain stable over time more or less corresponds to what we call
conventional or semantic meaning. Linguistic signals that have stabilizing functions are
turning into conventionalized uses of signals, i.e. they are reproduced in the same way again
and again and again. This forms a signal’s proliferation history.
For instance, taking the German word “Esel” (Sievers et al. 2017), which has been used
successfully in several communicative interactions to point out the particular animal species
(donkeys that is) to keep itself and its particular use in circulation. “Esel” serves the function
to refer to donkeys. We know what the word means, we understand it because we perceive it
and not infer “where it comes from”, according to Millikan. In other words, we track down its
proliferation history, that is the domain of the signal determined in time and space via a
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Millikan is referring to “linguistic signs“. For reasons of consistency I will stick with signals.
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process labelled direct perception. No premises are required for a hearer to retrieve the
provided information.
What does direct perception actually imply though? Millikan claims that conventional signs
are “read in the same way natural signs are read” (Millikan 2006, p. 109), natural signs being
for instance clouds in the sky indicating that it will rain soon. One example for conventional
signs are obviously our linguistic signals. Both, understanding natural and conventional signs,
are forms of our “sensory perception of the world” (p. 113). Both natural signs and
conventional ones are understood via direct perception. Let’s look at an example for direct
perception Millikan (2006) provides for the case of natural signs: A rabbit perceives a fox. By
doing so, certain patterns on the rabbit’s retina are natural signs signifying the presence of the
fox. Here, the rabbit, so goes Millikan’s claim, does not need “to possess an intentional
representation [i.e. more or less concepts we have actively access to] of the retinal patterns in
order to recognize the fox”(p. 114); and the same goes for us humans: when perceiving a fox,
we do not need to represent the natural signs on our retina intentionally. Is it the same for
human language perception? No, says Millikan. We most probably do represent the words we
use intentionally:
“There seems to be a good reason […] why humans, in understanding human language forms,
should go through a process in which intentional representations of things that are signs of
signs and so forth are formed, passing through a number of layered stages of intentional
representation in the process of translating public language signs into inner representations of
world affairs. “; the good reason being:
“[I]t would not take him [the human being] dozens and dozens of exposures to learn the
significance of each new one of the trivial number of expressions of which he may (roughly)
grasp the meaning by the end of his life.” (Millikan 2006, pp. 115-116) The linguistic signals
we perceive we represent in a way that we have explicit access to these representations. We
can “use” them reflectively. That is we recognize the linguistic signal again and again because
we have formed representations of them.
But how did we form such representations? Millikan’s answer would be through associative
learning. That also means that the “premises” (i.e. the input) that lead to associations being
formed and helping us to understand a signal’s meaning are mostly inaccessible to us as well
as the forming of the associations itself. The output though of the associative mechanisms at
work are accessible to us language users and are explicitly represented.
The main point of Millikan claiming that understanding an utterance works via a process of
direct perception is that when a signaller utters a sentence, the hearer understands the sentence
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in a direct way. The recipient perceives the meaning of the sentence and not the sentence just
like the rabbit does not perceive the retinal patterns but the fox.
If I understand a sentence perceptually direct then, I do not understand it by drawing
inferences. When thinking of the word “Esel” and what it refers to, this seems a pretty simple
task, not requiring much apart from having learned once what it stands for (i.e. being
somehow aware of its proliferation history) and then re-using the formed association.
Just perceiving though that the word Esel refers to donkeys is not sufficient for me to always
understand it correctly. Being aware of a signal’s proliferation history requires more than that.
When a recipient perceives a linguistic signal, she has to be able to distinguish for example
between tokens of signals that sound the same but mean something different, i.e. the different
meanings of the same word have to be distinguished. The German word “Esel” for instance is
not only used to refer to donkeys but also to refer to a stubborn or stupid person. For a
recipient to understand what use is applied she needs to disambiguate. This task of
disambiguation is being worked out by the so-called capacity of tracking a signal’s domain.
What this means is that uses of a signal can be tracked through context by the hearer
(Millikan 2004); the domain here being the historical family line the signal in question
proliferated from. Let’s take a look at how this process of tracking a domain works with the
help of an example:
“How do you know which John is meant when somebody says “John”? [Y]ou may have to
take into account with whom the speaker is acquainted, or where the speaker has just been, or
what general domain he or she has in mental focus, say, family or work or the last hunting
trip, to know which “John” domain this token comes from.” (Millikan 2004, p. 131).
We have to track and recognize the proliferation history of “John” used by the speaker, and in
order to do so, add some background knowledge about the speaker to understand what the
proper name “John” refers to, when the speaker talks about John in a specific situation. These
processes are near-sided pragmatic processes in Millikan’s vocabulary, because even though
adding contextual aspects the recipient has to know about into the equation, it does not require
any inferential work, claims Millikan. Communication that then requires inferential work is
labelled far-sided pragmatic processes. For near-sided ones, what we do is tracking down the
signal’s domain: how was it used before? We just track down which previously formed
association is at work. This would be already the moment for very many researchers to ask in
how far the tracking process is not actually an inferential one. One can indeed wonder in how
far the tracking down of the correct association requires some inductive or deductive rules to
infer the association used. Millikan’s answer is no, clearly. For Millikan, the tracking down–
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process is one that is more like a secondary reinforcement of an association formed in a past,
comparable situation with a comparable signal use.
That is, turning back to the previously introduced example, this implies the following: A and
B having been drinking a beer in their favourite pub, and then leaving the building, standing
outside not really sure what to do. Then A utters:
“Let’s go for another round!”
Now B will do the following mental work to be able to recognize the provided information
via recognizing the linguistic signal’s proliferation history:
The signal produced in a suitable context –as it is here– will non-inferentially cause the belief
in the recipient that A wants to go for another round of beer. “Let’s go for another round”
might appear ambiguous in the sense that looking at the sentence alone it is not clear what
other round A is talking about. But seeing that context is always part of the signal in
Millikan’s view (the context constitutes the domain of the signal) the sentence is not
ambiguous at all. B tracks down its proliferation history, that is for instance the word
“another” always refers to a previously already mentioned/occurring object or event (what
Millikan calls anaphoric relations in Millikan 2017, chapter 17), that is the situation functions
for B as reinforcer for the association between the signal “another round” and the event that
took place just a few minutes ago, namely drinking beer.
Clearly Millikan has a point here: it appears to be rather unrealistic for us to engage with
direct premises. Rather, especially with anaphoric sentences, we are so used to constructions
like “Let’s go for another round.” standing for “let’s have another round of beers.”. We do not
need to infer, as Millikan might say. In general, it seems that a lot of what Grice (1975) called
implications, such as constructions like “Jack and Jill got married and Jill got pregnant.”,
where the second “and” marks a difference in time (Jack and Jill first got married and then Jill
got pregnant) appear to not require clear-cut cognitively loaded inferences to understand what
the construction implies.
Obviously, it is not as clear as Millikan would like to have it. Think about demonstratives
such as “this” and “that”. The demonstrative “this” for example can also be used in
combination with a pointing gesture: “Saying “This is not an easy book” while pointing to a
copy of Varieties, reproduces a sign[al] composed of conventional types which, when
combined, carry information that Varieties is not an easy book. Pointing to something is part
of this conventional sign[al].” (Millikan 2007, p. 686)
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How should these combinatorial processes be explicated? Note here that the answer to this
question has implications for both human and nonhuman multimodal communication. Most
accounts of human communication (i.e. Grice 1957, Sperber & Wilson 1995) would state that
in the given example I draw an inference from the premises of the meaning of the two
components of the signal to understand the signal itself. The only way to opt for a different
explanation is to insist that it is actually not a combinatorial process that is required, because
what we have at hand is one signal. That is just uttering “this” cannot substitute “this” in
combination with a pointing gesture. “This” alone does not give away the direction or the
object the “this” is referring to. Therefore, the demonstrative and the pointing gesture are one
signal functioning just as any other signal within Millikan’s account. Perhaps the association
formed is more complex than for say the proper name “Mount Everest” referring to the
particular mountain, but the processes at work are the same. Note that the same would go for
uttering “this” in combination with gazing in direction x. Here again we have one signal.
But how many such signals do we have to actually learn in ontogeny, and is it not more
parsimonious for the individuals’ cognitive system to assume inferential capacities in such a
situation than stipulating a whole list of compositional signals functioning as one signal? Who
will be the judge here?
For quite a number of Millikan’s examples the question can be raised again and again: is this
really clear-cut associative? Especially when talking about previously acquired knowledge the
recipient has to take into account, just as in the following quote, Millikan’s strictly associative
stance appears problematic. Is the described comprehension behaviour by the recipient in
what follows really associative or rather explicitly inferential?
“[‘T]his’ often holds a place for improvisation. [T]he speaker has the hearer’s capacities,
viewpoint, and dispositions in mind as he utters “this” and utters it purposing that the hearer
supply a certain referent for it, that is, that he translates it into an inner term having a certain
referent. This referent is to be something proximate, or a sign or reminder of which is
proximate, but beyond that the hearer is often pretty much on his own. He picks up his cues
from the rest of the sentence and from his knowledge of what he and the speaker both know of
that it would be reasonable for the speaker to expect him to think of first.” (Millikan 1984, p.
167, my highlights).
It seems that what she calls “improvisation” is the manifestation of an inference the recipient
has to go through. The recipient cannot rely on an association alone so she has to take existing
associations about the signal and put it in relation to the current situation. When Millikan
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furthermore adds that the recipient picks out her cues, it almost sounds like an explicit
searching for premises from which to infer what was meant.
Millikan herself though only allows the ascription of inferential processes in communicative
scenarios for a specific type of signal use:
Having already introduced the fact that the word “Esel” actually has not just one referent but
several, it is apparent that linguistic signals can acquire new Millikanian functions. With a
signaller having the idea of using the word “Esel” to refer to stubborn individuals, a new
lineage of a stabilizing function can be established. Recipients though may only react
appropriately if they understand the new use. They can only understand it, when they infer the
new use by taking into account the new context it is used in, taking also into account several
new cues to conclude it. Here inferential work needs to be done, with having premises from
which to conclude the potentially new referent, because there is no domain of the signal
“Esel” yet established that connects Esel to stubborn people. This is how far she goes.
Everything else is left to associations.
So, who is right? The traditional accounts in linguistics and the philosophy of language
insisting that communication is constitutively inferential or Millikan who claims that most of
linguistic comprehension is relying on previously formed associations? And, given the
elaborations by Heyes, Buckner and Allen, how about a hybrid version relying on both
associations and inferences?
I will follow the later stance given the elaborations provided in this chapter, taking the
message from Heyes over to communication together with Allen’s and Buckner’s rejection of
a clear-cut dichotomy and adding in the mix the expressed doubts about certain examples
provided by Millikan being clear-cut associatively understood by recipients.
How would such an account change our view of human communication?
It would mean that some instances of comprehension are more likely to involve more
associative work than inferential, while others require more inferential work. Some of the
processes are more explicitly drawing inferences, others more implicitly taking just into
account previous associations, based on the circumstances, one’s own past experiences and
one’s mere communicative abilities19. In the end communication is based on both. This might
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Some communicators may need to take more explicitly premises into account to come to the
conclusion of what the signaller meant in contexts in which others can rely on associations. That is, it
might be on an individual level that we can decide between explicit premises being used or rather
associations.
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appear a very vague and imprecise stance to take. Looking then again at the examples
discussed within Millikan’s associative view of communication and Call’s (2010) and
Premack’s (1995) descriptions about the difference between inferences and associations, there
are two factors of the communicative scenario that made us at least question the presence of
mere associative work by the recipient: novelty of context and/or signal use and less concrete
semantic information embedded in the signal. Both factors obviously are not an all or nothing
–story, but part of a continuum. If a kind of guideline is needed with regard to the
circumstances under which communication is more about inferential processes and when
more about associative ones, I would claim the following: the more novel a given
communicative situation is for a recipient, following again Premack (1995) and Call (2010)
here, the more likely we may ascribe inferences to the scenario, and the less semantic
information a signal carries (such as demonstratives and pronouns), the more likely again are
there rather inferential than associative processes at work. For both factors, recipients need to
add further information to grasp the transmitted message. In the worst- case scenario,
recipients find themselves in a relatively new situation, with a signal carrying only very
imprecise semantic information used in a new way. In such a situation, inferences have to be
drawn. In the best of all cases recipients face a scenario which is well known to them, and
perceive a signal carrying very precise semantic information being used in its conventional
way. In such a situation, it appears that inferences are not required. Where in the continuum a
recipient’s comprehension mechanism is situated is based on individual differences. Again, as
for any given speech act, this is not an all or nothing story.
From now on, when referring to how a recipient understands the communicated message I
assume that both inferential and associative processes are at work. That also means that the
constitutive and central role of inferences in human communication has to be revised.
I will still hold that in regards to the focus of this thesis, inferential processes play a more
prominent role than Millikan would acknowledge. This is mainly for two reasons: One is a
methodological one, while the other one has to do with the focus on nonhuman animals in this
work and an assumption about the characteristics of the signals nonhuman animals use.
First, empirically, it is hard to estimate what previously established associations an individual
takes into account, and it appears more accessible estimating premises (which then lead to
inferences) an individual requires in the very moment of the communicative interaction. It is
for instance very difficult to make estimations about how much the animal has previously
learned about the use of a signal. In contrast, counting how many aspects of the context it
needs to take into account in the specific situation of signal production seems an easier way to
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estimate the complexity of the process of comprehension. This is not to say that the animal
does not use associations in its process of understanding signal.
Secondly, it seems that a lot of domain tracking (i.e. using previously formed associations) is
linked to conventionalised uses of signals. If we have a population of communicators using a
very much non- conventionalized signal system to interact, domain tracking will play less of a
role and inferential work might be more central. For most non-human animals, as far as we
know, most vocal signals are at least at their basis genetically predisposed in what
information they carry. That also means that their uses are very much fixed a priori. There
seems to be one concrete domain for a signal and less likely several domains to track. This
fixedness does not allow for much different contents to communicate. Assuming then though
that our species of interest consists of intentional communicators, they may very likely intend
to use the fixed signals more creatively to bring different points and more nuanced messages
across. If this is the case, they very often will have to use signals in new ways or flexibly in
different contexts as well as combine several signals without necessarily following any
specific, fixed rule. To understand these, inferences might be essential. Same goes for most
animal species only having a small amount of combinatorial possibilities not at all
comparable to human language, which again might force them to use signals more creatively
and freely. Inferences need to be drawn. This goes especially for the cases I will focus on in
this thesis, i.e. cases in which nonhuman animals have to negotiate because the
communicators appear to have diverging goals. In a signal system with very little amount of
combinatorial options and very fixed signal meanings, it costs quite an effort to bring your
point across and it costs just as much to understand that point.
This again is not to say, that there are no associative mechanisms at work at all. As Sperber
(1996) actually notes when talking about flexibility in a different context than
communication, namely culture more generally, learning by experience is one factor that
helps us reacting flexibly towards inputs (p. 130). So even if what I just described in regards
to nonhuman animal signal use seems convincing, for every new creative way of bringing a
point across, recipients may just learn from experience a new function of a signal, and rely on
associative processes rather than inferential ones.
The take home message from this chapter to keep in mind then is:
(I)   Associative and inferential works of communicators go hand in hand. The newer or
more creative the use and circumstances are and the more complex the situation,
the more likely should we assume the necessity of inferential work.
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3. Accounts of intentional communication: Why do signallers and recipients engage with
each other and what do they aim to grasp?
In the introduction, I stated that intentional communication is what we humans do every day
all the time: we communicate our goals, emotions, information etc. to conspecifics. But this
short description of human intentional communication does not answer very important
questions to be addressed for the endeavour of determining such sophisticated intentional
communication in nonhuman animals.
All these questions circle around cognitive complexity of intentional communication,
concerning the proximate mechanisms at work and the visible behavioural output of these
processes.
In this chapters I want to address mainly cognitive complexity that arises from signallers and
recipients participating and understanding each other. How challenging is it to grasp the
delivered message’s meaning, and why do communicators even attend to each other in order
to be able to transmit and grasp a message? I will work through the most prominent
philosophical elaborations that concern themselves with these questions and also look at how
empirical work following these philosophical elaborations aimed to identify this cognitive
complexity by answering the following 3 questions, (A) & (B) in chapters 3.1. -3.3. and (C) in
3.5.:
(A)  What are recipients aiming to understand when signallers transmit messages?
(B)  What are signallers aiming to understand and to be understood when they transmit
messages?
(C)  Why are recipients and signallers engaging with each other communicatively in the
first place? What is the driving force?
The theoretical and empirical accounts providing answers to these questions are particularly
facing issues in regards to either over-intellectualise what takes place in human
communication or describe intentional communication that allows for very simple, perhaps
even non-cognitive mechanisms to be counted as intentional communication. I will point out
these issues, and elaborate further on central points of the theories that seem to depict
ostensive intentional communication without assuming unnecessary theoretical baggage. I
will then derive a list of criteria from this discussion to be applied to cases of communication
in nonhuman animals.
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The criteria will partially require further more detailed theoretical elaborations in the chapters
to follow, before I can indeed apply them to empirical research on chimpanzees. The criteria
will also have an influence on how intentional communication has to look like on a
behavioural level, which I will discuss in more detail in chapter 5.
3.1. Paul Grice’s account of intentional communication
Paul Grice describes human communication as ostensive-inferential communication.
Inferential, as I have argued in chapter 2 it may or may not be, depending on the novelity of
signal and context. Ostensive communication here refers to signallers producing further cues
next to the production of meaningful sentences for instance; cues that help recipients
understand the message and that overtly show recipients that signallers produce the sentence
for them.
Tackling the three questions, the answer to question (A), what recipients aim for to
understand in meaningful, ostensive, intentional communication following Grice is very
straightforward: signaller’s intentions. In regards to (B), what signallers try to understand
amounts to understanding whether the recipient grasped their intentions. Grice’s answer to the
3rd question –why do signallers and recipients engage with each other- will be answered
separately in 3.5.
In what follows, I aim to reconstruct Grice’s straightforward answers to (A) and (B) based on
his line of argumentation of what it means for a signal to be meaningful. As a by- product of
this discussion, I will point out how important it is for intentional communication for a signal
to be non- naturally meaningful: only with non-natural meaningful signals can we allow for
the flexibility of signal use that we require to communicate our intentions. This latter point
though can and should be accepted independently of what stance one takes in regards to the
questions (A)- (B).
In “Meaning” (1957), Grice aims to describe what is required for an expression to be
meaningful, that is what manifests the expression’s meaning, and proposes a theory of
meaning based on the use of an expression by a signaller.
(see Neale 1992). As a result of this endeavour, Grice also provided a theory of what
intentional communication is all about: According to Grice intentional communication is
about two fundamental intentions on the signaller’s side, trying to convey those to a recipient,
and inferential capacities in regards to these intentions on the recipient’s side that helps the
latter to understand these intentions. What holds it all together, that is what allows for the
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intentions by the signaller to be transmitted to the recipient, is a meaningful signal constituted
by the signaller’s intentions.
Grice motivates the importance of involved intentions in the production of a signal by first
introducing a dichotomy of naturally meaningful and non-naturally meaningful signals. An
example he provides for naturally meaningful signals are red dots on the skin meaning that
the individual in question has measles. Natural meaning has therefore the following
characteristics: First off, the non-naturally meaningful signals (e.g. the red dots) can never be
non- factual, that is they can never be not in fact there. The presence of the meaning is always
following from the factual presence of the signal. That is the signal can never be there without
the meaning. The red dots indicating the owner of them having measles, can never be (a)
present and (b) not mean “measles” at the same time20. Furthermore, therefore the signal can
never be false.
That means for naturally meaningful signals the following always holds true:
From x (red spots) means p (measles) always follows p.
Secondly, it does not make sense to ask what was meant by the red spots. One cannot answer
“What was meant with these spots was that he had the measles.”. Nothing was meant by the
red spots, they just represent the fact that the patient has measles. That is there are no
individual’s intentions involved in the production of the signal.
Following from these considerations, one cannot formulate a sentence like “These red spots
mean ‘measles’.”; the quotation marks indicating a de dicto reading of measles. Red spots
indicating measles always only has a de re reading. A meaningful formulation though is “The
fact that he had red spots means that he has measles.”.
As opposed to these characteristics, non- natural meaning would be described the following
way, using the (somehow old fashioned) example Grice provides here of a bus driver ringing
the bell three times to indicate that the bus is full. Here we can ask the question of what was
meant by the ringing of the bell. There are agent’s intentions involved in the signal production
(i.e. it is the bus driver who intends to let us know that the bus is full by ringing the bell three
times.). An agent’s intentions when ringing the bell at least determines what was meant by the
signal, independently of what a recipient takes the meaning to be, which would probably
always be: the bus is full.
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Apart from deception scenarios of course that exploit the naturally meaningfulness of the red dots.
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Certainly then, it is not a correct phrase to say “The fact that it is ringing three times indicates
that the bus is full.” At least it is no necessary truth. It is not the case that from x (the ringing
of the bell) means p (the bus is full) it always follows that p is indeed the case. Someone else
could have rang the bell in jest for instance. Furthermore, a de dicto reading of “the bus is
full” is possible: “the ringing of the bell means ‘the bus is full’.” is a fully sensible phrasing.
Importantly, what the dichotomy does not amount to is demonstrating the difference between
conventional and non- conventional signals, even though very obviously words with
conventionalized meaning fall under the non- naturally meaningful signal category. I define
“signal conventions” here broadly as the use of a signal and its meaning we all somehow
implicitly or explicitly have agreed upon. Signal conventions then are always to a certain
degree arbitrary uses of words. (e.g. Lewis 1969 or Millikan 1984). The just provided
example of ringing the bus three times meaning that the bus is full also falls in the category of
conventionalised uses of signals. Without being aware of this convention, I would not be able
to understand the signal because its meaning is arbitrary. Some gestures for instance though
are non- conventional, that is we do not all agree upon what a gesture stands for: For instance,
I might have come up with a hand movement that indicates a strong dislike towards another
person, but others do not know about its meaning. The gesture in question then has an
idiosyncratic meaning. Still, it is non- naturally meaningful, because speaker’s intentions are
involved, and a person using an idiosyncratic gesture meaning “it is cold” can make a false
statement by using it, when she is not feeling cold (for whatever reason she would do that).
The bottom-line is that we do not have to all agree upon a signal’s meaning for it to be nonnaturally meaningful, but the signal has to have the potential to express a non-factual meaning
and the producer is required to produce the signal intentionally. An agent should be able to
use the signal flexibly that is, independent of the factual world.
What follows then in Grice’s seminal paper “Meaning” (1957) is the provision of a set- up of
intentional communication based on non- naturally meaningful signals. Before he reaches this
full-blown set- up, he motivates it by starting off with simpler cases of uses of signals that
might or might not be non-naturally meaningful uses.
Recipients, so Grice’s account, have to realize that the delivered message includes nonnaturally meaningful signals, signals that are to deliver an intended message by the signaller,
for intentional communication to work and to be successful. Furthermore, it is up to the
signaller to show openly that she intended to deliver the message to the recipient for the
recipient to indeed realize this.
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The first try for providing a set-up in which signallers and recipients can fulfil their respective
jobs is the following: when the signaller S utters a certain sentence x to an audience, she
meant something by x if “x was intended by its utterer to induce a belief in some “audience”
and that to say what the belief was would be to say what x meant “(Grice 1957, p. 217).
What Grice tries to hint at here is the importance of a certain intention to be present in the
signaller, the intention that later on would be called an informative intention for instance by
Sperber and Wilson (1995), i.e. an intention to inform the audience.
Is the first set-up with an informative intention on the signaller’s side sufficient?
As Grice remarks, this is not sufficient for recipients to conclude that the signaller indeed
intended to inform them. The signaller could still mislead the recipient to belief that for
instance someone else intended to inform them. See Grice’s example of a detective finding a
handkerchief belonging to B that the signaller S intentionally left there to make the detective
believe that B is the murderer: Nothing hints exclusively to the signaller herself intending to
inform. The signaller in the handkerchief-example here would not even have any intention to
deliver a message, but rather to mislead the recipient.
Therefore, Grice gives it another try: it seems also important, so he states, that the signaller
intended the recipient to recognize the intention of the signaller to induce a certain belief in
her. Within such a set-up the handkerchief-scenario would be excluded, as the real signaller
did not have the intention for the recipient to recognise her intentions.
What is introduced by adding such a requirement is a metarepresentational level of
meaningful communication: Somehow the signaller expects the recipient to recognize her
intention to inform, that is she intends the recipient to form a belief about her informative
intention. This signaller’s intention concerning the signaller’s informative intention is what
Sperber and Wilson called a communicative intention.
But even with those two intentions – communicative and informative – in place, things can go
wrong. Consider the first of another three examples given by Grice (1957, p. 218 onwards):
(a)   I leave the china my daughter has broken lying around for my wife to see.
This description fits the ascription of both intentions: The signaller intends to inform, i.e.
induce a belief in his or her wife, and he or she also wants the wife to recognise this intention.
But, so concludes Grice, we do not feel like these cases are instances of genuine meaningful
communication. In the example, the signaller wants to “get someone to think” (1957, p.218)
that the daughter broke the china. In meaningful communication, we want to tell someone that
the china was broken by the daughter. We actively intend to deliver a message, and according
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to Grice, we actively intend to induce a belief in the recipient via the recipient recognising
that this is what we do.
How to describe exactly what needs to be added to the two intentions then?
Grice gives two more examples:
“(b) I show Mr. X a photograph of Mr. Y displaying undue familiarity to Mrs. X.”
and
“(c) I draw a picture of Mr. Y behaving in this manner and show it to Mr. X. “
Grice now wants to argue that (b) does not present an instance of meaningful communication,
but (c) does. The difference between the two is that only in (c) does the signaller openly
show his informative intention. The photograph in (b) could have been accidently showing the
incident, the signaller’s intention could have been merely about showing a picture of last
night or just about presenting the photo instead of hiding the evidence. In (c) the signaller
intentionally produces the signal (e.g. drawing the picture) and shows it openly to the
recipient. The evidence the signaller is providing is sufficient for the recipient to conclude an
informative intention towards the recipient by the signaller. What Grice points out here is that
the signaller should intend the recipient to recognize this intention by making her intention
overt to the recipient. She openly “tells” about her informative intention by providing
evidence for the recipient to infer from it the informative intention of the signaller.
In the end Grice’s solution to what meaningful communication is, can then be formulated the
following way:
S meant to communicate something to A if S “intended the utterance of x to produce some
effect in an audience by means of the recognition of this intention” (Grice 1957, p. 220; Neale
1992, p. 32).
In “Utterer’s Meaning and Intentions”, following Strawson’s (1964) critique, Grice (1969)
reformulates his proposal in regards this introduced intention. Strawson pointed out that this
intention introduced to emphasize that the transmitted information has to be transmitted
overtly by the signaller, was self-referential (Strawson 1964; see also Neale 1992). I do not
want to discuss the critique in detail here. Briefly speaking, the main idea is that if true
intentional communication has to be wholly overt then communicators, following Strawson,
have to represent another intention, a meta-intention, of the audience recognising the second,
communicative intention, as well. And even that might not be enough, as Strawson (1964)
and Schiffer (1972) showed in some of their constructed counterexamples. There can still be
examples in which the information is not communicated in a truly overt manner, so a fourth
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meta-intention has to be introduced, and so on and so forth. Until one ends up having to
postulate an infinite number of meta-intentions.
The reformulation that escapes this infinite regress goes the following:
S communicated meaningfully by producing a signal x,
“iff for some audience A, [S] uttered x intending:
(1)  A to produce a particular response r
(2)  A to think (recognize) that [S] intends (1)
(3)   A to fulfil (1) on the basis of his fulfilment of (2) “(Grice 1969, p. 151)
For instance, A has to believe that p (=r), and (2) and (3).
Stephen Neale (1992) criticises a few points in regards to this formulation, for instance for (1)
there are a number of cases, where S means that p, but it would be wrong to say that S
intended the recipient to believe that p:
“Suppose [S] is answering an examination question and says “The Battle of Waterloo was
fought in 1815.” Here, [S] did not intend the examiner to think that the Battle of Waterloo
was fought in 1815.” (Neale 1992, p. 33)
Clearly, S thinks that the examiner already knows, that the battle took place in 1815. Neale
therefore suggests to re-formulate (1) to “[S] uttered x intending
(1’) A actively to entertain the thought that p.” (Neale 1992, p.34)
Another problem awaits Grice in regards to (2) and (3). What Grice intended to exclude with
(2), as discussed above, were examples like the handkerchief scenario. The signaller’s aim to
manipulate the detective’s believes clearly cannot be rephrased to “S meant that B is the
murderer.”, because S did not try to communicate overtly, he tried to manipulate.
(3) was added because of scenarios as (a), the signaller that leaves the china to let his or her
wife know that their child broke it. Those scenarios are not about actively producing a signal.
Both – (2) and (3) put together though, are still too weak for a definition of meaningful
communication that excludes all cases in which it is not true to say that the signaller meant
something by producing x, for instance cases Grice aimed to exclude, like (b), cases in which
the informative intention is not overtly shown:
“Suppose A, a friend of mine, is about to buy a house. I think the house is rat-infested, but I
don’t want to mention this outright to A so I let the rats loose in the house knowing that A is
watching me.” (Neale 1992, p. 36).
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Even though S intends that A takes S’s letting the rats loose as evidence for thinking that S
intends to make A believe that the house is full of rats and with that (1)- (3) are fulfilled, the
signaller does not make his or her intentions fully overt.
Because of this, Neale proposes the following revised definition of meaningful
communication in Grice’s sense:
“By uttering x, [S] meant that p iff for some audience A,
(1’) [S] uttered x intending A actively to entertain the thought that p
(2’) [S] uttered x intending A to recognize that [S] intends A actively to entertain the thought
that p
(3’) [S] does not intend A to be deceived about [S]’s intentions (1) and (2).” (Neale 1992, p.
37)
Why (1’) is reformulated this way, was already discussed above, (3’) was revised to exclude
cases of manipulation, and the added formulations of “actively entertaining” in (1’) and (2’)
were added to emphasise the necessity of the recognition of the signaller’s informative
intention by the audience to be an intentional and explicit recognition.
For our purposes, that for reasons of convenience in regards to the endeavours to come, I will
modify this revised formulation one last time.
For Grice to label an instance of communication an instance of meaningful or overt
intentional communication the following has to be the case:
The signaller produces a signal x, by which she meant p iff for the recipient,
(1’) S produced x intending the recipient actively to entertain the thought that p.
(2’) S produced x intending the recipient to recognize that S intends the recipient actively to
entertain the thought that p.
(3’) S does not intend the recipient to be deceived about S’s intentions (1) and (2).
The emphasis on the overt display of an informative intention turns Grice’s approach to
intentional communication into a description of ostensive intentional communication. The
inferential work then the recipient is supposed to do, based on (1’) and (2’) turns this account
of ostensive intentional communication he describes into an account of ostensive-inferential
intentional communication. In 2.2. I already discussed that we do not always need to assume
inferential work to be present, therefore I will not discuss this claim here any further.
More importantly, it should be emphasized again that in this Gricean account a signaller
needs to represent not just his or her own intentions but also the mental states of the recipient.
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This seems over-intellectualising human communication as I will argue, as these 3
requirements amount to individuals having to be capable of displaying fourth- order
intentionality. Concretely, following Dennett (1983), (1’) amounts to second order
intentionality, i.e. the signaller having a mental state about a mental state:
(1’’) S wants A to know that p. (informative intention)
(2’) amounts to the just mentioned fourth-order intentionality: the signaller is supposed to
have a mental state about a mental state about a mental state about a mental state:
(2’’) S wants that A knows that S wants that A knows that p.
I have discussed now sufficiently (B) concerning the signaller’s aims. What about (A) then?
For recipients we can say that their whole aim is to infer the signaller’s intentions, that is its
exact content: What were her intentions for producing signal x? Does she aim to deliver a
message to me? What information does the signaller aim to deliver?
Clearly Grice’s elaborations on non-naturally meaningful signals being meaningful because of
signaller’s intentions involved are difficult to dispute with. It does not follow though, that
recipients have to recognise these involved intentions within a communicative interaction. As
I will try to show through- out chapter 3, there are different ways to go in order to explain
why recipients even focus on information delivered by signallers and how they differentiate
between information provided unintentionally and intentionally, without stipulating the
presence of represented communicative intentions in communicators.
One line of argumentation that allows us to not rely on complex cognition on the recipient’s
side is that we may a priori recognise intentional from non- intentional action. That goes in
line with research on young preverbal human infants recognising intentional actions from
non-intentional ones, almost immediately after birth which leads some scientists (e.g. Csibra
and Gergely 1998, Andrews 2012) to assume that it is a human innate capacity. For
communicative acts, such a hypothesis would imply that we almost automatically or at least
very directly recognise messages as being intentionally produced in a certain context. And
may therefore tune in the moment someone intentionally produces a sentence. This clearly
does not explain the understanding of the directedness of messages towards the recipient, but
it may be a starting point based on which behavioural cues such as eye-gaze towards an
individual when producing a sentence can be straightforwardly understood as intentionally
directed towards the recipient.
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The same goes for nonhuman animals who might not have such an innate capacity: we may
say for these species, that they have to be capable of determining intentional agents from
nonintentional ones rather than being capable of processing fourth-order intentionality.
For now, it seems important to point out that most worries concerning the set- up of
intentional communication that lead Grice to assume meta-representational intentions, can
well be addressed without them. It should be clear by now that Grice was looking for
sufficient conditions to address the worries in regards to the set-ups, perhaps even more,
conditions that allow us to say that for sure the signaller and recipient knew each other’s
mind. But it is not at all necessary to address all worries.
The first worries were elaborated within the handkerchief-scenario. The solution to quiet
down the worries was for recipients to recognise the signaller aiming to inform them about
something and signallers wanting recipients to recognise this. Therefore, in practice, a corecognition between communicators is required: recipients knowing that signallers produced a
signal and signaller’s knowing that recipients grasped that. A signal whose meaning produced
in a certain context equals a certain signaller’s intentions. Clearly there can be behavioural
ways in which recipients can verify that a particular signaller produced a signal for the
recipient to realise it. Behavioural cues such as eye-contact etc. may indicate this. Perceived
behaviour then may explain who produced what for what purpose to a certain degree without
any reference to meta-intentions, as I will argue in the remainder of chapter 3, as long as
communicators perceive the other as intentional agents that act to achieve goals. The same
goes for the second issue in regards to (a), the broken china example: for signallers to overtly
show that they intend to inform the audience, to a certain degree behavioural cues and learned
behavioural rules may be sufficient.
From this it follows that for recipients the precise informative or communicative intention of
the signaller might not always be in the focus and line of interest. The recipients might not be
aware about the exact intention or goal, but it may rather be already provided more or less
sufficiently through the meaning of the signal and other behaviour of the signaller. Same goes
for the signallers. Signallers do not need to represent the mental states of the recipient when
producing a signal, the second intention does not require 4th order intentionality and
understanding the other’s intention only plays an indirect role within communicative
situations.
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I will argue then that the Gricean approach represents an ideal case of communicator
cognition within intentional communication, we humans indeed are capable of. It is not
necessary though for ostensive intentional communication per se.
To sum Grice’s approach up, he compellingly argued for the involvement of (A) inferences
for the recipient to understand the meaning of a message and with that (B) the speakers’
intentions. The signaller has to intentionally produce a signal, a signal that she can use in
order to transmit message she intends to transmit to a recipient. She therefore somehow needs
to attend to the recipient, because she wants the recipient to understand her intention, if we go
in line with Grice.
With the claim that speaker’s intentions are necessarily involved in intentional
communication, the signals used will be somehow non-naturally meaningful, but not
necessarily conventional.
(A) I already discussed in 2.2., and as opposed to Grice I hold the stance that both associative
processes and inferential processes may be present. Against (B) I tried to argue that from the
observation that agent’s intentions make a signal non- naturally meaningful, it does not follow
that within the communicative interaction, recipients require to infer those intentions.
The important take home message then from Grice’s elaboration is that:
(II) Signals used by communicators have to be somehow non- naturally meaningful, but not
necessarily conventional.
3.2. Ruth Millikan on signallers and recipients in intentional communication
Grice 21 describes communication as inferential-ostensive interactions. Millikan as already
discussed in 2.2. does not endorse this view, but perceives intentional communication as an
associative, perception-based interaction, in which inferential work plays little to no role and
recipients and signallers do not focus on each other’s intentions. In regards to (B), Millikan
would respond that signallers aim to grasp not much apart from producing the signal and most
likely having behavioural expectations in regards to the recipient’s response. Perhaps,
signallers also aim for recipients to grasp the signal, but that may be all there is for most
human interactions on an intentional level. So-called ostensive signals such as eye-gaze, in
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Relevance Theory describes intentional communication as inferential- ostensive as well, see chapter
3.3.
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Millikan’s view, are just part of combinations of signals used in one context having a certain
meaning in combination.
In regards to (A), recipients only require to track down the signal’s proliferated use, i.e. its
proliferation history. That is, recipients aim to understand the signal’s meaning. They have no
interest in the signaller’s mind for established conventional uses of signals. For new uses,
inferences to signaller’s informative or manipulative intentions may be necessary though.
In this chapter, I will discuss Millikan’s views on (A) and (B) more critically, to come to the
conclusion that even though the focus on signaller’s intentions within intentional
communication may be over-intellectualizing what really happens, we should take a more
moderate stance than Millikan: to a certain degree one has to assume a communicator’s
interest in the other’s goals, not just interest in the signal itself.
To fully understand Millikan’s answers to (A) and (B) though, that is in regards to what
signallers and recipients aim to understand within a communicative interaction, it is important
to note that Millikan departs from traditional pragmatic theories of communication and
meaning:
Traditional accounts, that is views that refer to semantic conventions of words (in a more or
less Lewisean sense), to inferential work recipients have to do (see for instance Grice’s
accounts on meaning and communication), and to beliefs about what the signaller’s intentions
were when she produced the signal (e.g. Relevance Theory) etc.
For signallers and recipients, Millikan presents an alternative proposal: for recipients, there is
no necessity of figuring out speaker’s intentions in order to recognize what is meant by an
utterance and for signallers no necessity for wanting recipients to grasp their intentions of
communicating something to them. It is instead, as discussed in chapter 2, an associative
approach to communication.
Let’s start off with (B) and the signaller’s side of this associative account: One of Grice’s
motivations to introduce a second communicative intention on the signaller’s side was to
explain why recipients in a world full of information would tune in to listen to the signaller’s
message at all. The answer then clearly for Grice is that because the signaller overtly indicates
that she intends to inform in particular and concretely the recipient about y.
Millikan has a different answer to this problem. As already partially discussed in 2.2., for
Millikan signs, and linguistic signals being a specific kind of sign, have functions. As already
explained as well, in Millikan’s framework, words and sentences, like other signs, acquire
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proper functions or purposes over time. These functions manifest the current survival value of
a linguistic expression type, i.e. the proliferation of the type is encouraged due to its proper
function (Millikan 2006, p. 103). These proper functions are defined the following way:
A sign A has a proper function iff:
(1) “A originated as a “reproduction” (to give one example, as a copy, or a copy of a copy) of
some prior item or items that, due in part to possession of the properties reproduced, have
actually performed F in the past, and A exists because (causally, historically because) of this
or these performances.” (Millikan 1993, p. 13)
This is what Millikan calls a Direct proper function of a sign. The function is constituted by
the selected effect of the sign.
Or, option two,
a sign A has a proper function iff:
(2) “A originated as the product of some prior device that, given its circumstances, had
performance of F as a proper function and that, under those circumstances, normally causes F
to be performed by means of producing an item like A.” (Millikan 1993, pp. 13-14)
This form of proper function is labelled as Derived proper function. The function is
constituted by the effect the speaker intends the sign “to perform on various occasions”
(Origgi & Sperber 2000, p. 143), that is based on the speaker’s intentions a new proper
function is derived. This new use of a sign is somehow based on the original proper function
of the sign.
The distinction between these two forms of proper functions supposedly “explains […] how
an item stabilizes due to the function its ancestors performed [=direct proper function] and
how a new particular item, not reproduced from any ancestral model is nevertheless generated
to perform a proper function – though an indirect one [=derived proper function].” (Origgi &
Sperber 2000, p. 145.)
Now, in a concrete language, the direct proper function corresponds to the conventional use of
a sign. It follows, therefore, that the stabilizing, direct proper function of an expression is its
conventional meaning. A word contributes “its conventional meaning to the meaning of the
utterance in which it is used.” (Origgi & Sperber 2000, p. 146); and it acquires its
conventional meaning via proliferation.
A linguistic signal is proliferated to be used in a certain way, and is therefore in fact most of
the time used in this particular way according to its conventional meaning, with both signaller
signalling x and recipient responding r. A linguistic signal always, that is, involves a fitting
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response. Linguistic signals get proliferated following Millikan because their function is a
coordinating function between signaller’s and recipient’s behaviour. To ascribe to linguistic
signals a coordinating function goes in line with theories on language conventions in a very
traditional sense, such as Lewis’ notion of language conventions being the solution to a
coordination problem between people22. Millikan’s point here is that linguistic signals do not
disappear from the signal repertoire of a species but get proliferated because they are useful in
coordinating behaviour: I need a hammer, I produce the signal “hammer” and the recipient
gives me a hammer. In no way, following Millikan, would a linguistic signal survive the
centuries if it would not fulfil such a coordinating function.
If we accept that linguistic signals then have a coordinating function, coordinating signaller’s
behaviour and recipient’s responses, the question why recipients focus on the signallers is
simple: because that is what you do when the signaller produces signal x. There is no need to
detect a communicative intention in the signaller, according to this view.
Clearly one may respond that while Millikan’s argument might be true for ultimate
mechanisms, it still does not tell us much about what is going on on a proximate level.
Signallers might still display a communicative intention and recipients may detect it.
Furthermore, it indeed seems to be the case that recipients are detecting if a signal is directed
to them by taking into account for instance the gaze of the signaller being directed towards
them. This sounds again like ostensive communication par excellence, but note that for
Millikan such combination of linguistic signals and eye gaze might have a proliferation
history in itself. It is the proliferated way of how to communicate that I need a hammer, I say
“hammer” and look at the recipient, and perhaps at the hammer. Signallers do not need to
display explicit communicative intentions then. I will invest more time in arguing against an
always present explicit communicative intention in the signaller to be recognized by the
recipient in the discussions in 3.3. and 3.7. What has to be present in every signaller though is
an intention to inform, clearly, or to manipulate, etc. And for some of those the signaller will
aim for the recipient to grasp these, for others not. I will argue for this in detail as well in
these sub-chapters.
In the end for addressing question (B), Millikan does not ascribe to the necessity of a
communicative intention present in the signaller, and therefore signallers do not require to
want the recipient to recognize those. For signals to be directed towards recipients, we can say
that this is already all part of the signal’s proliferation history of the signal fulfilling a
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See more on this in chapter 6.
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coordination function. On a proximate level then, we could say that signallers automatically
expect recipients to respond and perhaps want recipients to recognise the signal.
What about question (A), recipients understanding the communicated message, which in the
ideal scenario should amount to what the signaller meant to communicate? Following Grice, it
is the intentions of the signaller recipients aim to grasp. This way they understand the
delivered message.
Millikan makes a different claim:
“‘The hearer must understand what the speaker means’ says only that the hearer must
understand the same thing by the speaker's utterance that the speaker understands by it, a
pretty obvious requirement for Normal language function. If this is accomplished by the
speaker producing a linguistic construction that matches what he himself means, the
stabilizing function of the utterance being the same as the speaker's purpose, the hearer only
needs to understand the construction. He need not think about minds at all.“ (Millikan 2017,
CH 13)
Recognizing signaller’s intentions is not required for understanding what was meant by an
utterance. Recipients, following Millikan, have to track the signal’s context (i.e. its domain) to
recognize the information and not apply their mind reading capacities to understand the
signaller’s mental life. Because signals have coordinating functions there is no need to even
aim to infer signaller’s intentions, because we – on a proximate level- know for a proper use
of a signal, what the response is, and for what purpose it is produced. It would be further
mental work, and perhaps not necessary at all, to also track down the signaller’s intention,
which for the proper use of the signal will overlap anyway with the meaning we associate
with the signal. Or as Millikan puts it:
“[I]f you read the phrase “understand what the speaker intends to communicate”
transparently, it does not imply that the hearer thinks about the mind of the speaker at all. It
describes the content of the hearer’s understanding, but not necessarily by using a description
of that content that the hearer herself would employ or understand. It means, merely, that the
hearer thinks the same content that the speaker purposefully communicates.” (Millikan 2006,
p. 131)
Question (A) then, within Millikan’s account, can be answered by saying that recipients are
interested in the meaning of the signal, that is in the information provided by signallers. Not
in the signaller’s mental life.
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One can still wonder in how far the intentions of the signaller are really of no interest for
recipients in everyday communication. There might be cases- for instance when we interpret
the meaning of a poem or when we are particularly fascinated by someone’s personality and
inner mental life, when we as recipients want to infer their intentions. Same goes for people
that appear odd to us, people we cannot make sense of. But it seems to me and to Millikan,
too, hearing the signaller say “Hammer.” does not make me very interested in her intentions
but rather it makes me understand that it is my job to respond by handing her a hammer. Here
one can still argue that I might think “he wants a hammer.” And therefore, directly associated
with the signal is the intention of the signaller. This might indeed be the case for all
imperative speech acts. The grasping of the signaller’s intentions may go hand in hand, that is
directly through association with the imperative signal. It is then very likely that there is no
inference to the intention, but probably more that the meaning of the signal is that she wants a
hammer. It is rather information about what I am supposed to do next than me being
interested in the signaller’s intentions. This may be disputable for the example just provided.
But taking a different example, I am asking for the location of the closest supermarket, and
the answer is “around the corner.”, I will not aim for the signaller’s intentions at all. Here I
am very clearly interested in information about the world.
“The hearer is not usually interested in what is in the speaker's mind any more than he is in
what occurs inside the TV or the camera. He wants information about the world, not the
speaker.“ (Millikan 2017, CH 13)
Even though the claim that “usually” recipients are not interested in signaller’s intentions
might be a little too strong (this may rather be a claim requiring empirical proof than armchair
opinions), it seems true that what the recipient is interested in especially in everyday
communication is information about the world, and not signaller’s intentions. We try to
understand the information conveyed to us, because these messages are somehow important
for our actions. Sometimes that means to directly have access to grasping the behavioural
expectation or goal of the signaller, but this appears more like another kind of information we
grasp directly through a signal’s proliferation history, than a focus on intentions being present
in the signaller.
Only, so it seems, when we misunderstood the signaller’s message or are not able to grasp the
message at all or really want to make sure we get the correct message, will we start to ask
ourselves what is actually the intention of the signaller. What is she actually trying to convey?
Therefore, it seems that even though inferring signaller’s intentions and being interested in
those might be helpful in some cases and necessary in others, it may be a waste of time and
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mental processing power in others. That being said, assuming therefore a full-fledged Gricean
set up for intentional communication seems to be over the top, especially for signal systems in
which most signals are used to communicate information about the external world, such as the
presence of predators, food, conspecifics etc. For signals produced in these contexts,
miscommunication may hardly ever occur, as signals are just not complex enough to allow for
misunderstandings.
Seeing that the argument against the necessity for recipients to infer signaller’s intentions is
very much rooted in Millikan’s understanding of signals having coordination functions, does
this then imply that within an inferential framework we would have to assume inference to
signaller’s intentions or could we follow Millikan here too?
It is important to note at this point, that claiming that communication is based on inferences
does not imply that one claims that speaker’s intentions are a necessary premise involved in
the inferential process of working out a meaning of a signal. The semantic meaning of an
expression being part of the bundle of premises plus for instance contextual cues should do
the job just as good to infer the meaning in the given context. Millikan rightly says: “That is,
no thoughts about other people’s minds are necessary in order to grasp their meaning during
ordinary communication using conventional forms in conventional ways.” 23 In so far,
agreeing with Millikan here is independent of the fight between an inferential take on
communication and an associative one.
Still Millikan’s rather austere view on signaller’s intentions, being even more extreme than I
just presented, with basically no interest in signaller’s intentions at all on the recipient’s side,
holds some problems.
I will try to illustrate these problems by discussing 3 examples provided by Millikan herself.
(a) In Chapter 15 of her 2017 book, Millikan gives the following example of a mother
correcting her child’s grammar:
“Child: Nobody don't like me
Mother: No, say 'nobody likes me’
Child: Nobody don't like me
(eight repetitions of this dialogue)
Mother: No, now listen carefully; say 'nobody likes me'
Child: Oh! Nobody don't likes me” (originally from McNeill,1966)
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This example is supposed to show that the child runs through perceptual processes or
associative processes, because it has issues with the meaning of a word itself. It perceives the
words uttered by the mother only on a morphological level: the sounds of the words. It does
not infer intentions, nor does it infer contextual cues to understand what the meanings of the
words are, it rather just perceives the sounds. Seeing though how long (8 repetitions) the child
needs to correct the words, and then still not ending up with the correct wording, questions
this. If it were strictly perceptual, the sentences “Nobody don’t like me“ and “nobody likes
me“ sound quite different, even the number of words is different, should the child not more
easily and faster correct itself?
Is the explanation not rather linked to the child still having issues drawing the inference of
what was wrong with the sentence it produced? Something adults are capable of doing?
Adults would correct themselves faster in a corresponding situation, because they are capable
of drawing inferences about the communicated signals based on trying to infer the intended
meaning or the intention of the signaller? Therefore, the child may have issues doing the
inferential work here based on the intentions of the mother.
(b) Millikan’s perceptual account seems to fall short of explaining situations of rational
communication, that is we communicate with each other in order to reach certain goals, be it
shared goals or individual ones. This requires often flexibly attending to the signal of the
other communicator, or to her non-verbal response. Millikan’s focus on ultimate explanations
of how signals are used, that is phylogenetic ideas, may indeed fall short of explaining this
back and forth which may very much require at least understanding the goal of the
conspecific next to having behavioural expectations, the latter fitting very well into Millikan’s
proposal.
Ontogenetically speaking, children can participate in communication, though the very young
ones do not seem to recognise intentions. Phylogenetically speaking, the difference between
nonhuman animal communication and human one appears to be a matter of degree. Both
claims can be explained with Millikan’s framework. Younger children and less cognitively
versatile species may be able to communicate with caregivers due to behavioural expectations
based on the proper use of a signal including the responses to it without having complex
mindreading capacities.
For instrumentally rational communication though, reference to communicator’s goals makes
it easier to describe the back and forth between hearer and speaker. The signaller may have
the goal of having a nice dinner prepared by the recipient. He will start explaining how nice
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the food of the recipient always tastes. He thinks this is the right strategy to fulfil his goal of
getting a nice dinner, i.e. by first flattering the recipient. The recipient though plans instead to
rest on the couch. He will start talking about his difficult day at work, thinking he will trigger
some compassion in the signaller, and therefore making the signaller cook, and fulling his
own goal, the one of resting on the couch. Even if we try to explain this situation with
Millikan’s terms without referring to intentions and goals, explaining an instrumentally
rational back and forth seems to be more intuitive and less complex in a set-up that allows for
recipients being interested in mental states of the communicative partner.
(c) If an expression is used non-conventionally, that is not according to its semantic meaning,
but perhaps what would be called some pragmatic use of it, hearers might ask themselves
what information the speaker intended to convey by using the expression that way. So
tentatively ascribing a particular informative intention to a speaker can form a valuable
premise for inferring a meaning. Millikan may not agree with this, for in general, she may
want to claim instead that even in cases of new uses of signals the recipient comes directly to
believe what the signal means via processes of tracking. 24 But her “coming directly to
believe” here can turn out to be rather more indirect than forming a belief about the speaker’s
intention. After all, quite a lot of tracking has to be done to understand what a
nonconventional sign means used in a very particular or new way. While me inferring what
the signaller meant, for instance by making a cynical statement in regards to my cooking
skills, may just be more efficient in order to understand the transmitted information.
That said, importantly Millikan shows that the focus on signaller’s intentions on the
recipient’s side is not a necessity for intentional communication. For certain kinds of
interactions, they may play no role at all. Still especially example (b) shows that being
interested and shifting focus on signaller’s intentions may be helpful for fulfilling one’s own
goal. Therefore, we should not put the signaller’s intentions in the centre of a set-up for
intentional communication, but rather as another potential focus of interest for recipients, next
to the signal itself, and a more general ability to assume goals behind communicative acts.
The take home message from these elaborations then are that for intentional communication
and recipients’ and signallers’ focus within communicative interactions:
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(III) Recipients may mainly be using the produced signal and contextual cues to understand a
message, but – following the shortcomings of Millikan’s approach – also partially the
signaller’s intentions. These intentions though do not play the one and only central role in
grasping a message.
(IV) Therefore, there is no requirement for a full-fledged theory of mind for intentional
communication between two participants. Though a general knowledge about others acting in
accordance to their goals may help.
(V) Signallers do not necessarily want recipients to understand a communicative intention.
3.3. Dan Sperber’s and Deidre Wilson’s Relevance Theory
A second approach based on the idea that human intentional communication amounts to
ostensive-inferential communication is the so-called Relevance Theory proposed by Sperber
and Wilson (1995).
In this chapter, I will first describe what Relevance Theory has in common with Grice’s
approach, discuss the answers to (A) and (B), and where the research program diverges from
Grice’s. I will focus here on discussing the so-called Cognitive and Communicative Principle,
explaining the notions of (mutual) manifestation, cognitive environment and relevance.
Then I will bring forward two points of critique in regards to assumptions made by Relevance
Theory based on claims made by Sperber and Wilson themselves, (a) in regards to
mindreading –requirements to understand and produce a meaningful message, and (b), in
regards to what recipients are naturally tuned to be interested in when perceiving a message
provided by a signaller.
I will then come to the conclusion that the claims made by Relevance Theory of recognising
communicative intentions and displaying them is over- intellectualising what indeed takes
place in communication. Both communicators merely require to recognise the other as
intentional agents. Furthermore, they require to recognise the information provided via the
evidence produced by the signaller to infer or perceive the meaning of the message. Ostensive
signals very often then serve as attention getters I will claim. Relevance Theory’s assumption
of cognitive systems of humans being tuned towards gaining knowledge about the world in
fact helps to underline Millikan’s point that the role of identifying intentions in everyday
communication is far less prominent than usually assumed.
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Relevance Theory picks up two of Grice’s main points: first, that human communication is all
about expressing and somehow recognizing the intentions of the other (Grice 1989, Sperber &
Wilson 1995), and secondly, following from that, human communication has to be described
as an ostensive –inferential kind of communication, in which recipients infer through
deduction what is meant by the signaller. That is due to the signaller openly, i.e. ostensively,
expressing his intention to inform the recipient, recipients can deduct the meaning of the
message. Therefore, the answer to what recipients and signallers aim to understand within
communicative situations, answering (A) and (B) that is, appears to be the same as the
Gricean answers: recipients aim for signaller’s intentions and signaller’s aim for recipients to
understand their informative intentions. The way leading to the same conclusions is slightly
different though, and as I will try to argue may allow for a scenario of a more implicit
understanding of signaller’s intentions by the recipient.
Relevance Theory is based on two principles of relevance: first, human cognition being
“geared to the maximisation of relevance” (Sperber & Wilson 1995, p. 249). This is the socalled Cognitive Principle. And secondly, a Communicative principle is assumed: within
human communication, produced signals “create expectations of optimal relevance” (Sperber
& Wilson 1995, p. 249). An expectation of relevance, that is, is raised by produced signals,
referring in particular to ostensive signals.
Wilson and Sperber thereby modify the Gricean approach, who also referred to relevance as
an important factor of what an utterance means (Grice 1975), but understood relevance as
being obeyed by communicators through obeying the Cooperation Principle, which focuses
on maxims speakers and hearers follow to understand each other. Sperber and Wilson do not
endorse this Cooperative Principle, but claim that it is relevance that makes us understand
each other. We assume the other to be relevant in a communicative situation.
But what does the notion of relevance in the realm of meaningful communication concretely
imply? When is a signaller behaving relevant for a recipient? First of all, relevance is not an
all or nothing- concept. The recipient has to choose from all the stimuli she can perceive:
which ones are more relevant to the communicative situation than others? The signal has to fit
into the given context (e.g. both communicators share the necessary background information,
the outer circumstances have to give rise to relevance etc.) and its processing by the recipient
“yields a positive cognitive effect” (Wilson & Sperber 2004, p. 251). A cognitive effect
means changes in the recipient’s beliefs. Positive implies that it is a change of belief
according to the situation, that is relevant to the situation:
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For instance, the signaller answers a question in order to settle a doubt in a concrete situation
about what to do next: Both recipient and signaller stand in the middle of street after a cinema
date and have not decided yet what to do next. In this example, the signaller’s answer to the
question what to do next yields a positive cognitive effect because it leads to a true conclusion
(see Sperber & Wilson 1995, § 3, 1-2) about what will happen next and for instance what the
plans of the other are. A conclusion that will not explain what will happen next will yield a
cognitive effect that is not positive, as it does not transmit further knowledge to the recipient’s
cognitive system. One of Sperber and Wilson’s central claims is that the human cognitive
system is tuned to generate knowledge about the world (Sperber & Wilson, 1995). An
irrational answer will not help then. Also, irrational answers or false information, will slow
down the cognitive efficiency of the recipient. Relevant information therefore always equals
information given by signallers worth having in regards to knowledge about the world.
In the example above the background knowledge that both seem to share
can be used by the recipient to deduce the meaning of the signaller’s answer to reach this
conclusion with the positive cognitive effect. That is to gain information worth having.
Both recipient and signaller are aware that they agreed to spend the evening together, they
both know that they went to the cinema and perhaps they both heard the stomach of the
signaller making loud noises during the movie. It is, in relevance theoretical terms mutually
manifest to both of them that both are aware of this contextual background.
These facts are manifest to each of the communicators individually under the following
definition being fulfilled:
“a fact is manifest to an individual at a given time if and only if he is capable at that time of
representing it mentally and accepting its representation as true or probably true. “, (Sperber
& Wilson 1995, p. 39).
In the given example, both communicators are aware of the facts -or background knowledge
as I called it before.
Furthermore, the number of facts that each communicator is aware of amounts to his or her
so-called cognitive environment:
“A cognitive environment of an individual is the set of facts that are manifest to him.“
(Sperber & Wilson 1995, p. 39).
Because these facts are manifest to the individual it can form and hold assumptions about
these facts.
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Sperber and Wilson go on to explain that for certain groups of individuals certain numbers of
manifestations are shared a priori, that is they share a cognitive environment. For instance,
freemasons have access to a number of secret assumptions about certain facts (Sperber &
Wilson, 1995, p. 41), and they are aware that it is only them who are aware of these
assumptions. That is, these assumptions about facts are mutually manifest to them. Now this is
clearly not always the case: humans are highly idiosyncratic as Sperber and Wilson point out,
even though shared cultural upbringing may determine our cognitive environments.
Therefore, it is the signaller’s job in a given communicative situation to form assumptions
about what is manifest to the recipient and what not. 25 Otherwise, without a shared
background, the choice of signal and what information to provide and which information is
unnecessary to transmit etc. poses a serious obstacle for successful, efficient communication
according to Relevance Theory.
The signaller that is, has to be aware what is manifest to both of them and that it is manifest to
both of them for her to transmit a signal successfully.
Based on this awareness she chooses the fitting signals. It appears that this requires metarepresentational skills and full-blown mindreading.
Interestingly though, it might not be as cognitively challenging as it sounds. Making
assumptions about what is manifest to the recipient does not require for all the necessary and
logically implied assumptions to be in fact made by the signaller, nor by the recipient.
Sperber and Wilson therefore say the following:
“[…] assumption n does not have to be actually made by the individuals it mentions for
assumption n+1 to be true.” (1995, p. 42).
That is, according to our example, the following assumptions may have been made:
(1)   It is manifest to A and B that A’s stomach was making noises.
(2)  It is manifest to A and to B that it is manifest to the other that A’s stomach was
making noises.
(3)  It is manifest to A and to B that it is manifest to both A and B (= mutually manifest)
that A’s stomach is making noises.
For a mutual manifestation, a meta-assumption a la (3) may be necessary, but following
Sperber and Wilson, it may only (1) and (2) being represented. Perhaps even only (1).
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Note here that Sperber and Wilson assume communication to be asymmetrical in that sense: it is the
signaller who make sure that there is common ground, and therefore coordinates the communication,
more than the recipient.
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It seems what they want to argue for here is some kind of cognitive shortcut we make in
regards to these assumptions, without utilizing full-blown reflective skills on what the other
perceives and represents.
With communicating new information, the signaller then intends to make manifest to the
recipient that new set of information by providing evidence for this information through
producing specific signals, that is she intends to change the cognitive environment of the
recipient.
For the example, after the signaller has done her best to make manifest new information,
contextual implication is one way for the recipient to deduce a conclusion with a hopefully
positive cognitive effect:
From the signaller’s response to the recipient’s question what to do next “I would like to eat
something.” the recipient can deduce that what is meant is to go to a restaurant together next
by relying on her cognitive environment and the evidence (i.e. the signals communicated)
provided by the signaller. Neither context alone nor utterance alone would serve for this
deduction, but both together allow the conclusion.
Next to the positive effect a relevant input yields, another factor for an input to be relevant is
the cognitive effort it takes for the recipient to retrieve the input. The more salient a stimulus
is, the more relevant it is.
Following from that, the relevance of stimuli is based on an equation of cognitive effort and
effect, the effort has to be minimal to retrieve it, the effect is supposed to be positive.
It is important to note here that effort and effect evaluated by the recipient do not have to be
represented by the recipient, i.e. they do not have to be, ontologically speaking,
representations (see Sperber & Wilson 1995, pp. 124-32). The recipient will most likely not
process how much perceptual effort it took her and how positively the effect was on her
cognitive system. Additionally, the values of effort and effect might not be measurable at all
(Wilson & Sperber 2004). Following from this the same seems to be true for relevance:
Sperber and Wilson speak of an “intuitive comparative judgement” (Wilson & Sperber 2004,
p. 253) we make, i.e. nothing that can be represented with a concrete content. What appears
relevant to us then is rather automatic, something we do not have much influence over. The
most salient stimuli are the ones that we tend to more or less automatically use as premises,
according to Relevance Theory. This is handy because the less cognitive effort it takes for the
recipient to retrieve input, the more relevant it is for the communicative situation. Relevance
Theory therefore claims that “humans do have an automatic tendency to maximise relevance,
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not because we have a choice […], but because of the way our cognitive systems have
evolved” (Wilson & Sperber 2004, p. 254).
This is what Sperber and Wilson label the Cognitive Principle of Relevance referred to
already above: the human cognitive systems are tuned for maximising relevance.
With this principle at hand, Sperber and Wilson can explain how recipients draw inferences
and conclude meaning of messages produced by a signaller. They can explain how out of the
many potential stimuli we pick out only a few as premises for these inferences. Interestingly,
compared to Millikan for Relevance Theory the perceptual process stops at retrieving
premises for inferring the meaning, while according to Millikan the perceptual processes of
salience or relevance to retrieve premises would be sufficient to retrieve the meaning itself.
No second step of a different type of processes are necessary in her proposal.
Coming back to Relevance Theory, in order to influence what is relevant to the recipient
signallers use ostensive signals. Because signallers provide them overtly to recipients, this
kind of evidence to understand a message is easy to retrieve, that is the cognitive effort is low.
Ostensive signals, and utterances produced in combination with ostensive signals always
promise relevance, as already mentioned above. This is then what the Communicative
Principle claims.
But how do Sperber and Wilson justify the introduction of this second principle? Why is there
a need for such a principle? The short answer is that they introduce this principle for the same
reason Grice introduced speaker’s intentions (2) and (3): to exclude cases in which the
potential signaller produces signals but does not overtly show that she explicitly intends to
communicate something to the recipient with these signals. That is cases like
(a)   I leave the china my daughter has broken lying around for my wife to see.
As Sperber and Wilson point out, these cases are not ostensive communication, because even
though the signaller aimed at influencing the thoughts of the recipient, he did not provide any
explicit evidence of his informative and communicative intentions. This explicit evidence
though is necessary for the recipient to recognise that the information was provided
intentionally. This evidence is helpful, that is, for the recipient to concentrate on relevant
information. Furthermore, it tells the recipient that fulfilling the signaller’s intention to inform
the recipient or make her do something lies in the hands of the particular recipient. Speaking
in relevance theoretical terms, by leaving the broken china lying around the signaller merely
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exploits the natural cognitive tendency of his wife to maximise relevance (Wilson & Sperber
2004). But his wife is by no means obliged to acknowledge that the daughter broke the china,
and to have a serious talk with the daughter. She may just intentionally ignore it, because she
dislikes conflict.
Therefore, the Communicative Principle also implies the involvement of two intentions
present in the signaller: an informative intention and a communicative intention to ensure that
the signaller’s communicative efforts is genuine communicative behaviour.
(1) “The informative intention: to make manifest or more manifest to the audience a set of
assumptions I.”
(2)“The communicative intention: to make it mutually manifest to [recipient[ and
[signaller] that the [signaller] has this informative intention.” (Sperber & Wilson 1995, p.
58, p. 61). That is: “The intention to inform the audience of one’s informative intention.”
(Wilson & Sperber 2004, p. 255)
Furthermore, to successfully join an intentionally communicative back-and forth, the recipient
has to have a capacity to draw inferences based on the evidence provided by the signaller and
further evidence detected by herself:
(3) Receiver’s Capability: “take the evidence presented to them” and to infer from this
evidence (e.g. a call and contextual cues) the producer’s intended meaning. (see ScottPhillips & Kirby 2013, p. 428.)
Note here that Sperber and Wilson talk about signallers providing evidence, and recipients
inferring x from that evidence. As opposed to Grice claiming that recipients infer informative
and communicative intentions of the signallers, Sperber and Wilson claim that recipients will
never be able to deduce the communicator’s communicative intention concretely and directly,
rather they construct “assumption[s ]on the basis of the evidence provided by the
communicator’s ostensive behavior.” (1995, p. 65).
What does this mean in the light of cognitive complexity? Sperber and Wilson clearly hold
the assumption that mindreading capacities are necessary for intentional communication,
probably both to grasp mutual manifestations and to understand and display informative and
communicative intentions for both communicators (see for instance Sperber & Wilson 2002).
To understand the meaning of the message, recipients have to identify the signaller’s
informative intention (1995, p. 177), and probably infer a communicative intention based on
the evidence provided (i.e. ostensive signals). But does that really necessarily follow from
assuming that mutual manifestation of facts, informative and communicative intentions, and
ostensive signals hold a communicative interaction together? Can we not just assume that
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what the focus on involved informative and communicative intentions actually implies is that
recipients come to understand the communicative intention rather indirectly. Overtly provided
ostensive signals tell recipients about a communicative intention involved. This is how we can
explicate how and why recipients take into account ostensive signals in the very moment of
communication. But perhaps all that is happening in fact is recipients’ attention being
hijacked by a movement made by the signaller. To see if such an interpretation is even
possible, an interpretation that is clearly going against the assumptions of Sperber and Wilson
themselves, it is required to look at further examples:
Let’s start with the mutual manifestations of assumptions:
One example Sperber and Wilson provide to underline their idea of the function of ostensive
signals, is the following (1995, p. 50):
Peter and Mary sit on a bench. Suddenly Peter very rigorously leans back. He does this with
the intention of pointing out an assumption to Mary: William is approaching. Both Mary and
Peter already are aware, or it is mutually manifest to them given some encounters in the past,
that they strongly dislike William because he is a terrible bore.
Peter’s leaning back in combination with the utterance: “Look who is coming” will make
Mary turn towards where Peter once was sitting upright, looking at the space now open for
her to see a person approaching. Mary will perceive that it is William who is approaching.
She then, as a conclusion, gains insight into Peter’s “thoughts”, as Sperber and Wilson say,
and will understand his informative intention, and the utterance’s meaning.
Here we may wonder whether it is really necessary for both Mary and Peter to meta-represent
their mutual manifestation. Perhaps it is the memory of a former conversation on how much
they dislike William that is at work here. As I already said, Sperber and Wilson themselves
claim that it is not necessary to represent all assumptions that are manifest. Mary may just
associate the current event with this memory. It does almost necessarily follow from that, that
Peter also has this memory (apart from him having experienced a sudden memory loss etc.).
He may therefore form the same association between the current event and the past
conversation. Given the memory’s content, it is somehow mutually manifest to both of them
that they both dislike William, but one may wonder if this is indeed the concrete metarepresentation they have access to, or if it is a simple representation of a memory.
Mutual manifestation seems though even more required for the new assumption formed by
both, that William is approaching. Mary has to grasp the communicative intention of Peter.
She has to grasp that Peter saw William approaching and also that he intends her to also grasp
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that. Like this she gains insight into William’s approaching, and Peter having insight into the
same fact. Only then will she share Peter’s cognitive environment.
Here the question to be asked is less about mutual manifestation itself but rather in how far
this communicative intention really needs to be recognized explicitly in form of a
representation both have explicit access to. That is in how far full-blown mindreading really is
required to track the content of the informative intention of Peter and that the informative
intention is directed to Mary. Can Mary just, as already mentioned, be drawn to Peter’s
movement, being acted out by Peter in a very abruptly fashion. This kind of behaviour may
turn Peter’s movement more into an attention getter, making Mary tune in into what Peter
says and about what or whom Peter is talking (i.e. what he is referring to). Attention getters
are not unique to human interactions though. We find them in great ape gesturing, with
chimpanzee individuals for instance stomping their feet on the ground to get the attention of a
conspecific. Therefore, if we can explain certain ostensive signals as functioning as attention
getters, a cognitive challenging explanation of how and why ostensive signals are produced
and grasped does not necessarily follow.
To argue for a cognitive less challenging explanation26, that is discussing critique (a), I will
introduce a different example:
In a scenario where I am in a bar, having emptied a glass of my favourite alcoholic beverage
and aiming to inform the barkeeper of me wanting another one of those, I hold up my glass
and shake it several times. I use this gesture to indicate that I want a refill. This alone is not
evidence enough for the barkeeper to understand that I directed my signal towards him. For
instance, I could have produced the glass shaking gesture inadvertently. It seems perhaps
because of that, that glass shaking is not the kind of attention-getter we associate strongly
with communicating something to someone. Therefore, I might also use eye-contact, focusing
on the barkeeper. According to Relevance Theory, this is how I make my informative
intention overt to the recipient. I provide further evidence next to my gesture to help the
recipient drawing an inference, because the new evidence creates, following the
Communicative Principle of Relevance, an expectation or -perhaps better: an assumption- of
relevance in the barkeeper. He infers then that I intend to inform him, and that I want it to be
manifest to him that I intend to inform him. This requires again mindreading and metarepresentation at work. Which in turn leads to a picture of ostensive intentional
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I will provide a complete version of my own proposal on a cognitive simpler explanation of
ostensive intentional communication in chapter 3.7.
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communication to be very complex, and very likely not to be present in very many nonhuman
animal species.
Seeing though how in this example showing overtly only amounts to gazing at the recipient
while uttering a sentence or shaking a glass, one may wonder in how far interactions at least
in other great apes that include eye gaze and signal production do not amount to the same
cognitive patterns at work. Stronger arguments have to be provided than claiming that we
would not want to say that a chimpanzee recipient detects the communicative intention of its
conspecific with the help of the evidence provided by the signaller. Because as I tried and will
go on trying to argue, simpler mechanisms would do the job as well.
Seeing how Relevance Theory emphasizes human recipients‘ capacities to automatically
detect relevant input, they may as well automatically detect eye gaze as relevant information,
perhaps even – so would the story have to go within Relevance Theory (seeing for what
purpose the communicative intention was introduced) – as a first cue to even tune in to what
the signaller says. Even though the recipient may be aware of this cue and may have explicit
access to the knowledge that the cue is implying relevant information generated for her, this
may just come upon her automatically and not because she wants to infer or will infer that the
signaller has a communicative intention. She may just represent the information transmitted
to her via the utterance not via the ostensive signal. That is the barkeeper may just represent
inferences or associations linked to my shaking the empty glass, and not to my gazing towards
her. The focusing in on me due to my gazing may just be an automatic cue. We could then
perceive utterances in combination with ostensive signals, or my glass shaking in combination
with eye-gazing, in a more Millikanian approach: As pointed out in chapter 3.2., Millikan
explains ostensive signals as part of a combinatorial signal, my glass shaking and my gazing
behaviour, being proliferated in that combinatorial form.
More generally speaking, for us humans eye contact in combination with the production of
verbal signals may just be the way to produce my utterance, because this is how the signals
were proliferated to be used. We may just do it and not form any explicit communicative
intention. The recipient then does not require to explicitly recognise a communicative
intention in a meta-representational format neither.
Sperber and Wilson (1995) clearly see such a critique against recognising a communicative
intention coming. They may respond that within my explanation of the scenario, the bar
tender may not know about the communicative intention of mine, and I might not really care
if the recipient really recognises my intention to communicate something to him. Without
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displaying and grasping a communicative intention explicitly that is, both communicators do
not engage with each other explicitly and actively.
A response along these lines though misses the point. I intend to inform the barkeeper. Why
would I also have to intend to communicate that to him? This is already what I am doing.
Behaviourally I communicate a message to him, because mentally I intend to inform him. The
only reason for introducing a communicative intention, the barkeeper focusing on my
message and feeling the need to respond to me, would be already addressed in the explanation
given above, by automatically using an ostensive signal that is selected for indicating to
whom the message is addressed.
My intention to inform the barkeeper then may be sufficient for communicating the message.
In a recollection of the events at the bar I may though describe it in line with Sperber and
Wilson’s claims, by saying “I intended to communicate x to him.”.
Retrospectively we humans, and that indeed may be one factor that makes human
communication stand out, may ascribe communicative intentions to us and others. That does
not imply though, that on a cognitive, proximate level we displayed such an intention in the
interaction.
It seems then that the main motivation for introducing an explicit, meta-representational
communicative intention, is the philosophical endeavour of excluding cases of human
interactions that are not cases of ostensive intentional communication. This though leads to an
over-intellectualization of what in fact takes place.
My claims though do not imply, that I hold the view that signallers never proximately form
communicative intentions. In 3.7. I will argue that if the message was not delivered
successfully, signallers may form a communicative intention. Even in such a scenario though,
a communicative intention does not require meta-representation on either side of the
communication channel, but just another represented intention by the signaller and the
recognition and correct association of signals by the recipient.
This is clearly too weak an assumption in regards to proximate mechanisms for Relevance
Theory. Sperber and Wilson provide an additional example in which the recognition of a
communicative intention is essential to understanding the message, so they argue (1995, p.
51):
A girl visits a foreign country, she does not know that a particular formation of clouds in that
country indicates rain. A man looks up into the sky, and he points at the clouds. The girl does
not know the meaning, but she knows that the man tries to show her something, she can infer
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his intentions in the context given the evidence at hand. The clouds become relevant to her, i.
e. manifest and she may infer that it means that it will rain soon.
Sperber and Wilson argue that without grasping the communicative intention the girl would
have never looked up into the sky, and with that would have never grasped that clouds
meaning that it is going to rain. She would have never tuned in into the man’s looking up into
the sky that is.
Given what I discussed beforehand, it does not appear that straightforward that the girl needs
to explicitly infer a communicative intention via the evidence provided. Again, it seems a
regularity of human communication that pointing directs the attention of the recipient towards
a certain direction. Therefore, the girl tunes in. We do not have to assume that she recognizes
the communicative intention. She may have a moment of realizing something akin to “ah, he
intends to show me the clouds.”, but this by no means requires a meta-representation in the
form of recognising a complex 4th order, communicative intention. All she requires here is
recognising that the man is an intentional agent acting to achieve a goal and her attention will
be directed almost automatically, given the conventional nature of the pointing behaviour,
towards the entity of interest. In the example that goal of the signaller is informing her. She
therefore grasps the information provided by him by recognising that he produces the signal
for a reason: namely to achieve his goal. She recognises the goal then itself, or the concrete
content of the informative intention, through inferring (given that it is a new meaning for her,
she may indeed infer) the message’s information, not his intentions, as I will argue. That is,
she grasps his informative intention rather indirectly by following the pointing gesture and
looking at the clouds and grasping that what she sees there implies that it might rain soon.
With the elaborations above we can address critique (b) more explicitly: are recipients really
interested in informative intentions of signallers? That is the Relevance Theoretical answer to
question (A) indeed so straightforward?
In accordance with Grice, Relevance Theory claims that the meaning of an utterance is
determined by what is meant: The speaker utters a sentence with a certain informative
intention and the recipient infers the meaning of this sentence by hopefully reaching as a
conclusion what the speaker meant. As opposed to Grice though, one could argue that within
the framework of Relevance Theory the inference to (or grasping of) the speaker’s intentions
can be rather indirect, see above.
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Following the already described Receiver’s Capability, the recipient is supposed to take the
evidence presented to her and to infer from this evidence the information the producer
provided to her.
Now imagine the following scenario:
A and B are two friends that have been drinking a beer in their favourite pub, then they leave
the building, standing outside not really sure what to do. Then A looks at B and utters:
“Let’s go for another round!”
In the example, this Receiver’s Capability would have the following consequences:
A produces the sentence “Let’s go for another round.”, by producing it, he provides evidence
the recipient uses as a premise combined with the knowledge about the previous situation to
conclude what information (or meaning) the signaller intended to deliver. Or, if one rather
subscribes to a Millikanian explanation, the recipient tracks down the combinatorial signal’s
proliferation history to conclude what information was transmitted. The focus here lies on
grasping the information provided. Of course, this is in most cases equivalent with the
speaker’s meaning, but it is not necessarily the conclusion the recipient aims at. The recipient
is primarily interested in the provided information. Why claiming this within a Relevance
theoretical framework?
Millikan provides motivation for such a stance, as I showed in the previous chapter, but
Sperber and Wilson themselves give further motivation for it: When discussing cognitive
systems and how these systems process information, they claim that what appears relevant for
the human cognitive system has to do universally speaking with improving one’s knowledge
about the world (1995, p. 47). Therefore, it seems that they would agree that the overarching,
even selected, interest of communicators is rather facts about the world. At least they give no
evidence why it should be otherwise.
Knowledge about the world may include facts about intentions of conspecifics, that is social
facts, but this seems to be only a part of the knowledge about the world we may gain. The
central role of focusing on intentions in communication then is not justified. Sometimes
recipients are interested in signaller’s intentions, in particular–as I tried to argue in 3.2. - when
they have trouble grasping the information transmitted. But this is not always the case.
Furthermore, Sperber and Wilson’s claim about the human cognitive system being tuned to
gain information- or knowledge as they label it- about the world, may very well be adaptable
to other species with complex cognitive environments. That is species that are capable of
taking different information channels into account to make decisions about how to react. For
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these species, extracting and collecting information about the world seems, from an adaptive
stance, a cognitive system’s focus worthy to be selected.
I take it then that we may reject the claim that a theory of mind in a full-fledged sense is
necessary for ostensive intentional communication: The recipient is not required to apply his
mind- reading skills for understanding the speaker’s inner mental life. As opposed to Millikan
though a certain awareness for the other is necessary: theory of mind comes into play in its
smallest form: the awareness of the other as an intentional agent. This awareness, the
recipient’s intention to gain information and the speaker’s intention to inform explains the
most fundamental link between hearer and speaker in intentional communication. The
signaller provides information for the hearer by directing his intention to the message he
provides, his intention though may merely be the one to inform individual x about p. The
recipient is aware of that thanks to ostensive signals functioning for example as attention
getters. As Sperber and Wilson would say: in a world full of information why should the
hearer perceive exactly the information the speaker provides? Well, because the signaller
directs the recipient’s attention towards it.
To further motivate the stable link between signallers and recipients in communication, that is
the communicators’ interest in each other, I will provide more extensive elaborations on this
in chapter 3.5.
The take home message for the chapters to come then is that even within relevance theory
Adding to criterion (IV), we can assume that it is sufficient for recipients and signallers to
understand the other as an intentional agent.
Adding to criterion (V), recipients are very often interested in information about the
world, not about the signaller’s mental state. Sperber and Wilson’s claim of signallers and
recipients being in general interested in gaining knowledge about the world27, and that is
what –at least for the human case – cognitive systems are selected for, gives further
evidence for this. Therefore, recipient’s do not aim at targeting only signaller’s intentions.
The role of intentions is less prominent.
Furthermore:
(VI) Communicative intentions may be applicable in theory. In regards to what is
indeed represented when communicators interact no such communicative intention has
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Clearly, knowledge about others’ mental states is also knowledge about the world, but as I argued, it
is just one type of very many types of knowledge about the world we may want to gain.
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to explicitly present in the communicators and with that no meta-representations.
Ostensive signals such as eye gaze when producing a sentence may therefore rather be
attention getters or something along those lines. Very obviously if the communicative
act went wrong, we may as signallers indeed form the intention to show the recipient
that we aim to communicate something to them. For recipients, they will not infer a
communicative intention, rather ostensive signals such as eye-gaze which count as
signs for communicative intentions may be the cues that draw them rather
automatically to listen to the signaller in the first place. Even if recipients are
explicitly aware of the attention getter- effect of the eye gaze, there is just no reason
for them to go one cognitive step further and infer explicitly that the signaller has an
intention to communicate something to the recipient.
And:
(VII) As Relevance Theory’s emphasis on ostensive signalling has shown:
Communication is multimodal. With gazing, gesturing, facial expression and vocal
signals. Following Relevance Theory, we may then say that these ostensive signals
provide evidence for the signaller’s aim to communicate a particular message.
3.4. Human communication defined as performing a speech act
Human intentional communication, and more precisely the meaning of the transmitted
message, is dependent on so many more factors than just the signals produced. As Grice and
his followers pointed out, if we go one step back, the meaning of a signal is determined by
intentions involved. But it is also much more than that that determines what is communicated,
how recipients respond and if the signaller’s goals are fulfilled.
In this chapter, I will try to show that there is a whole list of factors for human
communication that influences the interaction between signallers and recipients, and at least
parts of that list should also influence nonhuman animal communication for it to be an
instance of intentional communication. Again, elaborations on this will lead us again to the
main claim made in this work: that for communication to be intentional in a way comparable
to human communication, we require flexibility in the interaction and with that complexity in
communication. Here, I want to focus on the effect the signaller’s and recipient’s identity has
on the interaction. I will first introduce Austin’s speech act theory, focusing on what he called
felicity conditions, that is conditions under which signals produced by signallers involving a
certain signaller’s goal can be successful: goal x is fulfilled, due to for instance the recipient
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doing a certain action y. One of the felicity conditions, namely A2, is about conventions in
regards to who can produce which signal in order to succeed in performing the
communicative act and fulfilling one’s goal. Discussing then briefly work by Langton and
Kukla targeting A2 and claiming that due to social factors, certain groups of individuals
cannot perform certain communicative acts, I will claim that in nonhuman intentional
communication, it should also matter who produces a signal. This should have an influence on
how successful the signaller is in making others do something for instance.
In his speech act theory, Austin (1962) pointed out that it is not just signaller’s intentions or
conventional word meaning that influences a communicative situation’s appearance and
outcome. His elaborations will be used here as inspiration for providing additional factors to
describing communicative complexity to be found in nonhuman animal communication. This
complexity may allow for the flexibility in signal use and communicators’ back-and-forth
necessary for ostensive intentional communication. The more factors signallers and recipients
proximately have to take into account within a communicative situation the more of those
factors can be modified. It is as a matter of fact that human intentional communication is
complex, partially due to the complex signal system we use, but also partially due to social
factors such as who is the signaller and who is the recipient, due to the myriads of goals that
communicators might have that may influence the interaction and due to creativity in signal
use.
We should always keep that in mind for potentially nonhuman intentional communication.
Austin initially criticised that in the philosophy language elaborations on meaning, that is on
the content of an utterance etc. overlook that with uttering a sentence it is an action that is
performed. Elaborations on language meaning at his time was very much focused on the
descriptive value of an utterance. As opposed to that, Austin pointed out that within
intentional communication, words are used to perform all kinds of actions: warning, marrying
etc.
“It has come to be seen that many specially perplexing words embedded in apparently
descriptive statements do not serve to indicate some specially odd additional feature in the
reality reported, but to indicate (not to report) the circumstances in which the statement is
made or reservations to which it is subject or the way in which it is to be taken and the like.
To overlook these possibilities in the way once common is called the «descriptive» fallacy.”
(Austin 1962, p. 3)
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We may indicate something to the recipient when producing a sentence as opposed to
reporting or describing a state of affairs, as Austin puts it.
When sentences are used in communication, following Austin, their meaning should be
analysed in a non-reductionist way, not just focusing on its descriptive content (like for
example Russell or Tarski) but also not just focusing on speakers’ intentions (like Grice).
Further factors influence the meaning. These factors then in relation to the actual production
of a sentence can show fully what a sentence means in a certain context, and in Austin’s view
also what kind of action is concretely performed with producing the sentence (see Oishi
2005). 28 According to Austin, the actions one can perform within communication can be
differentiated in three kinds:
a)   locutionary acts:
To utter a sentence that contains a particular meaning. This is the descriptive value of a
sentence. The signaller can share information or describe a situation.
E.g.: A: “Paris is the capital of France.” The recipient then will, in the case of a successfully
performed locutionary act of intentional communication understand the information that Paris
is the capital of France.
b)   perlocutionary acts:
The signaller can elicit a certain effect in the recipient. That is what is said has a certain effect
on the recipient:
E.g.: A and B live in the same neighbourhood. A says: “The dog next door bit me in the calf.”
The perlocutionary act performed here by A elicits a momentum of shock in B, next to the
locutionary act performed delivering the message of the neighbour’s dog having bitten A in
the calf.
c)   illocutionary acts:
Here the action is constituted by the utterance itself: “I do.” for instance constitutes the act of
marrying; or in saying: “Let’s go!” I initiated the hike.
The action performed with an illocutionary act can be divided into 5 sub-categories, to
exercise judgement (verdictive), to exercise power (exercitive), express feelings (behabitive),
declare an intention (commissitives) and clarify reasons (expositives) (see Austin 1962, p. 150
and Oishi 2005, p.4).
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Not all philosophers perceive speech acts as depending on these three factors, others have a more
reductionist view, such as Searle (1979) who defines illocutionary speech acts by focusing on
signallers having illocutionary speaker’s intentions and Schiffer (1972), who defines illocutionary acts
as speakers having the intention to elicit a certain response r in the recipients and the value of r.
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That we can produce Illocutionary acts with sentences is possible, following Austin again,
due to the use of explicitly or implicitly performative verbs. “I baptize you.” for instance is a
speech act with an explicitly performative verb, while “I will wash the dishes.” is a rather
implicitly performative verb. Explicitly performative verbs explicitly determine the action
performed, while implicitly performative verbs are less explicitly leading to perform an action
with uttering the sentence.
The illocutionary act then of course, such as any other act, can either fail or be successful.
They can fail, when the uptake is not secured: that is the recipient did not take the
illocutionary act of a warning as a warning for instance.
This happens, when the following felicity conditions are not met:
“(A.1) There must exist an accepted conventional procedure having a certain conventional
effect, that procedure to include the uttering of certain words by certain persons in certain
circumstances, and further,
(A.2) the particular persons and circumstances in a given case must be appropriate for the
invocation of the particular procedure invoked.
(B.1) The procedure must be executed by all participants both correctly and
(B.2) completely.
(Γ.1) Where, as often, the procedure is designed for use by persons having certain thoughts or
feelings, or for the inauguration of certain consequential conduct on the part of any
participant, then a person participating in and so invoking the procedure must in fact have
those thoughts or feelings, and the participants must intend so to conduct themselves, and
further
(Γ.2) must actually so conduct themselves subsequently.” (Austin 1962, pp. 14-15)
Going through these felicity conditions, we will see that Austin is indeed focusing on at least
three factors that have an influence on the communicative interaction taking place, or how he
puts it, what speech act is performed.
(A1) refers to conventions (or rules or norms for that matter) that underlie certain speech acts.
That is using specific words or sentences in the right setting amounts to a speech act having a
concrete conventional effect (see also Oishi 2005). For this conventional effect to be present,
rules or norms have to be followed. To wed two people, certain sentences have to be produced
by a particular person (for instance a priest), in the right setting (a church at a wedding
ceremony, for instance), and these two people to be wed also have to respond in a certain way
(saying “yes”).
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(A2) is about the particular individuals and circumstances involved, such as in “I hearby
declare you husband and wife” the person has to be for instance a priest and the audience two
grown-up people (and in some countries man and woman) to successfully produce the speech
act of wedding those two people. Furthermore, as already mentioned for the explanation of
(A1), outer circumstances such as the right location (a church) or a fitting situation also play a
role in successfully performing a speech act.
If conditions (A1) and (A2) are not met, the speech act fails due to “misinvocation” (Austin
1962, p. 18).
Coming to B, (B1) concerns the signaller and recipient having to produce certain words and
perhaps certain behaviour in the correct manner, which includes word choice, and correct or
adequate sequence of linguistic and perhaps non- linguistic behaviour.
For (B2), here the requirement of walking “completely” through the speech act refers to the
recipient’s response to be executed. If a priest asks “Do you want to marry the here present
x?” – the person has to respond with “Yes.”, otherwise the speech act of wedding the two
people is not successful. Therefore, a recipient can dismiss the potential speech act for
instance, by not responding. (see Oishi 2005)
Both conditions refer to the actual execution of the speech act, as opposed to (A1) and (A2)
referring to the presence of concrete rules or conventions. Not meeting the conditions (B1)
and (B2) means to “misexecute” (1962, p.18) and therefore failing the speech act.
The last group of conditions under Γ concern feelings and intentions involved. For (Γ.1), the
intentions expressed by the behaviour are supposed to be in line with the participants’ actual
intentions. Participants are supposed to mean what they say. (Γ.2) is about future
responsibilities. The signaller must be sincere and fulfil for instance her promise in “I promise
to support you.”. (see Oishi, 2005, p. 10) Violating (Γ.1) and (Γ.2) is labelled as an abuse of
the speech act by Austin. As opposed to failing to meet conditions (A1)- (A2) and (B1)- (B2)
leading to a speech act not being performed at all, a violation of (Γ.1) and (Γ.2) does not lead
to that. Even though the conventions and situation is abused, the speech act is performed none
the less. The Γ conditions are to prevent lying, betrayal and so on.
I will focus now on (A2), according to which particular individuals are by convention to
perform a certain speech act, that is only particular people’s utterances have the performative
force for the illocutionary act to be successfull. The examples provided by Austin are mostly
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about institutionalized speech acts, such as wedding ceremonies or baptism. But we should go
away from these examples and focus on a wider range of situations.
Langton (1993) observed that powerful people, for instance someone higher up in the
hierarchy at work, can generally say more, do more and their speech counts for more than
utterances of less powerful people. “If you are powerful, there are more things you can do
with your words” she says (p. 299). The performative force of a powerful person is therefore
higher than the one of a less powerful person in society. That is for less powerful people, the
uptake of the speech act is not secured by them. Recipients may not take a warning as a
warning, for instance. In the worst cases, less powerful people can say whatever they want,
but the speech is not counted as action anymore, no one reacts, although the appropriate
words are uttered in the appropriate context. What happens in these failed speech act
scenarios in regards to the felicity conditions?
One could say that also the felicity conditions are met, probably even (A2) itself, the speech
act failed. One could argue that (A2) in these cases refers to unjust conventions (see Ayala
and Vasilyeva 2015) and these conventions are not being met if a non-powerful person
produces for instance a warning towards a higher- ranking person.
It is then in regards to (A2) that a social group is perceived as inferior, and therefore within
(A2) the people who have the most performative force to perform the speech act in question
appears to be socially limited.
Langton talks here about illocutionary acts being silenced with the uptake not being secured.
That is according to her (A2) is met, but due to social injustice the speech act fails. A warning
is not a warning anymore.
Kukla (2014) targets the same phenomenon when introducing the term discursive injustice.
Discursive injustice describes recipients not ascribing the appropriate uptake to the signaller’s
speech act. The performative force of the original speech act weakens or seizes, or gets
distorted (see Ayala and Vasilyeva 2015 for further discussion).
The social status of the person due to her gender, race, age etc. may therefore have an impact
on how successful a speech act is.
Discursive injustice and the silencing of speech acts describe a complex net of social relations
and biases that influence human intentional communication.
But even for nonhuman animal interactions (A2) may provide a starting point for comparative
research. Research particularly in regards to the existence of norms or simple rules concerning
who produces which signal. These simple rules could be weak, that is anyone can produce the
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signal, the effect might just not be achieved as reliably when certain individuals belonging to
certain social group or having a certain social role, produce it.
On a functional level, there are sufficient examples of such proto-rules in regards to who
produces which signal in nonhuman animals: especially in regards to hierarchical relations. If
we look at pant grunts in chimpanzees, we see that these vocalisations are produced for higher
ranking individuals by lower ranking ones as a kind of greeting and showing respect. If we
want to determine whether these vocalisations are indeed manifesting a kind of cognitive rule
to be known by others about only producing the pant grunt performing an act of greeting to
higher ranking individuals, the way to go might be by looking at a potential failure of such a
communicative action. Do signallers produce the pant grunt in inadequate contexts and if so
what is the outcome? How does the recipient react? Furthermore, is there learning involved?
If individuals produce the signal not according to the rules, learning to do it correctly may
imply awareness of a correct way of using a signal.
For pant grunts, there might be reasons to be optimistic in regards to these questions: Laporte
and Zuberbühler (2011) looked at young chimpanzees’ pant grunting behaviour, describing
the development of pant grunt production from newly born individuals to adolescence. They
found non- audience directed grunt-like signals already in new-borns. From two months of
age onwards grunting became more and more socially directed and around 7 months of age
the context- specificity of the use of the grunts increased. Chimpanzees have quite a repertoire
of different grunt types produced in different contexts, pant grunts being one of the most
distinct sounding.
When reaching adolescence, chimpanzees produced pant grunts more and more in correct
contexts, that is towards higher ranking individuals, this correct production interestingly
correlates with mothers’ pant grunting in the given situation as well. That is young ones tend
to also pant grunt when mothers pant grunt. Even though Laporte and Zuberbühler refrain
from making assumptions in regards to social learning involved in pant grunt production,
young ones seem to learn in one way or another in what context and to whom to produce a
pant grunt, they might even learn from the example of their mothers.
This is a promising example showing how (A2) can in a very weak sense, that is in regards to
an individual’s social rank for instance, play a role in nonhuman animal signalling.
The take home messages of this chapter for intentional communication in humans to be
compared with potentially intentional communication in nonhumans than are the following:
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(VIII) Communicating intentionally does not just mean to provide information, but also
for instance to perform actions such as warning, inviting someone etc. All these
“meanings” of an utterance are not part of the content of a signal.
(IX) It is also not only signaller’s and recipient’s intentions that influence the meaning of
a signal and the success of a communicative act. Other factors play a role in shaping a
communicative situation, such as who produces the signal and who is the recipient.
Importantly, if we find an effect of signallers’ and recipients’ identities on the success rate of
achieving the signaller’s goals and on the choice of signals, nonhuman animals just as humans
would not just understand the signal’s meaning in correlation to other external factors but
would also consider the social standing of the other in correlation to the signal. This turns
simple communicative interactions into complex perhaps proto-speech act- like interactions.
3.5. Is intentional communication a cooperative endeavour or an act of manipulation? –
It is both and neither
In the previous sections I discussed a potential answer to the question of cognitive complexity
involved in intentional communication by looking at different views on intentional
communication in regards to what the recipient and signaller aim to understand when
perceiving a signal. Recipients either are focused on intentions of the signaller or the signal
itself to gain information about the world, and signallers either aim recipients to grasp the
signaller’s intentions or the message itself.
Depending on how we answer this question, cognitive processes involved diverge: complex
mindreading appears only to be necessary for the former answer, while behaviour reading,
signal reading (i.e. domain tracking as Millikan would put it) and understanding others as
intentional agents are required for the latter.
Another way of addressing the question of cognitive complexity is to focus on what these
different views on intentional communication take both communicators reason to engage in
intentional communication to be. I will address this question, i.e. question (C), in this chapter.
I will show that there are 4 views on the motivation of intentional communicators to be found
in the literature, all equally competing to provide the answer to (C). The main battleground is
situated between proponents claiming that both human and nonhuman communicators aim to
manipulate their conspecifics and proponents claiming that what is uniquely human is that
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communicators aim to cooperate with each other, and that this cooperation is the fundament
of human intentional communication.
The 4 views then are the following:
a) exploiting recipients as tools/ manipulating recipients’ behaviour as said to be proposed by
Dawkins and Krebs. In the discussion, I will show that they do not claim such a clear-cut
manipulative approach to communication, and allow for communication to be cooperative.
Even though they do allow for a diverse view of communication, they do not provide any
convincing arguments for this assumption and therefore do not provide a satisfying answer for
(C).
b) an act of joint cooperation between communicators, which includes actively and openly
sharing information, common ground and intentions as proposed by Tomasello. I will argue
that the idea that human communication is fundamentally cooperative is too strong a claim,
given that Tomasello is not providing a sufficiently explicit argument why cases of
manipulation in human communication are only possible due to cooperation. He also uses an
argument from authority to underline this idea, referring to Grice, but as I will argue, Grice
does not endorse such a view after all. Therefore, we don’t have reason to accept the idea that
cooperation underlies all human intentional communication.
c) a process of instrumentally rational engaging with communicative partners that requires
forming behavioural expectations about and insights in at least the goals of the other as
proposed by Grice. I will argue that endorsing such a view allows us to explain most
coherently why human communicators engage with each other.
d) A pluralistic view, perceiving communication as an umbrella term for different kinds of
intentions by communicators: communication can be either cooperative or manipulative. This
view is endorsed by Sperber and Wilson within their Relevance Theory approach. I will argue
that this view is identical with c), even though Sperber and Wilson deny to be in line with
Grice. This denial though is based on a rejection of Grice’ cooperative principle rather than
his overarching view of human communication to be fundamentally rational.
While cooperation viewed in b) and c) might explain why there is active interaction and
engaging between communicators, a) might have more difficulties holding account for this.
Why would recipients engage with signallers in a communicative back and forth if signallers’
only aim is to manipulate?
On the other hand, an account of a) may explain more coherently everyday communication, in
which we might intuitively claim that for most everyday cases we merely want to make others
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do something such as closing a door or carrying a bag. b) and c) then might appear as overintellectualizing human communication. Following these pros and cons, one might have the
tendency to opt for d).
In what follows I will claim that c) actually allows for d) and is the most fitting view on
communicators’ motivations. I will do so by discussing each view’s plausibility.
The claim of individuals communicating to manipulate made in a) was put forward very
prominently by Krebs and Dawkins in their papers in 1978 and 1984. They are often quoted
as stating that it is not at all cooperation that we aim for when interacting with each other.
Their stance on communication is one strongly influenced by evolutionary biology, as can be
seen in their reasoning behind this claim: all animals of existing species are from a biological
point of view “survival machines” (p. 383), that is they have been given the capacities that
made their ancestors successful in becoming an ancestor. They are well designed to survive.
Being such well-designed survival machines, animals use objects in their world to their
advantage. Conspecifics and other living beings do not present any exception. Animals
exploit other animals as tools. Sea otters for instance use stones to smash shellfish, using the
stone as a tool. Same goes for the sea otter male using the female otter to rear his offspring.
On a functional level, following Krebs and Dawkins, the female serves as a tool. The only
difference between the stone and the female otter is that the latter is a “complex” machine (p.
383). To use the stone the otter only needs to apply some coordination and physical strength,
for the female the handling is more complex, including probably a number of signals the otter
has to exchange with her and a number of female otter’s behaviours he has to be able to grasp
and predict. The male otter then is able to exploit the lawfulness of the female otter’s
behaviour, for instance if he is too aggressive she might run away. He might or might not be
conscious about these laws of behaviour. Krebs and Dawkins label the male otter as a
manipulator here, and the female otter as “the victim”, being the manipulated. The process
described then is the signaller displaying behaviour reading skills. Here therefore we are not
yet on the level of intentional communication: the male otter is not required to know about the
female otter being an intentional being, that is her having goals and producing behaviour
voluntarily.
How would human communication fit in here? We might, if we are Griceans, assume that we
mind-read, i.e. infer each other’s intentions. At the very least, as I argued in the previous
chapters, we consider the other’s goals when communicating. For Krebs and Dawkins that is
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no game changer. Mindreading is just another tool to manipulate the other. My aim is to cook
some food. Knowing that you are lazy today and that you would prefer to eat the leftovers
from yesterday, I hide them and then tell you how much I love your freshly cooked food.
Following Krebs and Dawkins, I do not provide information here about my food preferences
or my intentions; at least I do not provide them genuinely; rather, I want to manipulate your
behaviour by using my knowledge about some of your mental states.
Mindreading that is, is a tool then to predict the behaviour of the other and react to that
prediction according to one’s goals. Signallers are not interested in the recipient’s mind per
se, but rather use it for their own good.
The knowledge about behavioural outcomes, i.e. how another individual might react in a
certain situation, can be based on knowledge about mental states of the other as in the
example above, but obviously also on visible cues the other individual produces (such as
baring teeth to show that soon it will attack). This knowledge is gained, following Dawkins
and Krebs, either within the individual’s lifespan through learning processes based on
previous experience or teaching in the human case, or by natural selection, selecting capable
behaviour readers and the capacity to understand cues correctly. Therefore, their notion of
communication minimally only requires behaviour reading capacities and an associative
understanding of signals. Furthermore, it does not require any flexible access to one’s ability
to understand behavioural cues of recipients and predict their future behaviour. For the human
case, mindreading capacities make behaviour manipulation more effective in the sense that
human signallers can more flexibly take the other’s future behaviour into account by
understanding his or her beliefs. Insofar mindreading has an evolutionary upshot. How good a
manipulator of others we are then depends on what strategies of manipulation – behaviour
reading or mindreading29 – we are capable of deploying and how good we are in using them.
From the recipient’s point of view though one could ask why the manipulated recipients
interact at all? There is no real reason for them to engage with signallers if the outcome of
communication is not at all meant for their benefit, i.e. not at all cooperative. Why do they not
just aim to avoid any interaction? One can wonder here if the “victims” are actually more
willing to partake in the communicative act and in understanding the message, that is if there
is some basic cooperation involved. Krebs and Dawkins address this worry two-fold: First,
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Or person reading as Andrews (2012) suggests. Apart of mind- and behaviour reading in order to
predict others behaviour we humans may tend to rather person- read, i.e. we understand others more
holistically as persons with character traits, belonging to specific groups of people, having a certain
background etc. (p. 211).
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they claim that cooperation is not necessary for both communicators to interact and willingly
show each other’s goals.
For instance, there is no reason to assume that cooperation is necessary for communicators to
interact with each other in a scenario as described above, in which a female enters a male’s
territory and the male has the goal of either copulating with her or aggressing her. It might be
useful for the potential victim to understand the signals of the male, i.e. whether it will be
aggressive towards her or not. So, she might actively engage in behaviour or mindreading to
grasp what the signaller is going to do next. When the prediction is that the male is going to
behave in an aggressive manner, she might also aim to actively show him that she is willing to
copulate, in order to prevent the aggressive act.
“Active willingness to be mind-read” (p. 388) as Krebs & Dawkins call it, can take place
between species or within species, and may then even be labelled cooperation by some
scientists. But this kind of cooperation in the Krebs & Dawkins sense is not cooperation on
the level of individuals sharing information with each other for the sake of sharing
information. Rather communicators aim to read each other’s behaviour or minds to make the
best out of it, the best for their very own survival. Recipients therefore do not resist to
manipulation, but rather use it for their own means. In this sense, the foraging behaviour of
honeybees for instance is cooperative. One bee is using the sense organ of another bee,
though it is not providing information for the other. Giving in to the manipulation serves the
bees own survival and this giving in to manipulation is therefore favoured by natural
selection. For Krebs and Dawkins, communication in the end amounts to “informationtransmission that functions to manipulate” (Owren et al. 2010, p. 772). Note here that the term
information used by them is first and foremost along the lines of Shannon & Weaver’s
elaborations (1949): transmitting information that reaches a recipient reduces uncertainty
about a state at the source of the information. For instance, a recipient needs to decide
between an individual far away being either a predator or a friend. There are two possibilities,
thus an uncertainty of 2 (there are two probable states: friend or foe); if then the signal by a
conspecific indicates that it is a predator, the uncertainty is narrowed down to 1. A priori
every animal signal does have and transmit this kind of information following Krebs and
Dawkins. This means that the information in question does not necessarily have semantic
content (i.e. being meaningful, which is, as I have argued in the previous chapters is necessary
for intentional communication) and therefore does not explicitly carry qualitative information
that can be shared. Krebs and Dawkins remain agnostic towards the semantic kind of
information in regards to nonhuman animal signals.
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The second point Krebs and Dawkins bring up against the worry that a communicative backand-forth between communicators might require cooperative motivations is that they accept
the potentiality of signals being used in strictly cooperative contexts (p. 391): a preacher
communicating his believes might be an example of manipulation, while a couple planning to
leave early at a dinner party whispering to each other about their escape plan seems
cooperative.
Nonhuman animals’ interactions between kin, and within reciprocity contexts, might be
explicitly cooperative as well (p. 391), they claim. They therefore do assume a co-evolution
of communicative signals being used manipulatively and communicative signals being used
cooperatively. However, they do not provide any adaptationist explanation for cooperative
communication as they provided for manipulative interactions. Hence, the stance of viewing
some human communication as cooperation by signallers is unconvincing in the account by
Dawkins and Krebs.
Interestingly, it is Krebs and Dawkins’ articles that get cited when discussing a view on
communication being strictly manipulative for both human and nonhuman animals. Seeing
how they acknowledge fully cooperative communication, this view appears to be a straw man,
rather than indeed a position endorsed by researchers of flesh and blood. Their arguments for
manipulation as the main driving force for signallers to engage with others though in itself
seem unconvincing. It seems undeniable, as Tomasello points out, that we humans do engage
in sharing information. I cooperatively tell a tourist where the next supermarket is, and my
friend cooperatively gives me advice in a difficult decision I have to make. This cooperative
potential of human interactions though requires elaborations Krebs and Dawkins do not
provide, as an adaptationist explanation of manipulative communication is clearly not
sufficient for this.
Therefore, we can reject a).
By entertaining view b) Tomasello (2008) represents the supposedly opposite view of Krebs
and Dawkins’ elaborations: communication is cooperation, i.e. deliberately sharing
information with each other. Clearly one reason for the disagreement is rooted in Krebs’s and
Dawkins’ approach being based in evolutionary biology providing mainly adaptationist
arguments, while Tomasello aims to focus on human communication, describing it in its
particularity, deriving evidence for his claims from ontogeny and then comparing it with the
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rest of the animal kingdom. While Krebs and Dawkins look at nonhuman animal
communication to explain their view, Tomasello looks at human interactions. The examples
to draw arguments from for their respective claims therefore look quite different from the get
to go.
From this human –centred starting point, Tomasello firstly comes to the insight that we
humans communicate cooperatively. While other great apes communicate intentionally
mainly through gestures, their intentional communication lacks the cooperative foundation
that characterises human communication. But, secondly, he claims that it is not our
conventionalized language system that enables us to engage in such a communicative
cooperation, but rather the underlying cognitive capacities that we employ to do so.
It is not then signals we agreed upon to have a certain meaning that enable us to engage with
each other cooperatively. Rather it is our capacity to display shared intentionality, something
we develop in ontogeny and have historically evolved through natural selection processes.
Shared intentionality means to act upon shared beliefs or goals, in order to coordinate and
cooperate to reach a common goal. For intentional communication of the human kind to
develop, this shared intentionality is a necessary pre-condition in Tomasello’s view.
Concretely, Tomasello argues that the story of the evolution of human communication should
be told the following way: human languages’ most striking characteristic is the one of the
signal system being a conventionalized system, for which we first needed people to agree on
what a previously evolutionarily selected signal meant, according to Tomasello.30 And for
people to agree on what a signal means, simpler ways of communicating are already required.
These simpler ways work very well without complex language because of a particular
cognition present, that is the capacities of jointly attending to an object and sharing intentions.
The simpler ways of communication necessary and sufficient here in Tomasello’s view are in
particular gestures, with pointing gestures being one very interesting, pre-conventional
candidate that already requires and indicates the presence of shared intentionality.
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Clearly there are other ways of explaining how a conventionalized language arises, ways that do not
assume a situation of agreement see for instance Millikan (to be discussed in chapter 6), or proponents
of a view of explaining language conventions within the dynamics of natural selection, e.g. Skyrms
(2010). Tomasello though seems to hold a traditional Lewisian view on how language conventions
arise.
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Gestures appear to be rather simple and ”natural” 31 as Tomasello says, but they play an
important role in everyday communication. Pointing gestures for instance are not used as a
supplement to spoken language. Rather they are independent communicative units, whose
main “job” is to “direct the attention of a recipient spatially to something in the immediate
perceptual environment” (2008, p. 61) without any other communicative signal required for
the message to be comprehensible by recipients. Considering their “naturalness” and their
independence as a communicative signal, they are an interesting competitor for a way to
communicate before a full-fledged language system arose in humans. Furthermore, even
when being in disagreement about Tomasello’s origin of language story, it seems a legit point
that pointing gestures are a substantial part of human everyday communication and can be
used as a stand- alone communicative action. They are more or less uniquely human, so if
they are uniquely human and substantial to our interactions with others, they might give us
insights into what human communication is substantially about and what its core cognitive
requirements are. In the end, if we want to find out if animals communicate intentionally the
way humans do (i.e. if homologous cognitive processes are involved), what pointing gestures
tell us to be essential to human communication should also be present in nonhuman
communication to be counted as comparable kind of communication. That is if we take
humans to be the archetype of intentional communicators and pointing gestures to be the base
of human signalling, whatever we learn about cognitive mechanisms enabling the use of
pointing gestures should be present in nonhuman animals as well, so goes the reasoning.
So, what are these cognitive mechanisms that enable human pointing?
Tomasello provides an example to answer this question. On a school day’s morning, he points
to the backpack in the corner of the room to remind his daughter to take it with her to school.
What he seems to represent if we aim to split off the signaller’s intentions in a Gricean style is
a referential intention (to point out the backpack), and a social intention as Tomasello labels
it, i.e. he wants to direct his daughter’s attention to the backpack for a reason. Switching to
the recipient’s side, how does his daughter then understand the content delivered (i.e. “My
dad wants to remind me to not forget my backpack.”)? Tomasello’s answer is three–fold;
following Tomasello, the recipient drawing inferences is a necessity for this to work, and we
can agree or not on this, as I discussed lengthily in chapter 2; the outcome does not change
much to Tomasello’s further line of reasoning. To then successfully take into account relevant
premises for such inferences (or associative processes), firstly, common conceptual ground is
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Tomasello 2008, p. 59; probably what he means by “natural” is that they do not appear as being the
product of a complex conventionalization process and could have arisen quite “naturally” in a scenario
of an individual having the intention of directing a conspecific’s attention to an object for instance.
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required. This common conceptual ground is part of what enables the recipient to derive the
content. It can either be established via our “immediate perceptual environment” (2008, p.
78), the so-called joint attention, or via shared experience from the past. Based on joint
attention for instance, having perceived a loud noise, and perhaps looking at each other, both
communicators know that they have both perceived the sound, which establishes then the
common ground. In the example of the daughter being reminded to pick up her backpack, it
may be the shared experience of the past, of her having forgotten the backpack in previous
school-morning scenarios, which manifests the common ground. It is important to notice that
even though one may be inclined to say that this common ground can simply be established
through perception, this is not what Tomasello has in mind. Indeed, he aims for something
along the lines of Bratman’s (1999) mutual knowledge, where train of thoughts like “I know
that you know that I know“ are represented in the communicator.
The second enabling factor is for both signaller and recipient to require the motivation for
sharing opinions, emotions and the like, and helping each other. We consistently display these
social motivations says Tomasello, making an empirical point. For instance, what human
signallers do a lot instead of imperatively ordering recipients to do something is to request, or
ask for help. Next to that, recipients as well prefer to follow orders that are expressed politely
(2008, p.85). Furthermore, signallers appear to have a preference to inform recipients in order
to help the recipient gain knowledge about something. Apart from informing others without
any ulterior motive and requesting rather than ordering, humans also like to share emotions
and feelings just for the sake of sharing, Tomasello points out. On a sunny day (p. 86), we like
to share with others just what they see as well: “What a beautiful day it is!”.
Thirdly, as pre-condition for understanding the content of pointing gestures, signaller and
recipient have to understand each other as cooperative agents. That is, they have to perceive
each other as having the same intention, as having a we-or joint intention. In the example
above, this intention may amount to sharing the intention of communicating with each other,
of both focusing on the backpack and sharing information about it. We-intention then are
intentions that lead us to take a walk together (for instance Gilbert 1989), we do not walk next
to each other, but we walk “with each other”, we share the same goal, and we even share the
activity. We-intentions are manifestations of shared intentionality.
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Based on us being (probably) the only naturally pointing creatures, Tomasello then assumes
that cooperation and having shared intentions more specifically is what makes us humans
special; this is the central assumption of his elaborations not just for communication but in
general for all cultural activities (Tomasello 2001).
What is needed to interact cooperatively is to understand each other as cooperative agents, to
be able to do so, in Tomasello’s words, we require the cognitive capacity to having joint (or
we-) intentions. But how cognitively complex are such we-intentions? That is, how complex
is it to display shared intentionality? Depending on which philosopher we are more
sympathetic towards, the cognitive complexity of such a we-intention will differ. Tomasello
himself proposes a mix of philosophers’ accounts to explain his own stance. He lends ideas
from Gilbert, Bratman and Searle mainly. All three have different conceptions of what weintentions and shared intentionality amounts to cognitively. This makes determining the
cognitive complexity even more difficult.
For Gilbert (1989, 2006) shared intentionality, and therefore we-intentions are based on and
manifested by joint commitment. Taking a walk together for example means for participants
to jointly commit to the actions by acting as “a body”, that is “A and B constitute a plural
subject.” (Gilbert 2006, p. 145). “As a body” as Gilbert puts it, does not imply that
participants have to be explicitly cognitively aware of their commitment (to spell it out that
is), but they are normatively bound to it. That is, they are committed to certain actions and
each participant is entitled to demand confirming actions from the other. In the walk example
that implies that both individuals walk together, they are committed to doing so, and they
expect each other to therefore display the behaviour of walking together. The commitment
itself then was expressed beforehand through having for instance communicated the plan and
perhaps agreed upon doing it.
The joint commitment then though brings about a mentalistic state, that is the one of
participants constituting the pluralistic subject, a goal or a belief for instance and then act
upon this plural subject as “a body”, committed to each other. The pluralistic subjects, e.g.
shared goals, are not just goals from each participant being the same, but they entail a strong,
normative “sense of togetherness” (Schmid 2013, p. 353). After committing to the action, one
ought to follow through with it for example.
What Tomasello finds clearly appealing here is the idea of acting as a “we”, and therefore
perceiving the world as a “we”. It is this kind of commitment to do something together that
allows full-fledged human communication to be a successful, cooperative endeavour, he
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claims. Schmid (2013), who holds the view that the different philosophical accounts used by
Tomasello to explain the cognitive complexity of we-intentions are not compatible with each
other, claims that the problem of Tomasello’s view begins with stipulating the necessity of
such a joint commitment. Commitment has to be expressed openly, and even though that does
not imply necessarily verbal communication, the expression of commitment in form of other
behaviour seems to remain in the realm of ostensive communication (see for instance Schmid
2013). Only then, if we are already full-fledged, experienced communicators in an ostensive,
intentional way, can we understand other’s intentions or commitments in such a
communicative interaction. This, so argues Schmid (2013) does not go at all in line with
Tomasello’s idea of shared intentionality developing in preverbal children, and evolutionarily
before full-fledged cooperative communication was there. The strong interconnection
between communication and shared intentionality in Gilbert’s proposal does not fit into the
Tomasello framework that uses shared intentionality as an ability fostering the development
of human-style communication. In Gilbert’s account communication and shared intentionality
appear to go hand in hand.
The second philosopher in Tomasello’s set-up is Bratman (1999). Shared intentionality in
Bratman’s proposal does not have a normative dimension, nor does it amount to people acting
as one body. Bratman focuses on the cooperative action itself that manifests shared
intentionality; the agents remain rather individualistic in their intentions. The only
commitment that actually happens is dividing the work in order for goals of each participant
to intertwine and not to hinder the cooperative activity. For the activity to be successful
though it is not just matching goals but another factor that needs to be in place: mutual
knowledge, or as Tomasello referred to it: common ground (see above). Paraphrasing mutual
knowledge traditionally amounts to “he knows that I know that he knows” (Schmid 2013, p.
354), that is meta-representations are required. Here clearly, pre-linguistic children that are
supposedly starting to develop the ability of shared intentionality may fall short of meeting
this requirement. Children around 1 year start pointing states Tomasello (2009, p. 111) and
should therefore be capable of something like simple shared intentionality. These children
though are not passing full-blown false belief tests (Andrews 2012), and in general do not
appear to refer to other’s mental states. Therefore, meta-representing for the sake of common
ground might not be a realistic option of explaining their pointing capacities via shared
intentionality in line with Bratman’s account.
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But there is an even more heavy weight problem with Bratman’s account: the intentions
involved in Bratman’s conception of shared intentionality seem to not just be too complex but
also to under-complex for Tomasello’s needs. Bratman’s intentions are clearly individualistic
ones, each participant having her own mental agenda. For the cooperation to work then, as
Schmid puts it, is beyond one’s individual powers; all participants rely on their influential
abilities to make others tag along and form similar intentions. One could almost come to the
conclusion, that the shared intentionality Bratman describes is an instrumental one 32 with
participants “using” others for fulfilling one’s own goal. If this were the case we would have
to coin communication based on shared intentionality again manipulative acts.
Schmid does not agree for this to necessarily follow, but he points out that argumentative
work is necessary to show that it is not the case. This would be in Tomasello’s interest,
because an instrumental view is clearly not what Tomasello aims for. His shared intentionality
and we- intentions are neither reducible to individual intentions nor are they about
manipulating others for one’s own purposes. This is exactly the view on communicative
interactions that Tomasello wants to avoid. Rather we-intentions are the irreducible
fundament for establishing and maintaining cooperation.
Such irreducibility of we-intentions is what the last proponent referred to by Tomasello
discusses, Searle. For Searle (1983) we-intentions are unreducible entities not to be dissected
into smaller components.
But Searle clearly has rather straightforward, perhaps quite simple cognitive processes in
mind when talking about we-intentions involved in what he calls collective intentionality:
According to Searle, collective intentionality is displayed for instance by hyenas hunting
together (Searle 1995). No matter how cognitively complex we grant hyenas’ involved
cognition in hunting to be, such an assumption does not work for Tomasello. Shared
intentionality and with that cooperation is what makes human communication unique. What
Searle has in mind then is by no means sufficient for Tomasello’s purposes. Searle’s idea of
collective intentionality in the end amounts to collective practice. It is by no means a prerequisite, i.e. an ability that allows cooperation and complex communicative interactions to
emerge.
Schmid’s bottomline then is that none of the proponents described fit Tomasello’s conception
and the question remains: How cognitively complex are the processes required in Tomasello’s
proposal to display communication as cooperative acts? Schmid appears rather put off by
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Schmid mentions this following Korsgaard (1996) here.
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Tomasello’s methods of utilising philosopher’s accounts, but I will argue that there is a way
of making sense of Tomasello’s proposal on a cognitive level. The central idea Tomasello
takes from Bratman is his mutual knowledge claim, from Gilbert joint commitment and from
Searle the idea that we-intentions in its simplest form probably does not require complex
mindreading (see 2008, p. 336). Searle’s conceptions of we-intentions then allow for
Tomasello’s claim that young children start of developing shared goals that eventually will
lead them to display full-blown cooperative communication with Gilbertian joint commitment
and Bratman’s mutual knowledge. Even though Tomasello does not states such a story in
detail, it seems that young children according to him develop this Searle- style we-intentions.
These help them to start engaging in cooperative communication, because the we-intentions
allow them to display joint goals without having reflective access to these joint goals. Slowly
children then start being able to recursively understand others’ goals and knowledge states
through engaging in these cooperative interactions. That is, they slowly learn to dissect their
we-intentions and develop or learn about mutual knowledge that they have reflective access to
and joint commitment that they agree upon actively.
Such a view might require some tweaks and more details, but it seems to address the biggest
worries in regards to Tomasello’s proposal: How to explicate cognitive complexity of
communication.
The set-up implies that for any individual to participate in full-blown intentional
communication perceived as cooperative interaction, the individual has to be capable of
representing we-intentions. We-intentions then may require a simple understanding of goaldirectedness at first and perceiving others as intentional agents (which perhaps might amount
to Searle’s elaborations on we-intentions). In its full-blown state, we-intentions might be
equal to or require a full-blown theory of mind-cognition and meta-representational skills to
understand what the other knows in relation to one’s own knowledge state, with
understanding others’ point of views, understanding their commitment to the action, and
being capable of having awareness of one’s own commitments. Even though Tomasello does
not explicitly state so, he does refer to Grice’s 4th order intentionality required to
communicate intentionally and cooperatively with each other, which underlines this
interpretation. Therefore, Tomasello’s conclusion that nonhuman animals do not
communicate cooperatively in his sense seems also motivated by how cognitively challenging
this kind of communication would be. As opposed to Krebs and Dawkins’ elaborations,
communicators are not interested in behaviour reading but are displaying something like
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mindreading behaviour and normative commitment by attending to the intentions and
attentional states of the other and by sharing them.
Even though Tomasello’s mix of philosophers’ views may provide a sufficient and satisfying
answer in regards to cognitive complexity, it still seems a dangerous stance in regards to
arguments from endorsers of a non-cooperative view on communication. They may simply
follow-up on Korsgaard’s critique (1996) on Bratman’s individualistic view on shared
intentionality, and claim that in some instances we might not display full-fledged Gilbert-like
we-intentions, because Bratman-like intentions in seemingly cooperative interactions allow us
to manipulate others. Communication then may be a shared practise requiring shared
intentionality and something like common ground, but communicators may still use others for
their very own purposes. That is communication in humans would be highly complex, but still
potentially manipulative.
Clearly, to deny manipulative intentions by communicators, and with that intentions to
deceive etc. would mean denying an empirical truth.
Therefore, Tomasello does acknowledge that manipulation is present in human intentional
communication, but it can only be successful, because humans cooperate in the first place.
That is only with a fundamental commitment to cooperate, and with that our communicative
partner assuming that we cooperate, can we “betray” the cooperation by rather using the other
one for our own purposes (2008, p. 185). This seems an over-intellectualisation of
manipulative communication though. Manipulation, that is using the other for ones’ own
goals does not a priori require mindreading, it does not require knowledge of other minds, as
Krebs and Dawkins showed. Therefore, the idea that “using” others for one’s own purposes
requires cooperation in the first place is a point that requires further motivation.
Tomasello though does not provide such motivation and therefore does not account
sufficiently for why we should take a cooperation first stance in regards to human
communication. Why is it that cooperation, though it clearly is present in human
communication is fundamental? So fundamental that it is even necessary for manipulating
communicative partners.
This is not the only point that one can hold against Tomasello’s conception of communication
as cooperation. Tomasello partially justifies his cooperation first claim by providing an
argument from authority, referring to Paul Grice as the philosopher who extensively argued
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and showed that intentional communication is a cooperative endeavour. It might be though,
that this argument is based on a misunderstanding of the Gricean proposal. One can argue
that for Grice, rationality rather than cooperation seems to play the central role within
communicative interactions in humans. This claim corresponds to option c). Grice perceived
explaining matters in the philosophy of language as one part of the overarching endeavour of
explaining human rationality. That is for instance matters of communication were just one
investigation in matters of rationality. And at least for Grice’s work on communication it is
also clear what kind of rationality he had in mind when claiming this: instrumental rationality,
which can be defined the following way:
„ A course of behaviour is [instrumentally] rational if it is characterized by the agent’s
nonaccidental use of effective means, or of means believed to be effective, for achieving his
or her goals.“ (Sbisa 2006).
For instance, in 1986 Grice claims: ‘I believe (or would like to believe) that it is a necessary
feature of rational beings, either as part or as a consequence of part of, their essential nature,
that they have a capacity for the attribution of value’ (Grice 1986, p. 72). And in
correspondence to this in Meaning revisited he adds that a rational creature is „a creature
which evaluates.“ (1989, p. 298), be it one’s own intentions or intentions of others. Following
from that, several readings of Grice’s work on communication stretch importance of
rationality, such as Davies’ interpretation (2000). The reason she provides for people to often
assume that cooperation in a very Tomasello-like sense33 is at the centre of Grice’s work is a
mixing up of a more everyday use of the notion of cooperation and the technical term used by
Grice when introducing his Cooperative principle (henceforth CP). If we take a look at what
role the CP plays in Grice’s work we will realize that it is not Tomasello-like cooperation we
are facing here, and also that this non-Tomasello-like cooperation only plays a minor role, as
opposed to rationality being central, so goes Davies’ argumentation.
Grice’s main interest in the articles found in Studies in the way of words (1989) is the
different meanings informative signals can have, human words just being one kind of
informative signal. In “Meaning” (1957) he focuses on the difference between natural and
non-natural meaning and then goes over to focus on the differences between sentence
meaning and speaker’s meaning for many other articles to follow: speakers have intentions by
uttering signals, intentions about what message they want to convey (speaker’s meaning). If
such an utterance is used by very many speakers to convey the exact same meaning, that is if
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i.e. based on common ground we jointly attend to things around us and to each other because we
humans love to cooperate and share everything with each other.
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the sentence x timelessly means y, as Grice puts it, we talk about sentence meaning. Speaker’s
meaning then can diverge from sentence meaning (i.e. speakers generally using sentence x to
mean y), that is what is said diverges from what is meant. But how do recipients understand
this diverging meaning? If A is asking B if there is still a coke in the fridge and B answers
with “Well, I am going to the supermarket in 5 minutes.”, how does A understand that what B
meant is that there is no coke left but he will go get some new ones? Clearly the speaker’s
meaning here diverges from the literal sentence meaning.
Grice’s answer is the CP, and with it four maxims of conversation.
The CP reads the following:
“Make your contribution such as required, at the stage at which it occurs, by
the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged”
(Grice 1975, p. 45).
Following from this, four maxims of conversation arise:
“Quantity

Make your contribution as informative as is required
Do not make your contribution more informative than is
required

Quality

Do not say what you believe to be false
Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence

Relation

Be relevant

Manner

Avoid obscurity of expression
Avoid ambiguity
Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity)
Be orderly” (Grice 1975, pp. 45-46)

Generally, an utterance by a signaller is expected to fulfil the CP and its maxims. In the
example above this is not the case: B does not seem to be sufficiently informative judging
from the question A asked. Therefore, A assumes that B flouted the maxims and made an
implication by giving the answer he gave. This standard interpretation of the CP and the
maxims is often taken to be evidence for Grice assuming communication to be fundamentally
cooperative in a Tomasello-sense. In fact though, as Davies argues, if one is just very nitpicky here, from a cooperation-take on communication, all the CP and the maxims do is to
make the work of the recipient more complicated. They do not help to share information and
share emotions between communicators as smoothly as possible but rather make the
transmission of information more complex. It is not about being as explicit as possible with
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your message as a cooperative approach such as Tomasello’s would suggest: if I want to share
my feelings and information, I should make it as easy for the recipient as possible, while the
CP clearly is about implicitly stating what one means. The way Grice describes human
communication for speakers to try to avoid miscommunication and to allow cooperation does
not seem to be the main issue here. Rather how direct or indirect information is
communicated and if the application of the CP and its maxims is necessary and helpful
depends on the signaller’s pragmatic goals, which can range from intending to express irony,
to appear knowledgeable or intellectual, to mock the recipient, to indeed intending to provide
information for the recipient to use or to use the recipient to fulfil one’s own goals and so on.
The kind of cooperation Tomasello has in mind is just one intention amongst many.
The bottom line then for Davies is that the CP was introduced to make sense of implications,
of the difference between sentence and speaker’s meaning and the difference between saying
and meaning. It was not about making a point about the central role of cooperation. This is
what Grice states himself in a statement of intent:
“My primary aim is … to determine how any … distinction between
meaning and use is to be drawn, and where lie the limits of its philosophical
utility.” (Grice, 1989, p. 4, citation shortened and taken from Davies 2000).
The purpose then of the CP and its maxims is to make what information is provided by the
signaller calculable (see Petrus 2010), not in the sense of recipients and signallers in fact
following them and being urged by social pressure to follow them, but rather in the sense that
subjectively it might serve their goals to follow the CP and the maxims:
“So I would be able to show that the observance of the Cooperative Principle
and maxims is reasonable (rational) along the following lines: that anyone
who cares about the goals that are central to conversation/communication
(such as giving and receiving information, influencing and being
influenced by others) must be expected to have an interest, given suitable
circumstances, in participation in talk exchanges that will be profitable
only on the assumption that they are conducted in general accordance
with the Cooperative Principle and the maxims.” (Grice 1975, p. 48 f.)
What Grice is pointing out here is that what is required from signallers and recipients is to be
capable of evaluating one’s own goals and the means that might help attain them.
Furthermore recipients, with the help of the CP and the maxims can achieve their goal of
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gaining information about the world by applying something like the maxims to understand the
provided information or at least gain insight into the signaller’s intentions.34
This engaging with each other’s behaviour and minds is what makes our communication
essentially instrumentally rational, may this engaging be with cooperative intentions or
manipulative ones or other pragmatic intentions. The speaker provides information, or
withholds information and so on depending on her goals, the recipient deploys means to
understand the message in order to reach her own goals or shared goals.
But why is the CP then called cooperation principle?
In Logic and Conversation Grice writes:
“Our talk exchanges do not normally consist of a succession of disconnected
remarks, and would not be rational if they did. They are, characteristically, to
some degree at least, cooperative efforts. [A]t each stage [of the conversation] some possible
conversational moves would be excluded as conversationally unsuitable.”
(1975, p. 45)
Grice underlines that for him to communicate with each other means to attend to each other,
when someone is conveying a message, it is only rational to answer if the message requires an
answer, or to not do it, if we do not know the answer or do not want to answer, depending on
our goals. At least we do attend to the other based on what the signaller said, if needed, be it
through communicative means or non-communicative behaviour. Furthermore, he seems to
claim here that you might want to call this cooperative.35 That is rational behaviour following
Grice would be for instance to bake a cake and be handed some flour by another person. It
would be irrational to get handed an oven cloth (1975, p. 47). The baker therefore has
expectations based on her own behaviour on what the helper will do or has to do or should do
(i.e. the most appropriate way of responding). The same goes for communication: I say
something and have certain expectations in how you will respond. You will respond in an
appropriate, i.e. rational manner, according to your goals and my goals via the message I just
articulated. There is certain reasonable behaviour as response and re-response (1975, p. 48).
In this sense, we cooperate to some degree, it is a cooperation led by expectations based on
considerations about the communicative partner’s goals through their communicated message
and other behaviour but not necessarily by we-intentions in the sense introduced by
Tomasello. In that sense, the CP is a cooperation principle (i.e. called that way) and not a
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Grice may only want to state that with the help of the maxims recipients can infer the speaker’s
intentions, but I argued for a broader view, diverging from Grice’s on what recipients are aiming to
understand in chapter 3.3. and how they achieve these insights by not just inferring but from time to
time also just by associating in chapter 2.2.
35
See Davies 2000, p. 17 for a similar interpretation.
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rationality principle (see Davies 2000). The CP then is based on this rationality assumption. If
B does not answer A in a straightforward informative way about the state of coke in the
fridge, A will assume that B answers the way he does for a certain reason (i.e. because he has
a particular intention I), and then will aim to understand what was communicated. How A
infers (or tracks down) that real message then can be understood by looking at the Gricean
conversational maxims.
The upshot of such a view is that it allows to integrate both options –manipulation and
cooperation– but it does not turn either of them into the essence or foundation of human
communication; rather it is instrumental rationality that allows for both. Rationality allows us
to form behavioural expectations on what the other will do next based on the communicator’s
goals, and helps us to either manipulate or cooperate with the communicator. This seems to
go very much in line with the elaborations made by Krebs and Dawkins. Looking at the baker
scenario, both behaviour-and mindreading capacities are helpful to form adequate or rational
expectations about the other’s future behaviour. But very basic understanding of others
having goals and a cognitive interest in these goals seem to be necessary for the rational view
of communication, at least in the sense of grasping each other’s goals (e.g. What goal does the
communicator have by producing signal x?) directly or indirectly through the delivered
message. Depending on the communicators’ goals though it is also a possibility of the
communicator being rather interested in the other’s moods or affective states and use these to
fulfil her own goal instead of focusing on the other’s goals.
Such a view on communication then requires nonhuman animals for one to hold expectations
about reactions of others. Hobaiter & Byrne’s (2014) satisfaction criterion may lead us to
conclude that expectations of this kind are present in great apes:
They applied a behavioural criterion they labelled ASO (“apparently satisfactory outcome”)
to identify the meaning of gestures and evaluated apart from the signaller’s behaviour and the
recipient’s response behaviour the signaller’s follow-up behaviour in order to determine
whether the signaller was satisfied with the outcome. This was supposed to give insight into
the conditions under which the signaller’s goal linked to the production of a gesture was
fulfilled. The signaller, that is, communicates, the recipient reacts, the signaller reacts
satisfactorily either by stopping communicating or reinforcing his intentions when her goals
are fulfilled.
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The Satisfaction criterion therefore might provide insights in signallers having behavioural
expectations.
I will in what follows endorse option c), and with that perceive human communication as
essentially instrumentally rational.
But what then about option d), the answer given by Relevance Theory? Relevance Theory
perceives communication as either cooperative or manipulative. That is a pluralistic stance is
endorsed.
Relevance Theory claims that signallers, next to producing a meaningful signal, also provide
further ostensive stimuli so that recipients realize that the information is provided for them.
This, so goes one of the central claims of Relevance Theory, does not require to be a case of
Gricean cooperative communication (Wilson and Sperber 2004, p. 256). Even though it is
labelled as cooperation in a Gricean sense what is actually criticised is the Tomasello-sense
of cooperation. I argued above that the interpretation of Grice endorsing a view of
cooperation being fundamental to communication in the Tomasello-sense should be rejected.
Instead Grice perceives instrumental rationality as the central element. Interestingly, a similar
view appears to be endorsed by proponents of Relevance Theory. Take again the example of
A being in a pub. Her glass is empty. Then A is shaking her glass. This might be information
provided for the barkeeper to realize that A wants a refill. A though could also shake her glass
because it is a neurotic habit of hers to randomly shake glasses, without any intention of
transmitting a message. The barkeeper therefore is most likely not to react.
Now adding an ostensive cue to the story, for instance A looking at the bar keeper, it must be
very apparent to the latter, that the information is provided for her. The barkeeper will most
likely understand A’s message. Is this rational in the described Gricean sense above? It
appears to be. B would less likely attend to A if A would not have employed eye-gazing next
to shaking the glass. B therefore seems to have behavioural expectations, based on which she
responses in line with her own goals, perhaps doing a good job for instance. Do we require a
CP to explain how B understands A’s message? Do we have to say that maxims got flouted
by A? Within Relevance Theory probably not. Because the explanation within Relevance
theory would not refer to the CP and its maxims but rather to the following:
“By producing an ostensive stimulus, the communicator therefore encourages her audience to
presume that it is relevant enough to be worth processing.“ (Wilson & Sperber 2004, p. 256).
By providing an ostensive cue, A points out to the relevant information for the barkeeper to
understand the provided message. B then uses this evidence to infer what is meant.
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This seems very much in line with the Gricean assumption of acting for reasons. Providing
relevant information to the barkeeper implies that A has goals or intentions she tries to convey
and to fulfil. In the scenario above, A has the goal of getting a refill, and in order to reach this
goal, the means for it are to provide openly cues for the barkeeper to understand this.
Such an interpretation goes in line with Wilson and Sperber endorsing the Gricean stance that
communicators form and hold expectations based on an utterance, expectations in regards to
what the message means and “the interpretation a rational hearer should choose is the one that
best satisfies those expectations” (2004, p. 250). The recipient expects the signaller to have
reasons for providing the signals and furthermore that these reasons go in line with these
provided signals. It is only rational for the recipient to do so, assuming that both
communicators understand that they are driven by intentions.
The bottom line then is that Relevance Theory simply disagrees with the formulation of the
CP and its maxims, and not with the assumption that communication is rational. View c) and
d) therefore fall together.
As a conclusion, it appears most plausible to assume that the basis for intentional
communication is the application of instrumental rationality to communicative interactions.
This way the battlefield of communication being either truly cooperative or rather truly
manipulative can be avoided, because even more fundamentally intentional communication is
first and foremost rational.
Adopting such a stance means that, cognitively, a minimal set-up to engage in intentional
communication is that individuals must display the capacity of engaging with each other
based on recognising each other’s goals and forming behavioural expectations.
This amounts to the following take home message:
(X) Intentional communication is essentially rational. (and therefore manipulative,
cooperative and many other intents can be present).
For this, the species in question has to be capable of recognising others as intentional
agents and at least more or less their goals, and furthermore form behavioural expectations
in a given situation.
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3.6. Identifying intentional communication in other species in the empirical sciences
Since several decades 36 the interest in comparing human communicative abilities with
nonhuman communicative abilities has lead empirical scientists to refer to theoretical theories
discussing human communication as a backdrop for developing criteria for potentially
complex animal communication.
Especially in regards to intentional communication a number of attempts to derive empirical
criteria for intentional communication from theoretical work can be found in the literature.
In this chapter, I will discuss four approaches to intentional communication in the light of my
attempts of finding criteria for identifying ostensive intentional communication in nonhuman
animals. In order to do so, I will discuss the proposed criteria, highlight issues and upshots,
and in the end abandon a number of criteria (e.g. strictly signaller-focused criteria), keep
some (i.e. elaboration, multimodality) and add two criteria that have been overlooked and are
necessary to solve certain problems the criteria proposals are facing: flexibility in regards to
interactions between communicators and flexibility in regards to signal use. In particular, I
will discuss the first explicit approach to determine intentional communication in nonhuman
animals by Tomasello and colleagues (e.g. 1985), as well as Leavens’ (2005) criteria derived
from criteria for intent present in signalling proposed by Bates and colleagues (1979) in
research on pre-linguistic children. Both Tomasello’s account and Leavens’ account were
originally put forward for application to gestural communication. Then I will go over to
discuss Schel and colleagues’ (2013) approach to intentional communication in vocal
signalling and Townsend and colleagues’ (2017) list of criteria that present a uniform
approach for both vocal and gestural modality.
The main issue that the proposals face, I will argue, is the strict focus on the intentional
production of signals by signallers. Recipients and the question of how to grasp and
understand these signaller’s intentions are only taken into account on a side note. Therefore,
the provided criteria also barely help picking up flexible behaviour as opposed to nonflexible
perhaps hardwired communicative behaviour no matter how much effort is put into excluding
this hardwired signal production. The way to exclude hardwired signalling without intentions
involved, is to separate intentions and signal meaning. Signallers have intentions and signals
carry meaning. Both correlate in an efficient communicative interaction, but per se they are
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Though it is difficult to put a concrete year and name to it, perhaps Marler’s (1961) elaborations on
applying pragmatic notions to animal communication is one potential starting point.
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two separate entities. And this allows for flexibility in signal use and with that for complex
intentional communication.
Within animal communication research the first explicit approach for providing and applying
criteria for intentional communication in nonhuman animals was for gestural signalling in
great apes starting with Tomasello and colleagues. Research on vocalisations focused more on
the adaptive value of vocalisations, that is on ultimate mechanisms (see for instance
Macedonia and Evans 1993). Furthermore, on a proximate level, research on vocal signals
focused on whether these signals carry information or rather are an indication for the
signaler’s arousal state (e.g. Marler, Evans and Hauser 1992).
Only later did research in this modality also focus on intentional communication. The sudden
interest was perhaps triggered by rather provocative claims by researchers focusing on
gestures that only nonhuman primate gestures are intentionally produced signals, while
vocalisations appeared to them to be rather hardwired (e.g. Tomasello 2008).
A) Research in primate gestures: Leavens & Tomasello
Tomasello and colleagues define intentional communication in its simplest form as signallers
producing signals in order to achieve a goal (Tomasello et al. 1985). Here intentional
communication has nothing to do with what we humans do, if we go in line with Tomasello,
because it is not about cooperation, but rather about manipulation and achieving one’s goal.
We are also not on the level of recipients understanding signaller’ communicative intentions
and signallers aiming for recipients to do so, but rather about signallers recognising others as
intentional agents and signallers having a specific goal (see Tomasello 2008). This is
important to note, as it implies that the criteria that follow are not aimed to be comparable to
human ostensive intentional communication. The critique towards Tomasello then cannot be
that the criteria are not sufficient for a comparative approach between humans and
nonhumans as this is not the aim of the account.
Tomasello’s list of criteria was developed step by step through different empirical studies.
In 1985, in a study looking at intentionality involved in gesture production in young
chimpanzees, Tomasello and colleagues start introducing the first two criteria: the idea of
response waiting after producing a signal to see if the intended goal is fulfilled, and audience
directedness, that is directing vocalisations with the help of e.g. gazing to others.
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In a 2004 article on gesture sequences Liebal, Call and Tomasello propose a more systematic
list of criteria (pp. 379-380):
i.e. a signal is intentionally produced; that is goals are involved on the signaller’s side, if:
(1)  The signaller is producing the signal for an audience. That is, it is used socially,
which implies the observation of audience checking. The signaller checks the state of
attention of the recipient.
After signal production,
(2)  Response waiting after signal production is expected, i.e. stopping, maybe gaze
checking to monitor the behaviour of the conspecific.
The idea here is that if a goal is involved, the signaller should check whether or not the
goal is achieved.
Furthermore, if the recipient’s response is not satisfying:
(3)  The signaller should display persistence, that is repetition of the produced signal is
supposed to be displayed.
Tomasello together with Call (1997) aimed to apply these criteria to vocalisations, taking as
an example the vervet monkey alarm call system. He remained critical especially in regards to
(1) and (2), remarking that research showed that vervets go on calling predator alarm calls
long after all group members have perceived the predator and are save, referring here to
research by Cheney and Seyfarth (1981).
The problem with all these variables is that they are tuned towards signallers acting goaloriented. In no way do these criteria determine important questions to be addressed for
ostensive communication, for instance is the signaller producing information explicitly and
overtly for the recipient. It is furthermore difficult to determine in how far recipients are
aware of the signaller intentionally providing them information. Even though it was not
Tomasello’s aim to address these questions, for comparative research on human and
nonhuman intentional communication this list of criteria is not sufficient. And even for cases
of simple intentional production of signals, it remains unclear if the criteria are really
sufficient, as I will show after discussing all 4 proposals.
Leavens’ proposal (2005) almost appears as a more detailed and refined list of Tomasello’s
criteria, focusing on audience-directedness and great ape gestures as well. Leavens introduces
his criteria though for the purpose of differentiating referential pointing gestures in great apes
to be declarative from ones that are requestive. Declarative pointing implies that the signaller
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points some object out to the recipient with a literally informative intention, while requestive
pointing (or imperative as he calls it) implies to point at objects the signaller wants the
recipient to bring to him. This discussion has its origins in child development literature. To
have variables to measure the intent present in the non- verbal child, i.e. informative or
requestive, child psychologists Bates and colleagues (1979) came up with a list of criteria.
Leavens applies this list to captive chimpanzee learned pointing behaviour and adds an
emphasis on elaborative behaviour as opposed to Tomasello’s emphasis on persistence.
Elaboration as opposed to persistence, is not about repeating the same signal until one’s goal
is achieved but rather using a different signal if the original one did not lead to the intended
result. From a cognitive point of view elaboration is the more flexible behaviour, and
probably more bound to be successful a strategy: The recipient did not get me the water when
I pointed at it. Therefore, she might not have understood me and therefore I should change
strategy. A reasoning like this could be present in the best-case scenario of signallers
displaying elaboration behaviour.
The list of all criteria for intentionally produced signals Leavens provides is the following
(see Leavens et al. 2005 & Liebal et al. 2014):
(1)  The signal is to be produced socially, that is an audience has to be present.
(2)  Gaze alternation by the signaller towards the recipient (and perhaps the object) to
monitor the recipient is important, as it indicates the audience-directedness of the
signal and the signaller’s goal (for instance to get the object delivered by the
recipient).
(3)  The signaller takes into account the attentional states of the recipient and signalling
behaviour is dependent on that.
(4)  If the recipient is not attending to the signaller, the signaller produces attention-getting
signals.
(5)  Persistence on the signaller’s side, in case the signaller’s message is not delivered.
(6)  Elaborative behaviour in case the signaller’s message is not delivered: elaboration
means that multiple different signals are used.
The upside of this proposal is that elaboration seems to be a key to flexible behaviour between
signallers and recipients at least on the signaller’s side. The criteria also provide a more
strategic description of what an intentional communicator would do in the case of a nonattentive recipient, namely monitoring the recipient and producing attention-getters.
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Issues again start with the negligence of the recipient. Leavens talks about providing criteria
for intentional communication, when what he does quite convincingly is provide criteria for
determining a communicative intend present in the signaller. By having criteria for signallers
only though, it is impossible to determine if recipients understand that signallers provide
signals for them, an important part of human ostensive communication.
Clearly in a captive, experimental set-up, the recipient is in most cases a human, and
therefore criteria for recipients cannot be applied either way, but again, even though these
criteria appear more complete in regards to describing a signaller’s communicative strategies
than Tomasello’s proposal, they only paint half the picture, even though they paint this one
quite well. Flexibility as I argue, has to be present on both sides for intentional
communication closely related to the human case. Elaboration, as suggested by Leavens and
colleagues, on both signaller and recipient’s side will be the central point for flexibility in
interaction between them.
b) Research in primate vocalisations: Schel and colleagues
One of the first full-fledged provisions of criteria for intentional communication in the vocal
modality was provided for a field experiment conducted by Schel et al. (2013) in wild
chimpanzees. The research design here was straightforwardly bound to the question of
intentional communication: Do chimpanzees communicate intentionally with vocal signals?
Within the field experiment, the chimpanzees were confronted with moving snake models to
determine whether individuals would intentionally inform others of the presence of a snake
depending on the knowledge state of the audience. Schel and colleagues predicted that if this
was the case, individuals’ potential snake alarm calling would be dependent on the audiences’
gazing towards the snake. Signallers were expected to display gaze alternation between the
audience and the snake and infer from the situation whether signalling, i.e. giving information
about the presence of the snake, was still necessary. That is the intent to inform a conspecific
should not be present anymore for cases in which the conspecific already knows about it.
Phrasing the prediction like this also means that the signaller was supposed to take into
account the mind of the other – here the state of knowledge of the conspecific. Schel et al.
refer here to the classical Gricean approach with the assumption that „intentional
communication requires both the signaller and receiver to take into account each other’s
mental states“ (Schel et al. 2013, p.1). The signaller has to infer whether the recipient is
knowledgeable about the snake based on the recipient’s behaviour. The behavioural criteria
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which are supposed to determine whether chimpanzee communicators indeed take the mind of
the other into account are more or less identical with the ones Tomasello provided.
Schel et al. looked for
(1)  signallers displaying audience checking and gaze alternation between recipient and
snake
(2)  as well as evidence of persistence behaviour of the signaller until everyone was
informed of the presence of the snake.
Furthermore, the experimental set-up
(3)   seems to imply stopping rules in regards to signal production: if the conspecific is
informed, the signaller stops producing the signal, because the informative goal is
achieved.
Even though Schel and colleagues successfully show that the criteria for gestural
communication can be applied to vocal signals, they again fall short in providing a criterion
for recipients also gazing towards signallers, which would provide evidence for recipients
taking into account that the signal was provided for them by the signaller. It is even more
regrettable given the fact that Schel et al. even state in the citation above that both signallers
and recipients should take into account each others’ mental states.
They also sadly do not take into account the biggest merit of Leavens’ account: the
introduction of the elaboration criterion. Even though in the situation of the experimental setup of a snake appearing, this might not be a necessary criterion, given that the communication
strategy in dangerous situations is and should be rather straight forward in terms of signal use.
c) The multimodal approach: Townsend et al.’s framework for identifying intentional
communication in nonhuman animals.
Townsend and colleagues (2017) offer the first proposal that targets both gestural and vocal
communication. Given that human communication is by nature multimodal 37 , this is one
important step towards providing a fitting framework for the purposes in this thesis.
Townsend and colleagues also rightly take a deflationary stance in regards to the required
mindreading to participate in intentional communication. They claim that mindreading
capacities to the extent required for the traditional interpretation of the Gricean approach are
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Human communicators use facial expressions, gestures, eye gaze etc. next to the produced sentence
in an interaction.
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not necessary for intentional communication. This is a second important step I motivated
sufficiently in the previous parts of this chapter. Still, regrettably, even Townsend and
colleagues fall again into the same trap of providing only criteria for the signaller’s behaviour.
Again though, in line with Tomasello’s aim, Townsend and colleagues do not aim to provide
criteria that fit human ostensive intentional communication. Rather, they target simpler forms
of intentional communication. Therefore, again, a critique along the lines of them failing to
provide a comparative list of criteria for human and nonhuman communication fails to
acknowledge the purpose of their proposal.
Concretely, they propose a framework consisting of 3 criteria empirically applicable to
observational data that are supposed to mirror the two claims above: it is applicable for any
modality and Gricean intentions are almost out of the picture.
The framework presents itself the following way:
“Animal S intentionally communicates [content] I to receiver R if:
(1) S acts with a goal with the content I”.
The signaller produces a signal to achieve a goal. The content of the goal can be determined
by the signaller’s actions and through the previously research-established meaning of the
signal.
Here, according to Townsend et al, goal-directedness is best identified empirically by socalled “stopping rules” (Burkart et al. 2015). If the signaller tries to achieve a goal, she is
supposed to stop when achieving it and display persistence and/ or elaboration if she fails in
the first place.
(2) S produces voluntary, recipient directed signals as a means to reach the represented goal
The most promising indicator for voluntary control is, following Townsend et al., the
production of a signal for a specific audience, the so-called audience effects that should be
displayed. For instance, some signals are mostly produced for friends (Gruber & Zuberbühler
2013), or family. Another interesting point to consider is the state of awareness of a recipient
(see Schel et al. 2013): Is the recipient aware of the predator or not? Is the signal therefore
only produced for recipients that are not aware of its presence? The issue at hand here is the
creation of a list of audience effects that are universally required for all species. Some species
producing certain types of signals might not necessarily need to take into account the identity
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of the recipient according to Townsend et al. For instance, vervet alarm calls are meant for the
whole group, and being selective about who is present and who is not might jeopardize the
safety of everyone. That is, to only produce the alarm call for a specific audience might not at
all be in line with the goal of the signaller.
(3) S’s signalling behaviour changes the behaviour of R in ways conducive to realising I
Following Townsend et al., for this criterion to be fulfilled the communicative behaviour of
the signaller is supposed to change the recipient’s behaviour. That is repeatedly does the
recipient show the same behaviour after the signaller produced the signal.
Clearly this opens the pitfall of manipulative behaviour also falling under this criterion. A
signaller merely displays manipulative behaviour if her intention amounts to making the other
do something, without intending to create some form of belief in the recipient.
Communication here is not intended to convey any message to be understood, and influence
on the recipient merely takes place at a behavioural level. This may be what Townsend et al.
think to be sufficient for intentional communication, but it will lead to issues to be discussed
below.
The main asset of this new framework is presented as shifting from attributing mental states
to strictly behavioural criteria. This might or might not be indeed an asset: in the end, the
empirical variables one looks for in the Townsend-framework do not diverge fundamentally
from Schel et al.’s or Tomasello’s approaches of identifying intentional communication, the
latter two both focusing on signaller’s behaviour and mental states. The bottom line is that all
three frameworks face quite similar issues: cases that clearly are not instances of intentional
communication as well as cases that arguably are most likely not presenting instances of
intentional communication fall under instances of even simple intentional communication if
we apply a framework such as the one proposed by Townsend and colleagues. It is time
therefore, to show in detail, what these issues concretely are:
Firstly, one cannot exclude signallers manipulating recipients based on very simple
representations in the signaller. That is the signaller’s behavioural pattern might just be
phylogenetically hardwired and fall more into the category of communicative behaviour that
does not aim at delivering messages to be understood by recipients in a reflexive way based
on signallers’ intended meaning. Secondly one cannot even ensure that the criteria pick out
only communicative situations, that is the criteria can be applied to any kind of goal directed
behaviour independently of whether the behaviour is communicative or not.
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Let’s look at the first objection in more details: A problem with a framework in accordance to
the one proposed by Townsend et al. is that it can be applied to instances of all kinds of insect
mating communication.
Take as an example the mating behaviour of male water striders (Han & Jablonski 2010), It
appears to fulfil all three criteria: if a female individual is positioned on water, males tap their
legs against the water surface creating ripples in the water that attract predatory fish. The male
keeps on tapping until the female gives up and consents to copulate with the male. Following
the criteria, male water striders act with the goal to copulate with the female; the content I is
to copulate. This can be determined empirically following Townsend et al. by male
individuals stopping to signal when the goal of copulation is fulfilled and persistence (i.e.
further water tapping) until the goal is fulfilled (criterion (1)). The male individual produces a
signal, the water taping, which seems recipient-directed in the sense that a female is present,
in order to reach the goal of copulating. It is also audience specific because it is produced for
a potential female mating partner (criterion (2)).
Furthermore, the recipient’s behaviour changes, that is the female allows the male to initiate
copulation (criterion (3)).
What to make out of this?
Clearly, we can conclude that insects may communicate intentionally as well, and there is no
reason per se to abandon this thought. Still one should be careful with such a conclusion.
A worry here should be that the female water strider is forced into copulation. The water
movements caused by the male’s tapping that will attract predatory fish leaves the female
with only two outcomes to choose from: either to copulate or to be eaten.
At the very least for advocates of intentional communication being a cooperative act this
appears to be not acceptable for potential instances of intentional communication.
Even more importantly though, insect communication appears to lack the flexibility
commonly found in human primate communication. It seems that no matter how the female
water strider reacts, all the male individual will be doing is either stop tapping or go on
tapping. Behaviour does not appear very fine grained, and both individuals seem to only react
on very rough broad categories of behaviour of the other individual. In contrast, humans have
uncountable options to react in communicative situations, nuances of agreement and
disagreement, and ways to pretend that they agree even though they disagree etc. In sum, we
know multiple ways, verbally and nonverbally, to convince someone to do something to reach
our goal. Clearly conventionalised language is our biggest help here. Playing with and within
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language conventions helps us create these nuances. Think about metaphors, irony,
understatement, elliptical utterances and the list goes on. There are just uncountable ways to
imagine a conversation playing out within humans in a corresponding context to the water
strider scenario and it seems that this is what intentional communication paired with a
conventionalized language enable us to do: to literally flexibly communicate with each other.
Even if the Townsend-proposal aims to target simpler forms of intentional communication,
flexibility should be displayed to a certain degree as hardwired behaviour clearly has not
much to do with the label “intentional communication”.
As the later parts of this dissertation will show, our closest relatives, the great apes, also seem
to display flexibility, perhaps not up to par with humans, but impressive either way.
Coming to the second concern in regards to the frameworks, Morin (2016) applied the criteria
introduced by Townsend et al. (2017) to an interesting example: Imagine going fly-fishing,
dropping a bait in the water and waiting for the fish to come. They come, they bite for the
bait, and you pull them out of the water. The behaviour is produced to fulfil a goal (criterion
(1)), and with the intention to change the behaviour of a specific group of recipients (criterion
(2)), the behaviour of the recipient is changed (criterion (3)), i.e. the fish bites: stopping rules
and audience-specificity do apply as well in such a scenario.
Following the Townsend et al. criteria, this behaviour could be counted as a potential instance
of intentional communication. Clearly, it is not. Though Townsend et al. never claim that the
criteria provided are by any means sufficient, too many examples such as the insect mating
behaviour or the fly fishing scenario would fall under intentional communication and
therefore under potentially cognitively interesting communicative behaviour for the
framework to be sufficiently helpful in empirical investigations.
As Morin rightly points out, one way to solve the issues is to define what one actually means
by a signal. This might lead to stating that the signal somehow has to be conventional or at
least not clear cut naturally meaningful. Adding such a 4th criterion might do the trick.
Townsend and colleagues could provide a definition of what signals count as communicative
then. They probably have no choice here and opt for signals to be non-naturally meaningful.
In the example of waterstrider communication, the tapping of the signaller is bound to attract
fish. In a weak sense therefore, it is naturally meaningful. There is an (almost) unbreakable
link between the signal and the action that follows. A signal that carries this almost factual
meaning, i.e. the tapping on water meaning that a fish will approach at some point, has to be
excluded then from the cases falling under the criteria. For determining non-naturally
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meaningful signals instead, we may want to look for signals that are not factually linked to
one entity or piece of information, but can be used flexibly to stand for different entities. That
is depending on the signaller’s intentions or goals, she can use a signal flexibly for her
purposes. 38
For research aiming to identify more complex communication, another promising option is to
insist more explicitly on Leavens’ elaboration criterion and its implications. For signallers to
display elaboration strategies successfully, they will have to be able to attend to the
recipient’s response and interpret it in such a way that they choose a fitting signal which will
lead the recipient to react as intended. The same would go for recipients and their goals. A
recipient will have to be able to assess the signaller’s behaviour in ways that lead the recipient
to produce a signal that will serve the recipient’s goals.
That is a criterion insisting on the flexibility of action and reaction between the two
participants has to be introduced. In this dissertation, I will introduce both options- insisting
on the use of non-naturally meaningful signals, as discussed above and on flexibility between
communicators as two further criteria necessary for intentional communication. The second
flexibility criterion I will motivate more explicitly in chapter 5.
The take home message from the empirical approaches to identifying intentional
communication then are the following:
(XI) Following from Leavens’ elaborations: If the communicative act fails, elaboration by
the signaller (and recipients) is a key criterion for flexibility between signallers and
recipients to determine intentional communication in a species.
And based on the issues of Townsend et al.’s proposal to exclude communication and
behaviour not closely related to human communication, two flexibility criteria have to be
introduced:
(XII) In regards to how signallers and recipients can interact with each other with the help
of the signals used in for instance scenarios of diverging goals,
(XIII) and in regards to the use of a signal per se: new uses have to be possible within a
signal system (not phylogenetically but historically).
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Another way to go for the Townsend-proposal would be to add sharper criteria for audiencespecificity, with not allowing broad categories such as “female”, but more refined categories, such as
“the female he interacted with the most over time x”. This though might pose difficulties to apply the
criteria to empirical data, as even though the signaller might not have spent much time with the female
in question, he may still have an intention to communicate something to her.
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3.7. The core characteristics of intentional communication and the merely partial
necessity of a mentally represented communicative intention
The main aim of this work is to provide criteria for ostensive intentional communication, in
order to exclude cases that still fall under the Townsend et al. criteria and to pick out cases we
feel comfortable labelling cases of communication related to the human kind of
communication. These criteria though are not supposed to be over-intellectualizations
introducing meta-representational skills and full-blown theory of mind as cognitive
requirements for communicators for the sole purpose of excluding cases in which
communicators do not openly attend to each other. Instead, the criteria are supposed to pick
out cases that show complex and flexible goal directed behaviour in communication that we
feel save labelling instances of intentional communication. This, I argued, does neither
require meta-representations in the form of communicative intentions and the like, nor strictly
inferential processes.
We can then exclude cases of simpler forms of communication in which communicators do
not attend flexibly to each other, by applying the criteria to cases of communicative
interactions in nonhuman animals.
In this chapter, I will sum up the criteria I argued for in chapters 2 and 3. I will use these
criteria as a check list: first of all, for a theoretical characterisation of intentional
communication, but also as a list to be walked through when having a species interacting
communicatively, to be applied to the species’ use of signals in a communicative situation
more generally, not only to one single signal. At this stage with all criteria in place, some of
the criteria require additional elaboration, concretely both flexibility criteria (XII) in chapter
5, and (XIII) and criterion (II) in chapter 6. In the remainder of chapter 3.7., I will specify the
cognitive requirements for criteria (III)-(VII) in order to prepare the criteria’s application to
empirical data.
Looking at the list of 13 criteria, for ostensive intentional communication the following has to
be the case:
(I)  

Following my elaborations in chapter 2.2., associative and inferential works of
communicators go hand in hand. The newer or more creative the use and
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circumstances are and the more complex the situation, the more likely should we
assume the necessity of inferential work.
(II)  

Following Grice, the signals used have to be somehow non-naturally

meaningful, but not necessarily conventional.
(III)  

Following in part Millikan (2004), recipients may mainly be using the

produced signal and contextual cues to understand a message, but - following the
shortcomings of Millikan’s approach- also partially the signaller’s intentions. These
intentions though do not play the one and only central role in grasping a message.
(IV)  

Therefore, to engage in intentional communication there is no requirement for

a full-fledged theory of mind. However, a general knowledge about others acting in
accordance to their goals may help. Therefore, based on some elaborations in
Relevance Theory and its discussion in chapter 3.3., we can assume that it is sufficient
for recipients and signallers to understand the other as an intentional agent.
(V)  

Signallers do not necessarily intend recipients to understand a communicative

intention. Rather as Millikan pointed out, signals are already proliferated to be
directed to someone. A communicative intention to be explicitly recognised seems
therefore almost superfluous for very many cases of everyday communication.
Furthermore, recipients are very often interested in information about the world, not
about the signaller’s mental state. The claim by Speber and Wilson that humans, and
probably many other social animals’ cognitive systems, are tuned to generate such
information about the world gives further evidence for this claim. Therefore,
recipient’s do not aim at targeting signaller’s intentions exclusively, but also other
information depending on the interaction.
(VI)  

In regards to communicative intentions specifically, recipients do not

necessarily infer these. Rather ostensive signals such as eye-gaze which count as signs
for communicative intentions may be the cues that draw them to listen to the signaller
in the first place. This may be an automatic, unconscious process. Even if recipients
are explicitly aware of the attention getter effect of for instance eye gaze, there is just
no a priori reason to assume that they go one cognitive step further and infer explicitly
that the signaller has an intention to communicate something to them. Communicative
intentions may be referred to in explanatory endeavours. In regards to what is indeed
represented when communicators interact no such communicative intention has to be
explicitly present in the communicators. If the communicative act went wrong though,
we may as signallers indeed form the intention to show the recipient that we aim to
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communicate something to them. Even for this intention though, no metarepresentation is necessary.
(VII)  

As Relevance Theory’s emphasis on ostensive signalling has shown:

Communication is multimodal, with gazing behaviour, gesturing, facial expressions
and vocal signals. Following Relevance Theory, we may then say that these ostensive
signals provide evidence for the signaller’s aim to communicate a particular message.
(VIII)  

Following Austin, communicating intentionally does not just mean to provide

information, but also for instance to perform actions such as warning, inviting
someone etc. All these “meanings” of an utterance are not part of the content of a
signal.
(IX)  

It is also, following the speech act theorists Austin, Kukla and Langton, not

only about signaller’s and recipient’s intentions involved that influences the meaning
of a signal and the success of a communicative act. Other factors play a role in
shaping a communicative situation as well, such as who produces the signal and who
is the recipient.
(X)  

Following elaborations on the discussion surrounding Tomasello’s claim that

human communication is essentially cooperative in chapter 3.5., intentional
communication appears essentially rational instead (and therefore manipulative,
cooperative and many other intents can be present). For this, the species in question
has to be capable of recognising others as intentional agents and with that at least
more or less their goals, and furthermore form behavioural expectations in a given
situation.
(XI)  

Following from Leavens’ elaborations: If the communicative act fails,

elaboration by the signaller (and recipient) is a key criterion for flexibility between
signallers and recipients to determine intentional communication in a species.
(XII)  

Flexibility is required: in regards to how signallers and recipients interact with

each other and attend to each other with the help of the signals used in for instance
scenarios of diverging goals;
(XIII)  

And in regards to the use of a signal per se: new uses have to be possible

within a signal system (not phylogenetically but historically).
Even though most criteria were already extensively discussed in the respective chapters,
criteria (III) – (VII) require a more detailed argumentation, to outline my own view on the
cognitive demands. In 3.1. I argued that the Gricean approach of intentional communication
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describes an ideal case of human intentional communication, the peak of our communicative
abilities so to say. Still there are important lessons to learn from Grice’s descriptions: first, see
criterion (II), the signals used should be somehow meaningful in a non-natural sense, and
secondly, see (III)-(VII), signaller’s intentions are important to the extent that the signaller
should make them overt through ostensive signals. This does not require, as I discussed for
recipients to necessarily infer those concrete intentions or even being interested in them and,
as I argued, a full-blown theory of mind.
This last point requires more argumentation. The problem of ostensive intentional
communication for nonhuman animals, as I explained, comes not with informative intentions
to be displayed and approximately recognised by communicators but rather with the
complexity of an assumed communicative intention. It seems all in all not really necessary to
assume such a communicative intention on the signaller’s side, even more for the recipient to
recognise it. I tried to already hint at how communicative intentions may play a more indirect
role in criteria (V) and (VI).
The most pressing argument against such a view came from Grice and Sperber and Wilson, as
already discussed in the previous chapters: in a world full of information, why should
recipients attend to signallers if recipients would not have the signaller showing them that
these recipients should really focus in on him or her.
I tried to address this point, by I arguing that if the very idea behind introducing a
communicative intention is to recognise that the signal is produced for the recipient, there are
cognitive simpler ways to deal with this idea.
We would then, as a first step, have to accept the view of a communicative intention being
rather perceived and acted out behaviourally than cognitively. That means, secondly, that it is
ostensive signals that provide the information that the signal is produced for us without
representing an explicit communicative intention by the signaller. We are drawn to focusing
on the verbal signal through eye-gazing or other behaviour grabbing our attention. As Gomez
(1994) and Moore (2016) already pointed out, gazing towards the recipient in combination
with producing a meaningful signal might do the job of displaying a communicative intention.
We do not explicitly form a thought about the signaller producing a communicative intention
for us in everyday communication then. Retrospectively we can explain that the signaller’s
eye gaze made us assume that the message was directed towards us, for instance. But this
explanation does not imply the necessity of this information being proximately recognised at
the moment of the communicative interaction itself. Recipients may just comprehend that the
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signal is produced for them rather automatically, through perceiving eye-gaze directed to
them.
For signallers, it is part of a signal to be produced for someone, as Millikan already pointed
out, so the assumption of an explicitly represented communicative intention in the moment of
producing a communicative signal appears out of place. Again, retrospectively, we humans
can explain that we had a communicative intention when telling our colleagues to help clean
up. But this again does not mean that the communicative intention was represented during the
communicative interaction. I have the intention to inform, and I produce certain signals
towards the recipient, that is I narrow down who I want to inform, by looking at the
individual in question. What may be going on in the signaller’s mind might be a monitoring
of the attentional state of the other: is the other capable of perceiving my signal that is rather
then representing a communicative intention. In a successful intentional interaction then, the
recipient takes into account the evidence provided by the signaller and becomes automatically
aware that the signaller provides the information for him or her because of displayed gazing
behaviour for instance. The signaller therefore intends to provide information for the
recipient. She intends for the recipient to get the information, or to do what the signaller wants
him or her to do by monitoring and directing the recipient’s attentional states. Within such a
description no communicative intention needs to be present in the signaller, that is not on a
mental level. This interpretation of intentional communication goes in line with Moore’s
(2017a) interpretation. He claims that “it is sufficient for Gricean communication [i.e. humanlike intentional communication] that a speaker intentionally produces an utterance in order to
solicit a response from her interlocutor, and that she intentionally addresses that utterance to
her interlocutor as a way of soliciting this response.” (Moore 2017b, p. 7)
One can argue in how far the employed ostensive signals amount to an acted out
communicative intention here, but no matter what answer one prefers, for the cognitive,
proximate mechanisms involved that does not change much. Proximately, there is no such
thing as a meta-representational communicative intention.
The discussion circling around a proximately represented communicative intention though
becomes more relevant in cases where signallers fail to deliver and recipients fail to
understand the message. That is when recipients did not focus on the signaller, and signallers
therefore failed to inform, or situations in which recipients did not receive the cues they
needed in order to grasp the information. I want to argue that in these cases, we can
understand a communicative intention as being instantiated or acted out by further
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elaboration behaviour of either getting the other’s attention or producing a different
meaningful signal of equivalent meaning, i.e. be it communicative (i.e. non- naturally
meaningful signalling) or conspecific-directed behaviour (which amounts to monitoring
and/or getting the attention of the other). That is at this point we finally get to integrate the
idea of elaboration (criterion (XI)) in my account of ostensive intentional communication.
For this account, a communicative intention only becomes represented and visible
behaviourally in persistence and elaboration behaviour.
Imagine for instance a scenario in a pub. A football match is shown on the television screen.
A player receives a red card and one of the pub guests is commenting on this. The other
guests simply assume that she is talking to herself to cope with her anger, without intending to
convey any communicative message to anyone. Therefore, no one is reacting. The guest
though intended to deliver a message to the individual next to her. That is, she represented an
informative intention.
She might then try a second time to fulfil this informative intention, by re-producing the
sentence, or by switching communicative modalities. She may indicate for instance with a
straight-forward gesture, tapping on her neighbour’s shoulder, that she wants him to listen
(Sievers et al. 2017; Golinkoff 1986). After the informative intention was not fulfilled in the
first place, the signaller represents what one can label a communicative intention; a
communicative intention only explicitly displayed – and therefore represented explicitly in
the signaller- after initial failure. What takes place here on a representational level though
does not amount to meta-representations, but to just another intention being represented. This
second, communicative, intention may amount to a representation along the following lines:
S wants the audience to recognize the signal.
There are obvious points of critique for the view presented. Scott-Phillips (2015b) for
instance, argues against evaluating gazing in successful intentional communication as an
indicator for producing a signal for someone, i.e. as a signal fulfilling the function of a
communicative intention. As he points out, monitoring the recipient alone does not give many
clues for an intention to overtly inform. Eye-contact in itself does not imply overt
communication. If I want to check whether my cat is still sitting next to me I look at her, but
I do not intend to communicate with her. For once, Scott-Phillips clearly misses out here on
the point Moore (2016) makes in regards to eye-contact: the discussion is about eye-contact
being used in combination with communicative signals not about any random eye-contact.
One can follow Millikan here in claiming that eye-gaze in combination with non-naturally
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meaningful signals is an explicit communicative signal evolved to be exactly that: a
communicative signal a recipient can recognise as such.
Eye-gaze though may still seem no save indicator for identifying ostensive intentional
communication. As Scott-Phillips puts it himself: [I]t remains the case that the best, clearest
evidence of overt intentionality is the ability to distinguish it from […] covert intentionality.”
(2015b, pp. 2-3). I will argue that when looking at failed communication leading to
elaboration behaviour by signallers and observing signallers that over and over again attend to
recipients, by using different meaningful signals in combination try exactly this: they aim to
deliver a message openly to the recipient instead of covert.39
It is these cases then we have to look for in nonhuman animals. And as I will argue, by
looking for cases of signaller and recipient disagreement leading to negotiation, we may
successfully find such cases.
Turning then to criterion (VII), stating the multimodal character of ostensive intentional
communication, it is important to point out again that multimodality only recently got the
attention it deserves in animal communication studies (Liebal et al. 2014). As I try to shift the
aim of identifying intentional communication in nonhuman animals to being an endeavour
focusing on adjusting behaviour, i.e. elaboration not just on the signaller’s side but also on the
recipient’s side, not just vocal signalling or gestural signalling should be taken into account,
but also very importantly behaviours such as gaze-alternation (Leavens et al. 2005) on both
signallers’ and recipients’ side. That is the multimodal character goes beyond gestures, signals
and facial expressions, by taking into account variables used in interactional theories of
conversation (e.g. conversation analysis), such as body orientation, and change of distance
between participants. That means not just gestures and vocal signals are of relevance but also
potentially all social behaviour.
In regards to criterion (XI), a few more words should help explain how such elaboration skills
in nonhuman animals would look like within a flexibility-paradigm.
An experiment conducted by Cartmill & Byrne (2007) in which captive Orangutans (Pongo
pygmaeus and Pongo abelii) were tested on their communicative strategies, provides a
promising start. The research question posed was the following: do the individuals tested
produce further communicative signals, if their goal was not fulfilled after producing the
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I will elaborate on this in more detail in chapters 5 and 7.
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initial gesture? That is do they engage in elaboration? Desirable and undesirable food was
displayed in front of the individuals, with the expectation that they would request for the
desirable food by using a gesture. The experimenter then either gave the subjects the
desirable, half of the desirable or the undesirable food. In cases where they received only half
of the desirable food, they repeated the gesture they initially used, but in cases where they
merely received the undesirable food, subjects changed the gestures they relied on. Therefore,
it appears that the subjects evaluated their level of success regarding the goal intended to
achieve by producing the signal, and modified their communicative behaviour flexibly,
depending on the experimenter’s reactions. That is, it is not merely displayed persistence by
the subject after failing to achieve the signaller’s goal by repeating a signal, but a flexible
response depending on recipient’s behaviour by using different signals (Sievers et al. 2017).
The signaller is able to provide different stimuli, i.e. to elaborate, in order to achieve their
goal.
The downside of experiments like this is that very obviously there is no conspecific recipient
that could play along to see in how far both signallers and recipients are able to pick up the
behavioural cues of their communicative partner and elaborate their behaviour based on that.
Either way, for ostensive intentional communication, recipients should display elaboration in
regards to signal choice just as well.
These elaboration skills are expected on a behavioural level, for instances when initially the
message delivery fails, at best leading to a back and forth between communicators and with
that to a flexible interaction.
Before moving on to describing this flexible interaction in more detail, I will first try to show
how within the proposed account of ostensive intentional communication, we can integrate a
framework for determining a very specific informative intention: an intention to refer to
something, i.e. to point something out to someone.
4. Ostensive intentional communication with a specific kind of informative intention: an
intention to refer
Amongst the many reasons we humans communicate something to a recipient – to inform her
about Kampala being the capital of Uganda, to make her close the window, to warn her about
the dog – one intention has been addressed only indirectly and in confusing ways by animal
communication research: an intention to refer to something or someone with a signal, i.e. to
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point an entity out to the recipient. Such a statement seems plainly wrong given the amount of
articles claiming the presence of referential signals in animal communication.
In this chapter, I will discuss why there is no framework of determining referential uses of
signals that may hint at referential intentions by signallers in the animal communication
literature. There are two main issues at hand: first, the failure to distinguish between
reference, meaning and intentional communication in research on animal reference. Secondly,
and this is the more major issue, different notions of reference are described in animal
communication and human communication. Concretely, in animal research we have the
notion of a functional reference in animal signalling, and for animal gestures, a descriptive
framework looking for gestures that have the same features as human pointing is applied. The
latter is clearly restricted for application to gestures, which makes it a problematic framework
for potentially vocal reference. For human signalling on the other hand a more cognitively
loaded reference is often discussed: semantic reference. Semantic reference, even though it
appears to have context independence in common with the framework for functional
reference, requires intentions and conventions, which allow for abstraction from the context to
ensure the referential use of the signal to be successful. For animal signal use, it is important
to acknowledge this characteristic of semantic reference and therefore to also look at the
intentional level of communicators. Only then can a comparative research between human
and nonhuman referential signals generate valuable conclusions. Therefore, I will suggest to
use a pragmatic notion of reference as a comparative measure for reference. If one looks for
the fundament of what actually allows for reference to be successful in the human case, it is
signaller’s having the intention to refer and therefore using signals to make recipients grasp
the concrete referential act (e.g. Strawson 1950). I will suggest to apply Bach’s (2006)
thoughts on such a pragmatic notion of speaker’s reference. He argues that there are 4 factors
the signaller takes into account when using a signal to refer. I will discuss the application of
such a framework for animal signalling with the example of chimpanzee travel hoos, which
will show the upshots as well as the shortcomings of such a framework, In the end, at least for
research in the wild, I will argue that we will only be able to narrow down the potential
competitors for referentially used signals in nonhuman animals. In order to narrow down the
number of competitors successfully, what is required is a framework as Bach’s which requires
elaboration skills, flexibility in regards to contextual changes and recipient’s behaviour and to
some degree ostensive skills.
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What is actually an intention to refer? It means to intend to point out something to someone,
i.e. to have the goal to draw someone’s attention to something. Humans display and
successfully attend to this intention by using and comprehending words that already are
conventionally referential. Either we use demonstratives embedded in definite descriptions,
e.g. “This man over there looks so weird.”, or we use proper names, whose solely semantic
meaning is constituted by referring to a specific individual, e.g. “John is looking weird
today.”. An interesting comparative question therefore is whether nonhumans are capable of
displaying such an intention as well. Even though there is sufficient discussion on animal
signals being referential in the literature, surprisingly, a “real” framework for identifying such
similar uses of nonhuman animal signals does not exist in animal communication research.
One reason for this is a confusion (or perhaps lack of awareness) in regards to the difference
between meaning per se, intentional communication per se and referential meaning of a
signal. This even happens in articles that explicitly address reference in animal signals (e.g.
Scarantino & Clay 2015). The meaning of a signal can be to refer to a certain object, for sure.
But not every signal’s meaning has to be determined by reference. Signals can be
descriptively meaningful, or imperatively and so on. Clearly, this may be overcomplicating
things for animal signals, as there may be no descriptive signalling. But if the research in
question is aimed to be comparative, we have to adopt a notion of reference that fits to the
notion applied in human language. That also means to acknowledge that signals being
meaningful does not equal signals being referential.
And even if the research does not aim to be comparative, applying a notion of reference that is
not in line with other notions of reference can be a slippery slope. That is using the term
“reference” in whatever notion will lead others –even if not oneself - to draw comparative
conclusions. Obviously, that does not imply that the notion of reference applied to human
language is per se the one to be preferred.
Furthermore, this confusion of meaning and reference leads to another confusion in regards to
the connection between intentional communication and reference. Often it is understood that
the mere presence of a referential signal may imply that the individual in question is
participating in intentional communication. Intentional communication is per se
communication via meaningful signals, but within such intentional interaction very different
signals can be in use that serve different informative intentions by being informative in a
descriptive sense, referential, imperative and so on. Reference here is a particular kind of
informative intention. Also, it is important to note that reference in intentional communication
is present in the form of signal use by the signaller, and the signaller’s informative intention
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to refer. I tried to argue that intentional communication is more than just that though. It is
about recipients and signallers engaging with each other. A “mere” referential intention does
not cover what intentional communication amounts to. As such, reference is just a part of
signaller’s intentions and with that a small part of intentional communication.
Obviously, the mere correction of these misconceptions about reference does not lead to an
empirically easy differentiation between a goal to refer and a goal to descriptively inform. In
fact, within observations of signalling behaviour in the wild it might be almost impossible to
determine which one is present. Take the chimpanzee snake alarm calls (e.g. Schel et al.
2013): signallers that produce snake alarm calls in the presence of a snake may want to point
out the presence of the snake to conspecifics, they may want to refer the others to the snake.
In that sense, the signal is used referentially. Signallers may also want conspecifics to be
vigilant, turning the signal use from a referential one to a rather imperative one. Or they may
want to inform them descriptively about the presence of a snake, without explicitly pointing
out that particular snake. It seems that it may require a very sophisticated experimental set up
to determine which interpretation is the correct one.
Therefore, when aiming to provide a framework to determine a referential intention in the
signaller for observational data, one is bound to fail. All a good framework for observational
data can do is try to narrow down the cases that might be referential in nonhuman animal
communication.
The second and major issue in research on reference concerns the different applications of a
particular notion in different sciences. And this is not just an issue between different scientific
traditions, but also within these traditions: in the philosophy of language one can find two
major takes on what reference actually means: On the one hand, there is the claim that human
words refer, and on the other hand the famous claim made by Strawson:
“Referring is not something an expression does; it is something that someone can use an
expression to do. “(1950, p. 326).
That is, it is not human words that refer, but rather the signaller using a word to refer to
something.
Going over to a different scientific tradition, in biology the interest in reference in vocal
signals is determined by classifying a certain group of animal signals that function to refer to
the presence of an entity when produced. That is the vocalisations’ adaptive function is the
one to point something out to a recipient. When an eagle is present, a number of monkey
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species produce an eagle alarm call. Whether any signaller aimed to use the alarm call to
refer, or whether the signal indeed had a referential meaning is not of interest at all here. So
goes the original approach at least.
This original biological approach to reference in vocalisations though got over time entangled
in research that was supposed to point out that certain animal signals are particularly
remarkable. This being “particularly remarkable” ended up to be implying that the signal was
closer related to human words than other animal signals (for instance see Watson et al. 2016;
Kalan et al. 2015).40 How did that happen one may ask.
Everything started with Macedonia and Evans (1993) introducing the biological notion of
reference as “functional reference”. Along with the introduction of functional reference they
described a framework to determine signals of this kind exactly for the purpose of
determining ultimate, adaptive processes. For a signal to be functionally referential these
signals should be “elicited by a special class of stimuli and capable of causing behaviours
adaptive to such stimuli in absence of contextual cues.”41 These signals are context specific in
its production and context independent for the recipient to perceive (Scarantino 2013).
Furthermore, to count as functionally referential, signals have to be discrete42 as opposed to
graded.
If we take a closer look at these requirements, all the recipient has to do is to react situationand signal- appropriate by perceiving the signal and only the signal. It therefore can be said
that to what the signal refers to is to be understood by the recipient stimulus- or referent
independent.
On the signaller’s side, as already stated, the signal production is context-specific, that is the
signaller does not take into account any other cues apart from the predator itself to decide
whether to produce the signal. The vocalisation is produced in one specific context, that is for
one specific entity.
The paradigm case for such functional reference is the vervet monkey alarm call system,
consisting of three main alarm calls: a snake alarm call elucidating a snake-specific response
in the audience (they check for snakes on the ground), a leopard alarm call elucidating again a
leopard specific response in the audience, and an eagle alarm call functioning the same way.
All the signaller takes into account in this simplified view of vervet monkey alarm calling is
the presence of a leopard, a snake or an eagle (or signs for the predator’s presence such as
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also see Wheeler & Fischer 2012: they discuss the issues of the application of the notion of
functional reference in more detail.
41
Macedonia and Evans (1993), pp. 177-178.
42
That is, they have to consist of small, repeatable units.
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leopard growls) and all the recipient needs to perceive to respond predator-specific is the
alarm call.
Interestingly the idea of context-independence in a linguistic sense may have hijacked the
framework over time and may have mislead researchers to use functional reference as picking
out signals that can be compared with human words. The term context-independence stands
for contextual changes not influencing the signal’s reference.

This is what the vervet

monkeys are supposed to display to have functionally referential signals. The very same idea
though can be found in human words’ semantic reference. The proper name “Mount Everest”
for instance context-independently and in every instance of its utterance does refer to the
8848-meter-high mountain in the Himalayas43. The vervet monkeys’ leopard alarm call does
somehow, too, like the proper name, refer to the approaching leopard. So, one may say that,
like the meaning of the proper name “Mount Everest” is the Mount Everest, the meaning of
the leopard alarm call is the leopard approaching. The semantic content is derivable from the
object in the world the call refers to. Therefore, from the recipient’s perspective, to
understand the call’s potentially referential meaning, the vervet audience is in no need for any
contextual cues. What is merely needed is the perception, the hearing of the call for the
recipient to react in the “right way”, i.e. to react in a way to be safe from the danger of
predation. Analogously, in order to understand the sentence “The Mount Everest is
beautiful.”, the hearer only needs to perceive the utterance. In both cases context does not
play a role in understanding the vocally communicated information because context has no
influence on the meaning of the call and the word. Of course, there are differences. Strictly
speaking, the leopard alarm call is not referential in the way proper names are. Functionally
referential calls are context dependent in the sense that the stimulus – the presence of the
predator- is triggering the call. In the absence of the predator there is little evidence for
vervets to produce a leopard alarm call. Furthermore, “leopard” is not really referring to one
specific entity in the world, but rather a group of entities, or a type.
Very obviously the differences are in fact even bigger than this. For the proper name Mount
Everest to context-independently refer to the mountain, we all have to have knowledge of the
convention involved. We humans know that when the name is used, what the signaller intends
to do, is to refer to that mountain. Because we are aware of this convention, we can ignore
information about the signallers producing the signal and situational context and just perceive
the proper name embedded in a sentence to understand who or what the referent is. To be
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I am aware that in a non-conventional use of the proper name, signallers can use the name to refer to
their dog or any other entity. Anyone not aware of this will still take it that Mount Everest refers to the
mountain without taking into account any context.
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aware and participate in such a convention, as I will discuss later in this work, requires quite
some mental capacities. Most likely I somehow have to know that others use the word in such
and such way (Lewis 1969), so I might require to possess a Theory of Mind and be able to
meta-represent.44 It is highly questionable that other animals have such cognitive capacities45
and therefore the vervet alarm calls very likely do not underlie conventions of use the whole
group is aware of. Wheeler and Fischer (2012) discuss that in fact the idea that the notion of
functional reference hints at a closeness to the referential meaning of words is not justified at
all given its definition. If it is true that so-called functionally referential calls such as monkey
alarm call systems, are static systems as the definition of functional reference requires, there
is not much space for flexibility and voluntary production in the communicators: “[N]o study
has ever suggested that, say, vervet monkeys from different populations would use their calls
in fundamentally different ways, such as using an alarm call in an affiliative situation or even
an eagle alarm call in response to a leopard.” (Wheeler and Fischer 2012, p.
197).,46Nonetheless, Wheeler and Fischer may be wrong in suggesting that these calls are in
reality such static systems, their point remains valid: with a lack of flexible uses of calls as the
definition requires, to label the function of the call “referential”, and to call the act involved in
call production an act of reference seems to be an overstatement for cases that share more
features with processes of classical conditioning than with any intentional or representational
thought process. Wheeler and Fischer follow from these observations that, in contradiction to
the connotations and implications attached to the notion of functional reference, it does not
seem that functional reference is a cognitively challenging notion. Implications on cognitive
underpinnings based on context-independence in the functional reference case and
implications drawn from context-independence in semantic reference are therefore worlds
apart. Reference in humans is an act by the signaller involving intentions to refer to an object
or event, may the words used be semantically referential or not. For the case of nonhuman
primate communication, we do not know if intentions to refer are involved on the signaller’s
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i.e. “I know that you know that we use the word x to refer to y”; though see also Moore 2013 about
how there might be more minimal requirements for participating in conventions, see chapter 6.3.
45
see Premack 2007, but see Krupenye et al. 2017 showing that at least great apes appear to be
capable to ascribe simple beliefs to others.
46
Though there are findings that suggest a slightly different picture. Anderson (2004) writes: „In some
(savannah) areas of Cameroon where vervets are hunted by feral dogs, the dogs are treated as
“leopards“ [i.e. the leopard alarm call is produced and the receiver reacts leopard-appropriate].
Elsewhere, however (in forests), the dogs that might be encountered are working for human hunters;
shouting a lot and climbing into a tree would not help in evading real danger. What this situation
requires is sneaking off into the bush. And indeed, these monkeys developed another call, a “dog
alarm”. It is short and quiet, and on hearing it the other vervets sneak off into the bush where hunters
cannot follow.“(p. 172).
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side. We do not know if the mental processes involved on the signaller’s side are at all
comparable to mental processes involved in human reference (Wheeler & Fischer 2014).
Therefore, if we intend to compare human reference with potential nonhuman reference; or if
we are interested in the evolution of reference and communication, we cannot abstract from
signallers by merely looking at signals and referents.
On the other hand, to accept this fact but then to use the definition of functional reference for
comparative purposes clearly does not lead us anywhere. Human reference easily fulfils the
definition’s requirements, as does the microwave’s beep to refer to the food being ready. The
microwave always refers to food being ready with the signal, but reference here has barely
anything in common with human word reference.
Furthermore, to make things worse for functional reference, cases that seemed to be paradigm
cases for functional reference turned out to be not at all paradigmatic: Staying with our
vervets, there is episodic evidence of the use of alarm calls in vervet monkeys as a tool for
deception. Cheney and Seyfarth (1990) describe situations in which vervet monkey signallers
give “false alarm calls during intergroup encounters or when an immigrant male is
approaching their group [...]. Such calls are at least temporarily effective, since they
invariably cause others to flee.” (p. 196 & pp. 213-214.) These observations may suggest that
alarm call production is less context- and stimulus- dependent than assumed in the literature.
Furthermore, in chapter 6 I will describe in how far vervet monkey alarm calling does require
some form of learning in ontogeny. More generally, Wheeler and Fischer (2012) point out
that context independence of a call’s meaning at the recipient’s side, too, is actually a rather
rare case. Most calls in the animal kingdom are necessarily linked to external contextual cues
in order to cause the appropriate reaction in the recipient (e.g. Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2013;
Clay et al. 2012; Zuberbühler et al. 1999). On re-analysis of the vervet alarm calls, these may
not meet the criteria for functional reference at all, with context on the recipient’s side playing
a bigger role than previously allowed. Ducheminsky et al. (2014) point out that in instances of
eagle alarm call production the recipient looks up into the sky, before it responses
appropriately to the situation (i.e. to run deep into the foliage), suggesting that recipients do
take context into account (i.e. here namely: is it indeed an eagle that is approaching).
Therefore, the paradigm of stimulus- or situation-independent grasping of the signal’s
reference by the recipient and stimulus-specific signal production by the signaller are either
very rare cases or may not be present at all in nonhuman animal communication. Wheeler and
Fischer (2012, 2015) therefore suggest abandoning the concept of functional reference,
claiming that the concept is itself misleading. Scarantino & Clay (2015) as opposed to that try
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to save the framework by widening the definition of functional reference. Because almost all
animal vocalisations require disambiguation by the recipient and are used in different contexts
by the signaller, they suggest extending the definition of functional reference by determining
how context contributes to the meaning of the signal. Their underlying assumption is that
contextual influences do not exclude a signal from being functionally referential. To this end,
they argue that, instead of differentiating between signals used in different contexts and
signals used in one specific context, one should differentiate between where the meaning of a
signal provides only correlational information (i.e. information not linked exclusively to the
signal but rather signals correlating with external events) and where the meaning of a signal
provides referential information. How this is supposed to work remains unclear throughout
the proposal, though they provide a catalogue of contextual cues that may influence to what
the signal refers to and cues that may influence the recipient’s reaction.
Two things should be considered in regards to these amendments of functional reference:
First off, Scarantino and Clay propose to re-define a notion that was supposed to pick out
context-independent signals, and intend to turn the term functional reference into a notion of
context-dependent reference. Clearly what they propose has not much in common with the
original idea of functional reference. If recipients, following Scarantino and Clay, are
supposed to infer or form an association to grasp the signal’s meaning by taking cues into
account, clearly we do not look at functional characteristics of signals on an ultimate level
anymore, but rather at proximate mechanisms involved. It seems that Scarantino and Clay’s
proposal may cause even more confusion in its application. This is not to say that the proposal
does not provide any insights. Scarantino and Clay emphasize the importance of context, but
the framework they provide seems to be more about signal comprehension than reference.
Secondly though, and this is far more important, reference as a notion to be compared in
human and nonhuman primates should be considered an intentional behaviour by the
signaller. It is the signaller’s intention to refer she is displaying by producing the signal.
Scarantino and Clay though concentrate on the recipient’s inferential or associative work
which should be viewed independently from a potential referential act by the signaller.
Recipients can understand a signal independently of what a signaller intended to provide, by
taken context and the signal into account and infer from this how to react. Therefore,
whatever Scarantino & Clay’s proposal aims to do, for the comparative purposes of finding
reference in animal signals, it is not a very useful tool.
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Wheeler and Fischer (2012) also have a proposal at hand. What we should focus on is
cognitive complexity in potentially referential signals, they claim. That is, we should look for
a triangulation between signal, external context and the recipient’s reaction. 47The idea then is
that in order to decode information from context dependent calls, the recipient must draw
inferences from the call and the environment. The more factors need to be considered for a
recipient to react appropriately, e.g. to be not hunted down by a predator, to get the food etc.,
the less likely become explanations of the recipient’s behaviour via conditioning. One
example for context dependent calls is the aerial predator call of black-and-white-ruffled
lemurs, which is used as well in social contexts indicating arousal (see Macedonia 1990). This
call would not be considered context specific in production and context independent to
“understand” by the recipient. Therefore, it is not a functionally referential call. It seems that
the recipient needs to draw inferences (or form associations) from the context to understand
the call’s meaning, i.e. if the information embedded in the call is that the conspecific is in a
state of arousal. It seems then that in questions of involved cognitive complexity, context
dependent calls may actually require mechanisms closer to human communicators. than
context independent calls, at least for the comprehension process.
That is Wheeler and Fischer, as did Scarantino and Clay, propose to focus on recipients. This
though, again, may tell us something about signal comprehension, but it does not tell us much
about the signal being used referentially or not. What we need to do is look at the signallers
themselves and provide a framework that gives criteria for signals based on the signaller’s
behaviour, as difficult as that may be. It is not by accident that research in another modality of
communication in nonhuman animals, gestures, focused on signallers and involved intentions
to evaluate the gestures’ referential features.
In gesture research though, there is no clear-cut framework for determining referential uses of
signals to be found, as research relies on the comparison between human pointing gestures
and the species in question displaying a gesture potentially having the same function and
intention involved.
Research in great apes strongly relies on such a comparison, one that is difficult to take over
to the vocal modality. When turning to other animals, including corvids (Pika & Bugnyar
2011) and grouper fish (Vail et al. 2013), it is rather a list of criteria applied to a potentially
referential gesture. The behaviour is supposed to be directed towards a referent, the behaviour
itself is supposed to be mechanically ineffective and directed towards a specific recipient.
Again, here the very idea of reference is centred around non-vocal behaviours pointing
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See Wheeler and Fischer (2012), pp. 200-203.
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something out to someone. And again, these criteria are difficult to apply to vocal modality
though.
Therefore, I will opt for a slightly different approach in what follows. The proposal will
heavily rely on the idea laid out by Wheeler and Fischer above: before providing a framework
for signals being referential, we first have to make sure that these referential signals are
referential in the same sense that human referential signals are: involving complex cognitive
mechanisms. That means concretely an intention to refer has to be involved and the
signaller’s motivation or intention to refer something to the recipient. Here again, as for
ostensive intentional communication as a whole, a notion of overtly communicating
something to someone seems to be involved.
One may still ask why we require cognitive complexity in signal production for signals to be
referential? One way to motivate this idea is to address the very challenging question of what
is more evolutionarily basic: evolutionary precursors of semantics or pragmatic abilities. Note
here that evolutionary precursors of our today’s semantics are perceived as a coding-decoding
mechanism, that got cognitively more complex during our human evolution of language and
communication. Depending on what answer one prefers, the claim of referential signals
involving cognitive complexity in signallers can either be rejected (for the former: semanticsfirst) or underlined (for the latter: pragmatics-first).
An argument for semantics having evolved first is for example endorsed by Pinker and Bloom
(1990). They argue that what came first in the evolution of human language was the ability to
code and decode, and then, with the emergence of a communication system based on these
coding-decoding mechanisms, cognitive complexity developed. The symbolic decoding
coding system then helped us humans to develop conceptual thinking48 and representational
capabilities which again lead to abilities like drawing inferences, i.e. pragmatic abilities.
Sperber (2000) and Wharton (2009) argue that it was the other way around. Wharton for
example claims that Pinker and Bloom’s story is highly unlikely, because “[i]t is hard to see
how humans could ever have become aware of the representational character of their signals;
secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it is hard to see how a language faculty could have
been adaptive. [A]n individual who acquired some novel linguistic coding and decoding
ability as a result of mutation would have had no advantage in ‘fitness’ in a community with
no capacity for inferential communication, which would have been unable to understand what
she meant.” (Wharton 2009, pp. 176-177)
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I.e. to realize that the signal x stands for object types of object y.
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First, according to Wharton, within such a coding system, it seems at least difficult to explain
how humans developed mindreading capacities in communication and language use. If all
they did was producing signals, without taking into account context nor intentions or
behaviour of themselves or others, how did we come to do so? It seems at least a leap, a leap
that requires detailed explanation, which is not provided sufficiently by proposals of the
semantics-first hypothesis.
Secondly, so Wharton, without the ability to draw inferences, it is impossible to figure out
what a newly introduced, coded signal means, if one cannot figure it out via drawing
inferences from the way the coded signal is used on a specific occasion. That is if one enters a
new community or someone in the community uses a new signal to, for instance refer to a
specific, newly discovered food, it is inferences and contextual awareness we require to
comprehend. Therefore, what came first, Wharton argues, is the ability of drawing inferences,
and with that performing complex cognitive processes.
Sperber (2000) argues along the same lines, opting for a co-evolution of human language and
capacities such as inference and meta-representation that allow communicators to take
contextual cues into account. The main line of argument here is again pointing out the big
leap between coding and decoding mechanisms and the very idea of communicators taking
into account speaker’s intentions etc. If our ancestors were communicating through coding
and decoding signals, how to explain the sudden shift in some characteristics of
communication. How did recipients become aware of signallers using signals based on their
intentions? Proponents of the semantics-first hypothesis such as the mentioned Pinker and
Bloom above, fall short in providing convincing explanations. Without such explanations, it is
difficult to see what fitness advantage individuals would have by starting to display for
instance mindreading skills. For an individual that is capable of using context and other’s
intentions for generating new signal uses, no other member of the community would have had
the same insights and with that no one would have understood her new signal uses. In fact, it
seems a far more promising line of research to assume inferential and (meta-)representational
skills of communication came first. Especially when looking at the main argument all
semantics-first proponents share. According to Pinker and Bloom (1990), the main argument
for the idea of coding and decoding of a language- like system came first, is that human
languages as they are now, have universal properties. Properties, that is, all languages have in
common. This serves as evidence that these universal properties were already present at the
beginning of our communicative origins. These properties are namely:
“All languages are complex computational systems employing the same
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basic kinds of rules and representations, with no notable correlation with
technological progress: the grammars of industrial societies are no more complex
than the grammars of hunter-‐gatherers; Modern English is not an advance over
Old English. Within societies, individual humans are proficient language users
regardless of intelligence, social status, or level of education. Children are fluent
speakers of complex grammatical sentences by the age of three, without benefit
of formal instruction. “(Pinker & Bloom 1990, p. 708)
Hence modern human language had a common precursor that had the same characteristic as
all human languages have now. No external change had an impact on these characteristics
over time. Using a communication system like this then does not require any pragmatic
processes such as inferential work, just a coding decoding mechanism. One humans are
innately adapted to employ.
The argument of universal properties of human language as such though recently came into
question in quantitative research on language evolution and evolution of languages. Levinson
and Gray (2012) show with mathematical modelling of an impressive sample size of modern
human languages, that the very idea of the universal character of human language is at the
very least an overstatement. Rather than universal characteristics it is diversity that
characterizes human languages. Human languages evolve historically and the evolution goes
on, its features, such as grammatical structures and phonemes, constantly being influenced
through external factors such as community size and ecological factors. If we cannot support
the main argument of the universal character of language though, semantics-first proponents
lose their most pressing argument for their claim.
Assuming then that pragmatic mechanisms came first in the evolution of complex
communication systems, what we can hope to find in nonhuman animals for comparative
research questions in regards to human referential abilities is that signallers’ display
pragmatic mechanisms, including referential intentions in nonhuman species.
That for evaluating instances of signal productions more effectively for the question of
referential signals is to simply switch from semantics to pragmatics. Pragmatics is not
focusing on the context-independence of expressions. In fact, pragmatics is all about the use
of an expression in a particular context by a particular user. That is, it does not abstract from
signallers, processes involved on signallers’ and recipients’ side and context, but it is all about
taking signallers’ uses of a signal and the influence of context into account to determine the
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(potentially referential) meaning of a signal. It captures exactly the cognitive underpinnings
we are after: if the signaller somehow intends to refer something to someone by using a signal
in a certain situation.
Interestingly this notion of pragmatics diverges from the notion introduced to animal
communication studies by Peter Marler. He rightly realized that “[p]ragmatics [concerns]
itself with the role of [...] signals in the communicatory process, a role which we seek to
establish by observing and interpreting the response which they evoke in other animals”
(Marler 1961, p.299). For him though that meant focusing on contextual aspects that influence
the meaning of the signal, not on signallers using a signal. The importance of signallers
though particularly comes into focus when talking about reference.
This can be seen when looking at explanations of referential uses in the philosophy of
language. For instance, Bach (2006) dealt with the question what it actually means for a
signaller to use a signal to refer.
He introduced the concept of speaker’s reference to address this question. In order for an
individual to display an instance of speaker’s reference, i.e. to use a signal referentially, the
individual has to do the following mental work (Bach 2006):
“[Y]ou form an intention to refer to a certain thing and choose an expression [or more
generally speaking: a signal] whose use by you, under the circumstances, will enable your
audience to figure out that this is what you intend to refer.” (Bach 2006, p.521).
Note that the reference in contrast to the two- place relation between signal and referent in
semantic reference is determined by a four-place relation between signaller (1), signal (2),
audience (3) and referent (4). That is in the description Bach provided, the signaller runs
through four factors she takes into account in order to make the referential act successful and
to fulfil her goal to refer the recipient to something:
“Who is my audience (3), what is happening (4), and how (2) can I (1) make it salient to my
audience that it is happening. “ (Sievers & Gruber 2016, p. 762)
Based on this analysis of a pragmatic notion of reference and the described four factors, a
description for a framework applicable to nonhuman animal communication can be derived,
no matter for what modality. The factors then constitute a potential framework for referential
signals in nonhumans by adding behavioural variables to each factor that would indicate that
the signaller takes the factor into account:
“(1) Regarding the signaller: How can the signaller make its potentially referential goal
salient to the audience apart from the information embedded in the signal? Gaze, persistence
and reinforcement of signalling, stopping when the act of reference was successful (i.e.
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receiver responded the intended way) and further behaviour that is required because of the
audience’s orientation/position shortly before signalling should be observed. For instance, if
the recipient’s body orientation does not allow the perception of the signaller’s behaviour,
behaviour should reflect the signaller’s trying to change the recipient’s position (e.g. trying to
make the recipient turn towards the signaller).
(2) Regarding the signal: in which situations is the signal commonly produced? This is how a
signal makes an intended act of reference salient: it is commonly produced in the context, and
therefore has information embedded within it that relates to the context in which it is
commonly used.
(3) Regarding the audience: it should matter to the signaller who the recipient is, as referential
intentions are about pointing something out to someone. Therefore, audience specificity
should be observed during signalling. What is important here is the identity of the audience,
for example, their social relationship with the signaller or their attentional or knowledge state.
If the identity of the audience plays a role for signal production, the signaller may intend to
address only specific individuals.
(4) Regarding the potential referent: what occurs in the perceivable environment shortly
before and during signal production that could have caused and influenced signal production
(see also: “identity vehicle cues” and “environmental vehicle-cues” in Scarantino and Clay
2015).” (Sievers & Gruber 2016, pp. 763-764)
It is clear that these factors cannot provide necessary nor sufficient criteria for referential uses
of signals. Some of the behaviours might not be necessary to be displayed in order to refer,
for instance. But they are required to narrow down the chances of a signal being used
referentially. The factors, more generally should be perceived just as that: a framework that
will help picking out promising competitors for referential signal uses in the wild.
In the paper “Reference in human and non-human primate communication” (Sievers and
Gruber 2016), we applied this framework to travel hoos produced in chimpanzees, and came
to the conclusion, that these signals most likely refer conspecifics to a future travel event or
the travel mood of the signaller. Chimpanzees travel a lot during a day. These travels do not
have to take long, but they are regularly employed for instance to go from one feeding tree to
another or from a feeding side to a nesting side or to the boundaries of the group’s territory to
patrol. Within such a travel, initiations are particularly interesting for two reasons. First travel
initiators seem picky in regards to whom they want to have with them on the journey. Clearly,
they are not much different from us in regards to this. We as well do not want to go the
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restaurant with just anyone. It is friends we invite to tag along, and the same goes for
chimpanzees. Preferably it is friends they pick out, the ones they previously groomed and
interacted with the most (Gruber & Zuberbühler 2013). We know that they pick them out
because a lot of audience-directed and also travel initiator-directed behaviour can be
observed: a lot of waiting, gazing at each other, moving forward and waiting again can be
observed. A second interesting point is that an initiator has quite some communicative and
social tools at hand to make others join the travel. There are for instance pant hoots that can
be used to initiate a travel. On the other hand, we have attention getters such as stomping feet
on the ground to simulate the start of the travel and shaking branches to make the other tag
along (Hobaiter & Byrne 2012, 2014). There is also idiosyncratic behaviour employed to
initiate a travel. 49 Furthermore, there are grunt vocalisations mothers produce to their
offspring to make them follow (Fröhlich et al. 2016a), and last but not least there are the socalled travel hoo vocalisations, produced in travel contexts, not just to initiate travels but also
to indicate that the signaller joined the travel (Gruber & Zuberbühler 2013).
For these two reasons, travel initiations will take the centre stage in this thesis. They seem to
provide the setting for very vivid communicative interactions with individuals most of the
time not being in a state of high arousal and ready to take their time to attend to the other.
Coming back to our framework for referential uses of signals, or how we called it in Sievers
& Gruber 2016, for signaller’s reference, looking at travel hoo production as potential
referential signals amounts to the following:
“(1) In cases of unsuccessful travel initiations, signallers displayed signs of persistence in the
form of repeated travel hoo production and checking (i.e. the signaller turns its body 90-180
degrees towards the receiver). In cases of successful travel initiations, the signaller also gazed
backwards towards the recipient, perhaps to take into account the recipient’s position.
(2) The travel hoo vocalization is mainly produced in travel initiation contexts by initiators.
(3) Audience specificity seemed to be involved in signal production, i.e. the signallers
preferentially produced hoos in the presence of allies.
(4) Situations in which travel hoos were produced followed a simple behavioural formula:
first the signaller started staring towards the direction of travel for some seconds, then
produced the travel hoos, started the travel bout by walking towards the direction it was
glancing at, and finally waited for potentially recruited individuals, while checking for its
audience by gazing backwards in their direction. The reference here might therefore have
been towards an intended travel event.” (Sievers & Gruber 2016, p. 766)
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See chapters 6.3. for more details on these observations.
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The signaller takes into account all four factors. She intending to initiate a travel could also
choose to not produce a travel hoo. She could just head off, look at the potential travel partner
and wait until the latter joins the travel. This happens far more often than producing a travel
hoo to initiate a travel (Sievers et al. in prep). This is indeed an important point to consider for
referential signals: They are helpful tools for an individual to make an object, mental state or
event more overt/ more salient to the recipient. We therefore concluded that the observational
data sorted with the help of our framework indicates that travel hoos are used to refer
individuals to a mood to travel, or an intention to travel, or perhaps the travel event itself. At
the very least, travel hoos make the upcoming travel event salient to the potential followers.
To label travel hoos as referentially used signals might not be the most intuitive interpretation
of this type of vocalisation that comes to mind though.
More intuitively appears to stipulate a link between these calls and human imperative speech
acts. That is, one may assume that the travel hoo is used with an intention to make the other
tag along, and therefore the signaller requests the other to follow. But one should note one
thing of importance here, before jumping to such conclusions:
As it was pointed out in both philosophy (e.g. Austin 1962) and the more empirically-oriented
research dealing with communication (e.g. Hurford 2007, Shanker & King 2003), for human
communication, there is on the one hand the speech act one can perform, on the other hand
the descriptive or referential meaning of the utterance. Both are not exclusive but may go
hand in hand.
For the realm of nonhuman animal signals, signals have very likely always an imperative
function and a further descriptive or referential function that the species may or may not be
actively aware of.
Hurford (2007, p. 61) gives the example of vervet monkey alarm calls: a snake alarm call
produced by a vervet might include making the other group members check the ground
(imperative function) and has information embedded about what is to be found, namely a
snake-like thing/ a thing that behaves snake-like (descriptive or referential function).
Chimpanzee travel hoos might just have the same imperative function: to make the other tag
along. But that does not exclude that travel hoos are used to refer. We do know that travel
hoos may be adaptive because they serve the function of group cohesion (see Crockford et al.
in prep.). This group cohesion may be secured due to ordering the others to tag along or
referring to one’s mood or plans, or both.
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How to decide what is more likely is a difficult task and perhaps requires rather experimental
research. For now, the framework we provided is as close as we can get.
The framework presented here then turns the notion of reference in a mentally complex task.
The signaller has to make her referential goal overt to recipient via elaboration of signals,
gazing and so on, which as I tried to argue in the previous chapter are indicators for
communicative intentions and ostensive intentional communication. One can imagine a
notion of reference that does not require ostensive behaviour and still is intentional. I claim
though that to find referential intentions in nonhuman animals that are comparable to human
reference, to provide a framework that does require some degree of overtness by the signaller
is the safest way of picking out such a notion.
It is again here then that the signaller’s flexibility in regards to the external situation and the
recipient’s behaviour, which shows the signaller’s intention to point something out.
For the travel hoo that means that with all four situational factors appearing in correlation at
the very least the signaller appears to insist on its goal by making the potential travel event
salient to the recipient via cues the signaller is providing (signalling, gazing etc):
(1) the signaller persists, checks with a specific recipient (3), gazes into the travel direction
(4), while producing a signal, whose meaning is correlated with travel (2). For better or
worse, I do not believe that in a framework that is aimed for all communicative modalities, we
can get closer than that to picking out referential uses of signals in the wild based on
observational data.
5. Flexible interactions between signallers and recipients- focusing on the conflicts
In this chapter, I will discuss and motivate criterion (XII) by looking first at the means by
which flexible interaction between signallers and recipients should be described. That is, what
theoretical approach should be favoured as a measure for how related the interaction is to
ostensive intentional communication. I will argue against adopting conversation analysis,
because it assumes a conventionalised, rule governed way of engaging with each other. I will
propose instead to adopt central ideas from King and Shanker’s (Shanker & King 2002, King
& Shanker 2003), view on communication as a dynamic interaction.
King and Shanker motivate the importance of searching for flexible interactions in intentional
communication research by describing how human communicators, independently of the
signal system used and independently of language conventions present, attend to each other to
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work out the messages provided by the communicative partner. This proposal should be
preferred over conversation analysis, because it describes a back and forth between
communicators focusing on non-conventional uses of behaviour to transmit a certain message.
As nonhuman animals do not use conventional signal systems, this seems to be a more
appropriate description for comparative research.
At the end of this chapter, I will describe types of nonhuman animal scenarios of
communication, in which we can test for flexibility in interaction based on these theoretical
assumptions endorsed by King and Shanker.
Starting with how to actually describe flexible interaction according to criterion (XII), I will
build on the discussion in chapter 3, where I pointed out the importance of elaboration
behaviour on both sides for such flexible interaction. Depending on whether the recipient
reacts the way the signaller expects it, the signaller will choose how to respond. That is, the
signaller adjusts her communicative behaviour by choosing a different signal.
Following Grice’s view on rational communication, what we want to perceive then is a back
and forth, i.e. action and response based on the situation and the communicative behaviour of
the other.
But how to describe the back and forth within a theoretical framework? Firstly, what keeps
the interaction going is the pursue of certain goals. Be it one’s own or a shared one.
Furthermore, understanding what the other is trying to do (grasping her goal) and having
expectations on how she is supposed to react, and taking measures if she does not react as
expected (i.e. elaborate) are necessary abilities for the back and forth in intentional
communication.
This description seems to naturally lead one to coining the back and forth as turn-taking
behaviour between communicators. Turn-taking does not just mean to engage in response and
re-response, with one communicator speaking at a time, but, as we will see in this chapter, to
respond right away after the signaller produced a signal, leading to conversation
characteristically including a swift exchange of signals.
Should we expect such turn-taking behaviour from potentially intentionally communicating
nonhuman animals? For adult humans clearly, turn-taking seems to be the adequate way of
describing the back and forth: we engage in intentional communication, that is we are capable
of conversing in this particular back and forth-pattern, because we understand each other’s
goals and more generally intentions, and based on this recognition of intentions, we can
engage with each other communicatively. In humans, such a turn-taking behaviour, as
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Levinson (2016) describes, is already present in babblers, i.e. in preverbal young children.
Therefore, turn-taking appears to be an inherently human way of engaging in a back and
forth. Imagine for instance A and B are colleagues, and after work they want to have a good
time to relief some stress. A proposes to go to the cinema, but B prefers to go to a club. A and
B will take turns in elucidating and trying to convince the other about one’s intentions,
motivations and so on.
But there is more to such a scenario. The turn-taking displayed by A and B is conventional,
i.e. rule-governed. That is, the speed in which human communicators reply, the letting the
other speak before I respond, and what kind of response follows after a particular type of
utterance is usually predetermined with little space for creativity. Conversation analysis then,
a so-called interactional approach to communication, is an approach that relies on exactly
these characteristics to describe an interaction. It assumes an underlying order in the way we
produce signals and respond to them and how we take turns. Turn taking, so the assumption
of all interactional approaches of communication, helps building mutual understanding in
regards to the situation, or intentions, or plans and so on between the communicators (see for
instance Rossano 2013, Bangerter & Mayor 2013). Within conversation analysis, the simplest
form of such turn tacking is the adjacency pair (see Sacks 1992; Schegloff 2007). It is the
basic form of human conversational interaction and all further expansion of conversation
builds on this. The adjacency pair itself is characterized the following way:
“a. It is composed of two turns
b. by different participants
c. that are adjacently placed
d. and are relatively ordered into first pair parts (FPPs) and second pair parts
(SPPs). FPPs are actions in first position that initiate some exchange
(e.g. questions, requests, offers), and SPPs are actions in second position that
are responsive to FPPs (e.g. answers, grants, acceptances).
e. These components are pair-type related; that is, not every SPP can follow any
FPP, so that, for example, a greeting makes relevant a reciprocal greeting in
response, a question – an answer, etc.” (Schegloff 2007, p. 13; see also: Rossano 2013, p.
165)
Each conversation has a clear beginning marked by FPPs. FPP-acts can be greetings,
invitations, offers and so on, while SPP-acts can be answers, accepting or declining and so on.
Obviously human communication can get much more complex than that. Just to give an
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example of how conversation analysis deals with this, for instance new pairs of FPPs and
SPPs can be inserted between the original adjacency pair in the form of so-called insert
expansions (Jefferson 1972). Based on this convention, an interaction could look the
following:
A: Do you wanna go to the cinema tonight? (FPP)
B: Are you going to watch Planet of the Apes again? (insert expansion FPP)
A: Yes…(Insert expansion SPP).
B: No, I don’t wanna come. (SPP)
Next to the signals categorized as FPPs and SPPs the timing between FPPs and SPPs is also
of importance: the faster the response the less hesitation is ascribed to the recipient, and the
less further elaboration is expected from the initial signaller (i.e. the faster the recipient
responds the better he understood the signal so the assumption, see Pomerantz 1984).
Furthermore, even though conversation analysis started out with analysing spoken and written
language in communicative interactions, over time other aspects were added such as
intonational aspects of language and audible breathing (see for discussion ten Hav 1990), as
well as facial expression, gaze direction and body movements, such as turning away from the
communication partner (e.g. Goodwin 1981 and Heath 1986).
This move towards additionally taking into account other conspecific-directed behaviour,
appears to be almost an invitation to use conversation analysis for other species’ interactions,
as especially great apes appear to engage not just vocally but also with gestures.
As already discussed, a number of researchers such as Rossano (2013) applied conversation
analysis to great ape interactions. Particularly focusing on mother-infant dyads. Rossano
himself focused on bonobo mother-infant dyads.
He describes in a qualitative way the turn taking he found in these dyads. One example is the
following:
An infant gazes towards the mother, produces a wrist bend gesture, which is produced by
bonobo infants as a kind of request to be carried by the mother. The mother abandons the
feeding bout and puts her hand behind the infant and carries it as requested.
Rossano (2013) analysis this scene according to conversation analysis:
“1. Infant establishes participation framework by sustaining gaze towards mother
and checking mother’s gaze;
2. Infant produces FPP: wrist bent gesture; and,
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3. Mother produces SPP: immediately recognizes infant’s request and satisfies it.” (p. 168).
In another example, an infant is hanging on the mesh, the mother is monitoring her. Then the
young one turns towards the mother and produces a reach gesture by stretching out her arm
towards the mother. Before reaching her, the mother reaches out to her infant and places her
right arm under the infant, grabs her and initiates the carry.
The analysis of this example is similar to the first example.
There are several reasons to worry about applying conversation analysis to nonhuman
interactions though. First off, as Rossano points out himself, “fast-paced and extended social
interactions are uniquely human skills.” (Rossano, 2013, p. 160). With this comment, he
addresses a worry many researchers articulate when comparing nonhuman and human
communication skills. It seems that even with a set of criteria based on goal-directedness that
appear sufficient for labelling situations of signal production instances of intentional
communication, human communication just looks so different on a behavioural level. We
communicate much longer than just simply producing a signal and reacting to it. We produce
several signals at once, we exchange signals, react and re-react. In short, we engage very
literally with each other in communication. And this engaging seems so fluent, so fast-paced
in its rhythm that one feels hardly compelled to compare this with an instance of alarm call
production in vervet monkeys or even with the mother –infant interactions described above.
In great ape research, Rossano notes that gestures are especially in focus when looking for
such flexible uses of signals in sequential form, that is in the form of potential turn taking
with a behavioural sequence on the signaller’s side and a behavioural sequence as a response
on the recipient’s side and so on Most of the time the results are negative: there are no
predictable sequences in which gestures are used, no rules can be found (e.g. Liebal et al.
2004). For instance, it was hypothesized that chimpanzees might produce attention getters
first before producing a main, meaningful, gesture in a sequence. That was not the case
though. Furthermore, there were no patterns comparable to human signalling involved on the
response side: it was not the case that more gestures made a response more likely. Given this,
one wonders in how far great apes are capable of engaging in this back and forth, this socalled turn taking as humans do. One may ask in how far applying the conversation analysis
method is not just defusing the picture of turns in humans being that much more complex,
structured and more fast-paced, that is qualitatively very different from Rossano’s bonobos.
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Rossano (2013) suggests that a reason for the negative results might have to do with the
definition of what counts as a gesture sequence. A gesture is considered part of a gesture
sequence if two gestures are produced within a certain time frame (Liebal et al. 2004: within 5
seconds; Genty & Byrne 2010: within one second) after one another for the same sender in
the same context (feeding, travel initiation, play etc.). These time scales, for one, appear
arbitrary (there is no apparent reason for defining the time frame as 1 second or 5 seconds)
and two, Rossano claims, that not all gestures following in the same sequence might be
related to the same goal of the producer: the producer might want to play with the recipient in
one moment, while in the next the context switches to feeding because the producer changed
goals. If this is the case, the gestures are not related to the same action, and therefore do not
need to be ordered in a particular way, for instance in a particular timeframe (very fast after
the previous gesture for instance). Such cases might be interesting though for comparative
research in regards to flexible interaction in form of response and re-response, but would be
excluded via the definition.
Issues though arise even earlier on: what actually counts as a gesture and what as a mere
physical action is difficult to determine (Rossano 2013). This is a problem clearly concerning
definitions. With less rigid definitions and by focusing on all conspecific-directed behaviours
we may find the complexity and flexibility in communicative interactions in nonhuman
primates that might lead us to more positive conclusions in regards to intentional
communication in these species. But this appears to be going into the opposite direction of
what conversation analysis actually stands for. Conversation analysis in itself is a rigid system
of describing order in the back and forth of conventional signals used in a conventionalized
way of interacting. Counting all nonhuman audience-directed behaviour as a communicative
signal would miss the point of it, as these are most likely neither conventional nor used
according to rules of interaction.
Conversation analysis then might just be the wrong account for depicting what is actually
going on in nonhuman communication. If one takes conversation analysis literally, one would
a priori exclude nonhuman interactions from being flexible. Or, following Rossano in
ascribing to a loose reading of the account, too fast might one come to the conclusion, that the
behaviour found in nonhuman great apes is related to human turn taking.
If we look closer at Rossano’s example we see the issues at hand:
(1)  The behavioural variables: it seems the variables used are difficult to compare,
because most behaviours recorded by Rossano can be barely counted as
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communicative. In the first example, all we have as signals are a wrist bend gesture
and gazing behaviour by the infant. The mother only responds with the appropriate
behaviour, carrying the infant. And even though in the second example the mother
does appear to respond more actively, what we have here again is the mother grabbing
the infant to carry.
This is barely a communicative back and forth at all, and given this, it seems by no
means related to human back and forth, where recipients actively engage on a
communicative level.
(2)  Are all behaviours really recipient-directed? This point targets to a lesser extent the
examples Rossano provided.

More generally speaking for all research on

communicative interactions in nonhuman animals, for behaviours that are not vocal
signals and are not gazing behaviour, it is always difficult to measure in how far it is
just an action the producer employs without in any way intending to communicate
something to the recipient. The mother might just reach out to grab the young one,
without intending this to be communicative.
The follow-up studies done by Fröhlich and colleagues (2016)50 on wild bonobo and
chimpanzee mother infant dyads suffer from this question of recipient directedness as
well. The researchers included waiting behaviour as a behavioural variable. In how far
someone is waiting for someone, or just sitting and doing nothing though is barely
measurable in empirical research on nonhuman animals.
(3)  There are only few turns taken in Rossano’s examples: Strikingly there seems to be
not much going on in the examples. The bonobos do not have much to communicate,
apart from intending to leave and taking the other along. And this little can be
conveyed in very few turns. This is quite different compared to humans. The question
then remains: can nonhuman animals do better back and forth-wise than presented by
Rossano’s example?
(4)  Are the interactions really following an order? Especially for example 2 one can
wonder if the conversational analysis’ main idea, the order of turns, one following
after the other, is something present in the bonobos observed. It is difficult to see in
how far the actions and reactions described in the study are really turns in the sense of
SPPs and FPPs.
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Even though I am sceptical towards the application of conversation analysis to nonhumans,
there is clearly a back and forth displayed in the examples, and with that somehow flexible
interaction between the communicators. Therefore, to hold onto Rossano’s important finding
but to address the worries laid out above, I will argue that there are two methodological
changes required:
First, perhaps a less rigid, rule focused framework might explain better how nonhuman
animals interact flexibly, without a priori assuming a strong connection to human turn taking.
That is, an approach that does not assume a conventionalised way of turn taking. This is what
I will discuss first. Secondly, the scenarios from which to draw conclusions about how
flexible nonhumans can interact with each other (and with that how many turns they can take)
have to be wisely picked. This is the second point to be discussed here.
Starting with the first, one way to go would be to follow King and Shanker’s (2003) dynamic
model view on communication.
King (2004) describes how communication should rather be viewed as a dance, following
Fogel (1993), who introduced the dance metaphor for describing human interactions: every
move “reflects full attentiveness by one partner to where the other is in space, what movement
the other has just made and might be about to make, and so on.” (King 2004, p. 1).
Interactors, as described here, change and adjust their communicative behaviours dependent
on the behaviour of the other. They have to co-regulate and coordinate, as King labels it, their
next move depending on the other’s move. The term of co-regulation here is used to describe
“unpredictable and contingent mutual adjustments” (p.2) between interactive partners. That is
the co-regulation between participants is not “coordinated by fixed or ‘innate’ codes”. That
means that neither ritualized intention movements a la Tinbergen (1952) 51 nor language
conventionalization is what makes interactors act and respond. Proximate, cognitive
flexibility is the central characteristic fostering interactions here. Taking the idea over to
communication, a signaller is reacting in a certain way, and the recipient has certain
behaviours to display to respond again. None of these behaviours is better than the other in a
sense that it is more correct in a concrete situation to display behaviour of type A as opposed
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Daanje (1951, p. 94) defined intention movements as “being low intensity forms of innate behaviour
patterns.” They are “the very first parts of an activity”. For instance, a species using biting behaviour
may evolve a behavioural display of an opened mouth, not involving anymore the actual bite but
preceding it (see Smith 1980) and serving as a warning for recipients. Some of these behaviours can
become “ritualised” up to the point that they do not serve anymore their original biological function,
such as the broken-wing display in plovers that functions to lure predators away from the nest.
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to behaviour of type B. Here King diverges from conversation analysis, which claims an order
of things in regards to FPPs and SPPs, based on conventionalisation.
King’s metaphor of communication as a dance does not belong to any of the theoretical
camps of theories on intentional communication discussed in previous chapters. Be it
inferential or perceptual, be it cooperative intentional communication or rather manipulation,
King does not take sides. Her dynamic approach is not supposed to answer any of the related
questions. It rather focuses on drawing analogies between human and nonhuman
communication on a behavioural level. What makes her approach interesting for nonhuman
animal flexible communication is that such a paradigm “looks at the relation between
behaviors and how the whole configuration changes over time.“ (Shanker & King 2002, p.
605). That is how communication is interactive: action and reaction have to be adjusted to
each other and are interdependent. This fits perfectly to the stance taken here for
communication to be instrumentally rational in the Gricean sense described above, with
responses being based on the signaller’s behaviour and assumed goal.
Even though King relies heavily on metaphors such as dancers and musicians co-regulating
their dancing and playing, and even though her focus lies on comparing gestural back and
forth in human and nonhuman great apes and not a more clear-cut multimodal stance, I will
argue that the motivation she gives for adopting her dance metaphor view is very helpful for
comparative research on communicators engaging flexibly.
That is, King motivates the dance metaphor of communication by looking at preverbal
children engaging with their caregivers in order to compare the conclusions drawn with
nonhuman great ape interactions. King claims that looking at dynamic system theory research
especially by Vygotsky (1934/ 1986) we find this unpredictable, contingent co-regulation of
interaction in preverbal children when interacting with caregivers. Preverbal children, before
they start babbling, still lack conventionalized language. They furthermore are not capable of
following turn taking rules, that is they sometimes do not respond, they interrupt etc.
Therefore, the interactions between caregivers and preverbal children is less efficient than
adult human interaction based on conventional language, and conventionalized, rule-governed
turn taking behaviour.
Because of the lack of conventions, “the trajectory of the conversation is not fixed or
predictable on the outset” (King 2004, p. 5); and therefore “the conversation is not so much an
exchange of information.” (p.6, my highlights), but rather “the baby and the mother shape
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their utterances and movements according to moment-by-moment shifts between them.” (p.
5).
That is, within these interactions infants are capable of interacting with caregivers in
meaningful sequences long before they speak their first words. Both caregivers and children
actually manage to derive information etc. and transmit information and so on to the other.
The meaning of the sequence then is created jointly, through the back and forth, in what King
calls a “negotiation through action” (p. 6). This behavioural negotiation requires multimodal
means to establish, as King points out; an important point already made in chapter 3. To
attend to the others, the infant and caregiver are required to produce gestures, facial
expressions etc. Furthermore, as both communicators have to work together to make the
interaction meaningful, ostensive, i.e. overt, signalling seems required as well.
Now, applying the comparative stance of phylogeny being reflected in ontogeny (e.g.
Tomasello 2008), in regards to the evolution of communication we may expect to find such
dynamic interaction in nonhuman great apes. That is, the back and forth is almost as complex
as adult human communication, but lacking conventional language and efficiency. King’s
claim then is that if we find this co-regulation and attending to the other in great apes, we can
infer cognitive similarities in the process involved in communication in young children (and
perhaps even adults) and great apes. In the research of great ape communication, we
therefore, King states, should go beyond investigating signal meaning, but focus on the
interaction between communicators. This idea became more fashionable recently through the
multimodal communication movement, looking at facial expressions, vocal and gestural
signals and how great apes produce those to reach a certain outcome in an interaction, but it is
not yet fully manifested in criteria for intentional communication.
As we will see later, great ape communicative interactions do have similar features to King’s
elaborations. Intentions and meanings are instantiated and transmitted through interaction
with the communicative partner. This takes time. It is far less efficient than adult human
communicative interaction that is rule-governed, thanks to conventionalized communication
behaviour and language.
The main issue with King’s account is clearly the agnostic stance in regards to cognitive
complexity. Because they focus on non-conventionalised interaction and signalling, they do
not have any issue arguing that this kind of dynamic interaction can be found in nonhuman
primates as well. Descriptions like the following based on observations in bonobos at the
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Language Research Center, Georgia State University, are in King’s and Shanker’s
explications examples of dynamic, co-regulating interactions:
“Elikya, eight months old, moves toward her sister Neema; she may lightly touch
Neema’s outstretched leg, but it is hard to be certain. Neema lowers her leg, then
begins to stomp her feet on a platform as Elikya stands bipedally facing her. Elikya
has a playface and raises her arms. Immediately Neema moves to Elikya and hugs
her, covering her with her whole body, then quickly moves back and resumes her
previous position.“ (King & Shanker 2003, p. 7).
These behaviours described are not just imitations of what conspecifics do, for instance, but
seem creative in a sense that both participants have the aim to attend to the other. According
to King and Shanker, this is exactly what we humans aim to do within communication as
well. The outcome might look more sophisticated and may be based on a lot of
conventionalised behaviours, but the underlying aim of attending and the co-regulation of
behaviour seems to be at least analogue to nonhuman great ape interactions. By what means
though communicators can display co-regulation behaviour is not discussed by King’s
account. The ability of overt signalling could be such a mean.
King’s account therefore only tells a small part of the story, focusing on interactions that are
flexible between communicative partners outside of the realm of conventions and innate,
fixed signalling. This small part though is fundamental, as it helps us motivate why flexibility
in communication is such an important pillar of human intentional communication: long
before we are using conventionalised language we are capable of engaging with each other to
work out together what the other’s goal is. To ostensively and intentionally communicating
with each other therefore, it seems, is independent of what kind signal system or tools we use
to make us understood.
Coming to the second reason why Rossano’s examples seem to fall short of telling us the full
story of the interactive potential in nonhuman animals. This reason is not particularly
connected to the application of conversation analysis, but rather concerns the scenarios picked
out by Rossano. That is, the context of signal production has a direct influence on how much
interaction there is to be expected between communicators, in nonhumans as well as in
humans.
If you think about scenarios in which humans engage the most with each other, we all might
come up with examples that can be described as negotiations or scenarios in which there is a
conflict, a conflict of goals, a conflict of opinions etc. I do not intend to present and discuss
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research on human negotiation, rather the notion of negotiation I have in mind is very simple:
The communicators disagree on something, e.g. they have diverging goals. Then
communicators will either try to convince the other or come up with a consensus. Either way
they will engage in what is often coined negotiation 52 and what I will label as such
henceforth.
Take the following example:
In a situation where A wants to go to the cinema but B rather to a club, both A and B will
attend to each other in order to convince the other to tag along with their plan. They can do
so, because they perceive the other as an intentional agent having goals and acting according
to goals. By attending to the other, each communicator intends to change the goals of the
other.
Why not take such a scenario as a research paradigm for nonhuman animals’ interactions to
allow for a closer comparison of human and nonhuman interactions.
So far research focusing on the interconnection between intentional communication and
negotiation in the sense defined above has been scarce in the animal communication
literature. Bekoff and Allen (1997) are one of the few who point out a promising research
perspective by focusing on the connection of communicating one’s intention and negotiating
an outcome in the context of social play in canids. Play bows, they say are produced
immediately before or after an action that could be misinterpreted by the conspecific as for
instance displaying aggression. They argue then that with play bows signallers might
communicate their ongoing intention to play, and with that share this intention. Low ranking
individuals might negotiate an agreement to bite the higher ranking individual in a play
context by producing a play bow. By openly attending to other, that is by openly
communicating their goals, the conspecific can adjust its response behaviour by either
accepting the intended play of the signaller or not.
I will then label the research paradigm the negotiation paradigm, which focuses on looking
for cases where individuals must engage with each other in negotiating an outcome based on
diverging goals. Such a paradigm would both, pick out cases of goal-directed, overtly
intentional communication and cases of back and forth-interactions similar to human
conversations.
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For instance, Casse (1981, p. 152) defined negotiation as: Firstly, “a process in which one individual
tries to persuade another to alter ideas or behaviour”. And secondly,” a process in which at least two
partners with different needs and viewpoints try to reach agreement of mutual interest.” Clearly this
definition is cognitively charged, for the elaborations here, I will only ascribe to the first part of the
definition.
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But in which contexts can we expect such interactions? In predator contexts for instance,
when one individual cries out information that a predator is approaching, there is not much to
interact about. Contexts that are less scenarios of life and death such as playing or feeding
may be interesting candidates.
Furthermore, travel initiation scenarios such as Rossano’s mother-infant interactions are a
promising set-up, as disagreement caused by diverging goals is very straightforward: one
individual might want to head off with a conspecific, but this conspecific may not want to tag
along. Still, even though Rossano’s overall scenario seems relevant, it shows perfectly well,
that alone the context of communication is not sufficient for finding a fitting scenario for the
negotiation paradigm. It is also about travel group constellation: mothers with infants, the
group constellation Rossano focused on, has a potential of disagreement only to a certain
degree. Infants are dependent on their mothers, mothers will want their infants to come along,
so both will rather agree than engage in long turns of disagreement. In chapter 7 and 8, I will
show how the negotiation paradigm in travel initiations broadened to all kinds of group
constellations will tell us a more complete story on great ape abilities to engage flexibly with
each other.
To finish up this chapter, I want to emphasise that the important points to keep in mind with
regard to criterion (XII) are the following: For intentional communication in other animals to
fulfil the flexibility criterion we need to focus on co-regulating communicative behaviour to
be present. That is the behaviours are interdependent on the conspecific’s behaviour. Such coregulating requires multimodality and ostensive (i.e. overt) behaviour.
Furthermore, neither conventionalized behaviour nor innate behaviour determines the
flexibility of co-regulating behaviour to attend to the other. The aim of a conspecific is to
attend to the other. The behaviours used therefore can be, at least in potentiality, creative and
less standardized in whatever way.
6. Can animal signals be non-naturally meaningful? Addressing criteria (II) and (XIII)
on non-naturally meaningful signals and their flexible uses
Morin (2016) criticised Townsend et al.’s framework for lacking a proper definition of what a
communicative signal is. Without such a definition, non-communicative goal- directed
behaviour would fall under an intentional communication framework such as proposed by
Townsend and colleagues. I showed in section 3.1. that indeed one important feature of
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intentional communication is the use of non-naturally meaningful signals, a lesson learned
from Grice himself. In line with that, I argue that the definition of a communicative signal
Morin is looking for is one of a non- natural signal.
In what follows, I will show that even though animals do not participate in language
conventions as humans do, they are capable of producing non- naturally meaningful signals,
feature (II) of intentional communication. The main line of argumentation for this claim will
rely on the idea that we can find non- natural meaning in animal signals on a pragmatic (as
opposed to semantic) level by looking for flexibly used signals.
The suggestion to study animal communication on a pragmatic level sounds almost trivial, but
it is not a common stance taken by empirical research focusing animal communication in the
past decades. From the early days up to the late 90s of this branch of research, it was mainly
semantic concepts that were applied to animal signals. The concept of functional reference as
discussed in chapter 4 is one of those examples. Functional reference appears closely related
in notion to semantic reference of human words, apart from not committing to involved
complex cognitive processes by the producer. With applying functional reference to animal
signals, we expect to describe a concrete situation of call production and transmission as close
to observed reality as possible. In fact, though, the picture of what actually takes place gets
distorted. Alarm calls for instance are marked as closely related to certain functions of human
language (i.e. meaningful; picking out an entity of the external world) through the application
of functional reference. When talking about research strictly interested in ultimate
mechanisms and function, and not on cognition, this is an acceptable observation, but when
the concept of intentionality comes into play, we are walking down a dangerous path.
Historically, the applications of these concepts then did not remain uncriticised, seeing how
the application of semantic concepts to signals relies on the existence of a conventionalised
signal system with signals having conventionalised, i.e. semantic, properties.
Peter Marler, for instance, formulated a critique for such a practise as early as in 1961:
“Semantics are of doubtful value in animal studies, and [...] there is considerable overlap with
pragmatics, even in the sphere of human language. Pragmatics on the other hand [concerns]
itself with the role of [...] signals in the communicatory process, a role which we seek to
establish by observing and interpreting the response which they evoke in other animals.”53
Following Marler, I will opt for explaining meaning in animal signals with the help of
pragmatic notions.
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Marler (1961), p.299.
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In 6.1., I will start with elaborating on the semantic- pragmatic distinction. I will argue for
two hypotheses: firstly, semantics, following Katz (1975, 1977) and rejecting Carnap’s views
(1942), has a constraining character and therefore serves as a premise for communicators in a
given interaction to infer a signal’s meaning. Secondly, pragmatics should be perceived as an
evolutionary precursor and foundation for semantics. Based on these two hypotheses, I will
argue that pragmatic processes always underlie semantic ones, historically as well as with
regard to proximate mechanisms. Following Allen’s (2013) elaborations, I will then introduce
the notions of subjective and objective meaning that will help explain meaningfulness of
signals in nonhuman animals. For animal communication, I will argue that given the claim
that pragmatic processes underlie semantic processes and semantic meaning requires
cognitive complexity to an extent that is absurd to ascribe to nonhuman animals, we should
look for pragmatic meaning in nonhuman animals, that is subjective and objective meaning
and not semantic meaning. Subjective meaning is very likely to be present in very many
nonhuman animal species. They may associate a certain meaning or information to a signal
depending on their own experiences, knowledge, emotions etc. It is objective meaning that
poses a big issue for nonhuman animals. For intentional communication though, non-naturally
meaningful signals have to be objectively meaningful for recipients to grasp the transmitted
message and for signallers to achieve their goals in communication in a community of signal
users.
I will argue that even though nonhuman animals might not be aware of such objective
meaning, it can still be present even on a proximate, i.e. pragmatic level through overlapping
extensions of what each communicator takes the signal to mean.
In 6.2. I will describe how such objective meaning can be present without conventional
meaning and how it can be determined (1). Furthermore, I will elaborate on how recipients
can understand the signaller’s intended messages (2), without being aware of an objective
meaning being connected to the signal.
With regard to (1), I will argue that the presence of affective states in the signaller at the
moment of signal production is not an exclusion criterion for such objective meaning. I will
show that on a theoretical level even with strong links to affective states, signals may have
meaning with concrete content and by laying out similarities between human interjections and
nonhuman signals I will claim that this might indeed be the case for both human and
nonhuman signals.
In regards to (2), I will show that animal communicators do understand each other because of
the constraining and scaffolding character of the adaptive meaning of a signal.
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In 6.3. then, I will address how objectively meaningful signals in the lights of these
elaborations can be non-naturally meaningful, and why the flexibility criterion (XIII) will
help us determine whether nonhuman animal signals are non-naturally meaningful. I will
discuss how flexible uses according to (XIII) can arise and spread in nonhuman animal
communities. New signal uses have to become standardized uses based on their
phylogenetically predisposed meaning, Furthermore, I will argue that re-occurring
idiosyncratic uses of signals can be learned by members of a community through
observational social learning such as emulation learning and passive reinforcement by
individuals who already use the signal in new ways. Neither imitation learning nor natural
pedagogy are necessary for establishing a new use of a signal.
6.1. The Relation between semantics and pragmatics
I will start with elaborations on the pragmatics-semantics distinction. First and foremost,
semantics and pragmatics are two out of three sub- disciplines of linguistics, the third being
syntax. All three are linguistic fields of research addressing different questions and notions in
regards to communicative systems. Broadly speaking, semantics deals with questions such as
“what is the general meaning of a signal without looking at the context in which it is used?”
and pragmatics with “How can a signal be used by whom to transmit what meaning?”.
To understand how they relate to each other in regards to their research objectives within
human language, it is preliminary to look at the historical development of both fields.
Both, the semantic and pragmatic perspective on language evolved from the two camps the
philosophy of language was divided into by the middle of the 20th century 54 .

The

philosophers of ideal language philosophy (i.e. Frege, Russell, Carnap and the likes) on the
one hand were logicians interested in formal languages and with that in formalizing language.
That is, they were interested in how parts of language function, e.g. how language’s
descriptive elements function in relation to each other, how words can refer to entities in the
world etc.
Originally most of these philosophers were not taking into account language used in everyday
talk, but rather considered only language used in the sciences as a precise tool to describe
scientific facts. Natural language, they thought, was defective because of its imprecise, vague
nature. In everyday language, so it was perceived, we deter with incorrect, incomplete uses of
language how elements of our language system in fact work. In order to understand how
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See: Recanati (2002), pp. 442-443.
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language functions, one should not look at defective natural language but at precise, idealised
language, so the point of view. 55
The second camp was inhabited by the philosophers of the so-called ordinary language
school, such as Austin, Strawson and Grice56. They pointed out the importance of the concrete
language use and the context- embedded character of language in communicative scenarios
when considering questions of meaning.
How we use a sentence determines the meaning of language elements at least as much as the
meaning of a sentence can be explained through analysing its logical structure of ideal
language.
Today’s linguistic field of pragmatics emerged from this movement, while semantics was
founded on thoughts and formalism of the philosophers of ideal language. Especially one
core idea of ideal language philosophy was implemented prominently in today’s semantics:
The idea of a connection between the meaning of a sentence and its truth conditions:
“On this approach a language is viewed as a system of […] conventions […]. Meaning […] is
patterned after reference. The meaning of a simple symbol is the conventional assignment of a
worldly entity to that symbol: for example, names are assigned to objects, monadic predicates
are assigned to properties or sets of objects, etc. The meaning of a sentence, determined by
the meanings of its constituents and the way they are put together, is equated with its truth
conditions.” (Recanati 2002, p. 443)
Following from that, the sentence “Mimi is a clever cat.” is true if the predicate “being a
clever cat” I am ascribing to the object, namely Mimi, is indeed clever and a cat.
Precisely this connection between meaning and truth conditions was what philosophers of
ordinary language found irritating: the truth of a sentence cannot be determined via
abstracting the sentence from its use within a communicative situation argued Strawson
(1950) in “On Referring”. That is by looking at a sentence alone we cannot determine its
meaning or referent. Without looking at the use of the utterance therefore, we cannot
determine if a sentence is true for instance. I only know if Mimi is indeed clever and a cat, if I
take a look at the concrete use of the sentence in a given situation. There could be very many
different meanings of the sentence, and very many different referents, but we can only
disambiguate the meaning and truth value by looking at these concrete uses.
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On a side note though, the followers of these ideal language philosophers did not shy away from
applying formalism onto everyday use of language (e.g. Davidson, Bar-Hillel).
56
Though Grice plays a particular role within the philosophy of ordinary language. He did not consider
the two approaches to language- the formal and the more or less descriptive ordinary language
approach – incompatible.
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Therefore, sentences themselves do not have truth conditions and words on their own do not
have meaning or refer. It is the speaker’s intention to refer with a word to an object in the
world; it is the non-linguistic context including signaller’s intentions and the outer
circumstances at time x of the utterance that turns a sentence into a true or false statement, so
the critique.
In contemporary linguistics and philosophy of language, pragmatics and semantics are
perceived as complementary fields that both equally shed light on aspects of language:
semantics is described as providing a theory of conventionalised meaning while pragmatics
provides a theory of language use. For most linguists and philosophers of language, both
aspects, language use and conventionalised meaning may determine for instance a referent or
more generally a meaning of words in a given context.
“Mimi” then as it is a proper name, can be interpreted as referring conventionally to the
individual being “baptised” as Mimi (Kripke 1980), but language use tells us exactly the
conditions under which Mimi indeed falls under the concept of cats, whether she is indeed
clever, and if the signaller indeed intended to point out that Mimi is clever or if she was ironic
by attributing cleverness to Mimi.
Officially, the split of linguistics into the sub-disciplines, namely semantics and pragmatics
and syntax, was first introduced by Charles Morris (1938) in his theory of signs - semiotics.
Carnap followed Morris in distinguishing between “the semantical dimension of semiosis”,
“the pragmatic dimension of semiosis” and “the syntactical dimension of semiosis”57, and
added a hierarchical differentiation based on the degree of abstraction between these
dimensions of language:
“If in an investigation explicit reference is made to the speaker, or, to put it in more general
terms, to the user of a language, then we assign it to the field of pragmatics. [I]f we abstract
from the user of the language and analyse only the expressions and their designate, we are in
the field of semantics.” (Carnap 1942, p.9)
Pragmatics, following Carnap here, appears to be the field with the lowest level of abstraction
in a given situation in which human words are produced. Pragmatics looks at all the factors,
that are involved, such as the speaker and the broader situational context, as well as
background knowledge of both communicators and so on. When taking into account the
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Morris (1938), pp. 6-7.
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speaker of the utterance our linguist is investigating phenomena in the field of pragmatics.
She is interested in how the speaker uses a sentence or word.
The field of semantics then abstracts from investigations in the field of pragmatics. Speakers,
background knowledge etc. are put aside, and the words themselves come into focus. A
semanticist, that is, is abstracting from certain aspects of language in order to conduct her
research:
“If we abstract from the user of the language and analyse only the expressions and their
designate, we are in the field of semantics.” (Carnap 1942, p. 9)
Such an abstraction from communicators and context seems to imply that there is meaning of
words when being used and meaning of words when being perceived outside of their use. Not
everyone would agree with such an assumption. For instance, Recanati in Pragmatics and
Semantics (2002, pp. 445-447) points out “major difficulties”, as he puts it, that may imply
the impossibility of removing the user of a language from the investigation of words and their
meanings.
He remarks, that there are quite a number of linguistic expressions whose meaning cannot be
determined without taking into account the context of their use. For instance, to determine the
meaning of “goodbye” it is not sufficient to describe the relation to some entity or state of
things in the world it stands for. Only by providing the conditions or rules of its use can we
determine its meaning. Only when a concrete signaller uses the word “goodbye” in a concrete
context can I fully explain its meaning (e.g. “X says goodbye to Y”). These rules of use still
represent the conventional meaning of “goodbye” but they would not be situated in the field
of semantics, at least according to the Carnapian view.
This though seems a rather counterintuitive consequence of the Carnapian definition of
semantics as he obviously perceived semantics equalling conventional meaning.
Note that one can perceive semantics broader than Carnap himself, as providing a set of
generic rules on how to use for instance “goodbye”. These rules are abstractions from a token
use of the word. Like this, the semanticist would still deal with abstraction from uses of
expressions, in accordance to Carnap and the meaning of “goodbye” could be fully explained
with reference to its conventional, semantic meaning. As discussed above, Carnap himself
though held a narrower view of semantics, not as a set of generic rules derived from
pragmatic investigation, but as a two- place relation between expressions and their designata
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(Carnap 1942, pp. 8-10). Conventional meaning of words, in his views, can be investigated
independently of looking at the pragmatic foundation of the relation. 58
Bar-Hillel (1970), one of Carnap’s followers, articulates his concerns about applying the
Carnapian distinction between semantics and pragmatics to ordinary language the following
way:
“The abstraction from the pragmatic context, which is precisely the step taken from
descriptive pragmatics to descriptive semantics, is legitimate only when the pragmatic context
is (more or less) irrelevant and defensible as a tentative step only when this context can be
assumed to be irrelevant.” (p. 70)
But, context cannot at all “be assumed to be irrelevant” in natural language, and therefore, the
abstraction from the use of an expression in a sentence to the semantic meaning of the
expression in the Carnapian sense- i.e. semantic meaning simply being the relation between
the expression and the entity in the world it denotes- is not applicable.
Surely, there are ways to avoid such critique, by adjusting the definition of semantics.
In a weaker version perceiving semantics as providing a set of abstracted rules, one still has to
acknowledge that it does not always appear to be crystal clear what a strictly semantic
meaning of certain words would be constituted of. It seems contextual influence is always
lurking around the corner. And it is not accidental that major discussions and research topics
in the philosophy of language circle around the question whether the investigation in question
is still in semantics or already in the field of pragmatics.
Take as an example the discussion of definite descriptions’ conventional meaning in the
philosophy of language. Since decades philosophers discuss whether definite descriptions
such as “the king of France” or “the neighbour’s dog” merely denote (i.e. indicate, describe)
an entity conventionally, or if they have two ambiguous conventional meanings, namely they
either denote or they refer to that entity. For endorsing a semantic rule-view, we require
generic rules for denoting definite descriptions and rules for referentially meaningful
descriptions; rules we can describe without any dependence on token use in a concrete
context. Under which conditions then does a signaller use a description referentially and when
to denote? Take the example of a signaller uttering “The neighbour’s dog is ugly.” In one
example the signaller uses the definite description to denote the neighbour’s dog and
furthermore she describes him as being ugly. In a second example, she uses the expression to
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That is not to say that Carnap would not acknowledge that this two-place relation only holds
because of the use of the expressions.
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draw her friend’s attention to the passing neighbour’s dog. The signaller can successfully
refer her friend to the dog even if the passing dog is not the neighbour’s dog. She still points
out to the friend that the dog is ugly, which may in fact be true. That is for the referential type
of conventional meaning, the signaller can say something true, without using the definite
description according to its diverging denoting conventional meaning: even though the
denotation is false, the referential act may be somehow true (see Donnellan 1966).
We could say then that for the referential meaning, the signaller intends to say something
about the entity. The definite description used may then not have any semantic relevance, and
the semantic meaning to be described by generic rules is one of reference, with utterances
being true if the referent is fulfilling the predicate ascribed to it. For the denoting use of
descriptions, the utterance is true if the denoted entity is indeed the entity in question59 and if
the ascribed predicate is the case for the entity in question.
As Russell (1905) tried to point out though and other philosophers followed (e.g. Neale
1990), it seems that definite descriptions have first of all an essentially denoting character.
They have meaning independently of them referring to an entity or not. In the given example
above one may wonder in how far the signaller really said something true, by stating that the
“neighbour’s dog is ugly.”, by using the description to refer to the wrong dog. Definite
descriptions may, following such an intuition, only be true given that the description is used
to denote the correct entity, independently of its referential success.
Therefore, a second, perhaps more convincing option is to say that the semantic meaning of a
definite description is to denote an entity. We may use such a description to refer to an entity
in a given context as well, but not necessarily in accordance to its truth-semantics’ rules. For
this interpretation of definite descriptions, to disambiguate what the description means in a
particular utterance, we can only rely on the concrete token use, or at the very least, we cannot
deny the strong influence of context on its meaning. An abstraction view on the semanticspragmatics relation seems at the very least problematic.
Rather, it seems that independently of semanticists abstracting from context and
communicators, it is communicators themselves who use semantic meaning to grasp the
meaning of an utterance.
A signaller may state that “This dog is really cute.”, given the fact that there are a lot of dogs
around, it may be difficult for the recipient to pick out the dog the utterance refers to. The
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Note that this is no existence claim.
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recipient may still be able to narrow down the referent by relying on the semantic convention
of “this” being used to refer to things closer to the communicators.
Semantic meaning perceived like this, is ontologically instantiated in communication as a
scaffold to help grasp what is meant by an utterance.
Such a view may be closely related to how Katz (1975, 1977) describes the semanticspragmatics-distinction. While “pragmatic phenomena [are] those in which knowledge of
setting or context [such as knowledge about speaker’s intentions or beliefs] of an utterance
play a role in how utterances are understood “, semantics, he claims, is concerned with “what
an ideal speaker would know about the meaning of a sentence when no information is
available about its context.” (Katz 1977, p. 14) Semantics therefore, he follows, does
constrain words-world relations (Katz 1975, pp. 115-116).
Katz also perceives the semantics-pragmatics distinction as something referring to what actual
communicators do. That is, he is claims that it is pragmatic processes that determine how we
understand a message by taking into account contextual factors. Semantics then is the
meaning we would comprehend, if no context were present.
Furthermore, he points out that semantics has a constraining character. It puts a constraint on
all the possible meanings a signal could have by limiting the possible contextual influences on
such a meaning.
This point I will elaborate further in order to explain what it means for recipients to rely on
semantics’ constraining feature to understand an utterance; and I will do so by looking for
explanatory help in Allen’s paper (2013) The Geometry of Partial Understanding.
There, Allen argues that semantics is an abstraction of all pragmatic meanings, inferences,
context dependencies and interpretations that are involved in everyday communication.
Following from that, the group of entities semantics abstracts from are not just the contextual
factors pragmatics takes into account. According to Allen we also abstract from prepragmatic60 phenomena like attitudes towards entities mentioned in the utterance.
The term “abstraction” used by Allen stands for the kind of abstraction a mathematical model
of empirical reality is. A sentence “I love fieldwork.” uttered by me, so goes Allen’s
argumentation, conveys a meaning to an audience. The recipient does understand the
statement. But to me, being very passionate about fieldwork, such a statement does imply and
mean things the hearer does not understand by hearing the sentence. I might think about my
previous time doing fieldwork and it might revive sentimental feelings in me, something the
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Pre-pragmatic in the sense that these phenomena do not have a direct impact on my intentions, goals
and beliefs that lead me to utter a particular sentence.
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recipient might not be able to grasp. In that sense if I would have to explain what I
successfully conveyed to the recipient, I have to abstract from these sentimental feelings. An
abstraction by the way related to the rejected Carnapian view of semantics: Such an
abstraction process does not take place when we communicate, but rather it is an abstraction
we apply in order to explain on a meta-level what expressions used in communication mean.
Allen writes:
“The words only approximate the content of my cognitive states when I think about my
attitudes toward [fieldwork]. […] Nor could I fully capture the entirety of these states in
words if I tried.” (Allen 2013, p. 249) This pointed-out difference between signaller’s
understanding of the meaning of the utterance and the recipient’s understanding of the
meaning of it is not in line with the differentiation referred to in linguistics nowadays of
semantics providing a theory of meaning and pragmatics providing a theory of use. The
traditional view would demand for a mostly clear- cut literal, semantic meaning conveyed to
the recipient. In Allen’s view though, there is no such thing as the semantic meaning of an
utterance, ontologically speaking. There is no ontologically existing abstraction to semantic
meaning. Even though linguists are abstracting to semantic meaning, he argues, the reason
why signallers and recipients understand each other is due to the overlap of subjective
meaning. Where we have shared extensions of what we understand of a signal’s meaning, is
the common meaning we grasp. We do not in fact take into account semantic meaning. That is
semantics is viewed by Allen in the Carnapian sense of using it as a method, as an
epistemological tool that is, to gain insides into this shared extension of subjective meaning.
My claim will diverge from Allen’s. I will argue that human communicators take into account
a conventional use of a signal to grasp the signal’s meaning. It seems that both human
signaller and recipient are aware of an objective meaning the uttered sentence conveys. And
they are aware of this due- in part- to an awareness of the conventional, that is semantic,
meaning of signals. Semantics, as Katz put it, helps to understand, because it constrains what
can be successfully conveyed by an utterance.
Allen though adds an important further assumption: the notion of a subjective meaning at
work in communication. Communicators associate different information to utterances, as the
example above showed. If we include pre-pragmatic notions, what we arrive at then are
myriads of potential information linked to a signal.
The semantic meaning of a signal then does constrain the possible interpretation of the
utterances’ meaning to both signaller and recipient. It helps us to determine what a signal
means in a given context. It furthermore makes communication in human more efficient. It is
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easier for me to bring my point across if I can explicitly rely on the semantic meaning of the
signal both me and the recipient are aware of. Allen’s Carnapian view of semantics has issues
with explaining this characteristic of efficiency of human communication. As I will argue in
chapters 7 and 8, when looking at chimpanzee interactions, when disagreement arises among
individuals, the interaction will take a long time, including a lot of waiting and eye contact.
Human interactions appear to be far more fast paced. Semantic meaning may just be the key
to communicating more effectively then. Allen’s shared overlap of extensions of what
communicators understand would have to explain this difference in efficiency, and it is not
straightforward how a simple overlap in what we grasp of a signal’s meaning could not be
present in chimpanzees. It is almost the opposite: it seems that selection processes for animal
signals should amount to almost identical understanding of the signal’s (non-conventional)
meaning in the individuals. It is necessary for their own survival and the survival of the group
that all individuals associate the same meaning with the signals. Following from that
interactions should always be efficient. But they are not.
It may then be mindreading capacities and perhaps with that semantics that could explain the
difference in pace and efficiency, but Allen’s view does not incorporate any of these possible
solutions as it stands. Therefore, I take it that with the lack of any such explanation in Allen’s
account, we should assume semantic meaning being a helpful characteristic of language for
communicators in human language to bring messages across. How we gain insight into these
semantic meanings then is a different question. This might be, following Millikan due to
learning, experience etc.
Following from these elaborations, I will stipulate three notions of meaning at work in human
communication:
a)   Subjective meaning: being the meaning a signaller understands or associates with her
uttered signal based on her own personal preferences, experience, emotional state etc.;
and being the meaning a recipient understands or associates with the uttered
expression based on her personal preferences, experience, emotional state etc. That is,
the subjective meaning a signaller associates with a signal might not be identical with
the subjective meaning of the same signal grasped by the recipient. Furthermore,
subjective meaning does not always amount to the intended meaning to be transmitted.
A signaller might associate additional information to a signal that she does not intend
to communicate.
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b)   Objective meaning: as the notion labelling all token meanings in a communicative
situation S that both the signaller and hearer will understand. That is objective
meaning is manifested by the extension overlap of what both communicators take the
signal to mean.
Objective meaning in human communicators may be generated via abstracting
consciously or unconsciously from the communicator’s own attitudes, preferences and
intentions. The result of such an abstraction, the objective meaning itself, though is
explicitly accessible for the human communicator. The objective meaning of an
expression may be the conventional meaning of the expression (i.e. it overlaps with
the semantic meaning of the expression) or it may be a (yet) nonconventional use of
the expression.
c)   Semantic meaning: being the literal, context-independent type meaning of an
expression emerged through a process of conventionalization.
Interestingly when trying to integrate these three types of meaning into the traditional
dichotomy of pragmatic meaning, i.e. so-called speaker’s meaning, and semantic meaning, c)
representing the traditional semantic meaning, a) and b) appear to have overlapping
extensions with speaker’s meaning, though the extensions are not identical. Speakers meaning
denotes the intentions the speaker has for an audience to be recognized with producing the
communicative signals. The subjective meaning, a), then is not necessarily determined by the
signaller’s intentions to be recognized by the hearer, but can also just be connected to the
signaller’s emotions, not necessarily intended to be recognised or understood by the hearer. In
fact, apart from recipients not being supposed to recognise a meaning, based on a lack of
background knowledge, the recipient might not be able to recognise parts of this subjective
meaning. Parts of meanings of signals that fall under a) clearly will have to amount to the
extension of speaker’s meaning though. Some of the uttered signals will be intended to be
understood by a recipient. Talking about overlapping extensions of meaning, there is another
fair amount of overlap between objective and semantic meaning, that is between b) and c). I
argue that all instances of c) are part of the extension of b), though b)’s extension obviously
goes further than that, into the realm of pragmatics, into what hearers can infer or associate
about what is meant in a given situation.
a) and b) are pragmatic meaning as they are per definition token meaning, i.e. meaning
instantiated in a given situation. Biologically speaking then we ask for non- semantic meaning
on a proximate level and are not interested in ultimate mechanisms at work.
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The hypothesis that follows from my elaborations up to here then is that the relationship
between semantics and pragmatics is one, in which pragmatic processes allow the
determination of an objective meaning in a specific situation of communication, while
semantic meaning, thanks to its constraining character, is a necessary premise for the hearer to
infer this objective meaning effectively and efficiently. With that, the pragmatic processes
involved, such as associating or inferring contextual cues, underlie all instances of human
communication. Even though human communicators refrain to semantic meaning to
understand each other more efficiently, semantic meaning is just one of the premises, next to
other contextual clues we use to understand what is meant in a communicative situation.
To perceive pragmatic processes to underlie semantic processes is not novel (see Sperber
2000, Wharton 2009)61. One reason this assumption appears to be attractive is a possible,
more or less naturalistic explanation for the occurrence of semantic meaning connected to it.
That is for a semantic meaning to be used and grasped by the community C, pragmatic
processes are required. An individual might have started using a signal in a certain way, and
other community members only came to understand this use of the signal due to drawing the
inference of what information the individual was conveying in a concrete context.
According to this hypothesis, historically prior to being used as a premise to infer the
objective meaning in a given communicative situation, semantic meaning presented a
conclusion of an inference drawn in instances of communicative situation S in order to figure
out what is objectively meant and understood in situation S. Or, in a less cognitively
challenging interpretation, the semantic meaning might have been the result of an associative
process in a given, repeatedly occurring context. Then over time this grasped meaning ended
up being the conventional use of the signal, with its semantic meaning.
When accepting this further, related hypothesis, therefore, pragmatic phenomena are more
basic than semantic ones, they may be precursors –especially in an evolutionary sense
concerning the evolution of language– to semantic phenomena.
This hypothesis then gives us further reason to look for these rather pragmatic processes at
least in our close relatives, assuming that semantic conventions are not present in nonhuman
animals.
Concerning semantic concepts and processes then, at least when following the traditional
approach, we can argue against applying semantic concepts in nonhuman animals, by
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For further discussion see chapter 4.
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emphasizing the just elaborated hypothesis, and by pointing out the absurdness of assuming
the existence of notions to be covered by such concepts: at least the traditional Lewisian
approach to language conventions and with that to semantic meaning, requires awareness of
participating in a convention such as everyone else does, and therefore

full-on meta-

representational capacities.
Even in a minimal understanding of the term convention, semantic meanings require a
proliferation history of an arbitrary signal, used in an arbitrary way (see Millikan 2005). The
problem with arbitrary signals though is that animal signals being arbitrary the way it is
required for language conventions, is highly questionable in itself.62
Even if one is optimistic and intends to argue for something like conventions of signal use in
nonhuman animals by downgrading requirements for these conventions, it seems a safer bet to
look at pragmatics, given one accepts the pragmatics-first hypothesis just laid out above.
At this point, we may ask to what extent nonhuman animals may grasp something like
objective meaning on a proximate level. One way to grasp objective meaning in humans is
clearly for communicators to abstract from emotions, intentions etc. of the signaller to arrive
at an objective meaning to be understood without requiring much background knowledge
about the signaller.
But it is not just communicators who may understand the objective meaning with the help of
background knowledge and semantic meaning by running through an abstraction process.
Signallers can actively influence the extension overlap of subjective meanings, so that the
objective meaning becomes apparent to recipients. Take for instance Warglien and
Gärdenfors’ (2013) description of a child pointing out an object to an adult. They refer to
mental spaces of individuals that are required to meet, and I take it that in essence, this
amounts to the extension overlap of subjective meaning I discussed above:
“The relevant mental spaces [i.e. what each individual takes the pointing gesture to refer to
and with that to mean] are, in this case, taken to be each person’s visual fields […]. The goal
of the child’s pointing is to make the adult react by looking at the desired point in her visual
field. The fixpoint63 is reached when the child sees that the adult’s attention is directed at the
correct location, and the adult believes her attention is directed at the correct location, and the
adult believes her attention is directed to what is being pointed at. That fixpoint is
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All these issues- arbitrariness of signals and cognitively complex language conventions- will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 6.3.
63
Warglien and Gärdenfors (2013) define “fixpoint” as the equilibrium reached between
communicators. That is when, for the example above, the attention of both meet in one endpoint (see
p. 2169).
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characterized by four properties: (1) the attended object is in my line of gaze, (2) the attended
object is in your line of gaze, (3) I see that your line of gaze has the right orientation, and (4)
you see that my line of gaze has the right orientation. Our lines of gaze intersect at the object,
and our representations of each other’s gaze are consistent.” (p. 2168)
Here the child directs the attention of the adult to the object it intends to refer to. It therefore
actively modifies what the adult takes the referential gesture to mean.
Such an active modification of a subjective meaning seems at least in the description above
cognitively challenging, as drawing someone’s attention to something is described as
requiring to form believes about the attentional state of the other, and also about what the
signaller intends to refer to.
For more complex scenarios including utterances, such an active modification by signallers
influences the outcome of the recipient’s abstraction process.
Both ways of grasping and influencing objective meaning though a priori assume a necessity
of complex mindreading capacities in communicators that excludes very many nonhuman
animal species from displaying objectively meaningful interactions on a proximate level. As
such complex mindreading is not necessary for ostensive intentional communication, this
should not be a starting point for enquiring about the possibility of objective meaning in
nonhuman animals.
A starting point for nonhuman animals may rather be to accept subjective meaning as being
present in certain nonhuman animal species and then elaborate on how something like an
objective meaning is possible within animal communication. Subjective meaning in
nonhuman animal species is constituted by the individual’s experience, knowledge, emotions
etc.
With regard to objective meaning, without understanding other minds fully, the notion of both
communicators understanding the same is perhaps just not present. That though does not
imply that intentional communication cannot be successful. When turning to Millikan’s view,
I previously elaborated how she takes the stance that under selective pressure for instance,
signallers’ signal production and recipient’s response are determined. That is for nonhuman
animal signals on an ultimate level through evolutionary processes, my reaction based on the
signal produced by a conspecific is already determined. In Millikan’s view, the recipient is a
constitutive element of a communicative event. When a signaller uses for instance a snake
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alarm call, the expected response of the recipient is to scan the ground and be vigilant. The
reaction of the recipient is therefore securing the signal’s survival, because the signal would
not have been proliferated in its current form without having acquired its function of
coordinating signallers’ and recipients’ behaviour. It would not have been of any use for
communicators if for instance recipients had not reacted in a certain way often enough for the
signal to keep itself in circulation. This in the end allows for communication to succeed
without referring a priori to complex insights into the minds of others and allows for an
objective meaning to be present either way. Biologically speaking, it is the selected function
of the signal, that serves as scaffold of what can be associated with the signal. Looking at
proximate mechanisms though and turning to intentional communication, what nonhuman
animals might not be capable of doing in regards to grasping objective meaning in
communication then is connected to what Grice labelled “timeless meaning“ 64 . The term
“Timeless meaning” refers to approximately context-independent, conventional, and therefore
semantic meaning. It is in the Gricean view reducible to speaker`s meaning, i.e. signaller’s
intentions. What makes speaker’s meaning timeless and with that context independent is that
the timeless meaning of a sentence x is „that people usually do use this sentence [...] in this
way“ 65 , i.e. what people usually intend to say with sentence x. This conventional/ usual
meaning of x, I claim, is what is most likely- turning to nonhuman animals- not intelligible to
nonhuman animal communicators, even if there is a common use of x. Objective meaning
requiring insight into the mind of the other communicator, may not be present in nonhuman
animals in the form of the required explicit representations with being aware that both
signaller and recipient understand x. I will show in the following chapter though how
objective meaning even though it is not explicitly represented by communicators, can be
ontologically speaking instantiated either way.
For now, I take it that what I have to provide evidence for in the next chapters is that there are
ways of having an objective meaning in animal communication on a proximate level without
any complex understanding of other minds and abstraction capacities. Some signal meanings
might be extension-wise more overlapping between signaller’s meaning and recipient’s
understanding than others. What requires elaboration is how signals can have objective
content to be understood by communicators and what that content would amount to without
semantic meaning, that is language conventions or anything alike “timeless meaning”. The
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See Grice (1957), p. 220.
Grice (1976), p. 298.
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absence of the two does for instance not imply that general rules of use for animal
vocalizations cannot be formulated. But how these rules are at least implicitly intelligible to
individuals has to be explained.
To conclude 6.1., I want to briefly note what the elaborations on the pragmatic-semantic
distinction imply for research on animal communication.
It follows that by switching from focusing on semantic to pragmatic notions in regards to
animal signal meaning, the notion of flexibility takes the centre stage. Pragmatic processes
require researchers to focus on context in a given situation, and contextual cues can concern
many different aspects in the situation. They influence what a signal can mean and indeed
means for a given community of communicators and require flexibility in comprehension and
allow flexibility in use of a signal.
That is, the central idea of semantics of a simple relation between signal and its meaning,
without any further context influencing it, does not apply anymore.
Our new paradigm would be: “The more complex the situation of signal production the
better.” The more factors play a role in understanding and producing the signal the better, as
this implies complex underlying associations or inferences that have to be drawn to
understand the meaning. Cognitive complexity in proximate mechanisms is what we are after
now.
This again goes hand in hand with the flexibility criteria introduced. To speak with Sterelny’s
words: the signaller takes into account different information channels, different sources of
information, tracks down multiple cues to evaluate the situation, the same goes for the
recipient in order to understand the signal.
This claim does not appear to be too provocative. Like described on the previous pages,
human communicative situations are situations of immense complexity. Many factors play a
role in what the speaker subjectively means and the hearer subjectively understands. That is
what makes human communication such a valuable tool: yes, it can be efficient and direct.
But it has uncountable shades to convey speaker’s feelings and attitudes depending on so
many different external, contextual cues. And that in turn is what makes language so
cognitively challenging: the complexity of cues that can and/or need to be taken into account.
In the end, this is what we are looking for in animal communication: cognitive complexity.
In its simplified interpretation vervet alarm calls for instance are neither produced in very
complex situations, nor is much complexity needed to understand them. All it takes is a
leopard and an audience consisting of conspecifics from the producer’s point of view. All it
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takes for a recipient to infer the meaning of the call is the call. That is in its simplified
interpretation, this call system is hardly a contestant for ostensive intentional communication.
6.2. Specification of content of objective meaning of animal signals in the realm of
pragmatics
As discussed in 3.1., ostensive intentional communication is meaningful communication. If
the communicators did not associate any meaning with a signal, even though the signaller
intends to transmit a message, and the recipient therefore cannot understand the message,
nothing is communicated. What we require from a signal then is for it to be objectively
meaningful in a non-natural way.
But, if we aim to determine the objective meaning of a signal without refraining to semantics,
the first big question is how there can be non- natural meaning linked to a signal at all. This
amounts to posing the question of (1) what content, ontologically speaking a signal carries if
it is not determined by conventions in a traditional (Lewisian) sense. Furthermore, given that
we cannot gain a priori insights into the minds of nonhuman animals, connected to addressing
the question is also to address how we researchers can determine this content. These issues
are at the very least on a theoretical level important, in order to ascribe this non- natural
meaning to a nonhuman animal signal.
Question (1) leads to a question (2), how recipients understand what the signaller meant by
producing the signal. 66 This is to ask how animal communicators themselves grasp the
meaning of a signal, given that I argued in 6.1. that nonhuman species are most likely not
capable of representing and being aware of an objective meaning understood by both
communicators.
At the end of 6.2. I will propose that innate elements of signal uses might serve as scaffolding
for meaning and therefore direct the communicators’ understanding of a signal.
I will start with addressing (1) by referring to the dichotomy of objective and subjective
meaning. Furthermore, I will add another dichotomy within subjective meaning, that is the
meaning grasped by the recipient and the meaning grasped by the signaller. In order to
address (1), I will have to discuss the diverging approaches in research on signal meaning in
gestures and vocalisations and emphasise the important role of affective states in regards to
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Question (1) concerns the metaphysics of animal signal meaning, while (2) deals with epistemology,
i.e. how can nonhuamn animals grasp the meaning.
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signal meaning. I will argue that the close link between affects and animal signals can be
appreciated for content determination of a signal. Furthermore, this link neither undermines
nor excludes the idea of a signal having a concrete objective meaning.
Signals can only be meaningful if we determine a more or less concrete meaning. For animal
signals being not semantically meaningful, this simple fact already poses an issue. Animal
signals have meaning on an ultimate level in the sense of them having a function the signal
was selected for. Meaning in pragmatics though deals with concrete situations of
communication. Furthermore, pragmatics ascribes cognitive mechanisms to communicators,
or at the very least offers clues about cognitive mechanisms involved. This is in fact its
strength, as it does not have any hidden agenda, as semantics has, in regards to cognitive
complexity, but it straightforward addresses the necessary complexity. In comparative
research on human and nonhuman communication then for any feature of a communicative
system, we require to address the cognitive complexity and mechanisms involved in a
concrete situation of communicative interaction. For nonhuman animals, therefore, we are
bound to focus on proximate mechanisms taking place in such communicative situation. And
we have to, therefore, address the question of meaning on such a proximate and not ultimate
level as well.
A second issue at hand is that in order to determine the concrete meaning of a signal, we have
to face the results of the historical divide between animal communication research on vocal
signals and research on gestures. This divide led to different research questions and focusing
on different characteristics of signals in the respective subfields. As one result, as opposed to
gesture research, for animal vocalizations the picture often drawn is one of strong connections
between affective states of signallers and the production of a signal. For instance, in this view,
when vervet monkeys produce an alarm call, they produce it not to convey any meaning or
information, but they cannot help producing the signal, because their affective state of fear of
the predator triggers the call.
Following from that, research questions and research outlook for the two modalities diverged
strongly in regards to the focus on the mechanisms involved: vocalizations traditionally were
investigated from an evolutionary perspective with a focus on ultimate mechanisms (e.g. what
is the adaptive value of a call), and research on gestures was influenced strongly by research
on child development (see Leavens et al. 2005 for instance). The latter therefore mainly
focused on proximate mechanisms. Even though this strong divide is not present in current
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research anymore, when asking about what meaning a signal may carry, we have to look at
the past research conclusions and work with the diverging focus in the different modalities.
Therefore, I will first look at vocalization research and then at gesture research, before
discussing more concretely the role of affective state in content determination. Because both
sub-fields have a different focus, they might face different issues in regards to the meaning of
a signal.
It is widely accepted that certain species’ vocal signals are somehow at least correlated with a
state of high arousal in the signaller. One example is the vervet monkey alarm call system,
another example would be chimpanzee pant hooting. Pant hoots are loud vocalizations to be
heard over long distances. Chimpanzee individuals produce acoustically distinct pant hoots,
which implies that every pant hoot production will give the producer’s identity away. Pant
hoots are call sequences, not single calls, that is they consists of a series of call units, divided
into an introduction, build-up, climax and let-down phase (Notman & Rendall 2004).
Especially in the climax the call elements are extremely high pitched, indicating a state of
high arousal. Pant hoots are produced in different contexts such as to recruit others to travel,
to inquire about other’s whereabouts, to announce a food location and to intimidate others
(e.g. Clark and Wrangham 1993; Uhlenbroek 1996). Often, one individual starts pant hooting
and others join into the chorus of pant hoots. In very many of those situations it seems to the
observer that even when individuals do not intend to produce a response pant hoot, it is
difficult for them to control production. One can observe individuals literally trying to
suppress the calls, and they are successful in doing so to a certain extent, but the first few
hoos are quietly produced either way. 67 There is no way of denying it then: pant hoot
production is linked to an arousal state of the signaller.
Alone the fact though that call production is correlated with arousal in the signaller does not
tell us much about the meaning of the call nor about the intentionality of production. For the
pant hoot, we can say that there is at least a certain degree of control over production, even
though the producer is in a state of high arousal. Individuals try to suppress the call and
partially succeed in doing so. In what follows I do not aim to discuss the by now outdated
view that most signals produced in states of high arousal are not under voluntary control and
therefore are not produced intentionally. Affective states may be involved in triggering the
call, but they are not sufficient for call production. Like Cheney and Seyfarth (2003) state:
“Viewed from the signaler`s perspective, animal vocalizations are unlikely to be caused
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exclusively by emotions because they can be given or withheld depending on many different
social factors and because – in encounters with different predators, for example- animals give
acoustically different calls in situations with similar valence.” (p. 51)
What is indeed interesting here though is not the question whether animals have voluntary
control over signal production when affective states are involved, but rather whether these
signals then qualify for meaningful, i.e. intentional, communication. If I am scared and
therefore produce a signal, this might be taken as a note to myself that I am actually really
scared. But do I intend to inform others about my affective state when doing so?
Instead of facing this question head on, I will discuss another claim in regards to calls
involving high arousal states. The argument is especially directed towards monkey alarm
calls. Rendall and Owren (2002) namely argue that these high-pitched calls point out high
arousal in the producer, and therefore may easily be interpreted as “natural expressions of
affective states”. They infer from this “[…] that it is only the receiver’s affective response that
is important to understanding the evolutionary function of [these] animal signals.” (p. 307)
With such a statement they dismiss the possibility of ascribing animal vocalizations any form
of content or meaning besides their function of influencing the audience. Signallers merely
voice their fear, be it voluntary or not. They also do not to convey any message per se to be
understood by the recipient apart from them being scared. They merely influence, as Rendall
and Owren put it, the recipient’s behaviour by producing the signal.
For a slightly more moderate interpretation in the same vain, addressing the acoustic form of
these high arousal state calls, the linguist Burling (2005) notes that vocalizations of animals
may be rather comparable to a scream, shriek or a cry instead of comparing them to human
words (p. 24 ff.). Even though I will claim that there is more to some animal call systems and
gestures than human shrieks, Burling is on the right track. And I will explain in what follows
why I think he is. Still, I will argue that this does not downgrade the involved complexity of
cognitive processes to a point where it is hard to ascribe meaning at all.
Turning to the second important modality of communication: gestures. A first issue at hand is
the definition of what a gesture actually is, as already mentioned in chapter 5. The term used
in the realm of nonhuman animals is not identical with the term used in humans. That is, it is
not only referring to signals produced with the hands. Rather some of what Tinbergen called
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intention movements (1952) such as bared teeth, and other signals such as play bows in
canines (see for instance Bekoff 1995) may also fall under the term.
Gestures in nonhuman animals therefore are defined as attention getting behaviour or
abbreviated behaviour produced in the presence of an audience and not produced with the
vocal tract (e.g. Call and Tomasello 2007).
What does research dealing with these kinds of behaviour claim about involved affective
states? There is not much to say about it, because to begin with, research on gestures, that is
especially research on gestures in primates, focused on demonstrating that gestures are
produced intentionally. Still falling in the old trap of the dichotomy of affective states and
intentionality/voluntary control of production, research showed that gestures are produced
voluntarily and therefore, so it was believed, influence of affective states on the use of a
signal and its meaning was excluded. Research on affective states involved in gesture
production therefore appeared not necessary in the past.
At the current state of the art, researchers are aware of the so-called dichotomy not being a
dichotomy at all (e.g. Gruber & Grandjean 2017). One then may ask in how far certain kinds
of gestural behaviour are not strongly expressing an affective state rather than any further,
concrete meaning even though they are intentionally produced. For instance, in chimpanzees,
males tend to aggress others by running and breaking branches in so-called charging displays
(Goodall 1986). Here clearly anger might play an important factor in producing the gesture.
But as gesture research has shown, these signals are produced intentionally, being directed
towards an audience. They therefore must be somehow meaningful, be it merely to convey the
anger. Clearly though, as research has also shown, for this particular gesture it seems it serves
the function of intimidating others. So can we determine the content of the potential meaning
here as “I am angry”? or “look how scary I am, or “Do not mess with me”? What message is
the signaller trying to convey and how much of this intended message is indeed conveyed by
the signal itself? It seems in the end that gestures face the same problem as vocalizations
when produced in states of high arousal: is there an actual meaning to it, and if so, what
meaning would that be?
Therefore, I will address the question of whether affective states pose a hurdle for ascribing
proximate meaning to a signal with focus both on gestures and vocal signals.
To address the question, we can start off with a comparative observation: affective states do
not seem to pose a hurdle for meaning in human words. In what follows I will argue that as
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with interjections of human language, the affective state of the signaller in animal
communication may be part of the signal meaning and partially also an element of the
message to be grasped by the recipient.
Peter Marler (1961, p. 302) once claimed that, following Morris (1946), a signal does
transport more information than just the object in the world it does refer to. That is there is
more to a signal than its meaning. This will be the underlying claim in what follows.
Because human language interjections show analogies yet to be explained to animal signals,
we will be able to argue that if human interjections have meaning so may have animal signals,
even though they are produced in high arousal states. Even though it cannot be excluded that
these analogies may be based on different mechanisms involved in human and nonhuman
animals, at least it shows that affective states are no a priori exclusion- criterion for
meaningful signals.
In his book Pragmatics and non-verbal communication Wharton (2009, p. 70 ff.) brings up
the following example: A child takes an ill-tasting medicine and utters “Yuk!”. The child
expresses an attitude about the world by uttering this interjection. Therefore, it generates
information and with that a message to be received. But it is not necessarily a message the
child intends to communicate. Whether the child intends to communicate the information
solely depends on the situation and on the child’s intention. The “Yuk” might have been
triggered by disgust, and with that would barely count as intentionally produced. Just as the
chimpanzees and their pant hoot responses, it is not that the child does not have control over
the production of “yuk”, but it is difficult to hold back when tasting medicine.
Apart from the question in how far these signals are produced to inform others, interjections
are also problematic in regards to their content. They are linked to affective states the child
has towards a certain entity in the world: the ill-tasting medicine. The expression “Yuk”
though does not have content in the traditional sense. There is no content involved like, say,
with proper names, where for the proper name “Mount Everest”, in its conventional use the
content is fixed. We know the name “Mount Everest“ has as its content the reference to the
mountain in the Himalayas. The child saying “Yuk” though could have intended to express
numerous thoughts, for instances “the medicine is disgusting.” or “why do I have to take this
medicine again.”, or “I have never tasted something this horrible.” and so on.
It is hard - if not an impossible task - to determine which thought the child in fact wanted to
express. And in fact, it does not matter, what thought was intended to be conveyed or if any
thought was intended to be conveyed at all. Still, the information that in the eyes of the child
the medicine is not for gourmets is transmitted anyways. The child is disgusted by it and the
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recipient grasps this affective state associated to the medicine with the help of contextual
cues, e.g. perceiving the child taking the medicine and perhaps displaying a facial expression
of disgust, and hearing it uttering “yuk”.
To take an example from other species, chimpanzees produce acoustically different food
grunts to inform others about different qualities of food (Slocombe & Zuberbühler 2006). One
could say then that what is in fact causing the acoustic difference is the excitement of the
signaller when facing her favourite, high-quality food. The meaning of the signal could be
something like: “food”, but the signal’s acoustic structure is strongly tied to the affective state
of the signaller, i.e. excitement. The affective state then, might not be the information
intended by the signaller to be conveyed, but it may be part of the recipient’s understanding of
the situation. The recipient may grasp both, that there is food, and that the signaller is
exceptionally excited about this particular food. The same goes for pant hoots: the signaller
may be excited to hear her conspecific, but the meaning she conveys with the signal itself
may merely be “I am here.”.
Furthermore, as it is the case with interjections, there is a certain flexibility involved in the
production of such signals in nonhuman animals. Not in every situation of disgust does the
child utter “yuk”, and not in every situation of fear does the real-life vervet monkey utter an
alarm call. A chimpanzee does not answer every pant hoot with a pant hoot of its own. Of
course, with producing the signal, the affective state is expressed and it seems impossible to
produce the call and utter the human expression without expressing the affective state. The
difference of course may be that it is in fact always this specific affective state the nonhuman
primate is in, when the call is produced, while the human primate may fake it.
There is evidence though for nonhuman primates also being able to deceive others about their
affective states by producing vocalizations connected to these states. These deceptive uses of
calls mainly concern alarm calls being produced in feeding contexts with many individuals
competing for the food source. The signaller then produces an alarm call in the absence of the
predator, and recipients might then misinterpret the information transmitted by the call, by
becoming vigilant and not focusing on getting the food anymore. Evidence for such behaviour
is mostly anecdotal though (Byrne & Whiten 1990), and that in turn makes it difficult to judge
the proximate mechanisms involved, with deception either being intentional or triggered by
other adaptive mechanisms.
One case that is studied more systematically is the tufted capuchin monkey’s deceptive use of
terrestrial predator alarm calls. In food competition contexts, the alarm call is used
deceptively mainly by lower ranking animals, who are further away from the food than
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dominant individuals. Recipients respond to these calls by running higher up into the canopy,
that is they display the usual predator evasion behaviour, while signallers move towards the
food (Wheeler 2009). After having observed this deceptive behaviour, Wheeler and
colleagues (2014) set up a field experiment to investigate the mechanisms leading to the alarm
calls being produced deceptively. For the experiment bananas (i.e. high-quality food) were
tied to strings in the winter months when the monkeys mainly fed on low quality food, and
then the monkeys’ responses were observed.
Wheeler et al. ‘s hypothesis was that the alarm calls were mainly triggered through the
emission of stress hormones (namely glucocorticoids). These particular hormones are usually
produced in the presence of a terrestrial predator, individuals produce the alarm calls for.
Wheeler et al. therefore assumed that there might be at least a correlation if not a causal link
between the emission of the hormones and the production of the alarm call. If then the
hormones are also produced by signallers in the experimental, deceptive context, so the idea,
hormone emission might be triggering involuntarily and non-intentionally the alarm call.
Their hypothesis though was not supported by the results. Even though the output of the
hormones was highest in signallers as opposed to non-signallers when food was most
contested, there were occasions when the effect was reversed and non-signallers had more
hormonal output. Also, when comparing occasions in which individuals produced alarm calls
with occasions in which they did not, there was no higher level of stress hormones found.
Therefore, it might not be the stress hormone alone that triggers call production. Even though
Wheeler himself (personal conversation) opts for a non-intentional explanation, intended
deception cannot be excluded. The verdict is therefore still out: as humans can fake their
disgust by producing an interjection, other animals might be able to fake their fear.
Apart from these scenarios of deception in humans and perhaps even nonhumans, affective
states being part of what is expressed may not necessarily be part of what the signaller
intended to convey. This observation may remind one of the term expressive behaviour in
nonhuman animals coined by Bar-On and her colleagues Green (2010). They define
expressive behaviour in the following way:
“We propose […] that […] expressive behavior is designed (in a biological sense) to show the
presence, kind, degree […] of an expresser’s states of mind to suitably endowed
consumers/recipients (typically, conspecifics), so as to enjoin them to act in appropriate ways.
Yet the structure and success of expressive behavior requires neither intentions to
communicate or transmit information nor cognitively sophisticated interpretation.” (p. 101)
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In this sense, the affective part of a good quality- food grunt’s message to be delivered might
be just expressive to a recipient. The signal expresses the joy of good quality food, but it
merely is supposed to convey the message that “food is here”. The expressive component then
does not require any intentions to be communicated on the signaller’s side.
Of course, Bar-On’s proposal goes further than that, aiming to interpret animal signals more
generally without ascribing intentions and meaning grasped by signallers. Bar-On, too though
probably would not deny that concerning the question of involved intentionality, potentially
expressive elements involved in the production of the signal and the possibility of an intended
meaning are two notions that do not exclude each other. Even human signals could be
interpreted as being partially expressive in that sense. For the example of the child being
disgusted by the medicine’s taste, there may be the expressive element of disgust involved,
being either part of a message to be transmitted, or not. The “yuk”, even if produced not as a
message to be communicated to an audience, is still expressive to a recipient.
Furthermore, for a scenario in which the child did not intend to transmit any information, a
what I called subjective meaning is involved: The recipient may understand that “the
medicine is disgusting”. This might not be at all a meaning the child is representing at the
moment of signal production. For all we know, the child may not intend to communicate
anything at all. For a scenario in which the child intended to transmit information to an
audience, it might have a concrete content in mind. But most likely, following Allen’s (2013)
and Wharton’s elaborations, the recipient does not grasp precisely the content represented by
the child.
In regards to objective meaning, i.e. the meaning grasped both by recipient and signaller, the
child envisions a message to be transmitted, which the recipient is capable of grasping given
the context and the interjection’s semantic meaning. The objective meaning may then be the
semantic meaning of yuk amounting to “x is disgusting” and the contextual cues providing the
referent, namely the medicine.
A comparable interpretation excluding the reference to semantic meaning may hold for
chimpanzee pant hoots: Even though chimpanzees produce these vocalisations in states of
high arousal, the meaning the signaller associates with the pant hoot produced as part of a
display may merely be “I am stronger than you.” or produced as a response: “I am over here.”
In the first case the signaller may be angry, in the second case the signaller may be excited to
hear her conspecific. This may be information not intended to be transmitted by the signaller,
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and most likely not part of the signal’s potential objective meaning, but still expressive to the
recipient.
Such an interpretation poses further, more general research questions in regards to
chimpanzee and nonhuman animal cognition I do not aim to discuss here in detail, such as:
are nonhuman animal species capable of representing and recognizing affective states? One
can be optimistic here though. From an adaptive perspective reading emotions in others is
valuable for both signallers and recipients, as it increases biological fitness, when grasping
emotional cues and responding appropriately.
Therefore, it is not surprising that different experiments seem to indicate that great apes (e.g.
Izumi et al. 2004), monkeys (e.g. Liebal et al. 2014) and dogs (e.g. Albuquerque et al. 2016)
are able to make connections between facial expressions expressing affective states such as
aggression or happiness and vocalizations that match the affective state in conspecifics. Dogs
seem to be able to do the same also for humans (Albuquerque et al. 2016. They showed a
preference for human faces with vocalizations matching the affective states as opposed to
faces not matching the vocalisations, as they looked longer at the matching pairs. In an
experiment not focusing on vocalizations and affective states but affective states and
behaviour, Parr (2001) tested chimpanzee abilities to understand affective states. The
experiment involved individuals being shown videos with emotional content, such as seeing
their favourite food or showing a veterinarian procedure. Individuals then had to pick a still
photograph of a conspecific displaying a facial expression to match the situation shown.
Without any prior training chimpanzees matched the photos correctly to the emotional videos.
Given then that certain species are capable of grasping affective states more or less
reflectively, how can there be an objective content of a signal to be determined by us, the
researchers, for the given examples above? Chimpanzees, one may say, may just associate
different meanings to a signal. And furthermore, answering (2), how can nonhuman
communicators grasp what the other meant, given that they –independently of its existenceare most likely not capable of representing the objective meaning as a meaning being
understood by all communicators?
For human communicators, I take it that the objective meaning of an utterance is the result of
an abstraction process, with the result of representing explicitly what they take the signal to
mean for both communicators, and with that what the communicative partner is most likely to
understand. Mistakes can be made though: wrong priorities in regards to the premises that are
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fed into the abstraction mechanism will lead to extensions of what the utterance means on
signaller’s and recipient’s side not overlapping.
For nonhuman animals, I assumed that awareness of such objective meaning is not present. I
argue that therefore they do not go through the step of abstraction, and do not reach an
explicit representation of what the signal means for both communicators.
Still, the extensions of what communicators take the signal to mean can overlap sufficiently,
for both communicators to understand each other, and with that the signal’s meaning. The
extensions of what the nonhuman communicators take the signal to mean overlaps
sufficiently, because signal uses in nonhuman animals are phylogenetically and/ or
ontogenetically fixed to a high degree. This goes not just for animal vocalizations, but also for
behaviour such as play bows or barring teeth. All these behaviours transmit information
because they were selected for fulfilling an adaptive function, and with that to increase the
fitness of the species in question. This function or use of the signal in a given situation is
important for the species survival and therefore – speaking with Millikan here- the signal
remains used in that way. While in humans, language conventions constrain the use of words,
it is this phylogenetically determined, adaptive value of the signal that constrains its use in
nonhuman animals. Some of these constrains develop only in ontogeny, with for instance
calls being phylogenetically predisposed as terrestrial alarm calls and then requiring some
form of learning in the young ones to be used as referring to a concrete predator class.
Because researchers do not know much yet about the exact mechanisms being at work in
these ontogenetic specifications of signals, I will treat them for now as having a constraining
character in the same vain as phylogenetically pre-disposed signal use. These constrains are
sufficiently dominating signal use in animals so that extension overlap of subjective meanings
in communicators and with that understanding each other is ensured. Furthermore, for some
species, signallers may actively influence the extension overlap of what is understood in a
comparable vain as humans do. Humans for instance, as I discussed previously, direct the
recipient’s attention towards the object they make claims about and ensure that way that
recipients grasp the message. Even though nonhuman animals may not represent a shared
meaning, and furthermore what the communicative partner may or may not understand, but
they may be able to direct the recipient’s attention in ways that influences the extension
overlap of what both communicators take the signal to mean in a given context. Also,
signallers may be able to influence the extension overlap through elaboration of signals.
Changing the signal used when a recipient did not grasp the message is another way of
ensuring that both partners take the signal to mean the same. This may be an indirect strategy
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though, in the sense of both communicators again not being aware and with that not actively
representing that they aim to make the other understand the signal’s meaning the way they do.
Therefore, even without representing a concrete objective meaning, other species may to an
extent take the recipient and context into account for evaluating what the recipient will
understand when the signaller produces the signal. Mechanism-wise such a capacity will not
amount to an abstraction process resulting in an accessible representation, but rather an
inferential mechanism with individuals evaluating a given situation.
What animal communicators then associate with a signal can be classified the following way,
by stating that parts of the extension of subjective meaning amount to:
a)   The intended meaning by the signaller, which corresponds to: the goal of the signaller.
Note that I am referring to an external goal here, e.g. alert a conspecific or inform a
conspecific of the location food; and not to internal goals like changing the
conspecific’s state of mind; The goal is of course context-dependent. For both
signallers and recipients, the goal is narrowed down by the phylogenetically and
ontogenetically ritualized classification of the signal, which therefore serves as a
scaffold 68 for possible uses of the signal. The goal itself in a specific situation is
derived from emotions, motivations, preferences, behavioural dispositions 69 of the
producer and ecological factors influencing the producer.
b)   The understood meaning by the recipient, which amounts to: emotional state of the
signaller + contextual cues + phylogenetically or ontogenetically ritualized
classification of the signal as scaffolders for how the call can be understood. I will say
more to that in the next chapter.
In the end then, the objective meaning in nonhuman animals, sans abstraction process,
amounts to:
c)   The objective meaning of the call: where a) and b)’s extensions overlap.
The content of a signal can then, following Allen, be determined by the researcher, and is
ontologically instantiated the following way: Take the example a signaller producing an alarm
call. The intended meaning of the signal has the extension of picking out predator P, while the
understood meaning by the recipient has the extension of the affective state of the producer,
fear. The group of predators picked out by the producer gets narrowed down by the use and
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See Rendall & Owren (2013), p. 173.
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classification of the call the recipient is phylogenetically and/ or ontogenetically adapted to,
namely picking out predator P. For this example, the extension of the understood meaning
may be wider than the extension of the intended meaning, namely the signaller has the
affective state of fear and the signal picks out predator P. Therefore, the objective meaning
may just amount to the intended meaning, referring to predator P. Methodologically speaking
then, to determine the objective meaning of a signal, we researchers have to take into account
the different perspectives of recipients and signallers. That is, researchers have to determine
what situational elements influence the understanding in a concrete situation of signal
production from a signaller’s and a recipient’s perspective and which elements are always
part of the meaning no matter what situation the signal is produced in (=phylogenetic
component).
One way to respond critically to the laid-out proposal of determining signal meaning is based
on research in animal communication focusing specifically on finding the meaning of a call
based on a model of coding and decoding of information transmission. The idea then is that
there is information embedded in the signal, that gets transmitted to a recipient, who then
reacts appropriately. We can determine the embedded information by looking at recipients’
responses alone. Such an approach to animal signal meaning excludes looking at both
signaller’s and recipient’s perspectives on what they associate with a signal, including
external influences and involved affective states, contrary to my proposal. The idea is rather
that all information necessary to stipulate a signal’s meaning is the information embedded in
the signal. The formulation of “information embedded in the signal” refers to the adaptive
value of the signal. For instance, one may stipulate that the meaning of the snake alarm call in
vervet monkeys means something like “snake/scan the ground!” (e.g. Hurford 2007), because
recipients will scan the ground for snakes after the call is produced. This is the adaptive value
of the signal, it makes recipients vigilant and leads them to react predator-appropriate.
Field experiments though suggest that it is not merely the stipulated information embedded in
a signal that constitutes its meaning. In fact, not every response connected to signal
production may indicate what information is embedded in the signal. For example, Julia
Fischer (2013) describes a scenario in which recorded screams of a female baboon Hannah
hinting at her being in danger were played back behind a bush. Hannah who had recently
given birth, is the female associate of the male Wanda, who had taken care of her during
pregnancy. Wanda reacts very strongly to the played back screams, nervously scanning the
area behind the bush, like all male associates would do. In general, they react more strongly to
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their female associates’ danger-indicating calls than to calls produced by other females. Males
that are no associates to Hannah and all other baboons do not react strongly to Hannah’s
screams.
The question here is what these calls actually mean based on Wanda’s reaction? In some way,
the calls carry information about the individual that produced it. But does this
phylogenetically adapted meaning of the call really amount to “I, Hannah, need help, because
I am attacked”, that is does the phylogenetically hardwired meaning include the identity of the
caller and the begging for help? This would imply that the meaning is salient to all baboons,
with everyone subjectively connecting the same meaning to the call and only male associates
feel inclined to respond. But this might be wrong, and instead the call may only appear
meaningful to the male associates, while other conspecifics are not capable of grasping the
information?70
Furthermore, adding another layer of complexity, a few months later, Wanda may not react at
all to the screams as well. Hannah’s infant has been weaned by then and Wanda may have
found a new female associate. He will not be attached to Hannah anymore. The call still
carries the same information, but the response is quite different. Can we therefore infer that
the call always carries the meaning of Hannah being in danger, but the message is just not
interesting for the others, because Hannah is no associate to them? To answer this question, to
look only at Wanda’s response does not really help us.
Furthermore, this example does not merely show that it is difficult to distinguish between
phylogenetically adapted meaning of the signal and external information involved in
responses to signals, but it implies that empirically for some cases it is not distinguishable at
all. External, contextual cues may very well always influence a signal’s meaning in a specific
communicative situation. The evolutionary stable, proliferated meaning connected to a signal
might amount to very little information, and in some cases, like in the Wanda- case above, it
might not even make sense without any background of signal production taken into account.
The calls Hanna produces might just be very much like interjections, and therefore to ascribe
a concrete content to the signal itself might be the wrong way to go. The call might just
display Hanna’s affective state, fear. Any further ascription of intentions connected to the
scream-like vocalisation may just be subjective meaning on Hanna’s side. Wanda’s reaction
then is a different story. For him, in what contexts he will react to Hanna being scared,
depends solely on his own intentions and attitudes towards Hanna.
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Strictly looking for a clear cut informational meaning of a call or gesture then might miss the
point, independently of how we intend to determine such informational meaning.
And such an endeavour might make us miss out on the actual interesting part here: that even
within animal communication systems, to understand the meaning of a signal, the recipient
needs to take into account contextual cues, and signallers may have to do so as well to make
others grasp the signal’s meaning.
In regards to objective meaning, we could try to make sense of a situation like Wanda’s the
following way: When Hannah produced the scream, she may have wanted to express much
more than fear, perhaps she does not even want to deliver a message of being afraid, but
rather a message like “help me.”, still clearly also intending to express fear. What both Wanda
and Hannah may associate with the signal is the element that is phylogenetically or
ontogenetically predisposed, namely the strong correlation with fear. This may probably
amount to the objective meaning here, as it may be the overlap of meaning extensions each
communicator relates to the signal.
Wanda may just grasp much more than that, namely that it his associate that is afraid, (=
identity of the signaller) and cues found in the external world in regards to what is causing
Hannah’s fear, for instance an approaching dominant female. How many different cues
Wanda connects to the produced call, that is what he subjectively takes the signal to mean, is
clearly no theoretical but an empirical question.
6.3. Animal signal meaning with an ontogenetic dimension
To present a framework for intentional communication which picks out only eligible
candidates for ostensive intentional communication, I argued that we have to introduce two
criteria focusing on flexibility:
(XII) in regards to how signallers and recipients can interact with each other with the help of
the signals used
and
(XIII) in regards to the use of a signal per se: new uses and new signals have to be possible
within a signal system.
In this section I will aim to provide motivation for introducing criterion (XIII), emphasising
the need of flexible signal uses for ostensive intentional communication. Motivating this
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criterion will also provide further explanation on a question discussed in 6.2.: how do
communicators grasp what the meaning of a message is in a situation of communication
without signal conventions being in place and without refraining to a complex theory of mind.
For animal signals to be used in new contexts and for, perhaps, even new signals to emerge
based on proximate mechanisms, the signals have to be non- naturally meaningful. That
implies that there needs to be some form of rule-forming or conventionalisation process
involved. I will show that what can be expected in animal communication might be a process
of standardization. Standardization processes allow animals to flexibly use signals in
different, more creative ways and for others to grasp these new uses.
In the second part of 6.3., I will discuss in how far for an introduction of a new use of a signal
or a new signal, complex learning and teaching mechanisms are required. I will conclude this
chapter by providing an example of a potential new signal, which will serve more as a
theoretical thought experiment than as an empirical evidence. The production of new signals
by socially important conspecifics, such as mothers and peers, alone may serve as passive
reinforcement for individuals to pick up a new signal through observational social learning,
such as goal emulation.
Morin (2016) criticizes Townsend et al.’s framework for identifying intentional
communication in nonhuman animals as lacking a proper definition of what a communicative
signal is. Without such a definition non-communicative goal- directed behaviour would fall
under intentional communication frameworks like the one described in 3.6. And indeed, as
argued with Grice, one important feature of intentional communication is the use of nonnaturally meaningful signals, an important feature sadly often neglected. Therefore, the
proper definition Morin requests may be one of signals being non-naturally meaningful and
with that used according to some form of convention in a population.
Non- naturally meaningful signals are signals that have meaning without being bound to
factuality as opposed to naturally meaningful signals, which are always providing factual
information. The latter are for instance spots on my body meaning that I have measles or dark
clouds meaning that it will rain (Grice 1957). Dark clouds always indicate rain; certain spots
always indicate the presence of measles. There is no way these signals provide information
that is not the case, i.e. false information.
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For the vervet monkey alarm call model that implies the following negative rule of thumb: If
vervet monkeys only produced their eagle alarm call in the presence of an eagle, they could
not be counted as non- naturally meaningful. We could even go further though. If eagle alarm
calls were only produced in the presence of eagles or eagle sounds, the same might hold. The
signal’s information cannot be false71.
There is clearly a way here to forcefully turn vervet monkey alarm calls into non-naturally
meaningful signals: by stating that if the signaller mistook a movement in the sky for an
eagle, the signal may provide false information and therefore is not merely naturally
meaningful.
But there seems to be more involved than just mere mistaking a black spot in the sky for an
eagle when we label a signal non-naturally meaningful.
If adopting the stance of Wharton (2009), who claims the existence of a continuum from
naturally meaningful to non- naturally meaningful signals, we might consider vervet monkey
alarm calls described above as too much located on the natural meaningful end of the
spectrum to be included in the group of signals that are referred to when talking about a
“meaningful signal” within intentional communication scenarios.
Wharton himself describes the continuum as being instantiated by a difference in degree
between “what is said” (non-natural meaning) and “what is shown” (natural meaning), a
distinction made prominent within Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson 1995). My
neighbour looking up in the sky full of grey clouds at a barbecue shows me that it will rain
soon. “it will rain soon” therefore is communicated to me in this context in a less arbitrary and
more factual form. It is therefore still more closely linked to natural meaning than the words
“It will rain soon” uttered by my neighbour. Furthermore, the neighbour looking up in the sky
can do so either with the intention to actively convey the information of “it will rain soon” to
me or not, but I will infer the information either way. For the uttered sentence though, it
seems that the neighbour more likely actively provides me the very same information by
determining and choosing what information he wants to provide. Vervet monkey alarm calls
may then be situated more on the showing side than on the saying side.
Looking back at the fly fishing example provided by Morin, this seems exactly the core of the
issue: with a really “said” signal, information is actively provided by the signaller, that is the
signaller and not the signal on its own determines what that piece of information is (see Grice
1957). Fly-fishing, i.e. throwing out the bait could be viewed as a more naturally meaningful
signal, i.e. it always somehow means something along the lines of “I am throwing out the
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bait.” It will never mean something else to a bystander and I myself do not determine which
information is provided in any way.
Perhaps therefore to satisfyingly detach signals from merely presenting facts 72 and rather
actively and intentionally being informative by the signal producer for a recipient, what is
required is flexible uses of a signal. The underlying assumption is that if signallers actively
partake in what information the signal provides, they can theoretically use the signal to
provide any information they want. If we then can provide evidence for nonhuman animal
signals being used flexibly, we have good reason to label these signals non-naturally
meaningful.
Looking at human language use, it is arguably the capability of inferring the meaning of
human words from the context and associating these human words with contextual clues that
leads the hearer to understand the message and the speaker to use words successfully within
human communicative situations in such a flexible way, including integrating new uses of
words. Flexibility of use leads to diversity of signals and signal meaning in language.
This diversity is, as Levinson and Gray (2012) point out, the most defining feature not just of
proximate language use but human languages per se. Human languages are diverse in very
many ways, in regards to their grammatical structure, in regards to their phonemes and so on.
But that is not all, human languages –e.g. what words are used, what phonemes are used etc.change over time. They run through an evolution of their own. Therefore, Levinson and Gray
argue, that for comparative research and research on language evolution, it is not the focus on
language universals such as the notion of grammar or semantics that will bring us insights
into differences between languages and other animal systems. It is rather the notion of
diversity and with that flexibility in signal use that will generate interesting conclusions.
What serves as scaffolds for these diverse uses of signals, including new uses of words in
communication and makes human communication per se an efficient way of transmitting
messages, including referring to new phenomena, is exactly the fact that words’ meanings are
conventionalized (Kirby 2017). In order for these (meaning) conventions to do the job, every
member of the language community C has to participate in the convention. And in order to
participate in a convention, they may have to know how to use a word, if we follow the most
prominent conceptions of language conventions (e.g. Lewis)73. Independently of subscribing
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For the vervet monkey eagle alarm call the facts presented (i.e. always correlated to the signal)
might be for one the presence of an eagle, which then – assuming very simple mechanisms at worktriggers the recipients to run deeper in the thicket.
73
For further discussion see Moore (2013), p. 482.
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to such a view of language conventions, the bottom-line is that words are arbitrary signals that
provide information context- independently due to the convention they are used in. And this is
how, within such conventions, new uses of words and phrases can be introduced efficiently
with recipients standing a chance of speedily grasping the new use.
There are three constitutional features of language conventions I wish to elaborate on with
regards to potentially new uses of signal uses in animal communication:
(1) Meaning conventions in human language may determine the use of an expression. Uses
that are not in conformity to these conventions can be inferred by using the convention
as one premise (for instance Gricean conversational implicatures, Grice 1975).
Therefore, the convention serves as a scaffold for potentially new uses of an
expression.74
(2) In human language, these conventions seem to be at least partially learned and enhanced
to be learned through natural pedagogy and imitation;
and
(3) because these conventions are learned in a specific socio- cultural environment, there is a
normative dimension in regards to which expressions are used by whom to convey a
particular message within communication. Speech act theory as introduced by Austin
(1962) may play a central explanatory role here.75
This will bring about the following explanatory needs theoretically and empirically for animal
signals:
(1’) we have to explain how new uses brought up in ontogeny in animal signalling is even
possible, by describing with how these “new” uses can be understood by recipients
and how these uses can become a regularity. A standardization model may explain the
theoretical potentiality of this in nonhuman animals, assuming human language
conventions are overly complex for signal systems that do not have the level of
complexity in structure and meaning that human language has.
Due to obvious limitations in regards to gaining insides to the mind of another species,
this cannot only be theoretically determined by applying and rephrasing definitions for
language conventions but by empirically looking for the following:
(2’) collecting empirical data on learned new uses or at least on refined signal uses based on
more general previous uses of the signal, as well as looking for potential enhancement
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See detailed discussion in chapter 6.1.
For detailed discussion see chapter 3.4.
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behaviour of adults towards younger individuals, when these use signals in a wrong
context. This also means that, first, idiosyncratic uses have to be possible (which could
potentially be adopted by other individuals), secondly small- scale traditions of signal
uses might be possible (for instance within family units, or within different groups of a
species); and finally, historically speaking, data should be collected on the change of
uses over generations within a population.
(3’) data should be collected on traditions not just of how to use a signal but also on who is
using a signal primarily for whom.
(3) was already elaborated in chapter 3.4. In chapter 8, I will elaborate on (3’) in more
detail on the basis of my data collection on signalling behaviour in wild chimpanzees in
Budongo Forest, Uganda.
In what follows, I will discuss theoretical work to discuss (1) -(2) and (1’) -(2’), their
respective implementation into empirical work, i.e. into already existing studies and
required studies for the future.
Point (1) centres around human language use being scaffolded by language conventions.
What about animal signals? Many animal signals’ meanings are already somehow classified
over phylogenetic time especially in regards to vocal signals. Alarm calls for specific
predators on the ground are always used for predator-like entities on the ground. Food grunts
produced to point out high quality food are always used for high quality food. That is, within
the development of an infant to an adult, within the life time of an animal, and within the
recent phylogeny of a species there is no flexibility in regards to broad classifications of a
vocal signal’s meaning such as food, predators etc.
How a signal can be used therefore appears to be to a certain degree innately predisposed.
Following from that, I will claim that the requirements of grasping a potentially new use are
far less demanding than in human language conventions, at least for animal vocalisations.
One can imagine a slightly modified but similar reasoning for animal gestures: most gestures
are abbreviations of species-specific behaviours (Tomasello 2008), and in this case the
behaviour the gesture is based on may present the basis of the potentially newly introduced or
modified gesture. The idea then is that there is no necessity to explore any complex
conventional processes and with that complex learning and teaching mechanisms, given the
characteristics of animal signals of both modalities.
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When discussing the potentiality of new uses of signals, clearly though one feature of signal
diversity and flexibility is the introduction of new signals. We do know that animals can learn
new signals, such as whales learning new songs (Garland et al. 2017), and captive
chimpanzees adapting their acoustic structures of food grunts to the acoustic structure of food
grunts of the new community (Watson et al. 2015). For gestures, we do know that
chimpanzees can develop new idiosyncratic gestures that sometimes are adopted as a
communicative tool in the whole community (Tomasello et al. 1994). Even though I will
focus on the case of using signals already part of the repertoire for new (or new-ish) contexts,
I will try to generate an explanation of how flexible uses in animals are possible, addressing
both possible cases. My focus on the case of using already existing signals in new ways is
simply based on the lack of more systematic research on the case of introducing new signals
to the repertoire especially in the vocal modality.
The bottom-line for both gestural and vocal modalities then is that phylogeny may serve as a
scaffold for a signal’s use. To be relevant for cases of intentional communication, the signal’s
use should at the very least be refinable during ontogeny (as in: the lifespan of an individual).
At best phylogeny may serve as scaffold for uses of signals that can count as new uses of a
signal and may even lead individuals to produce new signals based on phonemes or signals of
the repertoire. The previously discussed water striders’ water tapping does not underlie any
refinement in ontogeny and therefore will not be a relevantly meaningful signal for intentional
communication.
But is there any well-studied example of new uses of established signals in the animal
kingdom? In the vocal realm, there is the phenomenon of meaning refinement in ontogeny in
the vervet monkey alarm call system. Even though meaning refinements do not amount to
introducing new uses into a signal system, it is a start – be it a humble one- to look for
flexibility.
The alarm call system mainly consisting of eagle, snake and leopard alarm calls, presented so
far in an idealized, simplified form, has in reality some very interesting ontogenetic aspects.
Young infants produce the eagle alarm call in response to about everything coming from
above (e.g. leaves) and leopard alarm calls in response to entities approaching from ground
level, for instance towards warthogs that in fact pose no danger to them (Seyfarth et al. 1980).
Therefore, the difference in classification between a predator coming from above and a
predator being on the ground seems to be innately and phylogenetically connected to
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particular calls, but the connection to a specific predator type appears to underlie a learning
process in ontogeny. Genetic transmission of call repertoires may therefore not tell the whole
story here. One would expect then some form of social learning to be displayed by the infants.
It is difficult though to make any assumptions about the complexity of the learning processes
involved. It is even more difficult to make any assumptions about the underlying rules of use
that the young ones seem to try to conform to, when re-adjusting their call uses. How actively
have vervet monkeys access to these rules and are they aware of conspecifics not conforming
to them? In regards to the latter question one can at least state that when a vervet infant is
using the alarm call correctly, sometimes mothers or other adults respond with repeating the
same call. It is important here to not draw any conclusions about a potential connection
between the infant’s correct use and the mother’s repetition of the call. Any conclusion about
potential active teaching or active reinforcement appears preposterous, when taking a look at
the empirical data (Seyfarth et al. 1986). This though, does not exclude a learning process by
the infant. The infant may learn how to apply the call correctly, i.e. it refines its ‘knowledge’
about the call’s use through a passive reinforcement via the mother’s repetition of the correct
call.
If one accepts the fact that vervet monkey infants go through a process of refining the use of
the call, how should we label the result of these processes of meaning refinement?
May these refinements in themselves amount to conforming to proto-conventions? “Proto“
means here that even if the vervet monkey signal use-refinements were conventions, these
conventions are only “proto“ in the sense that they are already pre-determined by
phylogenetically restricted uses of the signal and not arbitrary. That is, phylogenetically predetermined in the sense that signals are innately used for things from above for instance, and
communicators are not capable of using and grasping the signal outside of this category,
conveying a meaning not at all related to its phylogenetic meaning. Within the broad category
of “things from above” though, they may display some flexibility in signal use.
But what does the “convention” of the term “proto-conventions” refer to?
Two models of how conventions arise may come to mind: Millikan’s “natural conventions”
(2005) and the classic theory of conventions as coordination problems by Lewis (1969).
At first glance these two models could not be more different. While Lewis assumes that
conventions arise out of an agreement to do things in a certain way, Millikan takes a different
perspective.
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Following Millikan, natural conventions, as she calls conventions that are not stipulated but
somehow arise “naturally”, have two main characteristics:
Firstly, “[n]atural conventions consist of patterns that are reproduced […]”; i.e. “natural
conventions are handed down” (Millikan 2005, pp. 2-3). The contrasting example Millikan
provides, is the way we button our shirts, which is a behaviour proliferated as well. Imagine
we all discovered independently in our lives that it is faster and easier to button our shirts
from top to bottom instead of the opposite way. From this it would not follow that we hand
down this technique. Idiosyncratic behaviour such as the individually learnt way I button my
shirt, is excluded from the group of conventionalized behaviour (Millikan 2005, p.3). The
buttoning of my shirt is furthermore not produced and reproduced unconsciously, rational
thinking is involved, another characteristic Millikan excludes from the class of processes of
conventionalization. What is required is some form of accidental social arising and
transmission. For instances of animal tool use to be called conventional in this sense (e.g.
New Caledonian Crows using sticks to fish for larvae, see Bluff et al. 2010) it would mean
that the tool use behaviour that spread is not necessarily the best choice of solution for the
problem in question. Conspecifics merely reproduce the tool use behaviour of an individual
without inferences concerning its effectiveness. That is the reproduction of the behaviour is
not based on instrumentally rational considerations, for instance to reach a certain outcome
with the most effective means.
This non-rational reproduction alone though is not a sufficient criterion for conventions. Your
mother may have learned how to open a jar most skilfully from her mother and may have
handed this skill down to you. This described behaviour got handed down socially and more
or less accidently. That is your mother’s way of opening the jar is identical with the technique
used by your grandmother due to the lack of knowledge about alternatives and because the
technique made her achieve her goal of opening the jar, not because the way your
grandmother opens a jar has some kind of authority-based influence on how your mother
opens it.
Therefore, Millikan would not want to call this conventionalized behaviour. “To be thought of
as conventional, a reproduced pattern must be perceived as proliferated due, in important part,
to weight of precedent, not to its intrinsically superior capacity to produce a desired result, or
due, say, to ignorance of alternatives”; i.e. “due, for example, to their intrinsically superior
capacity to perform certain functions.” (Millikan 2005, p. 7 & p.2) So proliferation due to
weight of precedent is the second characteristic of conventionalized behaviour. Historically,
conventions survived because its users do find some form of advantage by conforming to it.
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The convention is not however superior to other possible ways of having for instance an
evolutionary advantage in the given situation or circumstance, but the survival of previous
conspecifics is weight enough to conform to the convention. Coming back to our tool use
example, individuals participating in the convention therefore do not need to meta-represent
in how far the used tool serves the purpose of solving the problem the best way, by focusing
on the techniques used in their community, but rather should adopt the strategy of the other
individuals because it served the purpose, i.e. because it “always worked”.
Millikan also separately attends to a special sub-class of these natural conventions: so –called
coordination conventions. Lewis, as I will discuss later in this chapter, perceives all
conventions to be coordination conventions. With introducing natural conventions that are not
coordination conventions, Millikan intends to point out the existence of less complex
conventions, probably also in regards to cognitive requirements. That said, coordination
conventions therefore are the less likely convention to be present in nonhuman animals.
Many philosophers hold the view that for instance language conventions are answers to
coordination problems and therefore fall into this subclass of conventions, which in a scenario
of uttering a sentence and understanding the sentence, requires a) the correct use of the words
and b) the correct understanding of the words. Making use of a language convention means
coordinating linguistic behaviours between speaker and hearer, and, from a speaker’s
perspective, having expectations regarding what the hearer will understand and how she will
respond. Coming back again to our simplified vervet alarm call model, it is not just that the
signaller produces the alarm call in the presence of an eagle or an eagle sound, but also the
recipient displays a more or less fixed, predator and alarm call specific response. In the case
of an eagle alarm call, that is running into the thicket.
It may almost seem therefore, that vervet alarm call uses, and with that vocalization uses in
other nonhuman animals are –if they were based on some form of proto-conventions- not
simply based on proto-conventions of the call’s meaning but also on an appropriate response
to the call’s meaning. That is, they may be cases of proto-coordination conventions.
But is that really the case?
Millikan-style coordination conventions emerge when:
“[(a)] members of the group […] have a purpose in common;
[(b)] achieving this purpose requires actions by each of the partners;
[(c)] more than one combination of actions will achieve the purpose;
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[(d)] the set of workable combinations fail fully to determine what any single partner’s
contribution must be independently of the actions performed.” (Millikan 2005, p. 9).
Signaller and recipient of an alarm call have a common purpose: to secure the survival of the
group. Achieving this purpose does require the caller to call and the recipient to react
appropriately (e.g. running into the thicket). (a) –(b) appear to be fulfilled. In regards to (c),
an issue already arises: it seems, at least for the recipient’s response, that running into thicket
always is the appropriate response to an eagle approaching. It is in fact the way to survive.
(d) implies that there are no innate signallers and recipients. That is depending on who
perceives the eagle first will produce the signal and the others will respond in a certain way.
(d) therefore may be fulfilled or not, it is already with (c) that we have to deny vervet monkey
alarm calls the status of a proto-coordination convention.
It gets even worse. It is on a more basic level in regards to Millikan’s perception of natural
conventions per se – independently of them being based on coordination problems or not –
that vervet monkey alarm calls cannot be labelled proto-conventions.
To proof this point, one can start with pointing out the acoustic features of such alarm calls.
Alarm call repertoires’ usually have specific acoustic features. They are short and have an
abrupt onset in order to grab the audience’s attention immediately (Owren & Rendall 2001).
Producing this specific acoustic structure in situations of predation will serve the groups’
survival (and therefore the signaller’s own survival), because all members of the group will
immediately be alert (‘startle effect’). Additionally, to react appropriately will heighten the
chances for individual members’ survival. Conforming to the convention presents the
biological advantage Millikan is looking for in order to describe a certain behaviour as
conventional. Though, and here the example diverges from Millikan’s definition of
conventions, the intrinsic value of the calls’ acoustic structure is not proliferated nonrationally or accidently. The calls’ structure indeed perfectly fits its purpose and got
proliferated because of its intrinsically superior capacity to produce a desired result as
Millikan would say.
In regards to the vervet alarm calls’ structure, other acoustic structures might have served the
purpose, though the options are clearly limited: the acoustic structure has to have the function
of creating the mentioned “startle effect”. When moving away from alarm calls to an example
of nonhuman primate gestural signalling - the so-called leaf clipping in chimpanzees
(Hobaiter & Byrne 2014), we see that the intrinsic superior value, the non-arbitrary value to
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serve the purpose of signalling a certain message, is far less clear to see: chimpanzees pick
leaves and then tear strips from these leaves with their teeth. That is, in more detail, "[a]
chimpanzee picks one to five stiff leaves, grasps the petiole between the thumb and the index
finger, repeatedly pulls it from side to side while removing the leaf blade with the incisors,
and thus bites the leaf to pieces. In removing the leaf blades, a ripping sound is conspicuously
and distinctly produced. When only the midrib with tiny pieces of the leaf blade remains, it is
dropped and another sequence of ripping a new leaf is often repeated."(Nishida, 1987, p. 466).
None of the leaves used are eaten.
Leaf-clipping is used to make chimpanzees of the opposite sex tag along for copulation,
consortship or other “flirting” behaviour in some chimpanzee communities such as the Sonso
community in the Budongo Forest in Uganda. It appears that any other signal might have
served the purpose as well. Such signals, which may present more adequately what Millikan
had in mind, may raise the question in how far we can even possibly render a universal
verdict on nonhuman animal signalling. With Wharton, we could clearly state that leafclipping is closer to a saying than a showing and therefore more non-naturally meaningful
than for instance vervet monkey alarm calls.
I still take it though that most animal signals are not falling into Millikan’s category of natural
conventions, even if we accept some phylogenetic pre-disposed meaning that determines the
convention a priori. Rather, I will argue that the vervet monkey fine-tuning of call uses as
well as any potentially “new uses” of signals based on already existing uses of signals within
animal communication systems can be best explained with a notion of “standardization”. In
order to introduce the term, I want to emphasize the differences between the notion of
standardization and the traditional definition of conventions, i.e. Lewisian conventions.
Lewis (1969) held the view that all conventions are solutions to coordination problems,
solutions we seek out of self-interest, and not normative rules we ought to follow.
Situations in which these solutions emerge are situations of “interdependent decision making,
in which participants have goals that can be satisfied by activities (or ‘coordination
equilibria’) that are equally good (i.e. only arbitrarily different), but where the particular
action that is chosen by the participants is less important than the fact that they choose the
same.” (Moore 2013, p. 486). In regards to the arbitrariness of the chosen action and the role
of precedent (i.e. “others do it the same way.”) Lewis appears to go in line with Millikan’s
view on coordination conventions. Lewis though as opposed to Millikan is more precise about
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the mental capacities that are required to follow such a convention in a population by defining
them the following way:
“A regularity R in the behavior of members of a population P when they are agents in a
recurrent situation S is a convention if and only if it is true that, and it is common knowledge
in P that, in almost any instance of S among members of P,
(i)  

almost everyone conforms to R;

(ii)  

almost everyone expects almost everyone else to conform to R;

(iii)  

almost everyone has approximately the same preferences regarding all possible
combinations of action;

(iv)  

almost everyone prefers that any one more conform to R, on condition that almost
everyone conform to R; (i.e. as Moore puts it “Almost everyone performs R on
condition that most others do, since S is a coordination problem and near-uniform
performance of R is a proper coordination equilibrium in S”)

(v)  

(1) –(4) is common knowledge among the members of P .”(Lewis, 1969, p. 78; Moore
2013, p. 486)

A convention then for Lewis is a regularity in behaviour and it is sustained by preferences and
expectations of members of a population (Jamieson 1975). Furthermore, there is always an
alternative regularity that could have emerged (R’) in situation S. We have no reason to think
that R is the only solution to the coordination problem. Lewis gave the example of driving in
the left or the right lane. It does not matter, if we drive on the left or the right to arrive at our
destination, but “if some drive in the left lane and some in the right, everyone is in danger of
collision.” (Lewis 1969, p. 6). What we have to do to prevent the collision is to agree upon
which lane to take according to our preferences and expectations, and look for agreement in
regards to these expectations and preferences. Note here that even though I initially wrote that
Lewis would agree with Milikan’s claim of conventions being arbitrary, in his view they are
not emerging accidently, due to the involved preferences and expectations of the participants
relative to the coordination problem. For example, participants that do not share the same
preferences will obey to the preferences of the others, in order to solve the coordination
problem; e.g. in the example of driving left or right, to prevent herself from causing an
accident. Rationality comes along with Lewisian conventions. Participants form beliefs about
what the other agents will do in order to achieve their goals. Not so in Millikan’s view.
Therefore, in order to participate in such a Lewisian convention, one has to be capable of very
sophisticated cognitive abilities. The main requirement here is the capability of having
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common knowledge, i.e. two or more individuals not only know that x, “but also know that
each other knows that x, and also that each other knows that each other knows that x and so
on” (Moore 2013, p. 486). With such knowledge, we are able to form higher order
expectations about what the other(s) will do. As it goes for Grice’s requirements for
intentional communication, Lewisian conventions’ cognitive requirements can be
downgraded to minimal requirements. Moore (2013) tried to point out that the knowledge of
participating in a convention, and the knowledge that the words we use are arbitrary is not
necessary for participating in Lewisian conventions. (iv) of Lewis’ definition on conventions
seem to imply such knowledge: Almost everyone is conforming to the conventional rule on
the condition that others conform too. (v) then explicitly states the necessity of such
knowledge. Lewis himself points out that such knowledge only needs to be potential. He
states that all we require for (iv) and (v) is awareness or knowledge of “evidence from which
we could reach the conclusion that any of our conventions meets the defining conditions for a
convention.” (Lewis 1969, p. 63). That is when put on the spot we would come up with the
conclusion of participating in a convention (p. 165). Even put like this, conventions in a
Lewisian sense are very challenging: we require meta-cognitive capacities. That is, I still need
to be capable of reaching the conclusion of participating in a convention. (iv) and (v) still
need to be processable by my cognitive system. For instance, as Moore (2013) points out, this
poses a problem to children participating in conventions, because even when bothered long
enough, it seems questionable for them to reach a conclusion of participating in a convention.
They may not come to believe that they participate in using a word the way others do based
on the condition that others also use the word the same way because they have to coordinate
their behaviour in order to solve the coordination problem. This issue is even more obvious an
obstacle for nonhuman animals potentially participating in a convention. There are
philosophers (e.g. Moore 2013) then that claim that I can come to participate in a language
convention without having to have such knowledge:
“there may be relatively simple processes of reasoning by which non-verbal but still rational
creatures could coordinate with others […].” (Moore 2013, p. 489). This would describe
better how and why pre-verbal children are in fact capable in participating in language
conventions.
Moore aims to show this by claiming that even though (i) and (ii) appear to be necessary for
participating and learning about a language convention, knowledge about (iii) and (iv) is by
no means a necessity. He borrows for his argument for a completely functional primitive
language, the imaginary language of builders from Wittgenstein (1953, paragraph 2): a
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language that is only constituted by 4 words, i.e. “slab”, “block”, “pillar” and “beam”. Each
word is used referentially to request its referent to be handed over. A builder screams “block”
and gets handed a block for instance. The one producing the word should reliably receive a
block, fulfilling (i). Now if one is consistently handing out the wrong item, the system would
break down, because this person does not cooperate and with that (i) is not fulfilled. (i)
therefore seems constitutive for a language convention. (ii) requires for recipients of the
request to be able to infer the intended message, argues Moore. That is everyone assumes
others to produce the word with the same goal in mind. Therefore, the intended message is
inferable, based on (ii): When I use “slab” to request a slab, I am able to infer that others will
do the same. But they do not require any further knowledge of (iii) and (iv) as claimed in (v).
One may argue though that mutual knowledge is required. For instance, the users of the
primitive builder’s language may know that it is common practice to use the word slab to
request a slab. If though a user comes to believe that you think that “block” is the word to
request a slab, I may start using “block” to request a slab. Furthermore, imagine I just have
recently learned that slab means requesting a slab, and previously I thought block is the word
to use for such a request. You might not know that I have learned this, and believe that I still
think block is the right word. Therefore you use block for requesting a slab. This kind of
rationale might be sufficient to explain why an individual, even though she has knowledge of
the convention- that is she has knowledge of (i) and (ii)- might not follow the convention, i.e.
flouted it.
Therefore, to assure that almost everyone conforms to the convention, one may want to follow
that mutual knowledge about the convention and with that knowledge of (iii) and (iv) might
be required. But Moore claims that such a conclusion would be too hasty, because none of the
failures of conforming to the convention are irreversible failures of the coordination. In real
time, failures as above could be corrected, he argues. Take the second example of me
potentially still using the word slab incorrectly. If you doubted my use of it, you could have
double checked, by showing the slab to me and displaying a puzzled look for instance. And
for cases of coordination really breaking down, learning can occur. I just learn about the
correct use, you learn about my wrong use etc. The only knowledge participants require then
in order to go on participating in the convention is “doing R in S is a way to achieve E”76 (p.
493) says Moore. This is something I can come to learn, and this is all I require to learn.
Using “slab” when I want to request a slab and there is a slab in the vicinity is a way to fulfil
my intention. Therefore, Moore accepts (i) and (ii), as well as (iv), though (iv) does not
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R= action; S= situation, E= end/goal to be achieved.
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require any awareness or knowledge about (iv) by the participants. Members of a language
group just don’t have any reason to use words according to a specific convention if others do
not do so, in so far (iv) is a given.
He adds the behavioural law “doing R in S is a way to achieve E” as a knowledge
requirement, interpreting Lewis’s rationality claim as a claim of instrumental rationality.
In regards to the full blown Lewisian view it should be obvious by now why I did not
consider running through the vervet monkey example with Lewisian conventions: with such
required meta-representational skills and knowledge about conspecific’s states of mind hardly
any non- human animal would qualify for being able to participate in conventions. In fact, one
could imagine that neither would all humans (e.g. Andrews 2012, or see Moore 2013 as
discussed above). For the minimal version proposed by Moore, it still seems too far- fetched
for what little we know about the ontogeny of animal communication. First it seems
unnecessary for nonhuman animal communication to even display such complex solution to
coordination problems, because there might be no such complex coordination problem:
animal signals do not seem arbitrary in the sense of human words are. There appears to be a
phylogenetic dimension, and the number of potential combinations of animal signals, as well
as the number of signals in itself seems to be more limited at least for most species.
Chimpanzees might have a fair amount of vocalisations that have not been studied in detail
(e.g. Crockford et al. in prep), some songbird species might be impressive in regards to
combinatorial options (e.g. Chen et al. 2016), but overall it still seems not comparable to
human words. Therefore, Lewisian conventions just appear over the top and not the right tool
to investigate potential proto conventions in nonhuman animals.
With a notion of standardization, we might get a better grip on nonhuman animal protoconventions.
That a notion of standardization might play a role in human language was first introduced into
linguistic research by Bach and Harnish (1979). The basic idea may be described the
following way:
Some expressions in human language do not merely have a conventionalized meaning but
may in some cases also have a standardized meaning. To elucidate this point Bach (1998)
offers to compare the two utterances
(a) I have been in a meeting.
And
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(b) I was in the Army.
While (b) will always be taken literally, that is by the conventionalized meaning of the
signaller having been in the Army at some point in the past, (a) for most situations of signal
production will have another, further meaning, building on the conventionalized one: that is
that the signaller was in a meeting (=conventionalised, semantic meaning), but the time being
determined more precisely, namely just now (=further meaning).
For Bach, every use of a word or sentence that may lead to ambiguities in regards to their
conventionalized (semantic) meaning may consist of a conventionalized meaning and a
standardised use that somehow builds or relies on the conventionalized meaning 77
Both, the standardized use and the conventionalised use of an expression are regular uses of
the expression. But, the regular standardized use cannot be interpreted alone via its
conventionalized meaning, and requires non-semantic information obtained in the world.
Therefore, an expression may have different standards of use in different contexts (Bach
1998).
The difference in meaning this amounts to is then the difference between context-independent
meaning (=semantic, conventional meaning) and context-dependent (pragmatic) meaning of
an expression. For nonhuman animal communication, the conventionalized meaning serving
as scaffold for any new meaning in human language has to be replaced by the
phylogenetically pre-determined uses of signals that serve as scaffold here. The cognitively
interesting material in animal signal use is supposed to occur then in what Bach and Harnish
label “standardized meaning”.
Clearly though, standardization described as above seems to require intended coordination of
behaviour to a certain extent as much as it is required within Lewisian conventions; context,
response and signal have to match. But in order for this coordination to work out, I do not
think that the members of a vervet community need to display something amounting to fullblown mindreading abilities. As Moore (2013, p. 490) points out, “for a speaker’s message to
be communicated successfully, speaker and hearer must come to some consensus about what
that message was.” There is not much more necessary for a new signal use to be successfully
introduced. Such a consensus just implies that the “new” use of the signal has to be inferable
for the recipient via the context, and reinforcement and learning processes.
Furthermore, what follows from Moore’s remark about minimal requirements for protoconventions is that for our standardization process to work out, anyone using the signal in
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For instance, expressions that have performative uses in certain instances, are also standardized
uses, following Bach.
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context x from now on, will have to use it with more or less the same goal in mind
(=Lewisian requirement (i)). Anyone using the signal otherwise will not be understood by
other individuals of his community. This seems to be a cognitively less demanding version of
Lewis’ second requirement for coordination conventions (“almost everyone expects almost
everyone else to conform to R”), or at least one that is less relying on meta-representational
abilities and knowledge about other minds. The understanding of how a signal is used then is
based on external cues rather than knowledge about internal states of the other group
members. Regarding Lewis’ requirements (iv) and (v), I think we do not need to worry that
anything along these lines is required at all for the case of animal communication systems for
the standardization to be successful. Standardization here does not require overbearing
complex coordination and mutual agreement, as it just standardises new or refined uses based
on already existing signals or behaviours. For a standardization process to work, animals that
perceive a conspecific using a signal idiosyncratically have to:
a)   infer the new use of a signal based on external cues,
b)   understand that the producer of the new signal use pursues a goal with producing the
signal
And
c)   catch an interest in this new use of the signal (for vocalisations) or new signal based
on an already known behaviour (for gestures); i.e. the new use catches the attention of
the other community members.
The notion of standardization will help us to determine the involved cognitive complexity and
with that flexibility in animal communication systems.
Coming back to the described scenario one last time, I have already shown that the meaning
refinement in vervet infants is not explainable without some kind of presupposed
phylogenetic meaning. The eagle alarm call’s phylogenetically determined classification is
approximately “predator/entity from above”, but it may get standardized as eagle alarm call
via situation-bound learning and passive reinforcement by adult vervet monkeys.
Henceforth I will apply the following definition, when talking about standardization in animal
communication:
Standardization is a proximate mechanism, where a phylogenetically regulated use of a
communicative signal gets a new or refined meaning through a new use in a specific
context. This new or refined/concretized use becomes standardized through learning
(with the result of the producer pursuing a new or concretized goal when producing
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the signal) and understanding the new use (which is observable through correct, new
or refined behaviour connected to the new meaning of the signal) within a group or a
species. Standardized uses are always context dependent. Without contextual clues the
new use is not inferable and therefore not graspable for conspecifics.
Idiosyncratic behaviour, of course, does not present a standardized use, but may become one
in the future, if others adopt the (communicative and/or response) behaviour.
Caro and Hauser for instance describe how a vervet infant that was still refining its use of
alarm calls, perceived a herd of fleeing elephants. This perception caused the infant to
produce a leopard alarm call. Directly after this occurrence the alpha male of the group
perceived a leopard and also produced a leopard alarm call and therefore unwillingly
reinforced the infant’s use of the alarm call in this particular situation. In the following
months, the infant went ahead producing leopard alarm calls whenever there was an elephant
herd in the vicinity (Caro & Hauser 1992).
This anecdote, independently of being taken by face value or not, nicely illustrates how very
many such idiosyncratic uses will not become standardised in a community. Because of the
major importance of the use of the alarm call as leopard alarm call (leopards being a major
predator for vervet monkeys, not elephants), even though the infant idiosyncratically used the
alarm call in a different context, it had to re-adjust its use of the call in the presence of
leopards in the months to follow. In general, therefore, the likelihood of introducing a new use
for this alarm call within the whole group is rather low and research may be better off
focusing on signals that are not produced in situations of life and death. Still, idiosyncrasy as
displayed by the infant that does not become a widely accepted new use of the call may be an
important indicator for the potentiality of standardization processes within a species’ signal
system, even though the use de facto does not become standardised.
Turning then to non-vocal signals, and coming back to the leaf-clipping behaviour of
chimpanzees representing a signal not produced in a life-and-death situation, it is interesting
to note, that the behaviour is not just rather randomly linked to the context of “flirting”, but
that there are also inter-group specific differences in the context of use itself. In some
communities, leaf-clipping appears to mean “I am frustrated”. For instance, in the Tai forest
(Ivory Coast) younger males use leaf- clipping as an introduction to a pant hoot- anddrumming sequence (Boesch 1995). Though these sequences are often used to stay in contact
with individuals far away, pant hoots and drumming also serve as a relieve of tension and
frustration as already mentioned. The Tai chimpanzees appear to use leaf-clipping at the
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beginning of such a sequence in the latter context, therefore changing the context of use of
leaf clipping vehemently. Furthermore, in Bossou not yet habituated chimpanzees leafclipped, when researchers were present, indicating perhaps dissatisfaction with the situation.
Leaf clipping in Bossou then may have another meaning altogether.
One may conclude then that different uses of leaf-clipping behaviour within different
communities were observed. This in itself is remarkable and seems to indicate that potential
new uses of the signal are possible.
The interesting question to ask now is whether within a community a new use of the behaviour
can arise. That is whether leaf clipping once used with meaning x, started being used with
meaning y in the very same community.
Boesch and colleagues claim that this is the case: in the 1990’s the Tai chimpanzees started to
leaf-clip, while resting on the ground, interrupting the napping period, after having already
had a long tradition of using leaf clipping for flirting. It is unclear though, what the purpose or
meaning of the new behaviour was, how it arose, and if it was at all audience-directed. The
final verdict therefore is still out.
To end the discussion for (1), as a final observation it should be emphasized that as it appears
when comparing vervet monkey alarm calls and leaf-clipping gestures of chimpanzees, the
more arbitrarily linked a signal is linked to its context of use the higher is the variety of
potential uses of the signal. That is, it seems that providing evolutionary reasons why leafclipping is linked to a flirting context is more difficult than providing evolutionary reasons for
vervet monkey alarm calls being linked to predator situations (the calls cause a startle effect
in the recipient via their acoustic structure). This appears to co-vary with leaf clipping being
more flexible in regards to the contexts in which it can be used as opposed to vervet monkey
alarm calls.
Coming then to point (2), the role of learning and teaching in adopting new signal uses.
I will start off by looking at the learning requirements.
Within human language, discussions about language acquisition and word learning often
focus on the importance of complex learning mechanisms and input by caregivers or other
individuals playing the role of teachers.
In regards to the concrete learning mechanism involved, the role of imitation is emphasized
by researchers. It is often claimed that human children are displaying imitation learning in
order to learn words and their uses. But what does imitation learning actually entail?
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The probably most prominent definition of imitation learning was coined by Tomasello
(Boesch & Tomasello 1998, p. 599):
“The archetype of imitative learning [is the] reproduction of both behaviour and its intended
result.”
Imitators copy and reproduce both the mental state and the behaviour of the demonstrator.
That is for me to imitate your way of opening the can, I have to be in the same goal state as
you of wanting to open the can, and copy your exact action, using a can opener etc. To do all
this, I am most likely required to display mindreading, that is inferring your intentions to
understand why and how you are using the can opener in the first place. This definition by
Tomasello did not remain uncriticised though.
Fridland & Moore (2014) propose two amendments to the definition, by first claiming that in
regards to understanding the goal state of the demonstrator, one is better off to assume that the
imitator only requires to understand that the behaviour by the demonstrator is goal-directed,
i.e. intentional. An individual then is not required to recognise the exact content of the goal of
the demonstrator. It is sufficient to realise that the demonstrator produces the behaviour
voluntarily in order to achieve a goal. The strong emphasize on mindreading capacities to
understand the exact content of the demonstrator’s goals, they claim, might lead to
unnecessarily high cognitive requirements.
A downgrade in cognitive requirements is justified, because imitation plays an important role
for learning new abilities, such as kinds of cultural knowledge, e.g. how to tie your shoes or
how to eat with fork and knife. That is imitation comes first, then come the skills or
knowledge to be acquired through imitation. For this knowledge to be acquired, it is absurd to
assume that children need to first know about the exact purpose and practise of a cultural
behaviour in order to copy it.
Instead, it seems more appropriate to assume that children do not need to fully understand the
goal of the demonstrator but rather learn more about the goal through imitating (Fridland &
Moore 2014). A child will imitate a novel behaviour and anticipate the approximate goal of
the demonstrator. By imitating the behaviour and therefore learning more about it, the child
will be able to learn more about the content of the involved goal (Gergely and Csibra 2005).
This picture of imitation learning goes in line with young children being able to tell apart
intentional from non- intentional behaviour already in early infancy (they are that good in it
that one could almost assume this to be an innate capacity, see for instance Csibra and
Gergely 1998). For instance, in a series of experiments in which a human demonstrator
switched off lights with her head in one condition with hands being occupied and in a second
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condition with hands being free, children more likely imitated her when the hands were free
(69 %). This suggests that children assumed that there must be a concrete intention or goal
involved for using the head, while in the second case, the only reason for using the head was
that the demonstrator was unable to use her hands (see Fridland and Moore 2014). Children
therefore appear to be selective imitators. They only copy behaviour that appears to be
directed by goal-states of the demonstrator. Interestingly, young children start recognising
intentional behaviour already at an age where they do not pass complex mindreading tests yet.
Such mindreading tests are for instance false belief tests. Children have to explain and predict
an individual’s behaviour, which is only possible, so goes the hypothesis, by ascribing beliefs
to the individual that are false in regards to the state of affairs in the world. For instance, the
individual in question looks for the sweets in the wrong box, because previously unbeknownst
to her, another individual took the sweets out of the box and hid it in another box. Children
below 4 years of age are not able of predicting the behaviour of the individual correctly.
Even though these children do no pass false belief tests, they are great imitators.
They may therefore not have and require concrete insights into the intentions of the other for
such imitation learning, but recognise others as intentional agents.78
Fridland and Moore suggest a further change in Tomasello’s definition of imitation though.
The idea of the exact reproduction of the technique or behaviour requires, so they argue, an
even stronger emphasis.
Even though Fridland and Moore do not give explicit arguments for this suggestion, their line
of thought is easy to reconstruct: Without copying the exact behaviour, how else could a
novel behaviour or knowledge be acquired?
To motivate this thought, we can go back to the scenario of a naïve child being confronted
with a cultural practice. It does not know the exact goal of the demonstrator because it still
lacks a full-blown theory of mind and knowledge about the exact idea behind the cultural
practise, but it can recognise intentional actions. Therefore, it reproduces the cultural practise.
Like this, it will learn more about the exact goal involved, but it can only learn more about the
concrete goal by reproducing the exact behaviour of the demonstrator. It may not know the
exact reasons for locking the garbage containers in a very sophisticated way, but it will
imitate her parents following every step of the process as it appears to be intended to be done
in such a way. Over time it will come to realise that only by closing the garbage containers
this way will it keep baboons away from opening up these containers. Furthermore, by not
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For further discussion see Andrews 2012.
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locking the containers the baboons will stick around the garbage container and given that
baboons can be dangerous under certain circumstances, you don’t want them to stick around.
Another example for such practises is the learning of language conventions, the very topic of
this chapter.
Among other definitions of imitation, it is especially Whiten & Ham’s (1992) definition that
diverges from the ones proposed by Tomasello and by Fridland and Moore.
Whiten and Ham claim that imitation means that “B learns some aspect of the form of an act
of A.” (p. 250).
They perceive imitation in a wider sense, with only the important or essential behavioural
steps required to be copied by the imitator. Therefore, they refer to a bigger extension of cases
of imitation, probably with some cases of nonhuman primate social learning also falling under
it. The problem to be still discussed in more detail below though is that this wider notion of
imitation might not serve the purpose of language learning. Because here I am interested in a
learning process that allows us to acquire language conventions, I will stick with the narrower
definition of imitation, arguments for this will be put out along the way.
How then exactly do we acquire language conventions at a very young age through imitation
in this narrow, revised sense? A language consists of numerous arbitrary symbols, symbols
that again can be combined in many different ways to create new, compositional symbols.
Learning such an arbitrary system that only fulfils its function to communicate contents, to
request things, to share information etc. because we all have agreed upon using the symbols in
a certain way, seems quite challenging. That is, we are aware of the language conventions, but
how do we get to know them? On an evolutionary approach, the answer would probably refer
to our evolved cognitive capacities being tuned to processing exactly this kind of information
(e.g. words, combinatorial rules etc.) fast and efficiently (Kirby 2017), and that is why we are
able learn the kind signal system and keep on using exactly this kind of signal system.
When looking at the exact proximate mechanisms involved, imitation seems to have the
characteristics required for acquiring such a complex system. The process of imitation for one
fits well with the Gricean idea of understanding the meaning of words to be at least related to
the signaller’s intentions, with imitation being about understanding the involved goals or
more generally, intentions. If I learn to use words in a correct way through imitation, I am
able to learn more about the goals involved in producing a particular word.
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Why even assuming this understanding of intentions to be necessary here? The reason may be
based on the idea that language learning requires a very different understanding of the
behaviour displayed than for instance learning how to use a tool. Getting water out of a hole
with moss functioning as a sponge is first, not arbitrary, that is it is intelligible to an observer
why the moss sponge was chosen for the job. It is a good, fast way to get water out of a hole.
This insight is furthermore perceivable to an observer. With language and the particular use of
a word neither can an observer infer why the community started using a signal for a certain
purpose (because the signal is an arbitrary phonetic unit not being particularly prone to be
useful in a certain context per se as opposed to the moss sponge), but also is it not an easy
task for a naïve individual to observe for what it is used and why. Words are only suitable to
solve certain problems or to fulfil a goal because of all of us using the words in the same way
for the same purpose. Imitation then, a learning process involving inferring approximate goals
of the language producer, helps to grasp why a word was uttered in a certain context, that is
for what purpose. Furthermore, it does not require any verbal skills, only observation,
understanding others as intentional agents, and inferential skills, as well as a capacity to
reproduce complex behaviour. Preverbal children therefore may apply imitation learning to
acquire language conventions. The acquisition process itself then may look the following:
“In imitation, an imitator M2 reproduces an action R in pursuit of some end E on the basis of
having seen another individual M1 perform R in the pursuit of E” (Moore 2013, p. 497),
where R would be a speech act and E the intention of the signallers M1 and M2. That is
coming back to the builders’ language, R would be the word “slab” and E would amount to
requesting a slab. All the learner of this language convention has to learn then is that
producing R is a way to achieve E. Imitation is a perfect match for this insight to be learned.
If this is indeed, empirically speaking, sufficient from a learner’s perspective to acquire
knowledge about a language convention, Moore was right about downgrading Lewis’
requirements for a language convention to arise and to be sustained. A young child only
requires to understand the means end relation and the signallers being intentional agents with
potential goals. It does not require explicit reflective knowledge about the language
convention being a language convention.
To acquire then a concrete language convention means probably to simply observe. Through
observation a builder learns that the other builders use the word slab when they request a slab.
They probably display satisfaction, when they indeed receive a slab. When they receive a
block though they might go on producing the word “slab” or look unhappy. This way a
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builder could learn to use the word with the same goal as other builders. And this way young
children could learn to use a word with the same goal in mind as their parents.
The problem now is that for the question of proto-conventions, or rather standardization, in
nonhuman animals, for all we know, they do not really imitate. Or at least not as well as we
humans do. Some nonhuman primates might imitate in the wider sense proposed by Whiten
and Ham, but there is barely any evidence for the narrow Tomasello- definition even in its
revised version.79 Tennie and colleagues for instance (2012) tested 15 chimps to copy the
action of a conspecific, and only one chimp was successfully doing so. When the behaviour
was replaced by an unknown action not part of the behavioural repertoire, even this one
chimp did not succeed in imitating the behaviour. The only optimistic conclusion to draw
from this is that chimpanzees and other nonhuman primates might be capable of imitating in
cases concerning behaviour they already know. For new behaviour to be learned evidence for
imitation seems scarce. As Tennie et al. argue (2009), chimpanzees might rather focus on the
outcome than on what exact behaviour the other is displaying:
“When chimpanzees observe someone using a tool, they tend to focus on the effect being
produced in the environment, and they pay little attention to the actual bodily actions of the
tool user. They then use their own behavioural strategies to produce the environmental effect.
They thus reconstruct the product rather than copy the process leading to it.” (p. 2407)
Following from that, chimpanzees may be poor learners of arbitrary signals such as words,
where it seems like the only way to understand the use of it goes through imitating exactly its
use to understand more about the involved goals. This in itself does not appear very
harrowing for the assumption of chimpanzees being able to use innate signals in new contexts
as they are not as arbitrary as human words, but it may lower their chances of spreading such
a new use of a signal in a community.80
What about other nonhuman animals’ imitation skills? Evidence for imitation in the narrow
sense is again difficult to find. For birds, very often in the literature the term auditory vocal
imitation is applied to cases of parrots and songbirds copying sounds of other species and
species-specific vocalisations (see for further discussion Panova et al. 2017). It seems though
that the focus of these studies lies on the mere copying of acoustic features, rather than
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But see Persson et al. (2017), for evidence of chimpanzees displaying spontaneous imitation of
human behaviour (though perhaps without a learning effect) in a zoo-setting.
80
One may want to argue that imitating a non-communicative behaviour may be different from
imitating communicative signals such as gestures or vocalisations. I take it though that the lack of
evidence of imitation learning in regards to communicative signals in great apes underlines the point
made here.
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providing evidence for the reproduction of goal states of the demonstrator. For cetaceans,
there is ample evidence for imitation skills in regards to sounds: they copy sounds of others,
be it of conspecifics or other species (e.g. Panova et al. 2017). Furthermore, they adapt their
songs to the song structure of a new community (Garland et al. 2017). Evidence for imitation
in other mammalian species is almost non-existent.
Given that at the top of the list of imitating species, putting humans aside, are species that are
not closely related to us, one may wonder if imitation learning is not just one way amongst
many to learn using signals in new ways. The list of learning mechanisms is long, with
another type of social learning being an interesting competitor: the so-called emulation
learning. Emulation learning is present in chimpanzees and other nonhuman primates, and is
defined the following way:
“[Emulation is] the process whereby an individual observes and learns some dynamic
affordances of the inanimate world as a result of the behaviour of other animals and then uses
what it has learned to devise its own behavioural strategies.” (Boesch & Tomasello, 1998, p.
598)
For instance, Whiten (Whiten et al. 1996) showed that chimpanzees can learn to open a box
with hidden food by observing a demonstrator opening it, with the opening of the box
requiring several steps. Chimpanzees tend to not follow every step, especially if the step is not
necessary to reach the food or come up with different intermediate steps. They do not copy
the process one by one, but at most use the experimenter demonstrating how to open the box
as an inspiration to access the food successfully. They do not imitate in a narrow sense but
emulate, that is.
The definition of emulation learning above though seems not very interesting for learning
new communicative signals, as it does not refer to emulators relying on mental states of the
demonstrator. Whiten et al. (2004) though argue, that an interest in the mental states of the
demonstrator can be very well present in emulation learning. Chimpanzees might understand
the goal of the demonstrator in what Whiten and colleagues call a special case of emulation
learning, namely goal emulation.
This interpretation of chimpanzee social learning would go in line with studies showing that
chimpanzees are very much able to recognise goal states in others. See for instance the Sara
experiments by Premack and Woodruff (1978) in which Sara, a captive chimpanzee
recognised potential goals of experimenters. Sara was shown videos of humans trying to for
instance screw in a light bulb but they could not reach the lamp, or trying to listen to a record,
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but the plug was not plugged in. Then she was shown pictures with solutions to those
problems, i.e. for the first case a photo depicting a chair. She was able to pick out correct
solutions, which as Andrews argues (2012), may hint at the fact that chimpanzees can
understand goals in others, and also understand others as intentional agents.81
The reason though why for instance Fridland and Moore (2014) argue that emulation learning
is not sufficient for learning uses of words is based on emulation learning not featuring the
precise, exact copying of the behaviour of the demonstrator which makes the acquiring of
language conventions complicated. If I am not exactly copying the context in which to use the
word slab, I might still receive a slab and achieve my goal of receiving a slab, but I might not
be able to learn more about the goals of others involved in the production of the word slab and
therefore perhaps I am less likely to be able to use the word flexibly in new contexts, ironic
contexts etc. because I don’t really know what goals others have in mind. In more complex
word uses I might not even be able to achieve my own goal, because it requires exact
copying. Language conventions require stable proliferation (Milikan 2005) and not copying
exact uses (that is signal uses and responses) may undermine this stable proliferation.
Therefore, chimpanzees that recognise other’s goals and then being inspired by the behaviour
of the conspecific aiming to achieve the same goal (see for instance Tomasello & Call 1997),
may not be good in acquiring even standardizations of signal uses, but worse, they probably
would not be good in keeping them working.
Note though that both emulation learning and imitation learning are part of the observational
learning types that are characterised by learners observing knowers engaging with for instance
an object or producing a signal. It might be then that given the phylogenetic nature of animal
signal systems, emulation learning might be a way to acquire new uses of signals and grasp
meaning refinements either way. Signals are just simply less arbitrary than human words (e.g.
some alarm calls are linked to danger based on their sound structure, gestures are
abbreviations of the behaviour they stand for). Goal emulation in particular then may be
sufficient for new uses of signals, iff some form of passive influencing by knowers is
instantiated to help learners focus on the important features involved in the new or refined
signal use. That is knowers ascribe passively value to a certain way of for instance producing
the signal in a certain context. All this might make emulation learning sufficient for protoconventions in nonhuman animals.
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See also two studies on false belief tests succesfully passed by great apes: Krupenye et al. 2017 &
Buttelmann et al. 2017, indicating an even more complex understanding of other minds at least in
great apes.
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Before I elaborate on this last requirement, the description of language learning in children
has to be completed first.
Imitation learning alone, so the consensus, will not make a child learn a language as fast and
as precisely as they do. Parents enhance the learning process by speaking to children, and by
explicitly teaching them correct uses. In regards to enhancement and teaching on the parents’
side, the term natural pedagogy plays a central role. Human parents are often labelled as by
nature predisposed to be providers of information (Clement & Dukes 2017). Their offspring
then are natural detectors of such provided information: they are very talented in spotting
overt cues provided by their parents within a communicative setting (Csibra & Gergely 2009).
Following from that, Csibra and Geregely define natural pedagogy the following way:
“[W]e reserve the term ‘natural pedagogy’ to refer to instances of ostensive communication
that promotes the learning of generic knowledge by the addressee.” (2009, p.5)
Parents communicate ostensive and intentionally with their offspring enhancing and teaching
correct language use.
Why is this central for language acquisition? The answer is almost identical to answering the
question why imitation learning is important for language learning: knowledge about
language conventions is cognitive opaque knowledge. The knowledge, that is, is not fully
comprehensible by a learner through observation. An observer would have a hard time
differentiating between relevant and non- relevant behaviour of a knower for instance.
Therefore, she starts to imitate to learn more about the goals involved and the concrete use of
a signal, but also through the teacher actively providing cues on how to use the exact signal
for the correct goal. Gergely and Csibra (2009) therefore argue for the presence of a selective
pressure in the human lineage for imitation learning and natural pedagogy, as opposed to
other animals whose cultural knowledge does not have the same characteristics of for instance
being cognitively opaque. Within natural pedagogy then the knower actively provides
information through ostensive cues to the learner, that is through ostensive communication.
The teacher provides or points out information to the learner. The learner then has to be able
to grasp ostensive cues at the very least. Ostensive signals here do not have to be linguistic
but referential. Pointing gestures, eye pointing etc. are ways to point out important
information to learners. Young children innately seem to grasp ostensive signals’ referential
qualities, as they naturally follow the gaze of a caregiver to the referential target (Csibra
2010).
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For language acquisition, one can question the importance of natural pedagogy on the
teacher’s side. In how far do mothers enhance their children’s language capacities really via
active teaching, or are the processes on the teacher’s side far less complex and active? It
seems that for complex opaque cultural knowledge such as language conventions, natural
pedagogy is an efficient tool to transmit knowledge, but is it necessary for signal systems that
are less complex and only partially (if at all) learned? In regards to nonhuman primates and
other nonhuman animals the complete lack of natural pedagogy is striking, at least no active
teacher-learner interaction as present in humans is found until now. The complete lack might
be in part due to the just mentioned point of different kinds of knowledge to be transmitted.
Nonhuman primates may not have full-fledged opaque knowledge to be learned. But also, this
difference might be artificially enforced due to the lack of providing a continuum from nonactive teaching behaviour to natural pedagogy, and describing what abilities would determine
less active teaching kinds from natural pedagogy.
A continuum would help us to evaluate what other primates and animals are concretely
lacking and how close (or not) their teaching and learning skills are to humans. Based on the
outcome, we then might re-consider whether the teaching and learning abilities in particular
nonhuman species might be sufficiently complex to allow for the spreading of new signal uses
in a community.
Before offering a potential candidate though, it should be mentioned that especially in the
biology influenced sciences, there is a diverging definition of teaching at work. A definition
that does not refer to communicative skills by the teacher and imitation skills by the learner.
This definition is therefore mute about the necessary involved cognitive skills to be involved.
Caro & Hauser (1992) introduced this definition as a functionalist description of teaching as:
(a)  occurring in the presence of someone, who has not acquired the skills to be learned,
that is who is naïve towards the technique or behaviour.
(b)  Has costs or at least no benefits for the teacher.
(c)  The potential learner in fact shows learning effects in regards to the technique or
behaviour. (see Musgrave et al. 2016).
(b) is based on the idea that teaching occurs when a teacher provides knowledge or helps
gaining such knowledge for the sake of it and does not aim to manipulate the other to gain
benefits.
All three criteria appear to lead to a legit description of a teaching scenario. Furthermore,
based on these criteria, evidence for teaching was found in chimpanzees. Musgrave and
colleagues (2016) described mothers in termite fishing contexts providing younger individuals
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with fitting fishing probes that are suited for fishing termites in the Goualougo Triangle,
Republic of Congo. The young chimpanzees did not use such fitting probes beforehand,
therefore (a) is fulfilled. Furthermore, Musgrave et al. describe how teachers displayed less
feeding and less tool use afterwards, therefore fulfilling (b). The learners though increased
their tool use and feeding after they received the new tool (therefore fulfilling (c)).
Does this evidence for teaching help to argue for a teaching culture in chimpanzees?
If we look closely at the scenarios, there is reason to be sceptical.
What is described is that mothers hand a stick to a young one, in some cases as an answer to
begging behaviour of the young ones. It is less sophisticated as natural pedagogy though, as
there is no learner closely observing the mother’s behaviour and somehow, one might amend
intuitionally, there is no real interaction between mother and young one, apart from her
handing the stick. Teaching in humans appears to be more proactive on the teacher’s and
learner’s side, or as Gergely and Csibra would put it, it requires ostensive cues in the teacher
and imitation in the learner. And perhaps correction behaviour in cases where the learner still
does it wrong.
Still one may tend to accept that what the chimpanzees display here might be situated closely
to human pedagogy on a potential continuum between non- active and human active teaching.
Should we therefore add the Caro & Hauser-definition to such a potential continuum?
As mentioned above, the definition though is a functionalist account. It remains neutral to the
proximate mechanisms involved, but rather targets ultimate mechanisms. That is, it focuses
on phylogenetic, adaptationist explanations for the occurrence of teaching. One downside of
such an approach is that it cannot tell us what nonhuman animals teaching according to the
Caro and Hauser-definition but not teaching according to the definition of natural pedagogy
are actually cognitively (i.e. proximately) lacking and what the teaching mechanism may have
cognitively in common with human teaching.
The second downside or rather implication to be carefully considered of such a functionalist
definition of teaching is that we also find evidence for teaching in ants. Franks and
Richardson (2006) apply the definition for teaching by Caro and Hauser to ants’ tandem
running, a behaviour an individual ant displays to a conspecific to lead him or her from the
nest to a food source. These scenarios fulfil all three criteria of teaching following Caro and
Hauser: the follower ant is naïve about the food source (a), the teacher has some costs as it
could reach the food source much faster without having to make sure that the follower ant
really follows (b) and furthermore the follower ant displays learning in the sense that it –on its
way back – finds its way much faster (c). Franks and Richardson therefore rightfully conclude
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that the follower learns about the food source’s location and gains general knowledge about
the environment surrounding the nest and the food source. Even though (c) might not be too
straight forward for the ant example, it does fulfil all three criteria. And apart from some nitpicking in regards to (c) – is the follower really learning anything here? – it is hard to come
up with a counterargument. Still the proximate mechanisms appear not at all related to human
natural pedagogy-or is it not? Franks and Richardson point out that there are signals
exchanged between follower and leader ant, such as humans exchange signals when teaching
and being taught, and they emphasize that this hints at teaching in particular. Concretely, the
leader ant, being the teacher here, modifies its behaviour depending on the follower’s
behaviour: If the follower stops tapping on the legs and abdomen of the leader ant with her
antennas, the leader will stop moving. Furthermore “when the gap between leader and
follower grows too large, the former decelerates and the latter accelerates, both move at the
same speed when at the maximal antennal reach of the follower.” (p. 153). For the authors, it
seems that the leader by actively modifying the follower’s behaviour explicitly aims to lead
the follower to the food source. In teaching terms then that would mean that the teacher
explicitly and directly enhances and influences the learning outcome of the learner, depending
on the learner’s behaviour.
Clearly, these influencing behaviours are far away from any real ostensive signalling and it
seems that all of these interdependent behaviours could be automatically, i.e. without any
intentions, displayed.
Either way, alone the presence of an explicit reaction by the teacher on the learner’s
behaviour in a seemingly teaching-like situation is remarkable, as there is not much to be seen
along those lines in nonhuman primates. These interesting points though are not captured by
Caro and Hauser’s definition at all.
It seems therefore that the definition does not carry much explanatory interest within a
continuum interested in proximate mechanisms.
To find a proposal for a potential continuum is difficult as there is barely any literature
addressing the need for it.
One promising competitor though laid out recently focuses on a very different mental state
than natural pedagogy (which focuses on intentions by teachers and learners). This proposal
by Clement and Dukes (2017) is based on the notion of social appraisal.
Social appraisal refers to people evaluating situations based on others emotions. What we
believe to be the case is strongly influenced by others testimony, via their emotional reactions
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for instance, independently of others providing these intentionally or not. For instance, in a
study where participants were seated in a room it was shown that they would, when smoke
appeared, less likely report the danger, if other individuals just shrugged their shoulders
(Manstead & Fischer 2001). The study tried to show that emotions of others influence our
appraisal of a situation. In another study (Gibson & Walk 1960), a scenario was designed in
which young children could approach a cliff, with mothers’ placing a toy on the other side of
the cliff. Some of the mothers then encouraged their children with a smile to approach it.
Young children moved or stopped moving depending on the positive or negative affective
state displayed by their mothers. It seems like the mother provided them affective information
on whether it is dangerous to cross the cliff or not. This kind of information provision by
potential knowers through display of affective states is part of what Clement and Dukes label
Affective Social Learning (henceforth ASL), a proposal due to its newness still lacking
definitory sharpness but still being promising, as I will argue, for the purposes here.
The central idea of ASL is that knowers as potential teachers provide testimony about an
object for instance through affective states and with that influencing the affective state of the
learner, therefore channelling the learner’s focus towards the behaviour to be learned or the
knowledge to be gained. A mother engaging with an object for instance, being immersed in
the interaction with it, provides testimony for object being important. By engaging with this
object so intensely the mother ascribes value to the object in the eyes of the learner and the
learner will focus on the object. The mother provides with her affective state of interest a
possibility for the child to learn about the object or about how to engage with the object
independently of how actively the mother actually engages with the potential learner. This
notion of ascribing value to an object by engaging with the object and displaying affective
states may allow for teaching in very passive ways to be effective, with knowers merely being
interested in the object and not at all in the learner’s behaviour.
Based on this idea, Clement and Dukes then introduce a 4-staged continuum of mechanisms,
leading knowers to provide information for learners. Each stage is cognitively more
challenging with the last stage being natural pedagogy, requiring joint attention between
teacher and learner, ostensive communication and with that an active attending to each other.
The four stages namely are:
1.   affective contagion: The knower attends to an object, displaying an affective state
caused by or related to the object. Think about a predator approaching: The knower
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perceives an eagle and displays fear. The learner does not attend to the object in any
active way but rather is affected by the state of fear of the knower, displaying, too,
now, without explicitly focusing on the predator, fear.
Affective contagion has a weak intentional learning effect, perhaps close to
conditioning, and is probably a rather automatic reaction by the learner, who from now
on may relate the affective state of fear to the presence of the predator. The provision
of the information by the knower through displaying fear is passive and automatic, as
well. Both learner and knower then display automatic responses to the knower’s
affective state for the former and for the latter towards the object.
2.   affective observation: The learner actively focuses on the knower, who herself engages
actively with the object. In that sense, we have a more active (rather dyadic)
interaction between the learner and the knower and the object. The knower provides
affective cues for the learner such as curiosity or happiness by engaging with the
object, which in turn will make the learner focus, and ignites an affective state of
interest/curiosity in the learner. The knower though does not actively engage with the
learner, therefore here again information is provided passively for the learner, and not
intentionally. Also, therefore no ostensive communication takes place. The learner
might or might not be interested in the goal of the knower, but perceives the knower as
an intentional agent engaging on purpose with the object.
3.   social referencing: The learner engages both with the object and the knower. We find
triadic interaction here, with at least learners attending to knowers, trying to actively
seek information about the object through affective states of the knower. Knowers
start teaching or actively providing information, if the learner requests information.
That is, knowers may provide simple ostensive cues, apart from providing affective
cues actively, because it was actively requested by the learner. Both knower and
learner are probably aware of the other acting intentionally.
4.   natural pedagogy: Here the knower starts engaging actively with the potential learner,
communicatively at least via nonverbal ostensive cues, and then the learner starts
engaging with the object. That is, the knower, and not the learner, begins to attend to
the object and the learner. As already described above the learning process here will
be through imitation, and the teaching is active, intentional, directed towards the
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learner through communicative means. Knower and learner somehow do not just
know that the other acts intentionally but also are at least more less aware of the goal
of the other, or at least interested in the goal of the other. Furthermore, the knower
aims to influence the goals and intentions of the learner.
One example to apply this continuum to is the previously introduced vervet behaviour of
meaning refinement of alarm calls in ontogeny. The vervet example, following the
continuum, may present a case of affective observation, that is a case of stage 2-teaching.
Young vervets learn when to produce an eagle alarm call due to mothers producing the alarm
call in the correct context. The mother, that is, engages with the object, the eagle or the eagle
shriek, and is furthermore displaying an affective state through producing the alarm call,
namely fear.82 The mother is not actively engaging with the offspring, but due to her affective
state she provides information about the correct application of the alarm call, namely when
being in a precise state of fear directed towards this thing in the sky approaching, and not in a
situation without any fear involved such as a leaf falling. The teaching process then, if we
want to call it like that, lacks ostensive cues by the teacher, and active engagement by the
teacher with the learner. What the teacher provides though is information about how to apply
the call correctly, and the learner focuses on this important information due to affective states
displayed by the teacher, the teacher being an individual whose testimony is of value and
importance for the young one, namely the mother. Mindreading and any other explicit
reference to mental states of the other is most likely not necessary for the teaching process to
be successful.
In the end, many instances of learning in the world of nonhuman primate infants and juveniles
may fall under affective observation. To give another example outside of the realm of
communication, orang-utan infants and juveniles peer at mothers and later on at other
important individuals such as older peers when those individuals process for instance food
(Schuppli et al. 2016). Peering is observational learning with the learner literally staring at the
knower engaging with an object. Seeing how in peering young ones focus on knowers who
are important to them, such as mothers, it seems that the mother’s interest in the fruit and the
processing of the food, is affecting the infant’s focus. The mother testifies the value of the
food that is, and the young one therefore focuses, and learns first that the fruit is good food
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I argued in chapter 6.1. that these alarm calls are closely linked to affective states of fear being
present in the signaller.
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and perhaps secondly – depending on the complexity of the learning process – how to process
this particular kind of food.
Cases of social referencing are more difficult to find in the animal kingdom, but chimpanzee
road crossing might be an interesting competitor (see Gruber and Sievers in prep.). Road
crossing is a possibly dangerous event, and chimpanzees will actively seek information from
others before crossing the road, including those that have already crossed via gaze alternation
and observing the others’ behaviour. For some occurrences of road crossing, amongst those
that already have crossed the road, one individual will stop and wait for the one still to cross.
The potential learner then gazes towards the knower who gazes back, waiting calmly, and this
way perhaps providing actively information that it is ok to cross the road after the learner
actively requested such information (Hockings et al. 2006). Whether indeed a learning
process is involved, that is if previously scared individuals learn how to safely cross streets,
requires further systematic research.
Clearly for all these cases the question is if the move to affective states is necessary. Is it not
sufficient to have a teaching continuum that does not rely on these mental states? The
problem for a non- affective continuum would be to explain why the learner focuses on the
specific activity the teacher engages in, if teachers remain passive. Affective states do the
work here, following Clement and Dukes’ proposal, in simpler, more passive and more
complex forms of information transmission in knower-learner situations.
Taking this insight over to nonhuman animal signal learning, animal learners have already a
scaffold of what a signal means through phylogeny, refinement and further flexibility in a
signal use can be attained through observational learning such as goal emulation. Imitation is
not necessary given the features of the signal systems. What helps to acquire new uses or
refinements and new gestural signals based on typical behaviour of the species is passive
information provided by knowers in regards to a correct use of the signal. ASL then explains
why members of a community would attend to an individual’s new use of a signal: because by
using the signal in a certain way over and over again and displaying a particular affective
state, an individual ascribes value to that particular signal use.
To sum up chapter 6, I will briefly discuss a potential introduction of a new gestural signal to
initiate travel to a chimpanzee community, displayed in slightly diverging versions both by a
mother and her sub- adult son. By elaborating on this observation, I will underline my claim
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that emulation and affective observation may be sufficient to learn new signals. It is important
to note though, that what follows is by no means empirically validated as the number of
observed instances (N=1 for the mother; N= 4 for the son) is too low to draw any systematic
conclusions and allow for diverging interpretations of the collected data. Still, the example
will show the possibility of the two mechanisms being sufficient for the son, Kasigwa, to
learn the gestural signal from Kutu, the mother.
The whole of chapters 7 and 8 will deal with the context of travel initiations in chimpanzees.
For now, it is important to note what I discussed in chapter 4: chimpanzees travel in groups.
They have specific signals, vocalisations and behaviours that they can employ to make their
intention to travel known to other conspecifics. In one of those moments of an individual, in
this case Kasigwa, intending to initiate a travel, a seemingly new behaviour 83 was displayed.
Kasigwa stood in front of the potential follower and started turning 360 degrees. When facing
the follower at the 180-degree point of the turn, he checked on the follower explicitly and
then, finally turned around fully to head off. Even though this behaviour seems closely linked
to a non-communicatively heading off behaviour combined with a not unusual checking
behaviour on a conspecific, it appeared highly stylized in its execution. That is the behaviour
was exaggerated.
At three further occasions, Kasigwa displayed the exact same behaviour. In three of the four
instances Kasigwa was successful in recruiting the potential follower. Applying Hobaiter &
Byrne’s (2014) ASO84-criterion to evaluate the intention of the signaller by looking at the
follow-up behaviour of the signaller after the recipient reacts, it can be said that Kasigwa did
not display any further behaviour when the conspecifics joined the travel. That is, he appeared
satisfied with the outcome of the interaction. In the case of the conspecific not following,
Kasigwa displayed one check towards the potential follower and whimpering, a distress call
indicating dissatisfaction with the situation, in combination with a further check towards the
potential follower. That is, Kasgiwa was satisfied if conspecifics followed, but displayed
further elaboration behaviour in the case of the conspecific not following. It seemed therefore
that Kasigwa displayed an idiosyncratic gestural behaviour of communicating to the potential
follower his intention to jointly travel.
Interestingly, it might be wrong to state that Kasigwa “invented” this behaviour. On another
occasion we perceived Kutu, his mother, to display a related, stylized behaviour in a travel
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Out of 283 recorded travel initiations collected over 6 months, only Kasigwa and in a slightly
modified version, his mother Kutu displayed the behavior.
84
ASO = apparently satisfactory outcome.
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initiation context. Kutu was not the initiator of the travel, but she joined the initiator and then
turned around to a not yet travelling conspecific, a male and therefore to her dominant
individual. She did not display a full 360-degree turn towards that individual though. The
absence of the full 360-degree turn may be due to her trying to follow the initiator at the same
time. Importantly, her behaviour indicated a high state of arousal-including the production of
a pant grunt and overly tense movements. This state of arousal was clearly caused due to the
addressed individual being a male chimpanzee. The strongly expressed affective state may
have let Kasigwa to focus on Kutu’s behaviour on several occasions.
It is then one possible way of interpretation to conclude that Kasigwa copied the idiosyncratic
behaviour of his mother. Such an assumption would be compatible with the literature on
family traditions in chimpanzees. Lamon and colleagues for instance (Lamon et al. 2017)
found transmission of tool use within families. The behaviour displayed by Kutu may just be
another behaviour transmitted from mother to offspring. ASL then tells us why transmissions
between mother and juveniles or subadults happen: Mothers are the main focus point of
young chimpanzees. If a mother ascribes value to a behaviour, in this case the mother
expresses a high state of arousal when producing a behaviour, then the younger family
members may pick this behaviour up. Furthermore, the young individuals are required to
display observational social learning: for Kasigwa to display the travel initiation behaviour in
a travel initiation context, he will have to make the connection between the signal and its
function or perhaps his mother’s goals at the moment of signal production. He may have
noticed his mother’s production in the context of travel initiations, realized for what purpose
she displays it, and then tried to use it to fulfil the same goal, to initiate a travel. The
behaviour in itself was not foreign to Kasigwa as checking and turning towards conspecifics
within travel initiation and travel contexts are part of the chimpanzee behaviour repertoire.
Given that chimpanzees are no great imitators though, Kasigwa might have started using the
signal in a more exaggerated, perhaps more iconic version, with a full 360-degree turn and in
contexts that are slightly diverging from the mother’s use, such as towards all individuals not
just high ranking ones, or to indeed initiate a travel and not just to make others tag along
within an ongoing travel initiation. The end product though still highly resembled the
mother’s original behaviour.
Such an interpretation is mere guesswork though, but it illustrates how less complex teaching
and learning mechanisms can explain the spreading of a signal use in a nonhuman animal
community.
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7. Communicative negotiations in travel initiations in chimpanzees: empirical data
The main question of this dissertation is still unaddressed: are nonhuman animals capable of
communicating intentionally in the way described and outlined in this dissertation, i.e.
associative-inferential, rational (i.e. having expectations about the other’s behaviour based on
the assumption that the other acts according to her goals), ostensive and flexible in regards to
attending to the other and in regards to signal uses?
This question though cannot be tackled in theory alone, but requires concrete empirical
investigation. Empirical investigation, more specifically, that does not merely focus on one
signal used in a species as previous research on intentional communication has often
suggested, but on a concrete context of communication in which different signals are
produced. By focusing on one specific signal, such as vervet monkey alarm calls or
chimpanzee pant hoots, it is particularly difficult to evaluate flexibility in interaction.
Furthermore, it distorts the comparative aim of such an investigation. For human
communication, we tend to emphasize its flexibility and variety by looking at interactions
containing very many different signals of different modalities. We should therefore do the
same for nonhuman animal communication. As I argued in chapter 5, especially under a
negotiation paradigm and, as argued in 6.3., by focusing on contexts that are not situations of
life and death for the communicating individuals we may be able to set the stage for a fair
comparison.
In order to conduct an investigation in accordance with these guidelines I conducted a study
in the Budongo Forest, Uganda with the Sonso chimpanzee community, a community of wild
but well habituated chimpanzees, over a period of 6 months. I was interested in how far these
chimpanzees can engage with each other flexibly within travel initiation contexts. As already
discussed, chimpanzees travel a lot during a day to new feeding or resting places. Very often
one individual initiates a new travel either by producing a so–called travel hoo, or by
checking on the others and then heading off silently. There are a lot of other options to initiate
a travel though, including gestures such as branch-dragging or leaf-clipping or, regarding
vocalisations, the production of recruitment pant hoots. Previous research (Gruber &
Zuberbühler 2013) has shown that chimpanzees are picky in regards to who they want to join
in their travels: they prefer to produce travel hoos in the presence of long-term grooming
partners, i.e. friends. Grooming is a good indicator for friendship as it is used in primates to
form and maintain social bonds.
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The preference for picking friends for a joint travel is interesting, as it seems to imply that
travel initiators have specific intentions at work, specifically the intention to make particular
individuals tag along.
Based on the elaborations on the importance of negotiation to investigate flexible interactions,
I focused on scenarios in which one individual wanted to start off for a travel but the chosen
follower did not want to tag along. This may serve as a set-up for potential negotiations
between the individuals whether to stay or leave. Were such negotiations observed, we would
be provided with evidence for the presence of ostensive intentional communication in
chimpanzees.
Why does this follow? It follows, because if we found negotiations in chimpanzees:
(a) it would provide evidence that they can attend to each other flexibly via a back and forth.
Particularly insisting on leaving and insisting on staying, if such evidence can be found,
requires overtly attending to the other. The travel initiator has to show openly his goal of
leaving together with the follower in order to make the latter indeed tag along.
(b) we might get an insight on flexible uses of signals when taking a look at what signals are
used (perhaps even idiosyncratic signals) and how they are used (i.e. at what point in the
negotiation and instead of what other possible signal). Flexible uses of signals will serve as
evidence for the signals being non-naturally meaningful and for communicators using
different strategies to bring their intentions across.
(c) we can take a look in how far the identity of the signaller has an impact on how successful
he or she is. This may provide evidence for communicators not just taking into account the
signal and the context but also social factors.
In this chapter, I will first discuss the collected data, including variables and necessary
definitions and providing an overview of the vocal and gestural signals produced. I will
provide potential interpretations in regards to the use of these gestures and vocalisations in
accordance to communicators’ goals. Then I will give qualitative descriptions of four cases of
negotiations, addressing in particular evidence regarding (a) and (b). (c) will be addressed in
chapter 8.
The data in this study was collected with focal animal sampling (Altman 1974), that is by
following specific individuals from 07:00 to 16:00. I followed individuals belonging to
different age groups, dominance ranks and sex, to ensure that the data would be representative
for the whole chimpanzee community: 4 adult females (NB, KW, KU, RH), 6 adult males
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(ZF, NK, HW, KZ, KT, ZL) and 6 juvenile to subadult individuals (NT, KR, KS, KC, ZD,
RF).
I recorded the travel initiations with a video camera and the individuals’ vocalisations with a
microphone attached to the camera.
After data collection, I first introduced the negotiation paradigm to analyse the data, by
adopting the following definition for situations in which diverging goals lead to a negotiation:
The travel initiation failed in the first place, but then initiators did not abandon the travel but
re-initiated. Furthermore, in the re-initiation, both initiator and follower produced travel
partner directed behaviour, that is at least checks towards the conspecific or signals were
produced, as evidence for communicators engaging with each other.
Applying this definition and the additional definitions in table 1 lead us to the following
result:
Table 1: Definition of travel behaviour used in this study
Name

Description

Joint travel event:

We followed the definition of travel by Gruber and
Zuberbühler (2013) and defined ‘travel’ as an event that
began with the termination of a non-locomotion activity,
followed by locomotion of at least 10m, and ended with the
commencement of a non-locomotion activity, usually feeding,
grooming or resting. The travel was defined as ‘joint travel’
when at least the initiator produced waiting and/or recipient
directed behaviour next to heading off. Therefore, we
excluded from the group of joint travels instances of
individuals leaving alone not producing any recipient directed
behaviour and waiting behaviour.

Non-locomotive main

Feeding, resting, sleeping, copulating, aggressing others,

activity

grooming, playing, waiting behaviour for more than 5
minutes.

Start travel initiation

The travel initiation started, when the initiator did not engage
anymore in any non-locomotion main activity, and displayed
either check (towards travel direction, recipient), signalling or
waiting behaviour.
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Successful travel initiation

Travel partners moved at least 10 m together.

Failed travel initiation:

a)   The recipient started engaging in a different nonlocomotive main activity; or
b)   the initiator heads off alone; or
c)   no active behaviour on neither side (no signals, no
other activity) for more than 15 minutes.

End of a travel initiation

a)   Initiator was in motion and recipient followed for 5 s
(for successful cases). All other behaviour after the 5 s
mark by the travel partners were not counted as
behaviour being part of the travel initiation.
b)   Recipient started engaging in another main activity or
initiator was in motion with no other behaviour
directed towards the recipient until 30s of its travel,
which counted then as travelling alone. (for failed
cases)

Followers

In scenarios with multiple followers, we used the individual
as focal that followed first and/or got most audience directed
behaviour by the travel initiator.

During the 6 months of the study I recorded 283 travel initiations. Looking at the success rate,
that is how often potential followers joined the travel, I found 212 initially successful and 71
initially failed initiations.
Table 2: Success rates, non-negotiated instances
Non-negotiated travel initiations
Successful

Unsuccessful

212

50

80.9%

19.1%

I then looked at the 71 failed initiations. How many of these were further negotiated by the
chimpanzees and therefore fell under the negotiation paradigm?
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21 out of the 71 indeed fell under the negotiation paradigm. Within these 21 negotiated travel
instances, 17 ended successfully in a travel, and 4 failed either way. Interestingly, therefore,
the success rate for the negotiated instances turned out to be identical to the success rate of the
non-negotiated instances, namely 80.9 %. Negotiations, i.e. openly attending to the travel
partner, therefore may fulfil the function of raising the success of failed initiations up to its
normal rate.
To further underline the idea that within the negotiated instances individuals attend to each
other, I counted the number of behavioural sequences produced by each travel partner. As
sequences, I defined the behaviours falling under the variables (see table 3) produced by one
individual, until the other produced its own behavioural sequence.
Table 3: Key potentially communicative signals and behaviours
Name

Description

Checks potential travel partners

The individual looks towards the position of the other
individual.

Checks travel direction

The individual looks towards the future travel direction.

Turning towards/turning away

The individual displays a body turn of at least 90 degrees

from travel partner

towards the position of the potential travel partner.

Moving towards/ moving away

Moving at least two steps away or towards either travel

from travel partner into travel

partner or travel direction can be communicative

direction

behaviour in the sense of the individual showing that it
does or does not want to leave. In contrast, initial and final
movements into travel direction do not count, because
these are simply behaviours of starting and commencing
the travel.

Aggression by potential travel

Physical aggression towards the travel partner is displayed

partner

by the individual as well as running after the aggressed
conspecific (charging displays).

Extensive waiting by travel

The travel initiator after initially heading off, waits more

initiator

than 5 minutes, without displaying any other nonlocomotive main activity such as feeding, resting, sleeping,
or copulating.
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Vocal signals

All signals produced through vocal tract, defined as sounds
produced from the vibration of the vocal folds within the
larynx, amounting to a clear distinct sound.

Gesture

All communicative behaviours that were not produced
through the vocal tract such as attention getters and
abbreviated behaviours.

I counted both the number of sequences in the negotiated and the non-negotiated instances.
In the successful initiations that did not lead to negotiation, on average 2.6 sequences were
produced by the travel initiator and the follower (N 85 =212). Travel initiations with 2.6
sequences are described for instance as the following: the initiator produces a travel hoo and
heads off, the follower checks on the initiator and perhaps already follows, and in some cases
the initiator checks on the follower again.
For the failed initiations not leading to any negotiation, on average 2.1 sequences were
produced (N=50), that means an initiator produced a behavioural sequence and the follower
responded with a sequence.
For the negotiated instances, the ones ultimately leading to a successful travel initiation
required on average 8.9 sequences (N=17), that is at least 5 sequences by the initiator and 4
by the follower. 4 of the 21 negotiation situations did not lead to success. In these, individuals
displayed still 6.25 sequences on average (see figure).

Number of behavioural sequences in successful and failed initiations
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N= Number of instances
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The difference in the number of sequences between negotiated and not negotiated instances
comes as no surprise as per definition negotiations require more sequences with an initial
travel initiation that failed requiring at least one sequence and a re-initiation requiring further
sequences.
Taking a closer look at the negotiations, I analysed the potentially communicative behaviours
individuals produced the most. Initiators preferentially produced vocalisations (M= 5.14, SD=
9.40, N=21), and checks towards the potential follower (M= 5.10, SD= 8.85, N=21). They did
not produce many gestures (M=1.10, SD=4.57, N=21) or checks towards the travel initiation
(M= 1.20, SD= 2.52, N=21). 86 No aggressive behaviour was displayed by initiators, as
opposed to followers who displayed aggressive behaviour in two recorded cases towards the
initiator; one of these instances of aggression though took place directly after the travel ended.
Potential followers also preferably used vocalisations (M=3.55, SD=7.99, N=21) and
checking behaviour towards the initiator (M=1.10, SD=1.24, N=21). Again, compared to that,
checking towards the travel direction (M=0.2, SD=0.60, N=21) and the production of gestures
(M=0.18, SD=0.50, N=21) occurred far less. Potential followers never displayed extensive
periods of waiting as opposed to initiators who waited for more than 5 minutes in 4 cases.
For comparative research on intentional communication, it is especially important to look at
the use of potentially non-naturally meaningful signals, that is gestures and vocalizations. In
table 4 and 5 the gestures and vocalisations found are described in regards to their acoustic
structure and potential meaning:
Table 4: Vocal signals observed during the study
Call type

Call name

Description and associated reference

Hoo

Travel hoos

Travel hoos are quiet vocalisations that are mainly produced at
the beginning or before a travel by the travel initiator and result
in recipients coming down trees or interrupting their resting
behaviour. They sometimes also occur within a travel, probably
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For the statistical results, all potential communicative means were first documented for each
instance of negotiation. The number of possible communicative behaviours was then log-transformed
to obtain a normal distribution and Generalized Linear Models were used to compare these values.
M=mean of the sample. (The mean is the average value found in the sample.)
SD= Standard deviation (SD expresses the quantitative variation of the samples from the mean value
(i.e. the sum of all the values of the sample) of the sample as a whole.)
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functioning as contact calls (Crockford et al. in prep.).
Compared to ‘rest hoos’ (see below), ‘travel hoos’ are
significantly shorter (~0.12 s vs 0.3 – 1s), have a lower
maximum fundamental frequency F0 (~220 Hz vs 180 Hz), are
less modulated, and consist of more elements (Gruber &
Zuberbühler, 2013). We counted travel hoos in units, because for
most individuals they syntactically consist of several hoos.
Rest hoos

Rest hoos are produced by individuals when resting or feeding
(Gruber & Zuberbühler 2013). Rest hoos may function to
provide cohesion between conspecifics that are motivated to stay
and rest, rather than travel (Crockford et al. in prep). Rest hoos
are almost always emitted as single calls as opposed to travel
hoos.

Hoo-like

Whimpers

Whimpers are highly tonal series of hoo-like distress calls; They
are emitted mostly in either begging contexts by infants and
juveniles during weaning or separation from the mother and by
young adult males when separated from other males. 100-700
ms, 250-1300 Hz. (Crockford & Boesch 2005).

Pant hoots

Pant hoots consist of up to four phases: introduction phase with
the emission of hoos; the build-up with a series of hoos
interspersed with voiced inhaled elements; the climax with
screams and sometimes barks being emitted; and the let- down
phase: which in sound is similar to the build-up but the hoos
have decreasing pitch (Notham & Rendall 2003). Pant hoots are
sometimes accompanied by drumming. They are emitted in
feeding contexts, meeting contexts, group coordination contexts
and to initiate travel. Pant hoots are individually distinct in
sound allowing for identification of the producer (Crockford &
Boesch 2005).

Pant grunts

Pant grunts are a series of grunts joined together by
voiced inhaled elements; 30-200 ms; 100-200 Hz. They are
produced to greet a higher ranking, dominant individual
(Crockford & Boesch 2005).

Screams

Screams have a duration and frequency of 500-1000 ms; 800	
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2000 Hz; sometimes being non-linear. They are produced in
contexts of aggression, as a sign of fear and sometimes during
copulation (Crockford and Boesch 2005).
Barks

Barks have a duration and frequency of 400 ms; 600-2000 Hz.
They are produced in contexts of aggression, hunting, and when
hearing other chimpanzee parties or chimpanzees from other
communities (Crockford & Boesch 2005).

Grunts

Food grunts

The food grunts can be characterized acoustically as having a
range from 40-150 ms; 100-350 Hz. They are produced perhaps
to share information about the presence of food (Crockford &
Boesch 2005, Slocombe & Zuberbühler 2006).

Copulation

Copulation calls consist of a rhythmic succession of

calls

high-frequency squeaks or screams, with a frequency range of
700–1000 Hz. They are emitted by females in copulation
contexts. They may be employed by females as a strategy to
advertise receptivity to high ranking males to secure future
support from those males (Townsend et al. 2008).

Table 5: gestural signals observed during the study
Name

Description

Branch dragging

The individual starts running along the ground while holding a branch in
one hand. Bonobos use branch dragging either in agonistic contexts or to
initiate a travel, that is to coordinate group movement (Schamberg et al.
2017). No systematic research has been conducted on chimpanzees yet.

Branch shaking

The individual shakes a branch, mostly to elicit sexual attention and to
make the other come to the indicated location (Hobaiter & Byrne 2014).

Breaking big

The individual breaks big branches in the context of charging displays to

branches

display aggression (Goodall 1986).

Leaf clipping

"A chimpanzee picks one to five stiff leaves, grasps the petiole between
the thumb and the index finger, repeatedly pulls it from side to side while
removing the leaf blade with the incisors, and thus bites the leaf to pieces.
In removing the leaf blades, a ripping sound is conspicuously and
distinctly produced. When only the midrib with tiny pieces of the leaf
blade remains, it is dropped and another sequence of ripping a new leaf is
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often repeated." None of the leaves used are eaten (Nishida 1987, p. 466).
Leaf clipping is used to get attention of the opposite sex (Hobaiter &
Byrne 2014).
Lip smacking

We counted lip smacking as an oral gesture, characterised by rapid
closing and opening of the mouth and lips. It is often associated with
grooming, mostly displayed when the risk of termination of the
interaction by the recipient is high (Fedurek et al. 2015).

Drumming

Wild chimpanzees generate low-frequency sounds that are audible to
humans from a distance of at least 1 km away by hitting the buttresses of
trees or other objects with their hands and feet. This object- drumming
occurs in discrete bouts of rapidly delivered beats that usually accompany
pant hoots (Arcadi et al. 1998). The function may be to let others know
about one’s location and one’s identity (Babiszewska et al 2014).

Stomping with

Stomp on the ground with both feet is either used to indicate that the

feet

other should follow or to grab attention of the other, as well as to indicate
to the other to stop the action (Hobaiter & Byrne 2014).

Given that gestures were produced only in few instances (see table 6), it is difficult to make
any assumption about the use of these gestures within the negotiations. More generally, for
the two main gestures used on the initiator’s side, we do know from previous research that
branch-shaking and leaf-clipping are used by individuals to attract the attention of another
individual and perhaps to make the individual come to the location of the signal producer
(Hobaiter & Byrne 2014). For travel initiations, these gestures may then be useful tools to lure
the other into the intended direction of travel.
For vocalisations (see table 7), initiators produced mostly whimpers (62 whimpers in 4
instances) and travel hoos (25 travel hoos in 12 instances). They also produced 7 resting hoos.
Whimpers were most likely produced to express the dislike of a given situation, while travel
hoos were produced to initiate travel.
Followers produced most often travel hoos (8 in 5 instances), whimpers (45 in 3 instances)
and 4 resting hoos in 4 instances. While the use of whimpers and resting hoos for potential
followers seems straightforward (for the former they were unhappy with the situation, for the
latter they most likely indicated their intention to rest), one may wonder why followers
produced travel hoos in a situation of negotiation. During negotiations, I assumed potential
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followers to have an intention to stay, while producing a travel hoo may indicate the opposite,
an intention to travel, one may argue. The occurrence both of travel hoos in followers as well
as resting hoos in initiators though is highly interesting. It is important to note that all travel
hoos produced by potential followers were produced in later sequences, that is not at the
beginning of the negotiation. This may imply that followers either expressed their change of
intention, from resting to travelling or commented on the initiator moving.
Table 6: gestures produced by initiators and followers:
Initiators
Branch

Stomping Branch

shaking

Lip

Drumming Breaking Leaf

dragging smacking

branches

clipping

Total

16

0

0

1

1

0

5

Instances

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

Branch

Stomping Branch

Lip

Drumming Breaking Leaf

Followers
shaking

dragging smacking

branches

clipping

Total

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

Instances

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

The resting hoos produced by initiators appear at first glance also problematic, as resting hoos
are vocalisations produced to indicate one’s mood for resting (as opposed to moving, playing
etc.). If the initiator intended to head off for a travel the production of these calls is clearly
counter-intuitive. All resting hoos though were produced in later behavioural sequences as
well, which enables us to interpret them again as either the initiator commenting on the
potential follower (who is still resting instead of following), or as the initiator voicing his
change of intention.
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Table 7: vocalisations produced by initiators and followers:
Initiators
resting travel food

pant

pant

screams whimpers bark copulation unknown

hoos

hoos

grunts hoots

grunts

calls

Total

7

25

3

5

3

0

62

0

0

3

Instances

5

12

1

3

3

0

4

0

0

2

pant

pant

screams whimpers bark copulation unknown

Followers
resting travel food
hoos

hoos

grunts hoots

grunts

calls

Total

4

8

2

4

0

3

45

5

3

4

Instances

4

5

1

3

0

3

3

2

1

3

Given that the use of these vocalisations in combination with checks to the other hints at both
participating individuals communicating their goals to each other, I will provide a more
detailed qualitative descriptions and interpretation of four cases. Such qualitative descriptions
will provide more insight into how individuals attend to each other.
The four cases are each a representative case of a negotiation in a particular group
constellation: that is a family, a mixed group (consisting of males and females), an all- male
group and a consortship constellation, with a male and a female being or negotiating a
potential short-term mating relationship. Furthermore, each case presents a different acted out
travel negotiation, with case 1 having the initiator heavily relying on gestures and the follower
displaying a high number of moving towards and moving away from the initiator; case 2
having both initiator and follower producing a number of vocalisations in a fast-paced
negotiation; case 3 presenting a case of a potential follower openly disagreeing with the
initiator’s original plan; and case 4 being a case of disagreement between individuals in
regards to who initiates the travel. Case 4 also presents a negotiation including aggressive
behaviour.
In the descriptions of the four travel initiations below, I will indicate the hierarchical relations
of each individual, as this will be a point of discussion in chapter 8. To note here is that
females are in general less dominant than males, though the Sonso- community has an alpha
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female, Nambi, who is high-ranking in regards to dominance within all individuals. Younger
individuals, subadults and juveniles in general are also low-ranking individuals.
Case 1: Consortship constellation
This case is a travel initiation with Kato (KT), a middle-ranking male being the initiator, and
Ruhara (RH), a high-ranking female, though per se, being a female, lower in dominance than
Kato.
Before the travel initiation, KT and RH already moved away from the main group, now
feeding on trees. The only other member of the group is Rafia (RF), RH’s subadult daughter.
RH is in full estrus.87
To initiate the travel, KT first comes down the tree, starts waiting and checks on RH. He then
moves closer to RH and displays branch shaking (2x) and checks again on RH.
He moves closer again to RH's tree, engages again in branch-shaking, leaf-clipping and again
branch-shaking (2x) and leaf-clipping. After this, he checks four times on RH, displays again
branch-shaking, checks on RH, and continues to display branch-shaking (2x) and leafclipping. RH remains on the tree. The travel initiation, or at least the intention to make RH
move down the tree, fails.
KT then displays an extensive waiting period. When RH finally comes down the tree, she first
checks on KT. As a response, KT engages again in branch-shaking (3x), leaf-clipping and
again branch-shaking. RH moves towards KT and produces a travel hoo either to RF or to
KT, and lies down. KT grooms RH briefly, stands up and heads into the travel direction and
stops. RH gets up, standing and waiting. KT displays again branch-shaking moves a few
meters into the travel direction again, displays again branch-shaking and starts moving a few
meters again into the travel direction. RH follows, but then right away both stop. KT engages
again in branch-shaking, and RH again comes closer to KT and lies down again next to him.
KT then again grooms RH, displays lip-smacking, perhaps to lower the risk of RH
terminating the interaction with him. He moves a few meters in travel direction, checks on
RH, displays branch-shaking and then produces a travel hoo. Here the travel hoo may show a
change of communication strategy by KT, previously having relied on branch-shaking and
leaf-clipping gestures and now displaying elaboration by changing modality to make RH
finally tag along.
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The period in which the female chimpanzees are in maximum sexual receptivity. This is easily
observable through the female’s swelling of the perineal skin during this time.
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RH checks in response on KT. KT then comes back to RH, grooms RH and starts moving
again into the travel direction. RH follows first but then stops again. KT stops too, but then
heads off again. RH checks on KT. KT stops and checks on RH. RH starts moving towards
KT. KT heads off again, and RH finally follows. The travel starts.
The negotiation scenario can be interpreted the following way: RH might be at first hard to
convince to come along, she may then indicate that she is willing to follow by producing a
travel hoo, either indirectly by producing the hoo towards her daughter, or directly to KT.
Even at that point though, she remains very careful in following KT. KT produces several
times branch-shaking and leaf-clipping and does not use any loud vocalisations that might
either attract other individuals in the vicinity or frighten RH. He patiently engages in
numerous gestures to make sure that she follows. RH engages in a lot of stopping and moving
towards the initiator. She therefore does not very actively communicate her goals, apart from
the travel hoo, but rather shows her hesitation.
The travel initiation including initial failure and negotiation had a total duration of 2 hours.
Case 2: all male group
The group consisted of only two members, Zed (ZD) a subadult male and Zefa (ZF) a middle
ranking adult male.
ZF, previously leading the group of two, interrupts an ongoing travel to feed on a feeding tree.
ZD still travelling produces two travel hoos, probably indicating his goal to go on with
travelling. ZF, feeding on the tree does not follow. The re-initiation by ZD fails at this point.
Then ZF produces a travel hoo, and ZD responds with a resting hoo: either ZF comments on
still being in the mood to travel or on ZD’s behaviour and ZD either responds with
commenting on ZF’s behaviour or indicating his own willingness to rest. ZF, still feeding,
again produces a travel hoo. ZD still travelling stops, and checks twice on ZF. ZF produces
another hoo, which could not be classified. ZD then responds with a hoo of the same kind. ZF
produces again an unidentifiable hoo and then a travel hoo.
ZD checks the original travel direction, checks on ZF and produces several vocalisations: a
resting hoo, an unidentified grunt and another resting hoo. He then checks again the travel
direction, heads off again a few meters, stops, checks the travel direction, heads off again,
stops and sits down on a fallen tree. Then he checks two more times on ZF, turns his whole
body 90 degrees away from ZF and starts feeding as well. This travel initiation fails in the
end. It seems that ZD gives in into ZF’s diverging plans.
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Given the number of exchanged travel and resting hoos, it is possible that a true negotiation of
goals took place, with both ZD and ZF acknowledging both options. The term of coregulation of behaviour as introduced by King (2004) and discussed in chapter 5 comes to
mind, with both individuals negotiating through (vocal) action an outcome. Also, case 2 may
present one of the rare examples with recipients also displaying elaborative behaviour, as ZF
appears to change vocalisation-type within the negotiation.
The travel initiation up to its final failure was comparably fast-paced, being only 3 minutes
long.
Case 3: a group consisting of family members only
For this case, Zed (ZD) is a potential follower, and his older brother, a low-ranking adult male
called Zalu (ZL) intends to initiate a travel.
ZL heads off and produces a travel hoo, ZD responds with a resting hoo and remains resting
on the ground. The travel initiation fails initially. ZL moves about 15 meters, stops at a nearby
feeding tree, climbs up the tree and produces several food grunts, perhaps to share
information about good quality food, and perhaps even to make ZD come, though ZD remains
resting. A few minutes later, ZD heads off and drums on a tree buttress. ZL follows right
away.
Here it seems that during the initial travel initiation ZF communicated his intention to travel,
while ZD communicated his intention to remain resting.
With ZD drumming on a tree and heading off a few minutes later he seems to openly display
a change of mood and intends for ZL to follow.
The travel initiation had a duration of 22 minutes.
Case 4: Mixed group
The group consists of several females and males. The main conflict though arises between
Zed (ZD) and Kwezi (KZ), a low-ranking young adult male.
ZD heads off first, checks upon KZ and twice on the other individuals in the group, and then
produces a travel hoo. The whole group remains waiting. The travel initiation therefore
initially fails. ZD waits. KZ then heads off, starts stomping on the ground and running, barks
and drags a branch on the ground, either to display strength or to indicate the travel direction
or travel initiation. While he is doing so, he checks on the other individuals still waiting. ZD
checks on KZ, who passes him now. KZ takes over the lead, and the others follow. After a
short travel bout he starts aggressing ZD.
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Here it appears that diverging goals on who was to initiate the travel were present. ZD first
openly communicates his intention to start travelling by producing a travel hoo. KZ clearly
displays an aggressive mood and after displaying strength and dominance, takes over the lead.
He openly shows anger with different communicative means (e.g. through the bark
vocalisation, branch dragging) and probably also very actively initiates the travel a new (e.g.
stomping on the ground). ZD does not intervene much, that is he does not openly negotiate
here, but follows KZ. It seems that after the travel bout KZ retaliates against ZD through a
charging display.
The duration of this initiation was 6 minutes.
Following these four descriptions, it seems clear that chimpanzees are capable of negotiating
openly to different degrees and with different means given the situation and the concrete
content of the disagreement. In cases 1, 2 and 3 the goals were mostly communicated quite
openly, and individuals attended to each other patiently, particularly in cases 1 and 2. They
rarely chose violence but stuck to communicative means, though case 4 shows that this is not
always the case. Particularly in cases 1, 3 and 4 individuals showed their elaboration skills.
These elaboration skills also imply that individuals form expectations on how recipients are
supposed to respond to the signal. If recipients do not fulfil expectations, a different strategy
will be employed or the signaller persists. The presence of behavioural expectations, as I
discussed before, are particularly important as they show that individuals display instrumental
rationality. Furthermore, in cases 2 and 4, failed behavioural expectations caused the
communicative negotiation. In case 2 ZD appeared to not have expected for the travel to be
interrupted, and in case 4, it seemed that KZ did not expect ZD to initiate the travel.
Additionally, I want to point out again the potentially idiosyncratic initiation behaviour
displayed by the subadult male Kasigwa discussed at the end of chapter 6.3. The behaviour, I
concluded either was indeed idiosyncratic or learned from his mother, Kutu, who displayed a
similar behaviour. The integration of potentially new signals in communicative interactions
are important indicators for non-naturally meaningful signals being present in a species.
All this, I conclude, shows that chimpanzees are capable of engaging in quite sophisticated
intentional communication.
They do so though only seldom: only 21 cases of negotiations were found for 283 travel
initiations. Also, when they engage in negotiation very often it is a long, slow process taking
up to 2 hours (see case 1) and up to 32 behavioural sequences.
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8. The influence of signaller’s and recipient’s identity on the communicative interaction:
empirical data
After focusing on flexibility, elaboration and overtness present in chimpanzee travel initiation
scenarios, I will now turn towards the role of signaller’s and recipient’s identity in regards to
success and choice of communicative signals. That is, I will focus on criteria (VIII) and (IX)
for ostensive intentional communication. (VIII) was concerned with the fact that intentional
communicators perform actions such as warning and inviting by producing signals, next to the
signal having an informative or referential content. Following from that, in (IX) I claimed that
other factors next to signaller’s intentions play a role in shaping a communicative situation,
such as who produces the signal and who is the recipient.
In regards to (VIII) it is almost too apparent that within travel initiations there are several
signals that turn the signaller into a performer of an action just by producing the signal, at
least on a functional level. Travel hoos appear to be imperative and therefore to function to
initiate travels as previous research has shown (Gruber and Zuberbühler 2013). But it can also
be hypothesized as I tried to do in chapter 4. that they rather refer to an inner mental state of
being in the mood to travel or to engage in a future travel event. Following Austin (1962), the
signal could fulfil both, the requirements for a referential meaning, and for performing the act
of initiating the travel.
Another vocalization used in the travel initiations mentioned in chapter 7 is the bark. By
producing barks one might perform an act of warning in certain contexts, such as in the
described interaction between Kwezi and Zed. Resting hoos may indicate the act of resting.
But these kinds of interpretations of vocalisations are all rather speculative, even on a
functional level.
In regards to proximate mechanisms it is even more difficult to judge in how far individuals
intend to perform an act or are aware that the use of certain signals leads to certain actions. I
will therefore refrain from discussing this in depth here. For now, in regards to criterion (VIII)
we can say that some of the vocal signals used in travel initiations can be interpreted as both
having a referential content, they are meaningful in that sense and may also function as
performing an act.
In regards to (IX) I will argue that independently of the signaller’s intentions an effect
according to this criterion is present. One has to note though that the negotiated travel
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initiations do consist, next to vocal and gestural signals, of other behavioural variables, that
are rather - if at all - ostensive signals, and may be far off from Austin’s conception of
meaningful sentences used to perform an action. Therefore, the comparative value to human
speech acts is considerably low. The aim here though is rather to show that within
communicative situations the identity of the communicators has an impact on achieving the
signaller’s goal and perhaps even on the choice of signals.
First though I want to expand the scope of (IX) and pose the question more generally for
other nonhuman species: Is there an effect of the signallers’ and recipients’ identity on the
success of the signaller in achieving her goal?
And what exactly would that imply in regards to the case of intentional communication in
nonhuman animal? Starting with the second question, probably not much. Intentional
communication can take place without social factors influencing communicative situations.
But nonetheless, by taking into account Austin’s elaborations and by taking a comparative
stance, I endorsed the idea that if intentional communication is supposed to be closely related
to what we humans do, it should matter who the communicators are. If factors such as
communicator age, reliability, sex and so on indeed influence the interaction, nonhuman
primate communication would amount to being more than what Proust (2016) describes as
primates being able to “intentionally perform or understand impulsive or habitual
communicative actions […].” (p. 177). Nonhuman primates would understand more than that.
They would not just focus on the signal and the emotional state of the communicator, but they
also would consider social and individual features of the signaller in correlation to the signal.
Taking into account the communicator’s identity in communication is supposed to (a)
influence the audience’s reaction and also (b) the signaller’s use of signals in certain ways.
For instance, signallers may not produce certain signals or refrain from being persistent in
signal production if it is not adequate to do so.
Even if these criteria then do not necessarily influence the absence or presence of intentional
communication, they tell us a lot about how flexible signallers and recipients use and perceive
signals in a given context.
Such consideration of a correlation between social features and signal production would
amount to something along the lines of Lemasson and colleagues (2010)’s research on
capuchin monkeys’ vocalization and response behaviour. They found that in a captive group
of one male and 7 females, the individuals preferentially reacted to elder female monkeys’
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vocalisations as opposed to their younger counterparts, even though the elder female
vocalized less often than the latter.
What about chimpanzees then?
Looking at the negotiated travel initiations, to identify such effects of communicator’s
identity, I divided the 21 negotiations into groups consisting of individuals that are standing in
different social relations to each other, with family groups, consortship groups, all male
groups and mixed groups including both males and females. There was no negotiation found
for all female groups.
Out of the 21 negotiations found, I recorded 10 family groups (47.6 %), 5 consortships and all
male groups (23.8 % each) and one mixed group (4.8 %). In contrast, for non-negotiated
instances I documented 66 family groups (25.2 %), 51 mixed groups (19.5 %), 18
consortships (6.9 %) and 9 all female groups (3.4%), see table 8.
Table 8: group constellation distribution
party composition

family

consortship

all males

mixed

all females

negotiated travel

10

5

5

1

0

66

18

118

51

9

initiations
non-negotiated
travel initiations
In regards to the effect of the identity of communicators on communicative interactions, a
first point to note is that compared to non-negotiated travel initiations, there was a significant
increased proportion of negotiated travel initiations in the family and consortship groups88 and
a decrease for all male groups. Depending on the group constellation then individuals can
disagree about following to a more or lesser extent.
A reason for the tendency to negotiate more in family and consortship groups seems to be
related to dominance. Higher-ranking individuals might be more tolerant to lower-ranking
group members if the individual is a family member or a potential consortship partner. A
family and consortship effect for higher tolerance in regards to the behaviour of others has
already been shown in food sharing with chimpanzees preferably sharing with kin and mating
partners (Stevens & Gilby 2004). It is therefore not surprising to find a similar effect in
communicative interactions. Furthermore, for the particular case of travel initiations, we have
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Chi-Square Test, χ²(df = 4, N = 283) = 15.53, p = .004.
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seen in case 4 that aggressive behaviour can await lower-ranking individuals. In family and
consortship constellations such danger might be lower.
As I already discussed in chapter 7, negotiations are not just a way for recipients to disagree
explicitly, but also a way for initiators to increase their success rates for making the potential
follower tag along.
However, if negotiations are so effective, why do chimpanzee initiators not engage more
often in such a back-and forth? Turning to the 4 failed negotiations, even though this is a very
small sample size, a common set-up for the 4 cases is that the initiator is less dominant than
the follower. For the first failed case, a subadult female (KR) aims to initiate a travel with the
alpha male (HW), for the second case a male of middle rank (KT) initiates a travel again for
the alpha male (HW) to follow, for the third case a subadult male (ZD) aims to initiate for a
middle-ranking adult male (ZF) and for the forth case a subadult female (KR) aims to initiate
for her adult male brother (KZ) to follow. Here it seems that the rank of an individual may
have an impact on how much an initiator is willing to engage with the potential follower, as it
could lead to aggression.
Furthermore, focusing on how signal use is influenced by communicator identity, I found that
recipients in consortship groups produced significantly more potentially communicative
behaviour in negotiations than recipients in the other groups. 89
Here, again, it seems that dominance influences how much a potential follower actually
communicates her own decision more openly. In consortship groups dominant members are
more tolerant, as the dominant males do not want to scare the female partner away. Given
this, group members are more willing to engage with each other openly.
Staying in consortship scenarios, looking at initiators then, the two types of gestures produced
the most in the negotiated initiations (branch-shaking and leaf-clipping, see table 6, chapter
7), were produced in these group constellations. The only other group constellation in which a
gesture was produced by an initiator was in the family context, which was once a drumming
behaviour in combination with a pant hoot. It seems therefore striking that initiators when
being in a constellation with a consortship partner prefer to rely on gestural communication,
while in the other contexts vocalisations are clearly preferred (see table 9, and for further
discussion chapter 7). A reason for this choice of signal can be rather unsophisticated, given
that within these consortship groups, the aim is first to not scare away the female member by
producing loud and aggressive vocalisations and secondly, by choosing quiet gestures, one
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(Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, W=150.00, p = 0.03).
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does not attract other chimpanzees in the vicinity to distract the consortship. This could have
violent consequences for the group, as sometimes lower-ranking males head off with females.
Higher-ranking males may also be interested in the female, and may aggress the lowerranking male to have access to the female themselves.
Table 9: number of vocalisations and gestures in negotiated travel initiations:
Followers

family groups

consortship

all

mixed

all

males
vocalisations

50

20

7

1

78

gestures

1

1

0

2

4

for initiators

family

consortship

all

mixed

all

males
vocalisations

79

13

15

1

108

gestures

1

22

0

0

23

However, it is important to note that there was no significant difference in the overall choice
of signals and social behaviour in the different group constellations. One can interpret this, on
the one hand, as a lack of diversity in strategies. Even though the identity of the group
members does influence certain aspects of the interaction, overall it may not be to the extent
of different patterns of strategies.
On the other hand, the lack of patterns can be interpreted as individuals indeed showing true
flexible behaviour in negotiations, without any pre-disposed preferences in terms of signals to
be used, apart from consortship groups being prone to use gestures rather than vocalisations.
In the end, conclusions in regards to cognitive complexity and intended, flexible choices of
signal use based on the potential travel partner’s identity should be carefully considered.
Further studies though are required to manifest our hypothesis of signallers’ flexibly choosing
signals based on the conspecific’s identity and context. Two things seem apparent though:
first, the more tolerant the members in the group, the more likely communicators engage with
each other openly. Therefore, dominance has some influence on the occurrence of a
negotiation. Furthermore, in regards to preferred choice of gestural signals in consortship
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groups, the results of this study reproduced the results of previous studies on signal use in
consortship (Hobaiter and Byrne 2012), showing that especially leaf-clipping and branchshaking are gestures preferably produced in consortship scenarios.
9. General conclusion: intentional communication in chimpanzees as a paradigm case
for ostensive intentional communication in nonhuman animals
To conclude this thesis on intentional communication in human and nonhuman animals, I will
first walk through the provided list of criteria for ostensive intentional communication and
apply both theoretical and empirical elaborations in chapters 2 – 8 in order to show that
chimpanzee communication fulfils the criteria. Where necessary, I will refer to other research
previously mentioned in other chapters that will back up my claims. I will then open
discussion about future potential avenues of research.
(I)  

Following my elaborations in chapter 2.2., associative and inferential
works of communicators go hand in hand. The newer or more creative the
use and circumstances are and the more complex the situation, the more
likely should we assume the necessity of inferential work.

Here we need to look closer at chimpanzee inferential capacities. I discussed in 2.2.
that we should be rather optimistic in regards to these capacities following research by
Call (2004, 2010). Chimpanzees, next to forming associations, seem to be capable of
at least drawing inferences about observable entities.
(II)  

Following Grice, the signals used have to be somehow non-naturally
meaningful, but not necessarily conventional.

In chapter 6.1. and 6.2. I discussed how such non-naturally meaningful signals can be
present in nonhuman animal communication in the form of objective meaning. In
chapter 6.3. I argued that, empirically, flexibility in signal use with potentially new
uses or refined uses of signals arising will help us find concrete evidence for nonnaturally meaningful signals. I discussed how proto-conventions are necessary for the
rise of new uses in signal systems within animal communication, especially referring
to chimpanzee leaf-clipping behaviour as one potential example of a flexibly used
signal. We can therefore conclude that signals of the chimpanzee repertoire are used
by individuals in a non-naturally meaningful way.
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(III)   Following in part Millikan (2004), recipients may mainly be using the
produced signal and contextual cues to understand a message, but –
following the shortcomings of Millikan’s approach – also partially the
signaller’s intentions. These intentions though do not play the one and
only central role in grasping a message.
This criterion simplifies the cognitive capacities for intentional communication.
Chimpanzees are not required to have very concrete insights into the mental world of
their conspecifics. However, as recent research on theory of mind in chimpanzees and
other great apes suggest (e.g. Krupenye et al. 2017), they are capable of understanding
simple intentions in others.
(IV)   Therefore, to engage in intentional communication there is no
requirement for a full-fledged theory of mind. However, a general
knowledge about others acting in accordance to their goals may help.
Therefore, based on some elaborations in Relevance Theory and its
discussion in chapter 3.3., we can assume that it is sufficient for recipients
and signallers to understand the other as an intentional agent.
Chimpanzees then are required to understand conspecifics as intentional agents.
Within research on chimpanzee cognitive capacities, this is a non-disputed fact by
now (see for instance Tomasello 2008).
(V)  

Signallers do not necessarily intend recipients to understand a
communicative intention. Rather, as Millikan pointed out, signals are
already proliferated to be directed to someone. A communicative intention
to be explicitly recognised seems therefore almost superfluous for very
many cases of everyday communication.
Furthermore, recipients are very often interested in information about the
world, not about the signaller’s mental state. The claim by Sperber and
Wilson that humans, and probably many other social animals’ cognitive
systems, are tuned to generate such information about the world gives
further evidence for this claim. Therefore, recipients do not aim at
targeting signaller’s intentions exclusively, but also other information
depending on the interaction.

Millikan’s claim that signals are proliferated already simply by being directed to
someone targets all human and nonhuman animal signals – and with that chimpanzee
signals. Furthermore, it seems absurd to deny the chimpanzee’ cognitive system to be
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tuned to generate information about the world. This criterion therefore lowers the
cognitive requirements chimpanzees need to fulfil for them to be able to communicate
intentionally.
(VI)   In regards to communicative intentions specifically, recipients do not
necessarily infer these. Rather ostensive signals such as eye-gaze which
count as signs for communicative intentions may be the cues that draw
them to listen to the signaller in the first place. This may be an automatic
process. Even if recipients are explicitly aware of the attention getter
effect of for instance eye gaze, there is just no a priori reason to assume
that they go one cognitive step further and infer explicitly that the
signaller has an intention to communicate something to them.
Communicative intentions may be referred to in explanatory endeavours.
In regards to what is indeed represented when communicators interact no
such communicative intention has to be explicitly present in the
communicators. If the communicative act went wrong though, we may as
signallers indeed form the intention to show the recipient that we aim to
communicate something to them. Even for this intention though, no metarepresentation is necessary.
In chapter 7 I described how in negotiations followers and initiators attend to the
conspecific more communicatively by using a variety of attention getters such as
stomping with their feet and checks. Furthermore, previous studies (e.g. Schel et al.
2013) have shown that chimpanzees employ checks in communicative interaction and
that individuals understand the connection between gazing towards an objective and
being attentive to the presence of that object (e.g. Schel et al. 2013, Hare et al. 2000).
Checks are not an exclusive behaviour that is required for the fulfilment of the
criterion. Other species may use other attention getters.
For failed travel initiations, we saw that chimpanzees produce a range of different
signals, dependent on the conspecific’s response, indicating that they want the other to
respond in a certain way. As I argued previously, this is sufficient for an interpretation
of signallers wanting recipients to grasp that signallers intend to communicate
something to them or at least make them do something. Chimpanzees proved that they
do their best to attend to the other, and make the other understand their goal. This kind
of acted out communicative intention is clearly less sophisticated than in humans, but
it is all that is required for ostensive intentional communication.
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(VII)   As Relevance Theory’s emphasis on ostensive signalling has shown:
Communication is multimodal, with gazing behaviour, gesturing, facial
expressions and vocal signals. Following Relevance Theory, we may then
say that these ostensive signals provide evidence for the signaller’s aim to
communicate a particular message.
Chimpanzees displayed multimodal communication with gazing, gestures and
vocalisations as well as body turns and other social signals in travel initiation
negotiations.
(VIII)   Following Austin, communicating intentionally does not just mean to
provide information, but also for instance to perform actions such as
warning, inviting someone etc. All these “meanings” of an utterance are
not part of the content of a signal.
As discussed in chapter 8, producing vocal signals such as travel hoos may amount to
performing an act at least on a functional level, next to these vocalisations having a
referential content.
(IX)   It is also, following the speech act theorists Austin, Kukla and Langton,
not only signaller’s and recipient’s intentions involved that influence the
meaning of a signal and the success of a communicative act. Other factors
play a role in shaping a communicative situation as well, such as who
produces the signal and who is the recipient.
In chapter 8, I described how dominance and with that group constellations seem to
influence how successful a signaller is and by what means (e.g. how persistent, what
signals are used) she can achieve her intentions. These external factors have an
influence on the outcome of the travel initiation independently of the initiator’s and
recipient’s intentions.
(X)

Following elaborations on the discussion surrounding Tomasello’s claim
that human communication is essentially cooperative in chapter 3.5.,
intentional communication appears essentially rational instead (and
therefore manipulative, cooperative and many other intents can be
present). For this, the species in question has to be capable of recognising
others as intentional agents and with that at least more or less their goals,
and furthermore form behavioural expectations in a given situation.

Chimpanzees seem to be capable of acting instrumentally rationally in negotiated
travel initiations, as they appear to be unsatisfied if responses were not according to
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the signaller’s anticipation. That is if expectations are not met, the signaller then uses
different signals, or persists.
Chimpanzees furthermore perceive others as intentional agents, see discussion for
criterion (IV).
(XI)

Following from Leavens’ elaborations: If the communicative act fails,
elaboration by the signaller (and recipient) is a key criterion for flexibility
between signallers and recipients to determine intentional communication
in a species.

The data discussed in chapter 7 showed clear instances of elaboration behaviour both
on the recipients’ and the signallers’ side.
Furthermore, based on the issues discussed with reference to Townsend et al.’s (2017)
proposal, which is to exclude communication and behaviour not closely related to human
communication, flexible behaviour is required:
(XII) In regards to how signallers and recipients interact with each other and
attend to each other with the help of the signals used in for instance
scenarios of diverging goals.
The chimpanzees in the travel initiation study interacted flexibly depending on the
conspecific’s behaviour, no particular patterns of response and re-response were found
but rather indeed flexible reactions. They engaged in a back and forth with up to 30
sequences for the most interactive case.
(XIII) and in regards to the use of a signal per se: new uses have to be possible
within a signal system (not phylogenetically but historically).
In chapter 6.3. I discussed how Kasigwa, a young male, initiated travels by using a
potentially new signal. Followers followed in three of the four cases, and it may be the
case that the signal originated from a behaviour displayed by his mother. The
observations leading up to this conclusion require further systematic research though.
Independently of this behaviour, chimpanzees of different communities and within
one community appear to use leaf-clipping in different ways. Chimpanzees therefore
seem to be capable of at least using signals in new ways and contexts.
We can conclude then that chimpanzees fulfil all 13 criteria for ostensive intentional
communication focusing on the importance of a negotiation paradigm in empirical research
and with that the presence of flexible behaviour in both communicators.
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As could be seen, for some criteria evidence was stronger than for others. Further research is
particularly required in regards to ontogenetic features of signal uses including the potential
influence of signaller’s identity on signal production. To address these criteria more
systematically, comparative animal communication research should be perceived not as
investigating an isolated kind of behaviour, but as investigating one of many potentially
cultural behaviours in a species. Following from that, signal use should be compared between
populations of a species – just as it has been done for tool use behaviour – to investigate
questions of diversity of signal use. On the theoretical side of this, integrating work by speech
act theorists such as discussed in chapter 3.3. can open up novel investigations into other
cultural aspects of communication next to diverging signal uses in different populations. For
instance, the identity of the communicators, which plays an important role in human speech
acts, may influence the success of a communicative act. For instance, older individuals may
be more likely to be successful in using certain signals to fulfil a goal. Perhaps the
communicative means a nonhuman animal signaller tends to use may be dependent on the
signaller’s identity (i.e. sex, age, rank) much more than assumed so far.
Finally, this thesis focused very much on primate communication skills, but research on
communication and culture especially in cetaceans seems to imply very elaborated
communication skills in these species. Applying the negotiation paradigm to interactions of
these and other species will help us understand better the evolution of such skills and will
draw a more complete picture on animal communication skills in a truly interdisciplinary and
comparative, cognitive approach.
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